
FY03-07 DPG Studies and Reporting Requirements 

Study or Plan Title - ~ Final Report Lead Coordination Status - ~ 

l>o,ne 

Station an IBCT in Europe by 2007 9 Mar-02 Secretary of the Anny Briefing to SEC 12 
March 

"At Sea" Reloading of Land Attack 10 Mar-02 Secretary of the Navy In work 
Cruise Missiles 
"Horizon" Concept of Crew 10 Mar-02 Secretary of the Navy In work 
Rotation 
Comprehensive Readiness 10 Mar-02 USO (P&R) Secretaries of In work 
Reporting System Military Depts., 

CJCS 
· litv nf a Littoral Warfare 10 C, "'.IN( :p In work . lVJ.<.u- r.l 

~ ~ .. -
Training Center Navy 
Homeporting and Stationing of IO Mar-02 Secretary of the Combatant Jn work 
SSGNs Navy Commanders 
Homeporting Surface Combatants 10 Mar-02 Secretary of the USCJNCPAC In work 
in WESTPAC Navy 
Realignment of SOF World-Wide IO Mar.02 ASDSO/LIC USCINCSOC rn work 
Assets 
Reloading Munitions in Forward 10 Mar-02 Secretary of the Air Combatant In work 
Areas Force Commanders 
Relocation of MPSRON-1 from 10 Mar-02 Secretary of the USCINCCENT In work 
EUCOM to CENTCOM Navy USCINCEUR 
Joint National Training Center 11 Mar-02 USCINCJFCOM Secretaries of In work - briefed to 

Military Depts., SEC 21 Feb 
CJCS, USD (P&R) 

2 
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FYOJ-07 DPG Studies and Reporting Requirements 

Study or Plan Title DPG Final Report Lead Coordination Status 
Page 

Transformation of Military 11 Mar-02 USD(P&R) Secretaries of In work - briefed to 
Training to Better Enable Joint Military Depts., SEC 21 Feb 
Operations CJCS, 

USCINCJFCOM, 
USO (AT&L) 

Cross-Service Use of Testing and 12 Mar-02 Director, USD (P&R) In work 
Training Ranges Operational Tes ting 

and Evaluation 

Development of a Strategic Human 12 Mar-02 USO (P&R) Secretaries of In work 
Resources Plan Military Depts., 

Component Heads 
Revised OPTEMPO Metrics 12 Mar-02 USD (P&R) Secretaries of In work 

Military Depts., 
CJCS 

Assignment of Housing for Junior 13 Mar-02 USO (P&R) On ho]d-
Personnel USD(P&R) to revise 

completion date 
Civilian Employer Support for the 13 Mar-02 USO (P&R) In work 
Guard and Reserve 
Metrics to Track Educational 13 Mar-02 USO (P&R) Secretaries of Military In work 
Opportunities, Child Care, Physical Depts. 
Fitness, Spouse Employment, Pay 
and Compensation; Housing; and 
Medical Support 
Optimum Steady-State 13 Mar-02 Secretaries of Military Depts. Briefing to SEC 5 
Recapitalization Rates March 

3 
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FY03-07 DPG Studies and Reporting Requirements 

Study or Plan Title DPG Final Report Lead Coordination Status 
Page 

Quality of Life Support Services' 13 Mar-02 USD(P&R) Secretaries of Military In work 
Infrastructure Depts. 
Relocation Processes and Policies 13 Mar-02 USO (P&R) In work 
Capabilities to Counter ISR 14 Mar-02 Secretaries of Military Depts. In work 
Operations Against the U.S., U.S. 
Allies and Friends 
Role ofDoD Intelligence Assets in 14 Mar-02 CJCS In work 
support of Standing Joint Task 
Forces 
Enemy Use of Chemical or 17 Mar-02 USD (P) CJCS, Director (P A&E) In work 
Biological Agents to Deny U.S. 
Forces Access and to Impede 
Combat Operations 
Cost and Relative Operational 18 Mar-02 Secretary of the Navy Cancelled- study 
Contribution of Converting rendered moot by 
Additional SSBNs to SSGNs by FY Nuclear Posture 
2007 Review 
Attack of Critical Mobile Targets 19 Mar-02 CJCS COMPLETE 

Service UAV Programs 19 Oct-01 Secretaries of Military Depts. COMPLETE - info 
provided to 

USD(AT&L) UAV 
task force 

Reusable Launch Technologies and 20 Mar-02 Secretary of the Air Force In work 
Systems 
Fo11ow-on Mobility Requirements 22 Mar-04 USCINCTRANS ON HOLD - to be 

transferred to 
CJCS/OSD lead 

4 
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Study or Plan Title DPG Final Report Lead Coordination Status 
Page 

Heavy Lift Sea1ift Shortfall 22 Mar-02 Secretary of the Navy In work 

Integration of Naval Aviation Force 21. Mar-02 Secretary of the Navy EC 
Structure March 
Options to Retire Less Capable 

-· 
22 Oct-01 Secretary of the Air Force ln work due da~~ 

Aircraft ~oved to March 0 
!Recapitalization of UH-60, CH-47 22 Oct-01 Secretary of the Anny COMPLETE 
and AH-64 Aircraft 
Retiring the Air Force's Oldest C- 22 Mar-02 Secretary of the Air Force; In work 
130 Aircraft USCINCTRANS 

Funding :Levels for On-go1ng 23 Oct-01 CJCS COMPLETE 
rnteroperability Improvement 
Efforts for Legacy Systems 
A;sessment of M odemization 24 Dec-01 Senior JROC COMPLETE 
Programs: F-22, JSF,V-22, LD/HD Executive (Note 2) 
Assets, Aircraft Carrier, Crusader, Council 
DD-21 
Installations 25 FY2004 Secretaries of Military Depts. In work 

Budget Review 
Inventory Management Practices 26 FY2003 USD USD(AT&L) COMPLETE 
and Ba]ances Budget Review (Comptroller) 

Modernization of DoD Business 26 Sep-02 USD Secretaries of Military In work 
Practices and Financial (Comptroller) Depts., USD (AT&L), 
Management Systems CIO 
Reduction of Overhead Costs and 26 Mar-02 Secretaries of Military Depts. In work 
Performance Based Logistics 

---

5 
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February 26, 2002 11 :10 AM 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: Demands 

I want to give a talk at the NSC soon, when the President is there, about how the demands for 

people from our organization and for us to respond to requests from other organizations actually 

affects hwnan beings in the Department of Defense. 

To do that, I will need to know the number of de1ailees we have assigned to a11 these departments 
~ 

and agencies. 

I need to know how many stop·loss people we have held in, and I need to know how many 

Guard and Reserve have been activated and for how long. 

Then I need to explain that when you are dealing with civilians, it is one thing. Those civilians 

are all from the Washington area, they all want to live here, and they are all here because they 

want to be here in the Government. When we are dealing with uniformed pe.ople, and we 

prevent them from getting out when their tours are up, or we activate them and take them out of 

their private employment for month after month and keep them away, it begins to adversely 

affect the country, because it puts in jeopardy the total force concept-where we can in fact use 

the Guard and Reserve for things that are truly needed-for the military things they signed up 

for. 

If I could get some good data on that, then I think maybe I could explain it in a way that people 

understand that they have to stop asking the Pentagon for additional people. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
022602-12 

··································-····························~··············· 
Please respond by __ O_j_/_-_1J _8 _(_o_(....,-__ _ 
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July l, 2002 8:24 PM 

TO: Powell Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld \A' h SUBJECT: Congressiooal Bureaucracy . 

~) ~-, -~lease see if you can find out how many Cong,:essiooal employees there are today 

'\' 
1
· and what the Congressional budget was in 2000 or 200 l) so I can expand the 

attached chart. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/24n9 US News and World Report 

DRR:dh 
070102-71 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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' 
THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301 · 13C'O 

LE'GISLilT1V£ 
AFFAIRS 

August 16, 2002 1230 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM; Powell A. Moore, Assistant Secretary of Legislat 

SUJBECT: Response to request regarding the number of Congressional 
employees (Snowflake #070 l 02-71) 

Number of Congressional employees (only calculated bicnnia1ly): 

1997: 24,070 
1999: 23,604 
2001: 22,238 

Levels of appropriated spending for the same years: 

FY 1997: 
FY 1999: 
FY 2001: 

$2.203 billion 
$2.581 billion 
S2.730 billion 

I have take the liberty of attaching an article that appeared in Roll Call in 
November of 200 I. This article is similar to the one attached to the Secretary's 
request. 

Attachment: 
As stated 

R/l f 

/f-" ,;1k,,JJ,'.} f!,j 
h {~fl liy I) /.,,/,~; J/ 
)'-' f- (/,

1
ff.rf.1c11,i/ J,.,, ,/7ef k(('.i 

yc-1>-; ?'} . 

Prepared by Michael Ralsky. Special Assistant for Transformation and Budget at!(b)(5) 
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' Capitol Hill's Growing 
Armr of Bureaucrats 
By leaps and bounds, 
Congress is building up its 
staff at a cost of hundreds 
of millions. Critics ask: Does 
It do more harm than good? 

Quick to condemn bloated bureau· 
cracy elsewhere, Congresi. is belatedly 
waking up to a staff ex:plosion in its 
own back yard. 

Senators and House members are 
complaining because, with three times 
the work force, CongreS!l is enacting 
far fewer laws than it did 20 years ago. 

Just meeting the congressional pay. 
roll eo&ts taxpayers more than 550 mil
lion dollars a year-12 times as much 
as in 1960. Including the Library of 
Congress and other support agencies, 
Congress's total budget tops l.l billion 
dollars.. 

Critics charge that this outpou:ring or 
money has produced a vast legislative 
bure!lucracy that impedes Congress's 
pace and efficiency. Yet most lawmak
ers insist that, given today's complex is
sues and their own heavy workloads, 
they cannot make do with less staff. 

The situation is acutely embarn1.ssing 
for Congress at a time when voters are 
crying out for austerity in government. 
"It is hard to crack down on the federal 
bureaucracy when we don't do any
thing about our own.ff comments Sena
tor William L Armstrong (R-Colo.). 

Stahle for many years, congressional 
staffs began to grow in 

assist six committee members. At an, 
other hearing, 27 aides were on hand 
to serve the two senators present. 

"Senators and staff are literally stum· 
bling over themselves," protests Sena
tor William Proicmire (D-Wis.). 

With w ma.ny aides sourrying about. 
Congress is fast running out of places 
to put them all. Ali a stopgap measure, 
millions of dollars have been spent lo 
acquire dilapidated old hotels and 
apartment buildings near the Capitol 
and convert them Into rabbit warrens 
of office space, Under construction is a 
third Senate office building, costing 
13] million dollars, to provide still 
more room, The House, with three 
huge office buildings already, is plan
ning its fourth. 

SOrne of the rewards. For those who 
work on Capitol Hill, life can be re
warding. While low-level clerks usually 
earn about $1!,000 a year, experienced 
secretaries can make $31,000 and top 
aides up to $52,687. 

In addition, staff rnemhers share 
most of the tax-supported perquisites 
of members or Congress: Generous 
pensions, liberal vacations, discount 
meals and cigarettes, low..oost loaos 
through a credit 1mion, free parking 
and. in many cases, opportunities for 
havel. 

But there also are drawbacks to Cap
itol Hill jobs, such as long, uncertain 
working hours and a lack of security 
that is t!ndemic to politics. 

Whafs behind this urge to expand? 
Experts cite several causes: Deepened 
rivalry between Congress and the 
White House. Republican demands for 
their own minority staffs on commit
tees and the sheer comple~ty of draft. 
ing and monitoring legislation in such 
highly technical areas as energy and 
the environment. 

Jt is among "professional" staffers-
those directly involved in shaping leg. 
islatfon-that hiring has been most dra
matic. The number of these skilled, 
top-salaried employes has doubled in 
the Senate and quintupled in the 
House in the past 20 years. 

Lawmakers once trusted the accura
cy of expert advice and information 
provided by the administration in pow
er. But that began to change during 
the Vietnam War and Watergate, 
when many members started to doubt 
what they were being told by the 
White House, Some built their own 
staffs of experts to delve into CQfltro
verSial isJues. 

Congress's drive for independent ex
pertise has led it to hire hundreds of 
people to study the federal budget. Af
ter years of wrangling with the White 
House over spending priorities, the 
House and Senate in 1914 set up their 
own budget committees, each with a 
staff of 80. For good measure, a sepa
rate Congressional Budget OHice with 
200 employes has been created to fur• 
nish broad research analyses for both 
houses. 

"Members want to 
make independent judg· 
men ts on an issue without 
having to rely on the ad
ministration in power," 
says Aubrey L. Sarvis, 
chief counsel to the Sen· 

the 1950s. Twenty years 
ago, Congress got by with 
a 128-million-dollar bud· 
get and 6,382 staffers. To
day's billion-dollar Con
gress has a work force of 
nearly 20,000-roughly 

Congress's Own Bureaucracy 
In 25 Years, Staff Quadrupled ... While Costs 

37 employes for each ~n-
ator and House member. 

Nowhere is staff prolif- Congressional 
er11tion more striking Employes 
than at a congressional 
hearing. Senators and 
representative:. are· rou-
tinely attended by a half
dozen aides apiece, some 
of whom seem to do little 
more than pour coffee. 

For example, at a hear
ing on the new strategic
.arms treaty, ! 7 Senate 
Foreign Relations Com· 
mittee staffers stood by to 

52 

B.604 

6,382 
5,203 
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Correction Appended 

LENGTH: 1605 words 

HEADLINE: From Humble Beginnings, Hill Staff Explodes 

BYLINE: By Suzanne Nelson 

BODY: 

J:"agc I u, • 

In March 1961, during debate on a House resolution to increase each Member's clerk-hire allowance, 
a Representative from Iowa and member of the House Administration Committee rose to oppose the 
measure. 

Although Rep. John Kyl (R-Jowa) noted that the amount of the increase didn1t appear large, an 
additional clerk for each office, he said, would require "allowances for another desk, another 
typewriter, more materials, and it is not beyond the realm of possibility that the next step would then 
be request for additional office space and, ultimately, new buildings." 

The resolution, like so many others before it and many since, passed. 

Construction on what was to become the Rayburn Office Building began the following year. 

At the tum of the last century. most Representatives had only one full-time clerk; a handful had two. 
The Senate's ratios were even smaller, with not even a full-time assistant tor each Member. Today the 
number of staffers (including committee staff and officers) in the House totals 8,758, and in the 
Senate it's 6,054, according to the American Enterprise lnstitute's "Vital Statistics on Congress." As 
demonstrated last month by the evacuation of the House and Senate office buildings~ and the ensuing 
isolation of most Members from their full staffs - Congress relies heavily on its army of aides to assist 
in every aspect of lawmaking. 

But the history of how Hill staff grew to its current level can't be found within the text of a single 
legislative branch appropriation bill or even within a handful of House or Senate resolutions. 
Although a few bills, notably the Legislative Reorganization Acts of 1946 and 1970, significantly and 
pem1anently altered the nature of Congressional staff, the story of its growth is really only told 
through the slow erosion of Members' resistance to it. 

Staffing in both the House and Senate began as clerical assistance on committees. Prior to 1856, any 
help was provided on a part-lime basis and limited almost entirely to times when Congress was in 
session. That year saw the authorization of full-time clerks for the Ways and Means Committee and 
the Senate Finance Committee. 

It wasn't W1til 1885, however, that individual Senators were allowed personal clerks. The House 
followed suit in 1893. 

1-.ttn·//www.nexis.com/researclllte:kdG~Qte'b3558 8/14/2002 
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Supporters of the 1893 resolution cited an expanding workload and demand for improved constituent 
service. Giving each Member his own clerk was also seen as an impetus for reform of the committee 
structure, according to "Congressional Staffs: The Invisible Force in American Lawmaking." Prior to 
1893 only committee chainnen had clerks. As Rep. Newton Blanchard (D-La.), who had been 
opposed to clerk-hire authorization in the past, put it: 

"I believe if we adopt this proposition ... it will result in a great refonn in bringing about later the 
abolition of from 15 to 20 useless Committees of the House that are now maintained simply because 
of the pressure upon the Speaker for committee chairmanships. 11 

Opponents of the 1893 measure asserted that the work of Congressional offices could be handled by 
Congressmen themselves and that any assistance would amount to an indirect bonus to Members' 
salaries. 

Rep. Samuel Peel (D-Ark.)stood up during floor debate and said that his office received 40 to 50 
letters a day which he answered personalJy in longhand. Other Members blamed Congress itself for 
the growing workload, claiming that casework and correspondence had increased only because of the 
11bad seed and worthless documents" sent out by the institution, and the fact that people had been 
taught to "look to the government for everything.'1 

Supporters of the measure retorted that those not in need of the additional assistance could decline the 
money and allow it to remain in a contingent fund. 

These themes would resurface again and again in both the House and Senate. Members would point 
to the strain of an expanding workload but at the same time worry that their constituents would 
perceive a vote for additional staff as a disguised pay raise. Recognizing the importance of efficiency 
and economy in government, but disagreeing as to how to achieve both, proponents of additional 
aides have largely triumphed over the naysayers, however vigilant. 

And thus began the cyclical pattern that led to an ever-burgeoning number of Congressional staffers. 

One body authorizes funds for added staffing in response to its Members' demand (with few 
exceptions, the Senate and the House have recognized the other's sovereignty in matters of their own 
clerk hire). Gradually Members appoint the maximum number of allowable aides. Demand once 
again builds up for increased assistance, and the process begins again. 

The debate in each body over increasing staff allowances once consumed hours, even days, of floor 
time. Since 1920 it has been largely relegated to discussion in committee or subject to automatic 
decision-making procedures. 

The result has been a 4,498 percent increase in legislative branch appropriations from 1946 to 
2000. The Consumer Price Index rose only 783 percent in that same period, according to AEJ. 

One of the reasons cited for increasing clerk hire was Congress' need to stake its independence from 
the executive branch. By 1946 the influence of the second branch of government had increased 
significantly, at least in Congress' perception, and there was a general feeling that the imbalance 
could be remedied with a larger Congressional support structure. 

http:/ /\\'\.V\V.nexis.com/research/se~t1'sJ.ba(j)j59fQ9D / 13559 8/14/2002 
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This desire to match White House influence served as the catalyst for the creation of the Special Joint 
Committee on the Reorganization of Congress and the passage of the 1946 Legislative 
Reorganization Act the following year. Among broad reforms, including the creation of the 
Legislative Reference Service ( which became the Congressional Research Service in 1971) and a 
reduction in the number of standing committees in both bodies, the act provided administrative 
assistants for the Speaker and the Majority and Minority leaders. A proposal of the Joint Committee 
to provide assistants for all Members was dropped, but a supplemental appropriations bill later in the 
year provided administrative assistants for Senators and Senate policy committees. 

By the late 1960s jealousy and distrust of the executive branch again brought changes in the size and 
scope of Congressional staff. A sense of impending crisis brought on by the Cold War centralized 
power in the presidency at the expense of Congress and the Supreme Court. In addition to the 
proliferation of executive agencies during this period, the size of the White House staff grew 
exponentially. Whereas Franklin D. Roosevelt had a staff of I 00, Richard Nixon's staff totaled more 
than 6,000. 

"Already power has Oowed from the legislative branch to the executive branch in an almost unbroken 
stream,"Rep. Bertram Podell (D-N.Y.) said on the floor in 1969. "ln previous eras the pendulum has 
swung back the other way .... Now this is no longer the case in large measure, and there exists a 
danger of power remaining permanently on the executive side." 

Nixon himself compounded Congress' desire for a strong, independent infrastructure - Watergate 
incited strong distrust between the two branches. 

[n order to better evaluate the president's budget and obtain infonnation independent from the Office 
of Management and Budget, Congress established the Congressional Budget Office in 1974. lts 
creation, along with the expansion of the CRS and the General Accounting Office, "reflected a basic 
factor underlying the growth of congressional staff," accordmg to "Vital Statistics." 

Congressional staffs also experienced seismic growth in those years. Between 1972 and 1976, staff in 
the House jumped from 5,280 to 6,939. The Senate's growth was proportionally even greater: from 
2,426 to 3,251 in just four years. 

The ballooning of the Senate's staff came in part as a result of a contentiously debated 1975 
resolution, S. Res. 60, which allowed Senators to appoint personal staff aides for committees on 
which they senie. 

Excavation for the Hart Senate Office Building began in December of that same year, just two 
decades after construction had begun on Dirksen. By the time of its delayed completion in 1986, 
Senate office space had tripled in three decades. 

The accretion of Congressional staff, however, came with its own predicament. Historically, 
increasing the number of aides to deal with an expanding workload gradually caused the antidote to 
bring about the next predicament. More caseworkers often meant more casework. More legislative 
aides translated into more drafted legislation. 

In August 1979 Sen. William Proxmire (D·Wis.) bestowed one of his then fan1ous "Golden Fleece" 
awards - aimed at provoking scorn at ridiculous spending by the Pentagon or an executive agency -
on his own institution for "the eruption of its staff and spending over the past decade." 

http://www.nexis.com/research/seafl:ft~'®Sii0/.@BD/1356Q 8/14/2002 
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"Senators and staff are now stumbling over themselves," he continued. "Additional staff generates 
additional bills and additional work, much of it unneeded at a time when Congress has difficulty 
coping with its regular, routine and oversight functions." 

Apparently Congress got the message. By the early 1980s the size of the Congressional staff began to 
plateau, and after 1986 the number of staffers in the House and Senate began, and continues to, 
steadily decline. And although a fiscal 2000 supplemental appropriations bill aUowed a 9.6 percent 
increase in the Member's Representational Allowance, it was largely spent on technology and 
bolstering salaries to compete with the executive branch. 

CORRECTION-DATE: November 19, 2001 

CORRECTION: 
The chart that accompanied Thursday's story ("From Humble Beginnings, Hi11Staff Explodes") 
juxtaposed the lines depicting staff growth in the House with that of the Senate. Additionally, "House 
Stafr'and "Senate Statr'indicated staffs of personal offices only and didn't include committee staffs, 
which were graphed separately. 

LOAD-DATE: November 2001 
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\( July 3, 2002 12:37 PM 

TO: Gen. Pace 

FROM: DonaJd Rumsfol/J~ 

SUBJECT: CENTCOM Info 

The ClA is getting reports back apparently from someone in the CIA who is with 

the CENTCOM group investigating the incident near Kandahar. The reports are 

getting to CIA, being processed and then being given to the briefers and then me 

before we are getting an)1hing from Mike Delong. How can that be? 

Thanks. 

DHR:uh 
070302-7 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 0_·_1-1-/_· 1 _2 ....... /_,,._" _'-__ _ 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfelry~ 

James Moriarity 

June 3, 2002 5:39 PM 

James Moriarity, who works for you, is making quite a name for himself. P]ease 

take a look at this. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Bill Gertz and Rowan Scarborough, "Inside the Ring," Washington Times, 05/17 /02 

DHR:dh 
060302·!0 
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a~e superior marksmen, not only with rifles but with mortars and rocket-propelled grenades. They adapt 
quickly and change tactics. 

•Osama bin Laden's cave complexes show a knowledge of engineering and safety. There are air vents to 
minimize the overpressure effect of stored munitions. The caves feature escape routes, with false turns to 
thwart a chasing enemy. 

•There was more close combat in Operation Anaconda in March than media reports indicated. Soldiers' 
body armor saved lives. 

•The Anny's front-line transport helicopter, the Black Hawk, has trouble in high-altitude operation due to a 
balky tail rotor. Older Chinook CH-47s did most of the troop ferrying. 

•In some hot landing zones, the Air Force was late in delivering prestrikes before the Chinooks landed 
during Operation Anaconda in the Shah-e-Kot Valley, south of Gardez. Some commanders sent in the 
choppers rather than let the al Qaeda and Taliban mass more troops. 

Hot landing zones were the most glaring flaw in Anaconda. A Navy SEAL was killed when his Chinook 
received intense ground fire and had to back off a planned landing spot. The commandos went in to 
establish a blocking force to kill enemy fighters trying to escape from Shah-e-Kot. 

New China wars 

Pentagon officials are upset by what they see as an effort by pro-Beijing officials in the State Department 
and the White House National Security Council staff to discredit the harder·line policies on China of 
Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld. 

They cite as evidence a recent item in the Far Ea.stem Economic Review. The magazine stated that Michael 
Pillsbury, a key adviser to Mr. Rumsfeld who is fluent in Chinese. misinterpreted discussions between Mr. 
Rumsfeld and Chinese Vice President Hu Jintao about military exchanges. 

The magazine article stated that the State Department's interpreter was forced out of the meeting and that 
Mr. Pillsbury's interpretation misled the Chinese vice president into falsely believing Mr. Rumsfeld was set 
for a full-scale resumption of U.S.-Chinese military exchanges. The Pentagon later disputed official 
Chinese press reports that said that. 

A U.S. official familiar with the dispute said NSC China staffer James Moriarity was responsible for the 
critical magazine item. Mr. Moriarity declined to be interviewed. This official said Mr. Moriarity has 
criticized Mr. Rurnsfeld in interagency discussions for supposedly being ignorant about Chinese affairs, 
despite the fact that Mr. Rumsfeld has traveled to China several times. 

Pentagon spokesman Lt. Cmdr. Jeff Davis said yesterday he would not disclose details of who was 
pennitted into the 45-minute meeting at the Pentagon on May 1. But he denied there were any language 
misinterpretations. 

''The fact of the matter is we are confident that both parties on both sides of the table left with a full and 
complete understanding of what was said and what was agreed to," Cmdr. Davis said. 

Meanwhile, the Pentagon's military exchanges with China, once a very public effort, are now secret. As 
part of the Bush administration's overall effort to keep more of its activities from the public, the latest 
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annual report to Congress on military exchanges carried a classified "confidential" label and will not be 
made public, we are told. 

The secrecy on the exchange report contrasts sharply with earlier openness. In 1999, defense officials 
released to The Washington Times a detailed "game plan" for defense exchanges that outlined more than 
80 activities by the U.S. and Chinese militaries, including visits by high-level officials, and trips by 
Chinese officers to sensitive U.S. military facilities, including a nuclear submarine base,joint training 
maneuvers in California and talks on logistics, a key weakness of Chinese military forces. 

Mr, Rumsfeld cut off all military exchanges with China in April, but pro-Beijing officials are pushing to 
resume large-scale contacts. Mr. Hu, during his meeting with Mr. Rwnsfeld, invited the defense secretary 
to visit China. 

Kadish's future 

"Will he stay long term or go?" is the question being asked by Pentagon insiders about Lt. Gen. Ronald T. 
Kadish. As director of the Pentagon's Missile Defense Agency, Gen. Kadish is the man who is attempting 
to make a reality of President Bush's vision of national missile defense. 

He is said to be well-liked by Bush loyalists, and by his immediate supervisor, Edward Aldridge, the 
undersecretary of defense for acquisition. 

The rank and file give him high marks for reorganizing the agency and presiding over a string of successful 
test intercepts. 

Next month, he reaches the three-year mark as director, the normal tenure for senior officers in any one 
post Insiders say he is ready to stay on, if he wins a fourth star from the Bush administration. 

"He wants to stay there,it said a Pentagon source. "He wants to be known as the person who brought it to 
reality." 

Pam Bain, chief spokeswoman for the agency, said Gen. Kadish has been asked to stay on at least another 
year. As to a fourth star, "We've heard talk of that, but we don't hear it inside the building.'' 

Crusader 

The fact Army Gen. Tommy Franks never requested anillery for the war in Afghanistan played a role in the 
decision by the staff of Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld to recommend cancellation of the Crusader 
artillery system. 

The Anny seemed to sense early in the war that it needed to showcase artillery in Afghanistan or face 
criticism that in this new type of warfare, artillery was not needed. 

Defense sources say a number of Army officials, including Undersecretary of the Army Les Bro""11lee, a 
retired Army colonel and Vietnam combatant, asked why Gen. Franks had not yet requested artillery. 

Gen. Franks, who as head of U.S. Central Command is running the war, answered back that heavy mortars, 
not artillery, were the answers to cave-hidden al Qaeda fighters. 

Armitage'.s record 
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We received a number of e-mails scolding us for writing. as many news outlets have done, that Deputy 
Secretary of State Richard Armitage is a former Navy SEAL. 

To set the record straight, Mr. Armitage was a Navy surface warfare officer who specialized in the speciaJ 
operations field of counterinsurgency. He completed three combat tours with the Riverine/advisory forces 
in Vietnam. 

Bill Gertz and Rowan Scarborough are Pentagon reporters. 
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June 17, 2002 5:04 PM 

~\1-$\bl/ 
Torie Clarke ~ <;;:', \I- - c:\._ .<:::£c,__y,_e h 

::;;.~ I ~ ( • ·Mr 
~~ROM· Donald Rumsfeld l'l\ \ · , SL- S(? ~ ~~ /< 

TO: 

_,..,0;/' . 'I , . it 0c; .,..M, )~ ·\, -~\c>f\ ":-, /. 
'1\'1/y SUBJECT: Question on Al Qaeda in Kashmir '<, c)--'\\r' '\ \" \\ 

Let's send a letter to all the papers that said 1 had changed my position or retracted 

my position on the Al Qaeda in Kashmir, and send them the actual transcripts and 

get that set straight Otherwise. it will just get rehashed. The Washington Times is 

the worst and the London Telegraph, I think. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
061702-59 

···············································~························· 
Please respond by 0 1

.,,, I 2 t ,; -v 

"' ~~ 
\'""-. 

~ ... ~ .... 

U22405 /03 ~ 
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June 18, 2002 8:21 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Gender-Integrated Training 

Please ca11 David Chu and tell him that [ just read the President's statements here 

on gender-integrated training. I agree with the President. 

I hope if he thinks he is coming out differently, he will give me a heads up. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
05/28/02 USD(P&R) memo to SecDef re: Gender Integrated Training [008941 /02] 

OHRcdh 
061S02-7 

···························································-············· 
Please respond by ___ ·'?_-_, r'-i _1 _'1_) _v_i.-__ _ 

U22407·, /03 
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PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFEN~=iCc OF~:<: 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON C:f:CR-,,_,-.. , ("- ,..._ .. ,..-.. '" 

WASHINGTON, D .C . 20301~ ,t ;,....-11 ._;· ur:r \} ·J0E 

2ID2 MAY 2 9 AH_~~ 
. tiEL1JEF 

INFO MEMO 

May 28, 2002 - I 0:00 AM 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

JUN 18 2002 

DA YID S. C. CHU, UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

(PERSONNEL AND READINE~~,6,"', ~ . L}~ ~'1'7 ~~ 
Gender Integrated Training - SNOWFLAKE 

• Charlie Abell and I are personally reviewing gender-integrated training by: 

~ Visiting each of the basic training facilities 

~ Interviewing our major operational commanders about their view of the 
competence of the personnel they receive from the training establishment 
(i.e., does a change in policy have military merit?) 

• We anticipate completing this survey by fall and would propose to report to 
you on Its results at that hme. 

RECOMMENDATION: None required. 

COORDINATION: None required. 

Prepared by: Captain Stephen Wellock>._!(b_)(_5) _ ___, 

i EXF.CSEC WHITMORE 
-- - .-..... ~~ ..Asw 
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TO: 

ROM: 

DATE: 

David Chu 

Donald Rurnsfeld ~ 

May 4, 2002 

2:48 PM 

i.t\i-, SUBJECT: 

How are we doing on these Presidential statements that he made during the 

Campaign? 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
0,50402 14 

Attach: Campaign Statements 5nowtlake dated 917/0l 

.. ' tJi Please respond by: _________________ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/13571 
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June 25, 2002 9:42 AM 

TO: Steve Cambone 

CC: Gen. Myers 
Gen. Pace 
Dov Zakheim 
Tom White 
Gordon England 
Jim Roche 

FROM: Donald Rumsfe}d "\),.... 

SUBJECT: Bow Wave 

How do we get the issue as to dealing with the bow wave front and center in the 

weeks ahead, so that the outcome of the studies and the budget build reflect the 

need to deal with the bow wave? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
062502,:27 

·-···············································-······················· 
Please respond by 01 f l,·(p / 0-l,,, 

U22408 /03 
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June 26, 2002 7:00 AM 

TO: 

FROM: 

Doug Feith 
Gen. Myers 
Gen. Pace 
Dov Zakheim 
Pete Aldridge 
LTG Abizaid 

Tom White 
Gordon England 
Jim Roche 
David Chu 
Andy Marshal] 

Donald Rumsfe]d 'y\\ 
SUBJECT: Need for Urgency 

Please make comments on the attached brief. I went through an earlier version of 

this with the senior staff on Tuesday. 

Do not copy or distribute. Mark your comments right on the brief. 

·"" 

Than s. 

Attach. 
06/25/02 A Need for Urgency 

DHR:dll 
062502-77 

-~-

••...•......•........................................................... , 

Please respond by 

U2240~ /03 
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CtOSEROlD 
DRAFT 

A Need for Urgency a11 
Multiple Leadership Cen 

Throughout DoD 

. 6/25/2002 DRAFT 



Highlights of Progress Made 
over the First 18 Months 

• War on Terrorism • Key Weapons Decisions 
• Quadrennial Defense Review Crusader to FCS/Precis 

- New Strategy DD-21 to DD-X 
- New Force Sizing - SSBNto SSGN 
- New risk balancing B-1 Modernization -

• Nuclear Posture Review Navy Area-Wide Canc1 -
- NewTriad - SBIRS Restructuring 
- Offensive Reductions - J/• 22. ~C.TUl21J\l'(:J 

- Laser omms 
• ABM Withdrawal/Restructured 

Missile Defense Program 
- C4ISR Funding 
- ' SH.~ SwAR ' 

Space Commission Implementation • Realistic" udgeting/cost • • 
New Unified Command Plan • Navy/Marine Tactical Ai • 
- Northern Command Consolidation 

- Space/Strat Merger • Army/ AF HQ Rationaliz: 

• Contingency Planning Guidance 
Rewrite 
- Speed/relevance of plans 

6/25/2002 DRAFT 
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The Next 6 Months 

• Development of the FY 2004-09 program is critical to our 
success on transformation. 

• We must focus sharply over the next 6 months if we are to 
accomplish the things our country needs done. 

• This will take an even greater sense of urgency at all levels 
ofDoD. 

• To achieve a new level of urgency will require energizing 
multiple leadership centers throughout DoD. 

6/25/2002 DRAFT 
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What Military Challenges Are More Likely Over 
the Next 15 Years 

Types o[ Challenges Places the US Could be Challenged 

• Terrorism 

• Chemical 

• Biological 

• Radiation/Nuclear 

• Manhunts for key terrorists 

• Combat in rural Ungoverned Areas 
• Combat in Urban Areas 

• Combat in Littoral Areas
SW ARMS 

• Surface-to-Air Missiles • Homeland Defense-Supporting 
New Military Tasks in U.S. • Cruise Missiles 

• Ballistic Missiles 

• SW ARMS/Mines 
• D 1t:E'!ir62. .:Jue5, 
• Cyber 

• at~ 

• Preventive Attacks on 
WMD/Terrorist States 

• Attacks on Information Systems 
• Attacks on Space Capabilities 

Note: Do as a capabilities (not threat) based strategy. We can know the challenges we will face, but not necessarily 
where, when or even from whom the challenges will come. The US must count on surprise and little or no warning. 

6/25/2002 DRAFT 
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Where is the US likely to be relatively vulnerable 

and/or in need of improvement over the next 15 years? 

• Actionable Intelligence 

- Human Intelligence 

• Speed of deployment 

• Information Operations 

• Mobility 

• Weight/Mass 

• Access to/Operations in 
Space 

• Lack of Hardening 
• Organizationally Slow, 

and/or Inept 
- U.S. Government 

Inter-Agency System 
- DoD internal process 
- DoD contractor and 

high-tech 
- Slowness of 

action/reaction 
- Domestic security 

6/25/2002 DRAFT 
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In next 15 years, what 

Systems/Capabilities/ Activities are likely to be ... 
. . . Of Relatively Greater Utility 
• Truly Joint Warfighting Forces 

• Standing (ready) Joint Task Forces 

• Precision Weapons 
• Special Operations 

• Unmanned Systems 

• Rapidly deployable ground forces 

• Capabilities with small logistic 
footprints 

• Long Range Systems 

• Peacekeepers-US and US-led 
• Training Other Nations' Militaries 

• Pre-deployed Assets 

• Assets less vulnerable to WMD 
• Sea Basing 

• Cyber Offense/Defense 
• Network Centric Warfare 
• Space-based C4ISR 

6/25/2002 

... Of Relatively Less Utility 

• Assets slow to deploy 

• Reserve assets that require activation, 
except in the case of homeland defense. 

.. . Of Relatively Less Utility, but 
necessary as deterrent )c 

• Heavy Land Combat Systems 'j)J"~· 
9 

• Air Superiority Aircraft • / i'~ · " 
rot2fl;:! • Blue Water Combat Ships vi.;,__, .. 
~1' 

DRAFT 5 
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Over the next 15 Years, which 
Relationships/Regions could take on ... 

Greater .. . Relatively .. . Relatively 
Importance Greater Danger Less Danger 
• China Iran Western • • 
• India Pakistan Europe • 
• Indonesia Central Indonesia • • 
• Turkey Europe Turkey • 
• Central • Russia 

Asia • Latin America 

• Vietnam • China 

6/25/2002 DRAFT 
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Countries the U.S. Could Be Allied With 

Allied with Whom 
Pakistan 
Turkey 
Jordan 
Taiwan 
Russia 
Vietnam/India 
NATO 
Several Latin 
American Countries 

6/25/2002 

Where 
Against terrorists 
Iraq, Syria, Iran 
Iraq , Syria, Iran 
Taiwan Straits 
Russian Far East, Central Asia 
China 
Multiple possible locations 
Latin America 

DRAFT 7 
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.. ... 

The Way Ahead 

• Senior civilian/military leadership to refine this 
outline and set priorities. What's missing? 

• Get agreement on tasks/goals/due dates/leads 
• Establish milestones in each area 
• Fashion the way ahead 

- Senior Level Review Group (SLRG), as with 
QDR/DPG 

- Mechanism to engage two levels below SLRG 
- Engaging Congress 
- Engaging the public, contractors, press, etc. 

6/25/2002 DRAFT 8 
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.. 
URGENT TASKS 

TASK GOAL INTERIM COMPLETION ACTION OFFICERS 
REPORT DATE 

GWOT • Refashion DoD to do the task SecDef/CJCS 
Organize/Train/ • Information Operations Service Planners 
Equip for the new • Urban Warfare Service Secretaries 
security environment • 'Manhunts' & Chiefs 

• Cyber/Space Defense JROC 

• Cruise Missile Defense Cambone (P A&E) 

Intelligence • Reorganize to fit new security Stenbit 
Organization environment Haver 

Carnbone 
Homeland Defense • Reorganize for new homeland DepSecDef 
Organization security tasks 
Shaping Geo-political • Moderate Muslim States Wolfowitz/Feith 
Outcomes • Improvements to current alliance (USD(P)) 

structures Pace VCJCS 

• Refashioning U.S. global 'footprint' 
Combatant Command • Headquarters/Component Sec Def/CJ CS 
Rationalization Command Restructuring for GWOT 

V'1 • Standing Joint Task Forces /', J 
DPG Studies • Complete and made program and Cambone(jjst~ ~: I ~ -

resource decisions for '04 budget Zakheim , 7-7 
NSC Process • Develop Proposals for Feith (USD(P)y' \ 

o Better subcommittee work Casey (DJ-5) 
products 

o Better focus on key 
interagency tasks 

11-L-~M-~!D/13583 
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TASK 

DoD Processes 
(Financial, 
Budgetary, 
Acquisition) 

Budget Reform 

Service Structure 
Organizations 

OSD/Joint Staff 
Rationalization 

Service 
Redundancies 

Respect 
Taxpayers' Dollars 

OTHER IMPORTANT TASKS 

'GOAL INTERIM 
REPORT 

• Shorten/De-Layer 
• Rationalize 
• Eliminate Redundancies/Steps 

• 
• 

• 
• 

.. 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

Speed Decision-making 

Transition away from Non-
Defense Activities 

0 Health Care Entitlements 
o Veterans Activities 
o Other 

Fewer Levels within Services 
More Flexibility/Rapid 
Deployment 
Eliminate Redundancies 
Accelerate Processing Time 
Speed Decision-making 
Merge Common Activities 

o Legal 
o Medical 
0 Chaplain 
0 Dependent Support 

(Commissary/Exchange) 
Find and root out waste in 
every comer of DoD 

DRAFT 
11-L-0559/0SD/13584 

COMPLETION ACTION OFFICERS 
DA.TE 

Zakheim (USD(C)) 
Aldridge 
(USD(ATL)) 
Cartwright (DJ-8) 

Zakheim 
Haynes (GC) 

i 

I Service Secretaries 
l Chiefs 

SecDef 
CJCS 

Service Secretaries 
Service Chiefs 

' I 

Zakheim (USD-C) 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld 'i" 
Lease 

May 1, 2002 7 :54 AM 

Please find out for me what this lease negotiated by the Army Corps of Engineers 

for 20 years for a hotel is about, when it was done and why we can't just sell the 

whole thing. 

AJso, please find out if David Chu is really urging people to use this facility. That 

is a linle awkward. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
05101/02, Al Kamen, "In the Loop," WaJl11ngwn Posr 

Oliil.:dh 
050]02-5 

............................... , .•••....... , ..........................•.. 

Please respond by __ C_.· ·_.::_!_~_,_( '-j ,)_"'l-__ _ 

U22410 103 
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with 300,000 American sol- >> Adm. Charles R. Larsen, travel. hotel. overhead and Maj. Gen. Robert H. Grif-
diers, sailors, Marines and March I, 1991-July 11, 1994. other expenses. fin, civil works director of the 
airmen at a full military cere- >> Lt. Gen. Harold T. fields, That certainlv makes Corps, announced yesterday 
mony at 4 p.m. Thursday at July 11, 1994-July 19, 1994. sense. But what about the new that his agency will "pause" 
Marine Corps Base Hawaii in » Adm. Richard C. Macke, training center with "32,000 work on billions of dollars 
Kaneohe. July I 9, 1994-Jan. 31, 1996. square feet of exclusive-use of- worth of active projects that 

He will replace retiring >> Adm, Joseph W. Prueher, fice space and 29,000 of exclu- are not yet under construction. 
Adm. Dennis Blair as the head Jan. 31, 1996--Feb. 20, 1999. sive-use trainjng space ... am- The move came a week after 
of a force of 190 warships and >> Adm. Dennis C. Blair, Feb. phitheater for 250 with desktop Griff111 suspended a $311 mil-
400 combat aircraft. Deputy 20, 1999,May 2, 2002. lntemet _i;..onneGtioo~ a ball- lion deepening of the Delaware 
Defense Secretary Paul ~-d.inif!(facility River in response to a critique 
Wolfowitz will be the guest ,for 2 I 6 ... and athletiCTacili~ ... by the General Accounting Of· 
speaker a1 Thllrsday's change Washington Post <t;· , /?,,.,. ties"'.:' fice, and his memo yesterday 
of command. May l, 2002 "l urge you to use this cited~rious questions in re-

Also approved by the &n- state-of-the..art facility and gard to the accuracy and cur-
ate last night was the promo- Pg. 2J \ y benefit from pre-paid lease ar- rency . . and the rigor of the 
lioTI of Gen. Leon J. LaPone lo 13. ]In The Loop r1 rangemen\s during fiscal year revie~process for some pro-
be the commander in chief of By A Kamen , 2002," U11dersecretary of De· jects,'. 
the United Nations Command! Training Ce er ISO Criti- fensc David S.C. Chu said in .,/The Corps will not pro-
Combined Forces Command in cal Mass. an April 11 memo to all the ,.,xziie a list of affected projects 
South Korea. Looking for depanment bigwigs. "C until the end of the week, bul 

Fargo will become the facility for your st rently, any organizati smg sources said they will include 
U.S. Pacific commander as frustrations, improve . c· i not be re· scores of the agency's most 
there continue to be threats of skills or get motivation? Call quired to pay for use of train· controversial efforts to build 
armed conflict between China the Depanment of Defense. ing or confereTice facilities or levees and pumps for flood 
and Taiwan, between North The folks there have a brand- for hotel roomf s];' Chu said. control, dredge rivers and ports 
Korea and South Korea, and new, snappy training center, Can't gel much bft1er zhan that. for navigation, and pump sand 
between India and Pakistan. and it sounds like they'd be Bui wait! "In addition, we onto beaches for recreation. 

Vice Adm. Waller F. willing 10 cut you a real good are seeking penmmem ten- Some projects could be de-
Doran has been nominated to deaL ant(s), so if you have long- layed temporarily, others in-
replace Fargo as Pacific Fleet Why's that? Because the term training needs, we would definitely. 
commander. His nomination 201-room hotel and conference like to explore sub-leasing op- Corps spokesman Horner 
was among the J,349 promo- complex in south-central Mas- tions with you," Chu said. Perkins said he assumed the 
tions approved by the Senate sachusert.s, just leased for 20 The bids may redefine list would include most of the 
Armed Services Comminee years for $167 million, is "ex• "low-ball." projects highlighted in a Wash-
last night and sent to the floor periencing less than full utili- On the Move ington Post series in 2000, 
ac1ion. Final action is expected zation," a Defense offidal Adm. DeTIJ1is Blair, the from a $165 million flood-
lo take place tonight. says. Maybe much less. U.S. military commander for control pump in the Missis-

Dotan, 56, has been serv· The center. built after a Pacific operations (CTNCPAC) sippi Delta to a $690 million 
ing as assistant to the chairman decade of furious lo?bying by who was last seen being edged barge-canal widening in New 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Massachusetts officials for a out by Gen, Richard R Myers Orleans to a $108 million jetty 
since September 2000. Fargo, DOD facility on the site of a for chairman of the Joint project in North Carolina. 
S3, took over as Pacific Fleet former American Optical Co. Chiefs, is being replaced "This action is part of a 
commander on Oct. 8, 1999. complex in Sout~bridge, was Thursday by Adm. Tom Fargo. more comprehensive initiative 

In 1958 1he command of to be u~e~. to . • - to Blair is to become a senior fel· lo ensure thal Corps project~ 
the Pacific Fleet was separated GS-15 c1y1 s rn the Defens \ low at the J nstitute for Defense are a sound investmenl for our 
from that of the Pacific Com- Leaders and Management \Analysis, a Pentagon think nation and are proposed in an 
mand. Since then, chiefs of the Progr kank ln Alexandria. environmentally sustainable 
Pacific Command have been: he lease, negotiated by · way," Griffin said. "It is essen-

>> Adm. Felix B. Stump, Anny C s of Enginee , tial that Corps projects keep up 
Jun. J 4, 1958-July 3 I, 1958. !ls for e Pentagon t Washington Post with the pace of change." 
» Adm. Harry D. Felt, Julv or 40 0 room-nig a year The review could freeze a 
3 J, I 958·June 30, J 964. at S 9 per rog!D--.fbr 20 years. May I, 2002 fifth of the Corps workload, an 
>> Adm. Ulysses S. Grant e l~p program train• Pg. 2 unheard--0f self-examination 
Sharp, June 30, 1964-July 31, rees were expected to fill more 14. 150 Water Projects for one of the oldest, biggest 
1968. than halfthe rooms. Halted For Army Corps Re- and most embattled federa! 
» Adm. John S. McCain, Jr., .. The center opened in view agencies. Every presidential 
July 31, 1968-Sept. 1, 1972. !January·· a month after a Pen- By Michael Grunwald, Wash- administration since Franklin 
» Adm. Noel A.M. Gavler, ltagon review concluded that ington Post Staff Writer D. Roosevelt's has tried to rein 
Sept. l, 1972-Aug. 30, 1976. ithe I, 11.5 trainus in the pro- The Anny Corps of Engi- in the Corps, but it has flour
>> Adm. Maurice F. Weisner, gram would be better served if neers is suspending work on . ished with help from its pa· 
Aug. 30, 1976..Qct. 31, 1979. they were trained at colleges about 150 congressionally ap- trons m Congress, who have 
» Adm. Robert L.J. Long, and universities close to \heir proved water projects to re- used its projects to steer money 
Oct. 31, 1979-July 1, 1983. homes and families. That way, view the economics used to and jobs home. Now the Corps 
» Adm. William J. Crowe Jr., the training could be tailored to justify them, an unprecedented seems to be echoing its critics, 
July J, 19&3-Sept. ! 8, 1985 individual needs and be more response to mounting criticism a response to the least friendly 
>> Adm. RoTiald J. Hays, Sept flexible and efficient of Corps analyses inside and political climate in the 
18, 1985-Sept 30, 19S What's more, the training outside the Bush a.dministra- agency's 227-year history. 
>> Adm. Huntington Hardis pro~am would save plenty on tion. Gdffin said the Corps will 
Sept. 30, 1988-March l, 199 \ re-analyze every one of its pre-

~\~(' \,.,, \f'l; e ~· ,..fitf -~, P page 15 of36 
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TO: 

May 2, 2002 9:02 AM 

Torie Clarke 

~ FROM: Donald Rumsfeld yl\ 
~ ~ SUBJECT: Discuss Japan at Press Briefing 

A Gen. Franks want us to consider mentioning at a press briefing what Japan is 

doing. 

Japan has supplied two destroyers and one oiler that are now working in the North 

Arabian Sea. In addition, they have supplied some C-130 assistance on general 

humanitarian activities. Finally, they have served as co-hosts for the donor's 

conference. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
050202·13 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
l db ..... ...._ r- 1' ' P ease respon y __ l .. _/ _,.;._~. _i_C __ f"""")-''2..-__ _ 

0.., 

-C:-P\//7 r,J 
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May 6, 2002 

TO: SEC DEF 

FROM: ~rke 

SUBJECT: Discuss Japan at Press Briefing 

Done. A reponer for one of the Japanese daily newspapers asked about the very same 
topic at today's press briefing. 

Attachment 
Page 9 and 10 of the Transcript, DoD News Briefing, 3 May 2002 

11-L-0559/0SD/13588 
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But to be so naive as to think that they cannot communicate between one another, I 
think we'd be remiss. Are they as effective as they were when we began this 
campaign? I think not. 

Q: How many people do you now have in detention in Afghanistan? And is the 
intention to move all of them or some of them, most of them, to Guantanamo Bay? 

ROSA: We've got -- let me check the figures. We've got 224 in Afghanistan today. 
And the second part of your question is, are we going to move them? 

Q: Is that the intention, to move most or all of them to Guantanamo Bay? Or any of 
them? 

ROSA: We don't really talk about plans for detainees, what we're going to do and 
where they're going to go or individual movements. We just don't do that. 

CLARKE: And there isn't one intention for all of them. We've said all along we have 
no intention and no desire to keep large numbers of them for any great period of time. 
Some will go back to the country of origin. You know, different processes for 
different ones. But just in terms of managing expectations, we will be moving them 
around, and we probably are going to get out of the daily tick- tock of exactly how 
many in each place, because half the time we'd be behind schedule and not be able to 
give you an absolutely accurate number. And it's just not useful for people to have -
or safe -- for people to have a lot of information about who exactly is where and when 
are they moving. 

Let's go to Jim, and then back there. 

Q: You mentioned a rocket attack near Khost. Was that today? And can you give more 
details, the target --

ROSA: (To staff) Do we have the date? I want to say it was the 2nd. 

STAFF: Second of May. 

ROSA: Second of May. 

Q: And what did it hit? 

ROSA: I can't tell you what it hit. It hit in the vicinity of the Khost airfield. I don't 
know what particularly it hit. We have some troops in that Khost area, but fortunately, 
none of our folks were injured. 

Q: Were others injured? 

ROSA: Don't know. 

CLARKE: Let's go back here. Yes, sir? 

Q: What do you say on Japanese support in the war against terrorism so far? Did 
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leadership of this building specifically request Japanese government P-3 and Aegis 
destroyers? 

CLARKE: You know, being in the region last week, we were constantly reminded 
about one of the great strengths of this effort; that's been the support of so many 
different countries, including Japan. Very quickly after September 11th, they stepped 
up to the plate and really pitched in in terms of support for the coalition. It includes 
some airlift capability. I believe we've got two destroyers and one oiler in the Northern 
Arabian Sea. It's been very helpful, it has been very useful in the war. Deputy 
Secretary Wolfowitz has met recently with some of the Japanese leaders, and I believe 
Doug Feith is meeting with some today, and they're having discussions about how to 
continue that kind of participation, which has been so wonderful. 

And you're right, Aegis ships and some P-3 aircraft are the things -- some of the things 
under consideration that we think would be helpful. 

I'm sorry, go ahead. 

Q: Is it a request or just saying it's helpful? 

CLARKE: I was not in the meeting, so I don't know exactly the tick-tock of the 
conversation, but I know we have expressed the views that those things -- those kinds 
of things would be helpful, in addition to everything that was already done. 

Tony? 

Q: Torie, I came in a little late, so excuse me if this has already been asked. But on 
this Army "talking points," can you clarify whether Secretary Rumsfeld asked 
Secretaty White to have the Army IG look into the circumstances surrounding the 
document? 

CLARKE: My understanding is that Secretary White initiated the Anny IG 
investigation. 

Q: Now, can I follow up? The Army IG-- traditionally, those reports are not released 
to the public; the Army has traditionally not given them up. Can we get some 
assurance from you that whatever they come up with will be released, given the 
gravity of the situation and the fact that it involves defending a multi-billion-dollar 
weapons program? 

CLARKE: I can't do it right now. but we can take the question and we'll look into it, 
see what we can do. 

Q: (Off mike)-- If you can,just look. 

CLARKE: Sure. 

Q: The whole issue of can they investigate themselves will also come up, you know, 
properly investigate charges against officials. 
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May 3, 2002 9:02 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~/l 

SUBJECT: Ivanov Letter 

Don't have Wolfowitz send this. I am already back here. Just send the attached 

Jetter. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
SecDef !tr lo MoD Ivanov 

DHR:dh 
050)02·l7 

•.........•.......••..•...•.....•.• , ••....•..•.....••..........•......... 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFE:NSE 

WASH ING TON 

Honorable Sergey Borisovich Ivanov 
Minister of Defense of the Russian Federation 
Ministry of Defense 
Moscow, Russia 

Dear Minister Ivanov, 

I enjoyed our visit. I hope it was useful from your 
slandpoint. 

While I was gone, Deputy Secretary Paul 
Wolfowitz approved the dispatch of our first trainers to 
Georgia. As I recal1, I told you it would probably begin in 
a few days. lt turns out it actually began in one day, rather 
than a few. 

I hope you have a good holictaJ:) 
I 

With my best ,vishes, / 

'---. 

/~ 
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Dear Mr. Minister: 

l tried to reach you by phone two days ago, but was told that you were off for the 

May 1 holidays. 1 hope that you are enjoying some well-earned rest. 

J am sending this message to let you know that I had approved, in Secretary 

Rurnsfeld's ahsencc. the dispatch of our first trainers to Georgia. The Secretary was 

unaware of this when he met you or he wou}d have infom1ed you himself. As I know the 

Secretary has indicated to you directly, our intent with this lraining is to give the 

Georgians 1he ability to provide law and order on their side of the border. thereby 

contributing to your security as well. 

,-/i.-
omcE Of iHE stCltt:T ARV Of DUtNSl 

TIii Sl'tCIAL ~A"1 

sec:»e{ ' 
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May 9, 2002 12:11 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld V/L 
SUBJECT: Mrs. Rumsfeld's Flights 

\ 

I want to find out all the government flights Joyce has been on since I have been 

Secretary of Defense. Somewhere you have a Jist of which ones I have paid for 

and which ones I did not, because it was supposedly official business. 

1 want to see the entire 1ist. I may want to pay for every and any flight she is on, 

which I assume we have done. 

Let me see it, and I will take a look and decide what I want to do. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
050902·6 

····································-···································· 
Please respond by ---------

U22413 /03 
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3:08 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

DATE: May 11, 2002 

SUBJECT: Crusader 

Let's make sure that the Crusader chronology and the testimony are worked 

through Myers, Pace and Shinseki so they have a chance to know precisely what 

we are getting ready to say and they are given a chance to give us any suggested 

corrections. 

Thanks. 

DHR/am 
051 !02.IO 

/ 

' \ l I 

SI~ \:do~ Please respond by: _____ -t,--1l1-------------

U2241l+ /03 
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May 13, 2002 9:55 AM 

TO: Steve Cambone 

\ FROM: Donald Rumsfeld "" 

SUBJECT: Transformation 

Please come up with a proposal for me to establish a small office somewhere, with 

one, two or rhree people, so that they can keep Rumsfeld, Wolfowitz, Myers, Pace 

and you informed and tracking all of the transformation projects we have going. 

That office will be the one that sees that things happen and reports to us every 

week or two as to who is doing what and where we need to do more. 

Thanks. 

DHR,dh 
05!302·1\l 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o_ro __ / _1 i..f""'-+-/""-ov __ _ 

U22415 /03 
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TO: .. 
FROM: 

·~·/7 
(}(ti· ., DATE: 

~t 
· .. 1 - SUBJECT: 

Jim Haynes 

Donald Rumsfeld <y{\
April 15, 2002 

Washington Post Article 
-

7:51 A.\4 

Please tell me what this article from the Sunday April 14, 2002 Washington Post is 

about; "Military Courts Get New Powers from White House.~' 

Thanks. 

SSEEN 

U22416 /03 



\ 
TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Manual for Courts-Martial 

May 31, 2002 4:01 PM 

Please look at this note on this Washingum Post article. I would think someone at 

least ought to tell me that something like that is going over to the President, even 

ifl don ·t have to sign it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
05/22/02 GC info memo to Sec Def re: Forwarding to the President Amendments to MCM 

DHRdh 
053102-44 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 0_&""""'(.._2.--_1 ..;._/ _a_L.,..,-__ 

U22417 /03 
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GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEF~,._ 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON OCLUt:t- UAL' t,cr'.11.1 

WASHINGTON, 0 . C . 20301 · 1600 flf'IOQl;CII 

INFO MEMO 
MAY 81 2002 

C.ENER"l. COUNSEL 

May 22, 2002, 9:00 A.M. 
FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Wi1liam J. Haynes II, General Counsel ~/Zo/.JZ-. 
SUBJECT: Forwarding To The President Proposed Amendments to the Manual for 

Courts-Martial 

• You asked who sends to the President proposed amendments to the Manual for 
Courts-Martial (MCM), specifically referencing the 2002 Amendments signed 
April 11 ih. I do, on your behalf. 

• The President implements the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ) through 
MCM provisions governing military justice practice and procedures. Executive 
order 12484 directs an annual review of the MCM be conducted and proposed 
amendments be forwarded to the President for approval. 

• On your behalf in accordance with DoD Directive 5500.17 procedures, I oversee 
this annual review of the MCM, including the Department's coordination and 
approval. 

• l forward proposed changes to the Director of the Office of Management and 
Budget (0MB). The Director obtains any required Federal agency coordination 
and transmits the proposed changes to the President for review and approval. 

• Because MCM amendments involve the mi]itary's criminal justice system and 
procedures, the Federal agency coordination typica.11y only involves the 
Department of Justice. 

• The 2002 Amendments reflect the 1998, 1999, and 2000 DoD annual reviews that 
each year 0MB had declined to send to the President. The reviews included MCM 
conforming changes to several UCMJ legislative amendments. Last year, 0MB 
requested we consolidate all previous reviews. On October I, 200 I, I forwarded 
the consolidated package of prior annual reviews to the Director of 0MB. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Prepared By: Robert E. Reed, 0DGC(P&HP),!_(b_)(6_) __ 

0 
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/ AG SUNDAY, A.P1t1L lZ002 R DM VA NATIONI 

·Military Courts GetNew Powers 
Life Sentences, Adultery Prosecutions Among Rules Bush Invoked 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Steve Cambone 

Donald Rumsfeld 1l\ 
April 17, 2002 

SUBJECT: Gingrich Memorandum 

10:20AM 

I just looked over this note from Newt on the DPG. This is an exceJlent memo and 

J agree with almost everything on it. 

Either get things in there that he suggested, or else see me about them and let's 

discuss it if you think they should not be in there. Let's talk about why. 

Thanks so much. 

DHR/azn 
041702.06 

Attach: Newt Gingrich Memo dated 4/15/02 Re: DPG 

\ 

Please respond by: ________ :...._, :....._;)_1..1....:.:_C_J;. ______ _ 

'
~ 

~ 
~ 

~ 
U22418 ·103 
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For secde( depsecdef 
From Flewt ~/J,v.,f . 
Observatioifs ;n the draft DPG April 15,2002 
Steve let me read the current draft of the DPG on Friday and I made the 

fo11owing notes: 

I. under training the Joint Forces Command should get the equivalent of 
a budget line comparable to Socom, JFCOmm should be able to buy 
training forces, etc from the services and should have the power of the ~ 
purse to implement transformational training and joint experiments. 
Eventually this might be a congressionally legislated line P-12 
(Socom is P-1 1) but in the interim this can be achieved by budget 
directive. 

2. Objective 4 of the QDR transformational goals should be expanded to 
include a section on Public Information Operations precedent to the 
section on technical infonnation operations. Winning both the 
strategic and tactical public infonnation campaigns are the sine qua 
non of being able to sustain allied and American public opinion ad 
therefore sustaining the ability to implement campaigns. This has to 
be recognized as a major directive and institutionalized or it will never 
happen. One option would be to make this the seventh 
transformational goat 

3. Objective 3 of the transformational goals in the QDR includes urban 
and jungle "in all weather and terrains ... persistent surveillance, + 
tracking and rapid deployment. " the urban and jungle problems are so 
bard they should be separately identified as goals. 

4. on page 2 , after transforming our business operations you should add 
"a focus on enhancing value and taking the cost out of activities·~. 
This combines Paul O'Neil's focus on adding value (the Toyota 
production model) with the Wal-Mart fonnula. 

5. page 3 the Army goal of"a rapidly deployable, complete and 
integrated" force requires a change in the personnel -system. Since 
1917 we have been using an individual replacement system in the 
Anny which clearJy weakens unit cohesion. A ''swift defeat corps" 
ought to have stable personnel who train together and fight together. 

11-L-0559/0SD/13602 



6.page 4, the airborne eleetric attack system should specify developing a 
UCAVoption 

7 .page 7. item 61everaging information technology should include the 
concept of developing a franchise system by which selected allies could 
plug into our worldwide capital base and thus dramatically expand their 
capabilities at limited cost to themselves. This franchising model for 
a11ies should become a major component of how DOD goes through 
transformation. 

8. page 8-are we ens wing that bandwidth requirements overseas ( where as 
I understand it our military bandwidths are now being used for civilian 
purposes) are compatible with our next generation bandwidth plarwing. 

9. page 8-in business transfonnation include the provision of the most 
modem and effective health (an estimated $4 billion a year reform) 

10. page 8. Train as we fight should be joint. The "overarching training 
plan" should be joint and should be driven by JFComm. 

l 1. Page 8. we should try to buy systems at the optimum procurement rate 
and force changes and savings elsewhere. The savings over a generation of 
buying at an optimum versus a stretched rate is enonnous. 

12. page 8-we should be calculating lifetime costs of systems including 
pensions and health benefits (note the guess that the CVNX with electric 
drive could save 75,000 man years oflabor in running it during a 50 year 
lifetime). 

13. Page 10 "transforming inteJligence capabilities should apply outside 
DOD to the whole intelligence system. 

14. Page 10 paragraph 4: ~'willingness in some cases to emphasize new 
alternate substitute capabilities and forego some current weapons systems 
and invest in more transfonnational capabilities." I do not see how either the 
IA V or the new army attack helicopter survive this standard. 

15. page 10, we should consider shifting the deployments from Germany to 
Poland and Romania, cheaper, more room, better climate for our personnel. 

11-L-0559/0SD/13603 
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16 ... improving the rotation ratios" both requires changing the Anny 
individual replacement system and looking at the human equivalent of high 
value, low density systems. Some types of uniformed personnel are very ~ 
much in demand, others are not. We should analyze which skills are in short -1 
demand and have constant ops tempos and which don't and shift training 
and unit size accordingly. 

I 7. page 6 '·hard and deeply buried targets', we have to consider that in 
many cases this is going to require boots on the ground because the 
volume of construction is now beyond our ability to cope with by 
airpower unless we use nuclear weapons. In large construction we 
may need eyeballs inside to see what is there. We need to think this 
through as thoroughly as we think through aircraft takedowns by 
Delta Force etc. 

18. page 6 We should have a current UAV or UCAV squadron much 
sooner than this envisions. This is one of the rea1 technological 
drivers of transformational change at an operational level and it 
should happen much faster than this envisions. We should not let the 
better future preempt a very useful present 

1 9. Page 4 in attacking land targets Col. Bruner and General Worden's .-}--
more radical efforts to develop suborbital reusable fast delivery · 
systems should be explicitly induded up to the prototype stage. 

20. page 3 denying sanctuary requires a dramatic increase in our 
capabilities in urban and jungle warfare. We badly need a direction 
to DARP A-Socom to work together to produce new capabilities in 
these areas. This needs to be a top down approach which really 
rethinks capabilities (note the SOSUS,A W ACs examples of systems 
changing an entire approach to warfare rather than just improving 
submarines or fighter planes). General Keane understands this issue. 

21. page 6, on space operations we need a specific goal of creating an +.-
order of magnitude improvement in the cost of putting weight into 
space. 

22. page 7-interoperabi1ity-we need to set deadlines for fielding blue 
force trackers. The Air Force is already doing this. We should strat 
by fielding it 1n the "Swift defeat Corps~, which should be the model 

11-L-0559/0SD/13604 



of jointness. It should be used in training for all services as soon as 
possib)e if we are to train as we wiH fight. 

23. page 7--could the joint maritime patrol assignment be done by a ~ 
UAVorUCAV? 

24. reforming professional military education so it adopts 
transformational outlook and skills should be in the DPG. 

25. page 1 I-defense of the homeland should be embedded in the 
National Guard rather than the active or reserve forces. It should be 
assumed for planning purposes that the active and reserve force and 
up to 40o/o of the current Guard could be invoJved in overseas 
operations while the other 60% of the Guard focuses on response, 
recovery and reconstitution in a large homeland security crisis. 

26. page 12-"swiftly defeat the efforts" should include more 
humanitarian, more SOF and not just more technology. 

27. Page 12-personnel tempo-we need a strategy to make ail])ort policing 
entirely a civilian function and keep uniformed personnel away from it. 

7 ·, 

28.page 12-strengtheningjoint operations-if we are going to create joint 
standing task force headquarters how many current headquarters can we J 
disband as no longer necessary. We want fewer layers of decisions not more. 

29. page 12---on experimentation: how do we create a climate and system 
which encourages bottoms up experimentation? Cebrowski is particularly t-
good on the dangers of the Joint staff trying to centralize experimentation. 
This requires deep thought and should be assigned to someone. 

30. page 12. Quality ofJife-we should shift to the private sector model of 
having expediters move people with one phone call (Krieg can expand on T 
this). It will save money and dramatically ease the problem of movement for 
families. 

31 . The six transfonnational goals need to be integrated rather than 
stovepiped. They should fit together into a synergistic whole rather than be 
pursued in separate boxes. 
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32. page ten-needs a bullet on strategic intel1igence gathering and analysis 
including institutions beyond DOD. 

33. page I 0. needs a buHet on multi-theater rea} time coordination. Unlike 
the World War II team around Marshall we do not today have a system 
which handles crises with simultaneity. We tend to become sequential and 
focus on the crisis of the moment. Our role as a global system engaged in 
transformational change requires both wider and (in time) deeper 
Dianagementreach. 

34. page I 0-strengthening alliances and partnerships should be the place for 
an explicit commitment to a franchise model of transformation in which 
trusted aJlies acquire dramatically more capabJlity per dollar by being part of 
the American global capital investment. 

35. page 17 we need to rebuild the Guard and Reserve employer partnership 
for longer term mobilizations possibly with tax credits. This may also be 
worthy o an annua] white house event honoring employers who participate. 

36. page 18-the IBCT is an idea whose time has passed. The lessons of -f-
Afghanistan should lead to a profound thirucing of how we project power. · 
The IBCT costs too much to achieve too little. 

37. page 21-flattening the command process might begin by ~tarting with 
two techniques: first, use a blank page and describe a Jogical simple system 
and then ask why we would add any additional layers. Second, use the Peter 
Drucker technique of asking, if we were not already doing this would we ~ 
start and if not why are we stilJ doing this? 

38. page 22-Homeland defense has to be designed assuming a war is 
underway and already absorbing DOD's attention. 

39. page 29-missile defense~we should look at long loiter UCAVs 
to execute a launch phase destruction system. 

40. page 35-we need Hproject underground" an assessment of current 
mining and tunneling techniques, the rate of their improvement and a 7-
projection of what another decade of this activity by potentia) opponents will 
create in terms of hidden capabilities and how we should respond to that 
reality. 
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52. page 57 Jarge aircraft infrared countermeasures should be put on civilian 
airliners since the next cyc]e might involve sqp:is against civiJian airliners 

53. page 59 the science and technology components of the services should 
be thoroughly overhau]ed since I consistently hear that the Jabs are not doing 
very good work. DARPA should also be rethought in an effort to get at a 
much more transformational relationship with the emerging frontiers of 
science. 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Gen. Myers 
Paul Wo1fowitz 
Jim Haynes 

Tom White 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Arming National Guard Personnel 

. I 

&;,~.>... 

April 10, 2002 8:52 AM ~ 

~ 

/ 

/ 

Here is a memo explaining a mistake we made here'in the Department. 

In the future, when we are going to be involved in something like this, we have to 

think through the matter before we just afl9w peopJe to be deployed. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
03/27/02 GC info memo to Sec Def re: ''Anning National Guard PersoMel in TitJe 32 Status" 

DHR:dh 
04I002-9 

.............•..................•••..••..•..........•.....•........•.••. , 

Please respond by ·· D tf- /'J...l / o 2.., 

/ 

U22419 /03 ~ 
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GENERAL COUNIU!:L 

GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D. C . 20301 -1600 

INFO MEMO 

May 13, 2002, 4:30 p.m. 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Daniel J. Dell'Orto, Acting General Counsel f)~ j /Ju;t!,/. r),ja,_ 

SUBJECT: Anning National Guard Personnel 

• You indicated that the Department made a mistake by not attempting to influence 
governors' decisions with regard to arming and use of force rules for title 32 
deployments for airport security and stated that, in the future, "we have to think 
through the matter before we just allow people to be deployed." (Tab A) 

• rn retrospect it would have been helpful to have developed general guidelines 
pertaining to National Guard "arming" and "rules for the use of force" before 
undertaking this mission. Although DoD could not mandate that the States adopt 
such guide lines, such general guidance might have encouraged the development of 
somewhat similar "arming decisions" and "use of force" rules for each state. 

• The Chairman and I will recommend to appropriate DoD officials that DoD 
exan,ine future requests for National Guard support using the following matrix: 

• • Purpose of mission; 

•• Funding; 

• • Duty status of servicemembers; 

• • Exit strategy; and 

• • Guidance for developing "anning" and "use of force" rules. 

• The Under Secretary of Defense for Personnel and Readiness notes that the 
original decision to undertake this mission allowed only a few hours to respond to 
an urgent Presidential question; the alternative was to furnish 25,000 federal 
troops, who would have lacked proper standing, given that airport security was 
then a matter of local jurisdiction. 

COORDINATION: Tab B 

Prepared by: Jim Smyser,'-!(b_)(_6) _ ___. 

(J 
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Gf:NEltAL COUNSEL 

GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. D. C . 20301-1600 SECDEF HAC C. , 
' lU U.i...._1, 

APR 1 0 2002 
INFO MEMO 

--~ ; ~ 
March 27, 2002, 11 :00 A.M. 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Wi11iam J. Haynes II, General Counsel ~/,/oz., 
SUBJECT: Anning National Guard Personnel in Tit1e 32 Status 

• You asked whether you have the legal authority to direct the arming and use of 
force rules for the National Guard personnel performing airport security support. You do 
not. 

• National Guard personnel performing airport security support are doing so 
under the authority of title 32 of the United States Code. In title 32 status, the governors 
have "operational control" over the National Guard personnel. !me provides fundmg.-

US3cv~. ' 

• .I ddition state law re ardin use of force applies to National Guard personnel 
when in title 32 status. State laws regarding use of force are no uni -

• You may, normally through the National Guard Bureau, attempt to influence the 
governors' decisions regarding arming and use of force rules for title 32 deployments. 

• Should a governor refuse to modify arming or use of force rules to your 
satisfaction, you may refuse to fund that deployment of National Guard personnel in title 

~ status.:-

• The practical problem in the airport security situation is that the Pre.§.id~nL-/,. ,,1u4' 

directed the deployment and the title 32 status (governors· control; ~ funds). This _i!!tr ~ 
makes it difficult for you to refuse to fu~d, or ~eaten to refuse to fund, the deployment / ...J-'-1, 

1 
as leverage to get the governors to modify armmg or use of force ruJes to your J)1) t 4 
satisfaction. f/~ ~le; ·,·; 
COORDINATION: NONE ; · 1 I / · Li 1f / Tc- , 1 I CN r.(, 

, l?. t?f:F ___ /I yco~1 1 
.., . . _ 

Prepared By: Jim Schwenk;!(b){5) J _f . j ~ /).{ o/i k ,, .. ·eft_ . 

~Ot~v. J'C''"J/, f _I //A lf 
.) J_ J bvh·'" -;)114;c1,f /1.dc . \ tty . 

I /0,1 € q I j vfl1-tf d q l 
of Ef I , . / /!jl~ co·--u ft ,f:r . j 

~ /I- /Jv·'t,.-vvJ • J/ I • Ii bvl { .. )ft ;,"-7 
~ - . - j h'i°· /le; (lt /..• ·ci . / / 

./1 ..... _{f 1,i o:J, (., . • : ·' 1 .• 0 -' 
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COORDINATION 

Subject: Anning National Guard Personnel 

SecArmy 

USD(P&R) 

VCJCS 

Thomas E. White 

David S.C. Chu 

GEN Peter Pace 

did not date coordination 

dated April 23, 2002 

dated May I, 2002 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeldl ~ 
Rotary in Taos 

March 25, 2002 l 0:35 AM 

My daughter tells me everyone in Taos is exci1ed because l have agreed to speak 

at the Taos Rotary in May. How could they have come to 1hat misunderstanding, 

unless they know something I don't'! 

Thanks. 

DHRdh 
OJ2~0'.!,2l 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Pl db 
J/ ' ease respon y ___ ,,,,,_. _____ _ 

( I V . 1 j' . ,I l t. 

I ' /! ,' 

( ( l - ! - ' I 

'? 
'' '/ . ~. . . ' 

i ' ' ' : \., ; . / (. 

; f .) <: ( ! , V 

I,• 
; ./ .. 

U22420 /03 
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Secretll')' Donald Rumsfr:ld 
Dcµart.ment of IJefenae 
I 000 Defense Pcntaeon 
Wa&hinglon. D C 20301 - 1000 

Rotary Club ofT1os,.M1lagro 
PO Bo;,1 167, Ranchos de: Taos 

NM 875S7 

Re New Meuw Rotary Convention May 1°76 and 18"', 2002 

Dear Secretary Rum1feld 

2':'12 r,.., 2 7 I' 
1 7· s 2 ~ rt.~ J .. I • 

On beh1I( of Romy D1stnct 5S20 (all orNcw Mexico and El Paao, Tcxu) I would like to request that you 
1pealc to our convention on Fnclay or SaiUrday, May J 1oJ>. or 18"', 1n Taos, New Me,oco We npect about 
450 to 500 Rotanan1 to meet 111 Taos It will be the first lime 1111he 111,tory of Rotary tbat they have md 1n 
Taos We are do1ne our best to mike th111 ,pec11I oocaa1on fur the v1111tora Vou would ""a1nly help our 
efforts and that of the President 1n northern New Mexico 

We full well rulrze that )l(lllr bes, plans may be intcm1p1ed by world eu,nts We ca,, 11T111ge the apeakmg 
ume t.o fit your a,chtdule smcc you wall be at tiomc: The Taos RO(ary Cl1,1b, 1lon1 w11h the Rotary Club• of 
Angel Fire, Espanola, and Loa ,Alamos are hosttOM tlus connnhon 

Thank you for your co1111der1t1on We have mtt.1 before 11 the Taos Counly Repubham meet mg and at 

the Teos land Trust We tiave ,0111e common ties from the past that we w,11 d1&CUss sometime hen, U1 
Tao, Thank you for the Job you u-e dou,s for Amen~ 

Secmary of Dtt•nM 

11111111111111 
SA0003786 

11-L-0559/0SD/13613 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeldl)~ 

DATE: April 15, 2002 

SUBJECT: Calendar 

12:54 PM 

0 
C) -r 

You had better regret this Taos thing so they know I am not going to be able to 

make it. 

Thank you. 

DHR.iazn 
04 ! 502.JO I 

I 
/ 

Attach: 2/27/02 Invite re: NM Rotary Cotion . . 

/ I-' . Please tespo11d by: I Y i / JO :. I 'I 

/ 
/ 

I 

' / 

/ 
I 

i 

I 

I 
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.. · 

fYFiCE OF THE 
SECREit.RY OF DEFEHSE 

2[11 FEB 27 AM 7: 52 

Secretary Donald Rumsfeld 
Department of Defense 
I 000 Defense Pentagon 
Waslungton., 0 C 20301~1000 

Rocary Club ofTaos-M,lagro 
PO Box 167, lunchos de Taos 

NM 87SS7 

Re New Me,uco Rotary ConvenllOn May 17* and. 18"'. 2002 

Dear Secretary Rumsfeld 

On behalf of Rotary 01stnC1 SS20 (all of New Mexico and El Paso. Texas) I would Idec to request that you 
s~ak to our convention on Fnday Of' Saturday, M,.!l'.J7111 or !.r, 1n Taos, New Meiuco We expect about 
450 to 500 Rotanans to meet 1.n Taos · It w,11 be the first time rn the htStory of Rotary that they have met tn 
Taos We are do1ns our best to make this a ~,al occas1011 for the visitors You would cena,nly help our 
efforts and that of the President 1n northern New MeXlCO 

We full well realize that your best plans may be 1ntcm,pted by world e"eni, We can a1unge the speal:tng 
time to lit yow schedule smce you will be at home The Taos Rota,y Club •. along with the Rotary Clubs of 
Angel Fire, Espanola, and Los Alamos are hosting tlus conven1ion 

Thank you for your consideration We have meet before at the Taos County Rc:pubhcan meeting and at 
the Taos Land Trust We have some common taes fro.m the pa.s1 that we ~II discuss sometnne heR in 

Taos Thank you for the Job you ue doing for Amenca 

J 
' 

Secretary of Defense 

111111 lffllllffl~ 11111~, 1~1 
SA0003786 

._/ 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Donald Rumsfeld Y · 
April 15, 2002 

9:09AM / 

SUBJECT: Financial Management Architecture 

I just read your memo of April 9•• on Financial Managemen~hitecture. I am 

concerned. If we are going to spend $100 million, we c~rtainly ought to have a 
! 

department-wide agreement as to what kind of an a~chitecture we want; what the 

goal is, what the objective is. The last thing I want to do is to take the system we 

have and make it perfect. It is a lousy systvm in the sense it does not produce the 

kind of information we want I think y)S: better get a darn good briefing prepared 
/ 

I 

for the senior people in the depart~nt so we can have a discussion about it and 
/ 

' 
see what you think you are doi)ig and we give everyone in the department a 

l 
I 

chance to ca]ibrate it. I am/quite worried about it. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn / 
' 

/ 
I 

041602,16 / 

Pleaseres~9"~~: ______ i..f--1-/d_~.3_,1--
1

o_;_; _______ _ 
/ 

I 

U22422 /03 
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-
UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

1100 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON. DC 20301·1100 

COMPTROLI..ER 

April I 7, 2002, 1:59 P.M. 

SUBJECT: Financial Management Architecture 

• The new financial management architecture effort is aimed to do precisely what you 

indicated in your memo to me of April 15. 

• The contract plan is to entitle DoD to reengineer its financial management system. It 

involves streamlining and reorganizing business processes to enable DoD to adopt 

industry best practices. It will result in the definition of standards for all DoD units to 

employ data the same way . 

. • The effort derives from extensive consultation with the new Defense Business 

Practices Implementation Board, the Business Initiative Council (which is chaired by 

Pete Aldridge and includes the Service Secretaries), the Senior Executive Council, 

and with other senior OSD leadership. 

\ \ • We are ready to brief you at any time on the contract, the plan behind it. its objectives, 

IJ-l'v'\ and our findings to date. 

J..,P~1 
COORDINATION: NONE 

11-L-0559/0SD/13617 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE-, •r::·, ( J 
I t 00 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1100 

CO,,.PTROLLC:R 

INFO MEMO 

April 9, 2002, 6:53 p.m. 

JOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

(},~ .'FROM: Dov S. Zakheim~ 
iS: -.. £1 SUBJECT: Financial Management Enterprise Architecture 

• A centerpiece of our ongoing financial management reform effort is the 
development of an enterprise architecture or a "blueprint" for transforming DoD's 
financial practices. 

• Today, we awarded a "blanket purchase agreement" to IBM for contractual 
support to develop rhe Department's Financial Management Enterprise 
Architecture. As the lead contractor, IBM teamed with Accenture, American 
Management Systems (AMS). DynCorp, KPMG, and Science Applications 
International Corporation (SAIC). 

• This is a huge task. But, based on IBM's own internal business transformation, 
we think that they have the necessary experience to successfully accomplish this 
contractual effort. 

• The architecture will be completed in I year, but the agreement allows for 4 option 
years to maintain the architecture. The agreement has an estimated value of 
between $50 million and $ lOO mmion. depending upon the number of tasks issued 
against it.. 

• I will speak to the press about the award tomorrow at 1:15 p.m. {7;J
1
·~ Ar,17,e11et'I tn/) 

fre c/11f 1~1 , V:(J . 
cc : Deputy Secretary of Defense 

Prepared by: John Makepeace, OUSD(C)/BMSJ.! ..... (b-)(
5
_) _ __. .-·--

SPL ASSISTANr° DI AITA . 
SR MA GIAMBASTIANI 
MA BUCCI 
EXECSEC WHITMORE 

/ 
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April 25, 2002 1 :01 PM 

TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·~ 

SUBJECT: Artillery 

Senator Bunning raised the question about the 101 51 general saying he asked for 

artillery and was told no. 

We raised it with Franks and Delong. Their answer was that the Army always 

wants to bring their artillery. That's what they normally do. The CENTCOM land 

forces commander assessed the threat and the terrain, and decided the mission to 

task didn't make sense. He told them they shouldn't bring their artillery, that 

mortars would be the weapons of choice. 

You might have someone go back up and talk to Senator Bunning and report back. 

It was not decided in the Pentagon. It was not decided by Tom Franks. It was 

decided by the Army Land Component Commander, through a discussion process, 

and proved to be the right decision~ as I understand it. 

Thanks. 

DI-IR;dh 
042502-24 

........................................................................ , 

Please respond by OS I ,~·1 / Oc-

U22423 /03 
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CHAIR.MAN 
OFTHE 

JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

Date: MAY - 8 2002 

MEMO TO: The Honorable Donald Rumsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 

Mr. Secretary. 

Sir, the attached letter sent to Sen Bunning explains 
the rationale for not deploying artillery in Afghanistan. I will 
keep you informed of any further discussions with Sen 
Bunning on this topic. 

11-L-0559/0SD/13620 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEfS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

The Honorable Jim Bunning 
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510-1703 

Dear Senator Bunning, 

8May2002 

Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld informed me of your questions regarding 
the decision not to deploy the 101st Airborne Division's organic artillery to 
Afghanistan. I greatly appreciate the concern shown for our soldiers. 

Lieutenant General Mikolashek, the ground commander in the region, 
decided not to request the deployment of artillery to Afghanistan. As part of his 
decision, General Mikolashek careful]y evaluated the mission, threat and 
terrain and decided that a mixture of 81mm and 120mm mortars was the 
appropriate weapon system for the challenges posed by the mountains of 
Afghanistan. Mortars provide to US troops advantages in mobility, 
responsiveness and rates of fire that howitzers do not possess. The choice of 
mortars over artillety reflects the commander's judgment of the best weapon to 
accomplish the mission and took into account the ability of US air assets to 
deliver precision munitions at any time. 

Thank you again for your support of the Nation,s military. 

Sincerely, 

RICHARD . MY RS 
Chairman 

of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

11-L-0559/0SD/13621 



• April 22, 2002 2:42 PM 

TO: Steve Cambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld TJ'.-. 
SUBJECT: Smart Artillery Rounds 

Please take a look at this memo on the artillery round. Should we get that fed into 

the DPG? I think so. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
04/15/02 USD(AT &L) memo to SecDef re: Question Regarding Smart Artillery Rounds 

DHR:dh 
042202-35 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 

Please respond by ________ _ 

U22424 /03 
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' 
ACQUISITION, 
TECHNOL.OGY 

AND LOGISTICS 

3010 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301-3010 

INFO MEMO 

Zill7 J,P] I 5 t.H I!: 0 3 

SECDEF HAS SEEN 
APR 2 2 2002 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition, Technology and Logistics) 
USD(AT&L)hasteen APR I 5 2002 

SUBJECT: Question Regarding Smart Artillery Rounds 

• You asked, "How do we get a smarter artiHery round"? 

• The Infonnation Paper at Tab A identifies three possible alternatives for 
obtaining a Smart ArtiHery Round. These are: ( 1) Use of existing 
inventory; (2) Off-shore procurements; and (3) Completion of an existing 
ROT &E program. 

• Within our list of possible alternatives for a «smarter artillery round," I 
recommend that we issue guidance to the Army to accelerate the Exca)jhur * ~fi 
projectile l!icallbur 's range (out to 47 kilometers), its pavload options J...>r<c:> 
(both a unitary (hjgh~xplosive) and smart, sensor-fuzed submunitions), and 
its guidance system (inertial navigation system a.nd global positioning 
system) underscore the value of Excalibur as a "smart artillery round." 

_J(b)(6) I 
Prepared By: Walt Squire, OUSD(AT&L)/S&TSILWI .... __ __. ?0011o~tJ.ocaA.T 

I!!! 
11-L-OS~SD/13623 U06689 /02 
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INFORMATION PAPER 

QUESTION: "How do we get a smarter artillery round?" 

SUMMARY: There are three different ways of providing our artillery forces with a 
"smart" round capability. These are: ( 1) drawing from existing inventory; (2) off-shore 
procurements; and (3) completion of the RDT &E program for a "smart" projectile. 

EXJSTING INVENTORY: 
• Copperhead: In the mid-1980's, the Army completed the development and fielded in 

excess of 20,000, 155mm Copperhead rounds. After launch the projectile "homes in 
on" a laser spot designated on the target by a ground, forward observer. The time 
between laser designation and projectile launch is a little less than 20 seconds. For 
this reason, Copperhead is not effective against moving (armored) targets. 

• SADARM (Sense and Destroy Armor): The Army terminated procurement of 
SADARM in Fiscal Year 2000. SADARM is a 155nun, thin-wall, projectile which 
carries two SADARM sub-munitions to the target area. The sub-munitions have a 
sensor suite which utilizes Infrared and Active and Passive millimeter wave radar. 
SADARM is actually a counter battery weapon as moving (armored) targets would 
move outside of its footprint during the projectile's flight. There are 348, full-up 
SADARM projectiles which are approved as conditional release. The contractor is 
Northrop/Aerojet Electro Systems. An average unit cost in production would be $50-
60K. 

OFF-SHORE PROCUREMENTS: There are potential sources that could deliver spin
stablized sensor-fuzed munitions; however, the availability timelines vary. 
• BONUS: BOFORS Defence and GIAT Industries have developed 155 BONUS under 

a conunon specification for the Swedish and French Armies. BONUS is a projectile 
carrier for two "smart" submunitions. The submunitions use a passive, multi-channel, 
IR-sensor, and the BONUS carrier is equipped with a base bleed for extended range. 
A total of 800 Bonus rounds would be purchased and delivered by mid 2003 for an 
estimated unit price of $25-35K. 

• SMArt 155: SMArt 155 is another submunition carrier with a more robust sensor 
suite. The submunitions use millimeter wave radar and radiometer as well as infrared 
sensors. SMArt 155 is manufactured by GIWS of Nuremburg, Germany. A total of 
I 600 SMArt 155 rounds could be purchased and delivered by the end of 2002 for an 
estimated unit price of $50-60K. There are two submunitions in each SMArt, 155mm 
projectile. 

COMPLETION OF ARMY's RDT&E PROGRAM: The Army's RDT&E program to 
field a precision guided "smart" artillery projectile is Excalibur. Excalibur is being 
developed in three blocks - block I contains a unitary (high explosive) warhead, block II 
adds smart, sensor-fuzed submunitions as in BONUS or SMArt 155, and block III adds 

11-L-0559/0SD/13624 
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target discriminating capabilities to the unitary warhead. Given an accurate target 
location, the on-board guidance (GPS/INS) and navigational control system enab]es this 
projecti1e to come within l O meters of the intended target (irrespective of range). This 
precision allows much less collateral damage. A production milestone decision for block 
I is scheduled for Fiscal Year 2006. Army estimates the first year unit production cost to 
be $90K per round; average unit production cost is estimated at $30K per round. 

/vet14C,~;~J ~t ~ E.~k..t
ltA' F'/'14-. 
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' 
TO: 

FROM: 

Pete Aldridge 

Donald.Rumsfeld (} 

SUBJECT: Artillery Round 

How do we get a smarter artillery round? 

Thanks. 

bHR:dh 
OJIS02-l3 

~(JJ \;ts.,, 1/trl~f 1i 
March 15, 2002 9:35 AM 

1.-i,J --· 
-tto"J ,qo.i 

·······~····-····························································· 
Please respond by __ O_tf ...... _f ,_s· ..... · /_D_-2.-__ _ 

#, 
. . ;e-f2vtVJP (JAL1 

i 

U05644 /02 
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TO: Steve Cambone 

Donald Rumsfeld l,\ 
SUBJECT: Shifting Forces 

FROM: 

April 1, 2002 9:35 AM 

Should the Defense Planning Guidance address the question of how we might shift 

the total numbers of forces to have less in Europe and more in Asia, and how we 

can shift the forces that are currently in each of those places from less of a defense 

force to more of a lily pad force? 

Thanks. 

Dl-m.:dh 
040102·10 

.•....................•.......•.........•.•.................•........... , 

Please respond by __ 0_11_· /_1 l-_f _;:;_-'-__ _ 

U22425 /03 
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April 1, 2002 9:05 AM 

TO: Steve Cambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Notes from Meeting 

Please think through our meeting with Andy Marsha]) the other day and the ideas that 

came up. What do you think about including them in the Defense PlaJU1ing Guidance? 

1 am Joo king at your memo from March 22, talking about reorganization of NA TO forces 

and headquarters. 

You had a point on transforming the Polish military and the U.S. colUlecting there. You 

talked about fashioning a new initiative with Vietnam. Andy Marsha)] talked about 

focusing on information warfare, robotics and interface between the biological sciences 

and getting the Defense Science Board going on that. He talked about changing the 

culture in the Depanment and seeing that careers in the right areas are rewarded. He 

mentioned the School of Advanced Military Studies that the Army has to train planners, 

and trying to make it joint. He raised the question of how we tilt towards Asia and the 

reorganizing of the stackpole activity out in Hawaii. 

Please think through how some of that could be reflected in the Defense Planning 

Guidance. 

Another issue, of course, is how do we get the Middle East countries, the Muslim 

countries, to modernize and start behaving. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
040102-4 

••••a•••-••••••••••••••••••••••••a••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ O_~_/ 1-_1
_
1
.,.....__0_'L--_-__ 

U22426 
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April 9, 2002 7:51 AM 

TO: 

FROM: 

V ADM Giambastiani 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ · 

SUBJECT: Memo for Cebrowski 

I 
Please send this memo on the semantics of transformatioq.(o Cebrowski. 

/ 
,,/ 

' /I 

Thanks. ,·· 

Attach. !/ 
03/J 1/02 SecDef memo to PDUSD(P) re: Semanti'11>f Transformation [031102-421 

DJ-IR:dh // 
040902•7 

~ 

.•..............•••••••.••••..... ········-······························ 

I 
I 

I 

!' 
/ 

/ 
/ 

I 
I 

U22427 /03 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Steve Cambone 

Donald Rumsfeld\)~ 

SUBJECT: Semantics of Transformation 

March 11, 2002 3:05 PM 

The more J think about it, the more I wonder if the word "transformation'" is a 

good one. Jt sounds like it starts and ends, but we reaJly need more of a culture 

and a set of processes that are swift, deft, agile and allow the institution to change 

as needed. We need a culture that encourages change, new ideas, new approaches 

and that systematically resists bureaucratic rigidities. 

Jt makes me wonder ifin Chapter 6 of the Annual Report we ought to tone down a 

bit on the word "transformation" and beef up what I just said. What we are-really 

looking for is not a transfonnation, but a culture that encourages transforming. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
031102-42 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
! I 

Please respond by __ C_·_3__._J _'J._-z.___..,t_o_-_L--__ 

. 
u1210:;~102 
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April 8, 2002 9:37 AM 

TO: 

FROM: 

Steve Cambone 

Donald Rumsfeld t)/l, 
SUBJECT: "Force Closure" and Operational Availability 

"Force closure" and operational availability are subjects that have to be in the 

DPG. In effect, what 1 am talking about is what force from what Service, or what 

capability within what time limit, has to be where and how long or what cycle they 

are availab]e for. 

That clearly is a metric we have to impose on the DPG and make sure that before 

we go into the POM process that that has gotten a lot more c1arity than it currently 

has. It is a way we can bring these Services up through the needle head on 

something critically important. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
040802·19 

·······························-·-······································· 
Please respond by __ O_'f __ / _2,._r,-'-/-"_,..... __ _ 

U22428 /03 
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April S, 2002 10:07 AM 

TO: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld l) 
SUBJECT: Note to Norway's MoD 

I want to get a note off to the Minister of Defense of Norway about the Noiwegian 

mine clearer who was injured in a mine accident yesterday. 

Please tell Torie we may want to mention it in a press conference. 

Thanks. 

DHR;dh 
040502-11 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by · D Lt / D '6 / 01-

U22429 /03 
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f 
April 4, 2002 4:17 PM 

~~ 
TO: Torie Clarke 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1{l 
SUBJECT: Peacekeeping Force 

Here is this Al Hunt article. Someone ought to tell him the following: 

I. Colin PoweH never had a proposal for a sizeable international peacekeeping force 

that anyone in the Govenunent is aware of. 

2. There are no countries standing in line t~:>'add international peacekeepers. 

3. The U.S. had to provide support fot:tbe Brits to get them to take the lead, and will 

have to provide even greater support to get the Turks to succeed the Brits, now 

that the Brits have said they are not going to continue to lead the force. The U.S. 

is now out raising money to help pay the Turks and others to sustain the 

international peacekeeping force at the current size. The Turks refused to succeed 

the UK in the lead unless all agreed the ISAF would only be in Kabul and would 

stay roughly the same size. 

4. There is not one person who has proposed that there be an expansion of the 

international peacekeeping force who has offered a single soldier or a single 

dollar to help do it 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
04/04/02 Al Hunt, "A Presidency in Disarray, .. The Wall Street Journal 

DHR;dh 
040402•7 

-~······································································· 
Please respond by CJ 4./ /Ii../ Ov 
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PUBLIC AFFAIRS 

Mr.Al Hunt 
Executive Editor 
The Wall Street Journal 
1025 Connecticut A venue NW 
Suite 800 
Washington, DC 20036 

DearMt: 

ASSIST ANT SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301•1400 

April 11, 2002 

Regarding your April 4, 2002 piece, "A Presidency in Disarray," there are a few points l would 
like to bring to your attention regarding international peacekeeping forces and operations in Afghanistan. 

In your article you state, "In a victory for Defense Chief Donald Rumsfeld, Colin Powell's hope 
to send a sizable international peacekeeping force into Afghanistan has been rejected." This is simply 
not true. Colin Powell has never proposed a sizeable international peacekeeping force for Afghanistan. 

There are no countries standing in line to add international peacekeepers. The United States has 
worked closely with the British, and now with Turkey to establish and sustain the international 
peacekeeping force at its current size. The affected nations are still negotiating the details for the 
International Security Assistance Force (ISAF), its location and its size. 

There isn't one person who has proposed that there be an expansion of the international 
peacekeeping force who has offered to help do it. As Secretary Rumsfeld stated in his March 28, 2002 
press briefing, "lt' s an awful lot easier to stand back and point a finger and say why isn't something 
bigger, better or longer or richer or more of this, than it is to say, 'Okay. I'll line up and help."' 

The war on terrorism is unlike any conflict the world has ever seen. It is a global war with global 
implications. Both President Bush and Secretary Rumsfeid have stated numerous times that this war will 
not be an easy one, it will take considerable time and effort from the United.States and Coalition members 
in order to win. The American people understand that and strongly support the efforts that have achieved 
considerable success in a relatively short time. 

ssistant Secretary of Defense 
for Public Affairs 

Attachments: Tran scripts of Secretary Rumsfeld' s remarks. 
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Wall Street Journal 
April 4, 2002 

Politics & People 

A Presidency In Disarray 

By Al Hunt 

President Bush's post 9/11 political veneer is cracking. 

He has had his worst weeks since the terrorist attacks on America. His Middle East policy ( a charitable 
description) is feckless: While violence raged on the West Bank and in Israel last Sarurday, the president 
appeared clueless. U.S. goals in Afghanistan and Iraq are under siege. 

It's only a little better domestically. The self-styled apostle of free trade turned craven and protectionist 
when confronted by the potent steel and lumber industries. In signing a campaign finance refonn bill -
in the dead of the morning with few around -- Mr. Bush was graceless. After terrorism, what is the Bush 
message? 

To be sure, George Bush's poll ratings have slipped only slightly from the stratospheric post-Sept. 11 
levels. But conventional Washington wisdom underrates his vulnerabilities. 

"We may be seeing a reprise of Bush One/' ventures independent po11ster Jo]m Zogby. Six months after 
the 1991 Persian Gulf War, that President Bush was still riding high, but a collapse was on the horizon. 

Not surprisingly, this White House prefers para11e]s to two other predecessors: George W. Bush, they 
say, is like Ronald Reagan, a man of principle, who says what he thinks and does what he believes. And 
he's the anti-Clinton, above crass calculations and petty politics. 

Sure. 

Imagine the outcry if Mr. Clinton's United Nations representatives voted against the Israelis on a 
Saturday morning and the president was trotted out only hours later expressing a different view. Or if 
President Clinton sent his vice president on a highly publicized overseas mission that turned out 
disastrously. Remember "amateur hour" in foreign policy? And what a hypocrite Mr. Clinton would 
have been called if, as a supposed free trader, he raised taxes, in the form of higher tariffs, to placate 
important electoral and contributor bases. 

Let's go to the Gipper. Suppose a campaign-finance reform bill, authored by an arch-enemy and with 
provisions he opposed on principle, was sent to his desk. Ronald Reagan might have reasoned the . 
principles really mattered and vetoed the bill. Or, if not, he would have graciously signed it -- and taken 
credit for it. Mr. Bush, who a passive White House press corps continues to tell us is a strong or at least 
secure president, didn't want to ruffle the right-wing. Even more, he couldn't stomach a signing 
celebration with his enemy, John McCain. 

The Bush po1itical advisers don't want him to use political capital in a Middle East quagmire. They have 
a point. How do you play honest broker without pressuring the Israeli tanks to back off, yet how do you 
criticize Israel for responding to terrorism as we did? 

http://ebird.dtic.miVApr2002/e200~0fQipr~9,Ae)S D / 1 3635 4/4/2002 
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Sepmagenarians Ariel Sharon and Yasser Arafat never will negotiate a peace. And what follows isn't 
encouraging. Mr. Arafat is a duplicitous political coward, but if the Israelis get rid of him, his successor 
Hkely win be more radical. By late this year, Mr. Sharon probably will be replaced by former Prime 
Minister Bibi Netanyahu, who would take an even harder line. 

Yet the only hope for a lower level of violence and preconditions that later, under different leaders, 
might produce an accord, is an active U.S. engagement and leadership of the sort this administration 
eschewed. The smartest move •• one that would test how secure George W. Bush and Colin Powell truly 
are -· would be to enlist Democrat George Mitchell, author of a peace proposal, to direct a concerted 
U.S. effort. Don't hold your breath. 

The connection between Israeli-Palestinian violence and toppling Saddam Hussein appears to have 
surfaced only during Vice President Cheney's trip to the region. Six months ago most hawks on Iraq 
expected that the campaign would either be successful by now or well underway. 

The situation in Afghanistan also is troubling. In a victory for Defense Chief Don Rumsfeld, Colin ' I 
PowelJ's hope to send a si:iable ill!emational oeacekeepjng~nto Afghanistan has been rejected. The 
likely result: Iran will control western Afghanistan, radical Muslims will control much of the East, 
heroin and terrorism will flourish and the courageous new Afghan leader, Hamid Karzai, will be 
restricted to a small enclave around Kabul. 

The president seems oblivious to the recent warning of fonner United States Ambassador Richard 
Holbrooke that 11if Afghanistan is important enough to wage war over -- and it is -- it's equally important 
to stabilize and rebuild" that cmmtry, even if that's "long and costly." 

This has upset Mr. Karzai, the nervous Pakistanis and much of the anti-terrorism alliance. Indeed, public 
opinion, not elite opinion, all over the world, has turned decidedly negative on George W. Bush and his 
politics. Mr. Zogby soon will release a survey of five Arab and five non-Arab countries which will show 
clear identification with American culture and the American people but with growing opposition to 
George W. Bush and his policies. Foreign policy shouldn't be conducted by international polls, but it's 
tough to marshal support for efforts like toppling Saddam if leaders face public resentment. 

Domestically, unlike his father, George W. Bush doesn't face an economic downturn, but he too has a 
limited agenda. Midtenn elections are about turnout Democrats have more upside with the emergence 
of health care, particularly prescription drugs, and worries over Social Security, as major issues this fall. 

Enro~ by itself, isn't a big deal politically. But this administration's wiJlingness to give business 
interests -- particularly energy -- a blank check presents an opening for Democrats. The argument: If 
these guys control everything ·- the presidency, House and Senate -- these special interests will bankrupt 
you. 

President Bush may be aided by the timidity of the opposition. At periodic caucus meetings, Democrats 
hear from consultants who warn them against raising taxes, Emon, the Middle East or most any other 
controversies. 

But high poll numbers notwithstanding, public embrace of Mr. Bush's leadership is softening. A small 
indicator: Opening Day of the baseball season in Baltimore Monday the president, a huge basebaU fan, 
appeared on the centerfield Jumbo Tron, amid patriotic flourishes, with a message; the crowd ignored 
him. Several minutes later the University of Maryland basketbaJl coach, Gary Williams, appeared on the 
same screen to a tremendous ovation. 
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TO: SECDEF 

FROM: :Torie Clarke 

DATE: April 18, 2002 

SUBJECT: Peacekeeping Force 

I have attached a copy of the letter I sent to Al Hunt passing along your 
points on the peacekeeping force. Al is nonnally better than this. I was 
surprised to see he missed the boat so much on this one. 
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March 1, 2002 9: l5 AM 

TO: Torie Clarke 

EROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~~ /1 ,/ 
/ SUBJECT: PR on Nigeria // 

' // I want to get you talking to Joe Ralston· s people and get ~od PR on the 

work we are doing to deal with the ammunition dump y{Nigeria. We need to get 

good public notice of that in the world, particula~ Africa and the UN. 

Thanks. / 

DHR:dh 
030102-13 

·······················-~········ ...................................... . 

Please respond by ____ /..,..._ ___ _ /)', ':l.. / ', ; ,,,, 
~ ! f ,t ·"· iL-... • 

/ 
/ 

I 

/ 

U22431 · ·103 
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25 March 2002 

TO: DomµdRumsteld 

~e~, FROM: 

SUBJECT: PR on Nigeria 

We are working with the DASD for African Affairs as our avenue to 
increase the U.S. media interest on our efforts in Africa, specifically the 
EOD cleanup mission in Nigeria. 

Our approach to continue spreading the word on this mission will be as 
follows: 

l. Provide a briefing from the Pentagon briefing room to allow the 
Office of African Affairs the oppornmity to discuss our overall efforts 
in Africa, specifically the EOD cleanup mission in Nigeria. 

2. Increase public awareness by providing information on the cleanup 
mission to selected NGOs. 

3. Working with the Foreign Press Center to increase awareness with the 
rest of the international media community. 

4. Aggressively follow~up any media interest with additional interviews. 

Meetings are scheduled this week with the Office of African Affairs to 
finalize this approach and to set up the Washington briefings. 

Note: Gen. Ralston and his European Command Public Affairs Office have 
already pushed the story hard with their regional media and have received 
excellent coverage thus far. Our effort from here will continue the great 
work they have started. Examples of some of the media coverage from the 
region are attached. 
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// Lagos (Nigeria) Guardian 
March l. 2002 

U.S. Bomb Experts Evolve Measures To Protect 
Residents 

By Alifa Daniel and Jide Olatuyi, Abuja 

To prevent panicky steps and another round of destruction in Lagos, the United States 
bomb disposal team already in the country to detonate unexploded ordinance are working 
out guidelines that will enable Nigerians react appropriately to its operations. 

The U.S. Ambassador to Nigeria, Mr. Howard Jetter, told journalists in Abuja yesterday 
that the guidelines would ensure that there is no further loss of lives. 

According to him, some of the guidelines might be stable, some might be unstable and 
we have a situation here where we certainly don't want any further loss oflives". 

Already, the team has advised those living or travelling around the Cantonment to "stay 
out of the area if at all possible". 

Similarly, they should not "pick-up, disturb or touch any suspicious objects (as) 
unexploded ordinance is deadly and can explode at any time". 

"If you see a suspicious object, move away from it and immediately notify the authorities 
so that the object can be removed or rendered inert", the .team urged. 

The envoy explained that the U.S. is not charging Nigeria for the exercise because "it is 
an American tradition to help a friend during a period of trial or trouble". 

11The Nigerian government and people showed the same type of friendship after 
September LI attacks, with an outpouring of support and messages of solidarity and 
brotherhood that my country will not forget," he remarked. 

Jetter said President George Bush was lending the helping hand based on an appeal from 
President Olusegun Obasanjo. 

The EOD experts, according to him, will be in Nigeria for two months, but added that if 
the Federal Government seeks an extension of the team's stay to help with other 
ordinance related matters, the American government would consider the request. 

About 45 of the 60~member comprehensive task force are already in the country. 
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Unexploded Bombs for Detonation Today 

This Day (Lagos) 
March 7, 2002 
Posted to the web March 7, 2002 

By Chika Amanze-Uwachuku 
Lagos 

Page I of I 

Bombs disposal experts from Nigeria and the Unite<l States of America, will today commence controlled 
detonation of unexploded bombs at the Ckeja military cantonment the venue of January 27 bomb 
explosions, which claimed many lives. 

The exercise which takes off from l 2 noon would last for several weeks as part of efforts aimed at 
making the environment safe after the tragic incident. 

A release signed by Dele Alake, the state commissioner for Information and Strategy advised those 
living around the cantonment to take precautions, be very vigilant and to avoid tampering with 
suspicious objects for their own safety. 

Members of the public are urged not to panic or be unduly alanned by these detonations to be carried 
out within the lkeja cantonment. 

In his word: All those resident in or near the lkeja cantonment are advised to take extra precautions, be 
very vigilant and avoid suspicious objects for their own safety. 

"Government calls on members of the public, especially children, not to toy with any strange objects in 
their surrounding particularly in highly vegetated areas. 

"Any such discovery should be promptly reported to the Police. Parents and guardians are urged to 
please keep a watchful eye on their children and wards in this regard,'' The Minister of State of Defence 
Alhaji Lami Batagarawa has on Tuesday disclosed that the detonation had started. He also ad viced 
Lagosians not to panic. 

Copyright© 2002 This Day. All rights reseNed. Distributed b'. 
AIIAfrica Global Media (allAfrica.com). 
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Detonation of Bombs Begin At lkeja Cantonment 

This Day (Lagos) 
March 6, 2002 
Posted to the web March 6, 2002 

By Bennett Oghifo 
Lagos 

Military authorities have announced that a controlled detonation of bombs would commence this 
morning at the lkaja Military Cantonment. 

The detonation of unexploded bombs left after the tragic events of January 27 would be done between 9 
am and 1 pm by American and British bomb experts, and is expected to last for two months. 

Addressing the Press yesterday, the Minister of State for Defence (Army), Alhaji Lawal Batagarawa said 
the American team consisted of 60 soldiers drawn from the Explosive Ordinance Department (EOD). 

Batagarawa said Nigerian soldiers from the Nigerian Army Ordinance Corps and Nigerian Army 
Electrical, Mechanical and Engineering (NAEME) would participate in the detonation to understudy the 
American soldiers. 

Batagarawa advised Lagosians not to panic at the sound of explosions, and residents of Ikeja and the 
neighbourhood of the Cantonment. particularly residents of Adekunle Fajuyi Street in lkeja ORA to stay 
away from the area within the hours designated for the detonation. The street, he said, would be closed 
within the period. 

Present at the briefing were the Chief of Policy and Plans Army, Major General David Enahoro, the 
GOC 81 Division, Brigadier General Abdul Tanko and the 9 Brigade Comander, Brigadier General 
George Emdin, and the American Deputy Defence Attachee, Col. Oliver Cass. 

Copyright© 2002 This Day. All rights reserved. Distributed b'. 
AIIAfrica Global Media (allAfrica.com). 
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US Team On Bomb Mop Up Arrives 

This Day (Lagos) 
February 28, 2002 
Posted to the web February 28, 2002 

By Ndubuisi Francis 
Lagos 
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Page l of l 

A United States Air Force Hercules C~5 plane yesterday arrived Lagos with explosives detection and 
detonation equipment in the latest attempt to mop up the metropolis of bombs following the January 27 
bomb blasts that rocked the city. 

The silver-coated plane, marked AMC 70042 Travis, arrived the Nigerian Air Force wing of the Murtala 
Muhammed Airport at about 1.15 p.m, having on board some soldiers and several bomb detection and 
detonation equipment. 

A spokesman of the U.S. military personnel who arrived a day earlier, Major William Thurmond, told 
journalists that the plane could not arrive on Tuesday due to logistics problems adding that it came with 
the equipment needed in the cleaning up of the environment after the bomb explosions. 

The plane, is capable of refuelling while in flight and was tlown into Lagos by a l 0-member crew of 
reservists. 

Thurmond, said reservists are civilians who make themselves available annually to execute military 
assignments such. as the one the U.S. team is now embarking on in Nigeria. 

He said the Travis plane arrived Nigeria from the Travis Air Force base in California and would depart 
after off-loading the equipment. 

It is instructive that some personnel from the United States Explosive Ordnance Disposal(EOD) unit 
Tuesday arrived to begin the clean-up exercise. 

Copyright© 2002 This Day. All rights reserved. Distributed b: 
AIIAfrica Global Media (allAfrica.com). 
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"Avid Recovery" Begins 

March l, 2002 

Page l of2 

LAGOS, NIGERIA - The main element of U.S. Army explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) experts 
arrived in Nigeria Wednesday and has begun preparation to assist the Nigerian armed forces with 
clearance of unexploded ordnance. 

The soldiers joined a small advance party that arrived last week, bringing the overall strength of 
soldiers and Department of Defense civilians involved with this operation to approximately 60. 

This deployment of soldiers is part of the U.S. government's response to assist the Nigerian 
government in the aftermath orthe tragic events resulting from the explosion of munitions stored at 
the Ikeja Cantonment Area in Lagos, Nigeria last month. The mission has been designated 
Operation AVID RECOVERY. 

The majority of the soldiers deploying to conduct this operation, including all of the EOD experts, 
are assigned to units within the 21st Theater Support Command (TSC) from US Anny Europe. The 
21st TSC is based in Germany. The Task Force is commanded by Maj. Allen Cassell. 

The explosive ordnance disposal experts are from the 720th Ordnance Company (EOD) and are 
commanded by Capt. Brian Winningham. The 720th is based in Mannheim, Gennany. 

ln addition to the EOD experts, other soldiers with unique skills and equipment will make up the 
Task Force. These additional personnel will provide medical, communications and logistical 
support to the EOD experts. 

The Task Force's medical needs will be met by soldiers from the 160th Forward Surgical Team 
(FST} based in Landstuhl, Gennany. Other medical professionals from the 30th Medical Brigade 
and the First Armored Division will augment the FST. The FST will provide emergency medical, 
surgical and critical-care life support. 

This operation has been carefully planned with close cooperation between the U.S. Anny and 
Nigerian government and military representatives, numerous civilian contractors and other 
authorities. Explosive ordnance disposal specialists from the United Kingdom will also support the 
clearance effort. 

The precise techniques that the EOD soldiers wiH employ to deal with the unexploded ordnance are 
not releasable to the public. In general terms, the EOD soldiers will conduct a detailed survey and 
inspection of the cantonment area, identifying and marking unexploded ordnance. If the unexploded 
ordnance is deemed stable enough, the EOD specialists will transport it to a safe location away 
from populated areas for destruction. 

ff the unexploded ordnance is determined to be too unstable to move safely, it will be destroyed in 
place using controlled detonations of explosive charges. The Task Force will infonn the public 
through the local media prior to beginning controlled detonations on the cantonment area. These 
explosions will be relatively small and will occur mainly between the hours of9 AM and l PM. 

ln addition to stabilizing the cantonment area, the U.S. Anny EOD experts will provide training for 
the public on the dangers of ordnance and the Nigerian military personnel assisting them will be 
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instructed on the proper handling of explosive ordnance. 

The U.S. Army EOD experts will be in Nigeria for approximately two months. 

- 30 -

Far more information. please call the U.S. Consulate in Lagos at +234-(234)-1-261-0050, 26/-0078, Fax: +214-1-
261-9856, or U.S. Army Europe at +4()-6221-57-7164!8934!7549. 

U.S. European Command makes its first distribution of media releases using a /istserv. ff you would like to subscribe 
for breaking news when ii is first released, please visit the following URL: http:lllistserv.dtic.milllistcgilwa? 
SUBEDl=eucom-re/ease-/&A=l. After you fill in required information and click "Joint the list," our server will send a 
confirmation message. Click on the appropriate line. 
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Work on Nigerian accident site enters second w·eek 

15 Mar 02 

Page I of2 

LAGOS, NIGERIA •• U.S. Anny ex.plosive ordnance disposal (EOD) experts and Nigerian soldiers 
have entered their second week of work on the lkeja Cantonment Area. 

As of Wednesday, Mar. 13, the EOD experts working to clear unexploded ordnance on the 
cantonment area said tbat they were on schedule and that the work was proceeding according to 
plan. 

To date, the Nigerian and U.S. team has accomplished the foliowing: 

x They have begun clearing the area around the mosque & football pitch 
x Approximately 900 pieces of unexploded ordnance were destroyed in place with controlled 

detonations 
• Approximately 850 pieces of unexploded ordnance were taken to an offsite area and destroyed 
,c Approximately 1,000 pieces of unexploded ordnance were marked for transport to the offsite area 

and later demolition 
11 Approximately 2,000 pounds of scrap metal was disposed of 
x Nine buildings were cleared of unexploded ordnance 

Experts estimate that the area adjacent to the mosque will be declared cle-ared in the next week. 
They next plan to begin clearing unexploded ordnance on the east side of the fonner ammunition 
transfer depot. 

Because this area is adjacent to occupied housing, residents in the area may be asked to leave the 
area for a few hours on certain days. Nigerian authorities will notify affected residents in advance 
of any requirement to temporarily leave the area. The authorities will make every attempt to 
minimize inconvenience, but will actively enforce the safety cordon to prevent injury or loss of life 
for anyone nearby 

The controlled detonations required to destroy items of unexploded ordnance determined too 
dangerous or unstable to handle will continue for the next several weeks. People living in the 
vicinity of [keja should expect to hear these small detonations on weekdays between the hours of 9 
AM and l PM. 

As has been previously announced, all people living in the area around Ikeja, especially parents, are 
reminded to look out for and stay away from any suspicious objects. If suspicious objects are found, 
they should report the haz.ard to the authorities as soon as possible. 

[n order to ensure the safety of themselves and the residents near lkeja, the U.S. EOD experts 
remind everyone to stay out of the area. The Nigerian Anny has established a cordon around the 
hazard zone and no one should attempt to enter it. Members of the Nigerian military will man this 
cordon and will actively prevent persons from entering. 

• 30 • 

For more information, please call the US. Consulate in Lagos al +]34-(234)-1-261-0050, 261-0078, Fax: +234-/-
26/-9856, or US. Army Europe at H9-622/-57-7)6Jl8934175.J9. 

http://www.eucom.mil/Directoratepff~t(t!;~St'.!}1~~ 3/25/2002 
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Work on Nigerian accident site enters second week 

15 Mar 02 

Page 1 of2 

LAGOS, NIGERIA-- U.S. Anny explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) experts and Nigerian soldiers 
have entered their second week of work on the lkeja Cantonment Area. 

As of Wednesday, Mar. 13, the EOD experts working to clear unexploded ordnance on the 
cantonment area said that they were on schedule and that the work was proceeding according to 
plan. 

To date, the Nigerian and U.S. team has accomplished the following: 

x They have begun clearing the area around the mosque & football pitch 
x Approximately 900 pieces of unexploded ordnance were destroyed in place with controlled 

detonations 
1C Approximately 850 pieces of unexploded ordnance were taken to an offsite area and destroyed 
1C Approximately 1,000 pieces of unexploded ordnance were marked for transport to the offsite area 

and later demolition 
x Approximately 2,000 pounds of scrap metal was disposed of 
x Nine buildings were cleared of unexploded ordnance 

Experts estimate that the area adjacent to the mosque will be declared cleared in the next week. 
They next plan to begin clearing unexploded ordnance on the east side of the former ammunition 
transfer depot. 

Because this area is adjacent to occupied housing, residents in the area may be asked to leave the 
area for a few hours on certain days. Nigerian authorities will notify affected residents in advance 
of any requirement to temporarily leave the area. The authorities will make every attempt to 
minimize inconvenience, but will actively enforce the safety cordon to prevent injury or loss of life 
for anyone nearby 

The controlled detonations required to destroy items of unexploded ordnance determined too 
dangerous or unstable to handle will continue for the next several weeks. People living in the 
vicinity oflkeja should expect to hear these small detonations on weekdays between the hours of9 
AM and I PM. 

As has been previously announced, all people living in the area around lkeja, especially parents, are 
reminded to look out for and stay away from any suspicious objects. If suspicious objects are found, 
they should report the hazard to the authorities as soon as possible. 

In order to ensure the safety of themselves and the residents near Ikeja, the U.S. EOD experts 
remind everyone to stay out of the area. The Nigerian Army has established a cordon around the 
hazard zone and no one should attempt to enter it. Members of the Nigerian military will man this 
cordon and will actively prevent persons from entering. 

- 30-

For more information. please call the U.S. Consulate in Lagos at +234-(234)-/-26/-0050. 261-0078, Fax: +214-/-
161-9856. or U.S. Army Europe at +49-622!-57-7364/891417549. 
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U.S. European Command makes its first distribution of media releases using a /istserv. If you would like to subscribe 
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/"~port: Lagos Ordnance Clearance 

Progress Report: Ordnance disposal in Lagos continues 

20 Mar02 

Pagel of l 

LAGOS. NIGERIA -- U.S. Army and British explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) experts and 
Nigerian soldiers continue working on the Ikeja Cantonment Area. As of Tuesday, Mar. 19, the 
EOD experts working to clear unexploded ordnance on the cantonment area said that they remained 
on schedule. 

To date, the Nigerian, British and U.S. team has accomplished the following: 

x They continue to clear the area around the football pitch 
x The area in the vicinity of the mosque will be clear by the end of this week 

Destroyed in place approximately 7,000 pieces of unexploded with controlled detonations (this 
includes 5,000 pieces of small arms ammunition, defined as smaller than 20mm) 

x Transported and destroyed approximately 3,950 pieces of unexploded ordnance at an offsite area 
Marked approximately 3,900 pieces of unexploded ordnance for transport to the offsite area and 
later demolition 

x Disposed of approximately 2,500 pounds of scrap metal 
x Cleared nine buildings of unexploded ordnance 

In the riext few days the experts plan to begin clearing unexploded ordnance on the north side of the 
former ammunition transfer depot. The focus of their efforts will be the area between the Ninth 
Regiment Medical Center and the Cantonment Primary School. 

Because this area is adjacent to occupied housing, residents in the area may be asked to leave the 
area for a few hours on certain days. Nigerian authorities will notify affected residents in advance 
of any requirement to temporarily leave the area. The authorities will make every attempt to 
minimize inconvenience, but will actively enforce the safety cordon to prevent injury or loss of life 
for anyone nearby. 

The controlled detonations required to destroy items of unexploded ordnance determined too 
dangerous or unstable to handle will continue for the next several weeks. People living in the 
vicinity oflkeja should expect to hear these small detonations on weekdays between the hours of 9 
AM and l PM. 

As has been previously armounced, all people living in the area around Ikeja are reminded to look 
out for and stay away from any suspicious objects. If suspicious objects are found, they should 
report the hazard to the authorities as soon as possible. 

(n order to ensure the safety of themselves and the residents near Ikeja, the EOD experts remind 
everyone to stay out of the area if possible. The Nigerian Army has established a cordon around the 
hazard zone and no one should attempt to enter it. Members of the Nigerian military will man this 
cordon and will actively prevent persons from entering. 

-- 30 --
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TO: 

FROM: 

Torie Clarke 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Nigeria 

April 2, 2002 6:42 AM 

What you need on Nigeria is photographs or video, and you need to get a 

television network interested. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
03/25/02 ASD(PA) memo to SecDefre: Nigeria 

DHR:dh 
040202-6 

.................................. , ..................................... . 
Please respond by __ O_y_/_l~'f~/_/J_i.,.., __ _ 

; 

U22432 /03 
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March 1, 2002 9:15 AM 

· TO: Torie Clarke 

EROM: 

~ 
/ SUBJECT: 

Donald Rumsfeld ~~ 
PR on Nigeria 

/ 

I want to get you talking to Joe Ralston's people and get some good PR on the 

work we are doing to deal with the ammunition dump in Nigeria. We need to get 

good public notice of that in the world, panicularly in Africa and the UN. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dti 
030102·13 

......................................... , .............................. . 
, 

Please respond by __ 0_·· :.,_; __ ;_;_c_· 1_· ""_,.,·_i..-_· __ 

U22431 · 103 
11-L-0559/0SD/13652 
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25 March 2002 

TO: Donald Rumsfeld 

/

/ .i/ 

,,·-./ /' ~ 

TorieSJaFke 
(' ':"'\j: . (' .. AJ~F HAS SEEr·\1 

FROM: 
APR O l 2002 

SUBJECT: PR on Nigeria 

We are working with the DASD for African Affairs as our avenue to 
increase the U.S. media interest on our efforts in Africa, specifically the 
EOD cleanup mission in Nigeria. 

Our approach to continue spreading the word on this mission will be as 
follows: 

I. Provide a briefing from the Pentagon briefing room to a11ow the 
Office of African Affairs the opportunity to discuss our overall efforts 
in Africa, specifically the EOD cleanup mission in Nigeria. 

2. )ncrease public awareness by providing information on the cleanup 
mission to selected NGOs. 

3. Working with the Foreign Press Center to increase awareness with the 
rest of the international media community. 

4. Aggressively follow.up any media interest with additional interviews. 

Meetings are scheduled this week with the Office of African Affairs to 
finalize this approach and to set up the Washington briefings. 

Note: Gen. Ralston and his European Command Public Affairs Office have 
already pushed the story hard with their regional media and have received 
excellent coverage thus far. Our effort from here will continue the great 
work they have started. Examples of some of the media coverage from the 
region are attached. 
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March 15, 2002 8:40 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel4 

SUBJECT: Guarding Bases 

What is the story on this article about getting contractors to guard military bases? 

Please have someone ten me about it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
03/13/02, Jason Peckenpaugh, Go11E:cec.cam, "Defense Pushes to Allow Contractors to Guard 

Military Bases" 

DHR:dh 
031502·9 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ___ o_::._· ...... { _2. ....... cz--'('"""0_2.-__ _ 

U22433 
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port scheduled for release to
day based on Pentagon statis-
1ics, also says gay discharges 
have more than doubled since 
I 994, after the military's "don't 
ask, don't tell" policy was im
plemented. Jt pennits gays to 
serve in the military as long as 
1hey do not engage in homo• 
sexual conduct or reveal their 
sexual orientation. 

The advocacy group 
faulted the Bush administration 
and U.S. nrilitary commanders 
for allowing a ~pervasive anti
gay sentiment to fester and 
grow" throughout the ranks, 
concluding: "Harassment con
tinues in epidenuc propor· 
tions." 

While federal I.aw bans 
gays from military service, 
"don't ask, don't tell" prnhibits 
commanders from asking ser
vice members about their sex
ual orientarion or pursuing in• 
ves1igations absent evidence of 
homosexual conduct or a ser
vice member's acknowledg
ment. The policy was ex· 
panded in 2000 10 prohibit har
assment of service members 
suspected of being gay. 

But SLDN, a privately 
funded organization based in 
Washington, alleges in its re
port 1hat every branch of the 
mjlitary has "virtually ignored" 
an "anti-harassment action 
plan" adopted in 2000 by De
fense Secretary William S. 
Cohen. It was adopted after the 
slaying of Army Pfc. Barry 
Winchell in 1999 by fellow 
soldiers at Fort Campbell, Ky., 
who suspected he was gay. 

The group singled out 
Army leadership for tolerating 
anti-gay harassment, reporting 
tba1 616 men and women were 
discharged from the Anny for 
being gay, including 222 at 
Fort Campbell, more than any 
other Anny installation. 

"The story in the Army 
this ye-ar, much more so than in 
the past, is about failed leader• 
ship driven by callous indiffer· 
ence," the group stated. "Army 
leaders, up and dov.n the chain 
of command, have failed to 
implement the safety and train
ing initiatives launched in the 
wake of Pfc. Winchell's mur
der." 

Lt. Col. James Cassella, a 
Pentagon spokesman, took 
strong exception to the group's 
findings, saying the military's 
commjtment remains "stead-

fast" to enforcing the "don't 
ask, don't tell" policy. "We're 
taking extraordinary measures 
to foster an environment that's 
free of any type of harassment 
based on respect for fella 
service members," he said. 

Cassella said gay dis-
charges often do not nnote 
harassment, since service 
members who go to their supe· 
riors and acknowledge 1ha1 
they are gay are discharged 
from the nulitary as a matter of 
law. 

"Discharges and harass
ment are two different things," 
he said. "Discharges relate: to 
people who are in violation of 
the homosexual conduct pol
icv" 

• · Elaine Kanellis, an Anny 
spokeswoman, said 92 percent 
of the Anny's 616 gay dis
charges were based on "simple 
statements" by soldiers that 
they are gay. "All that is re
quired is for the soldier to 
claim they are homosexual," 
Kanellis said. "Those claims 
are routinely accepted at face 
value and not investigated.~ 

Kanellis and Col. Tom 
Begines, chief of Army media 
relations, attributed the large 
number of gay discharges at 
Fort Campbell, home of the 
101st Airborne Division, to a 
policy decision made after 
Winche\l's murder to expedite 
the processing of gay dis
charges for the safety of gay 
service members. 

"The increase should be 
viewed as preventative rather 
than punitive," Begine1o said. 
"All of that, l think, is to the 
Army's credit." 

Kanellis said that once the 
expediting of gay discharges at 
Fort Campbell was discontin
ued late last vear out of con
cern that nongay service mem
bers were improperly obtaining 
gay discharges as an easy way 
to leave the military, the num
ber of gay discharges dropped 
from 33 in July to three in De
cember. 

C. Dixon Osburn, execu
tive di.rector of SLDN, re
sponded that 1here is a strong 
correlation between increases 
in gay discharges and in· 
creased harassment. "The fact 
that this is the highest number 
of discharges since 1987 says 
something to us, 11 Osburn said. 
"There are reasons for that, and 

tary Base5 
By Jason Peckenpaugh 

The Defense Department 
should be allowed to use con· 
tractors to guard military in· 
stalla1ions, federal procure
ment chief Angela Styles and 
four Defense officials told a 
House panel on Wednesday. 

Stvles said the Bush ad
ministralion supports repealing 
a law that prohibits the military 
from hiring contractors as se
curity guards. The issue of 
who guards military bases is a 
manaeement decision and 
should nol be dictated by stat
ute. she told lawmakers on the 
Miiitary Readiness Subcom
mit1ee of the House Armed 
Services Comrrunee. 

"You can have a security 
guard that is carrying a 
weapon, using force, and pre,-. 
tecting the Jives of people who 
you may decide is inherently 
govemmental," said Styles. 
"You have other security 
guards that may not be inher
ently governmental, and that 
[decision) should be left to the 
department or agency, and 
should not be made by starute.n 

The 199& Federal Activi• 
ties Inventory Reform (FAIR) 
Act requires federal employees 
to perform all jobs deemed 
"inherently governmental." 

Defense officials at the 
hearing echoed Styles' re
marks. ''When I first was hon
ored to take this job, the first 
question 1 asked was why 
aren't we using private con
tractors [as security guards]'?," 
said Mario Fiora, the Anny's 
assistant secretary of installa
tions and environment. Fioro, 
who oversaw contractor secu
rity guards in a previous job 
with the Energy Department, 
said contractors could allow 
managers to provide better se
curity with fewer employees. 

"Right now I'm using 130 
10 I 50 National Guard soldiers 
in several of my facilities to 
protect these places," he said. 
"I think I'd be a heckuva a lot 
better off if I could use good 
civilian workers to do it. n 

11-L-0559/0SD/13655 

The Readiness Subcom
minee has considered repeal of 
the statute (Section 2465 of Ti
tle IO of the U.S. Code) before, 
but Congress bas never ap

roved it. The American Fed
ation of Government Em

p oyees, the largest federal 
employee union, vowed to 
fight any attempt to scrap the 
law. 

"We will not allow the 
safety and security of person
nel and installations to be 
jeopardi.:z.ed by rent-a-cops," 
said an AFGE spokesman. 
"Pentagon officials have obvi
ously learned nothing from the 
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks." 

Rep. Solomon Ortiz, D
Texas, also expressed reserva
tions about overturning the 
law, noting that Congress re
cently voted to federalize air
port security. Security at mili
tary bases should be no less of 
a priority than airports, he said. 

"I think that when you 
federalize security guards to 
take care of aupons, it is a se
rious business," he said. "It's 
also a serious business to be 
able to protect those workers 
that work in military facilities, 
and families who might be liv
ing inside these facilities." 

But Styles and the De
fense officials said that con
tractors could handle security 
duties if they were well paid 
and highly trained This is pos
sible if the government speci
fics exactly what it requires in 
the contract, she said. 

"It's a matter of ... in the 
opening solicitation of your 
contract saying we must have 
'X' kind of person who is paid 
'X' a100unt of money with 'X' 
skills," said Styles. "That way 
you eJJSUJc that your contract 
has the right type of person in 
place to be a security guard." 

Michael Wynne, under
secretary of acquisition, tech
nology and logistics at the De· 
fense Department, H.T. John. 
son, assistant secretary, instaJ. 
lations and environment at the 
Navy, and Michael 
Dominguez, assistant secretary 
of manpower and reserve Af. 
fairs, U.S. Air Force, joined 
Styles and Fioro in calling for 
a repeal of the law. 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel°" 
I 

SUBJECT: GPS 

March 14, 2002 8:11 AM 

Jim Schlesinger told me last night that Europe is going to go ahead with their own 

GPS system. That is a disaster. If we move fast, maybe we can get it stopped. 

Let's get on it immediately. Someone needs to call Schlesinger and get a work 

plan as to what we ought to do. 

Thanks. 

DHR.:dh 
031402,5 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o_~_?.:._: _· 2._' ·_1 ...,_.., _"'·--

U22434 
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March 18, 2002 11 :06 AM ~ 40 

TO: Steve Cambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Military Appointments 

::see me on this memo on military appoinlments// 

Attach. / 
02/26/02 GC Memo co SecDef re: Militarv Anrv1intments/ 

- rt"" / 

····-,'5! v 

,,( 
I 

~3~0~28 // 

..•......................... , .......................................... . 

db /"', '.;l. I-, '/ / Please respon ~ lJ -· I ,. 'i.-
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Gl:NlaRAL COUNSEL 

FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
1 600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, 0 . C . 20301 · 1600 

SECOEf HAS SEEN 
MAR l S 2002 

INFO MEMO 

. ~~ 
SECRETARY OF DEFEN~~;, </ February 

26

, 

2002 

Will iam J. Haynes II, General Counsel ~~/1..1/~'"' 

Military Appointments 

• Your memorandum of February 18, 2002 asked: "What would it take to change the 
rnles so that Chiefs were appointed for two years with the possibility of two 
additional years, the way CINCs are; i.e., appointed for two years with the 
possibility of extensions?" 

• The following statutes prescribe the term of service for the Chief of Staff of the 
Army, the Chief of Naval Operations, the Commandant of the Marine Corps and 
the Chief of Staff of the Air Force, respectively: 10 U.S.C. 3033, 5033, 5043 and 
8033. Section (a)(l) of each statute says t:he same thing: that the Service chief is 
appointed for a period of four years and that in a "time of war or during a national 
emergency declared by Congress, he may be reappointed for a term of not more 
than four years." 

• The statutes also provide that the Service Chiefs serve at the pleasure of the 
President. This authority appears to have been used sparingly in order to relieve 
Service Chiefs when their superiors were dissatjsfied with their performance. 

• To change the term of appointment would require a change to each of the listed 
statutes. Amended language could specify a renewable two~year term, or, 
alternatively, could specify no length of term (as is currently the case for Vice 
Chiefs and combatant commanders.). 

COORDINATION: None 

Prepared By: James Smyser, OGcJ .... (b_H_
6

> _ ___, 

G 
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10:22 PM 

TO: Jim Haynes 

FROM: Dona]d Rumsfeld ~"' ·v 
~-DATE: February 18, 2002 

SUBJECT: Military Appointments 

What would it take to change the rules so that Chiefs were appointed for two years 

with the possibility of two additional years, the way CJNCs are; i.e., appointed for 

two years with the possibility of extensions? 

Thank you. 

DHR/a.w 
orn1oz.os 

<' Please respond by; _______ _;:::_~.:...'-------
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TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 9 
SUBJECT: Abuse 

March 20, 2002 10:08 AM 

Please find out about Captain Moss, who spent all this money in Hawaii. I think 

that is disgraceful. C) 
c::;, 

Find out ifhe is retiring on a waiver to maintain his grade~! want to stop it ifhe C 
is. Ask the Secretary of the Navy and the CNO what they are doing about it. V'\ 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
03/20/02 Al Kamen, "In the LooP"-Missiles and Gazebos, the Caper on the Beach,'' 

Washington Post 

DHR:dh 
032002·14 

.....•.........................•.........•.............................. , 

Please respond by __ o_4_· _J _o_':-_: _f_o_L--__ _ 

U2 2436 /0"3 
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the Pentagon to reclassify the 
pilot as missing in action last 
year. 

"Our conclusion is that we 
don't know for sure what hap• 
pened to him, but the haqis do 
know, and we cenainly do not 
exclude the possibility that he 
could be alive and still be held 
captive," Adm. Wilson said. 

"We simply do not know 
for sure, but continue to pursue 
with vigor to try 10 resolve this 
case," the three-star admiral 
said. 

Sen. Pat Roberts, Kansas 
Republican, questioned Adm. 
Wilson and CIA Director 
George J. Tenet about the case 
during a hearing before the 
Senate Armed Services Com
mittee. 

U.S. intelligence officials 
rold The Washington Times 
last week that new intelligence 
information gathered over the 
past several months indicates 
Cmdr. Speicher is being held 
prisoner in Jraq and has been 
limited 10 a few visitors in his 
cell. 

Mr. Roberts said during 
the hearing that the Pentagon is 
considering whether to change 
Cmdr. Speicher's s1arus from 
missing to prisoner of war. 

Recent war movies like 
"Black Hawk Down" "We 
Were Soldiers," and '"saving 
Private Ryan," highlight the 
idea tliat "we leave no one be
hind," Mr. Roberts said; noting 
"that is what we did wi1h Jefer
ence to a young man by the 
name of Mic11ael Scott Spei
cher." 

"I've been saying that ... 
we did leave somebody be
hind, and mistakes were made; 
that's probably the nicest way I 
can put it," Mr. Roberts said. 

Mr. Roberts took issue 
with recent statements by uni
dentified Pentagon officials 
who said it is not likely that 
Cmdr. Speicher is alive and 
that Saddam would not keep 
someone prisoner for 11 years. 

The senator said that co 
trary lo those claims, the 1 qi 
leader held an Iranian pil as a 
prisoner for 17 years be re re
leasing him. 

"To try to determine what 
is in Saddam's head, 1 think, is 
rather foolhardy," Mr. Roberts 
said. 

"I will tell you what's in 
his head: It's a dark center of 
evil, representing man's inhu-

manity against man with self
preservation stuffed in there 
with all of that." 

He compared the Iraqi 
leader to Stalin and Hitler, 

Adm. Wilson said the 
Pentagon last surruner set up a 
new '\ell" within the inte1h
gence service devoted to pris
oner-of-war and mis5ing-in
action issues. 

"That cell has been up and 
running since sununer and has 
done enormously good work in 
preparing for combat opera
tions in Afghanistan and else
where, taking all the steps that 
we can to try to lay the frame
work so that something like the 
unresolved case of Cmdr. 
Speicher doesn't happen 
again," Adm. Wilson said. 

Washington Post 
March 20, 2002 
Pg. B3 
19. Academy Chief Calls 
For More Midshipmen 

The superintendent of the 
U.S. Naval Academy has pro
posed increasing the number of 
midshipmen to address a 
shonage of Navy and Marine 
Corps officers. 

Speaking before the acad
emy's 15-member Board of 
Visitors in Annapolis, Vice 
Adm. John R. Ryan said he 
would like the student popula
tion to increase from its current 
limit of 4,000 to 4,400. That 
would add 83 ensigns to the 
Navy and 17 second lieuten
ants to the Marine Corps each 
year, Ryan said. 

Congress limited military 
acade111ies in 1995 to no more 
than 4,000 students. Before 
then, the academy had a bri
gade of 4,400 nridshipmen and 
still has the infrastructure to 
care for m, said Cmdr. Bill 
Spa .S. N val Academy 
spo sman. 

Washington Post 
March 20, 2002 
Pg. 31 
In The Loop 
20. Missiles And Gazel:>os, 
The Caper On The Be:ich 
By Al Kamen 

As if living in Hawaii 
weren't spectacular enough, 
Navy Capt Brian W. Moss, 
commander of the Pacific Mis-

sile Range Facility at Barking 
Sands, Kauai, decided his gov
ernment-owned house needed 
some fixing up. 

So he decided to put up a 
couple of gazebos on the beach 
by the house that were origi
nally to cost $15,000, and to 
spruce up the house interior. 
When it was all done, the ga• 
zebos alone cost $119,000 and 
the total bill for improvements 
came to $177,000, according 
to an inspecto1 general's report 
obtained by local television 
station KRON. 

The report said Moss 
spent about $13,000 for carpet· 
ing, including about $2,700 to 
fly the carpet in from the 
mainland after he rejected lo
cally available stuff, according 
to the Honolulu Star-Bulletin. 
The JG's report said the money 
he used was no1 muhorized for 
that purpose. 

But Moss wasn't rdiE"ved 
of his command and the Navy 
would not say what discipli
nary action was 1aken, except 
to call ii "very appropriate and 
effective." 

Word at tile Pentagon is 
the discipline didn't really 
amount to much. Moss was 
stripped of his authority over 
housing funds, but that was 
happening anyway to base 
commanders 1luoughout the 
Navy under a streamlining ef. 
fort. And Moss, who's retiring 
soon, apparently underwent 
"adnrinistrative counseling," a 
defrnse official said. 

The problem, it seems, is 
that after much head
scrntching, the Pentagon brass, 
though not happy about all 
this, couldn't determine pre
cisely what 1he violations 
were. We're told the old rules 
were so poorly written that it 
wasn't clear whether Moss di
reedy violated anything. 

"We locked the barn door 
after this horse was built," a 
defense official reflected yes
terday. 

In all fairness, these are 
some mighty fine gazebos, 
with showers, wet bar and 
fridge. 

11-L-0559/0SD/13661 

New York Times 
March 20, 2002 
21. J 6 or 21 B-Z's Have 
Cracks Near Exhaust, Orti
cials Say 
By James Dao 

WASHINGTON, March 
19 - The Air Force has dis
covered cracks on the rear sec
tions of 16 of its 2 J B-2 stealth 
bombers, Pentagon officials 
said today. 

The development raises 
questions about the long-tenn 
future of the problem-prone 
aircraft, the most expensive in 
the world. 

The cracks, which ranged 
in length fiom less than an 
inch to nine inches, were all on 
titanium plates behind the jets' 
engine exhausts. 

The disclosure is a setback 
for a group of lawmakers and 
military officials pushing the 
Pentagon to buy more of the 
planes, which have been effec
tive in attacking distant targets 
with highly precise bombs. 
The manufacturer, the North
rop Grumman Corporation, has 
offered to build 40 more of the 
aircraft at a cost of $735 mil
lion each, a significant reduc
tion from the $2.2-billion-a
plane price of the existing 
fleet. 

The Air Force has deter~ 
mined that the cracks do not 
pose an immediate danger to 
the B-2's, and, though none of 
them have been used over Af
ghanistan in recent months, the 
service has continued flying 
them on scheduled training 
missions, an Air Force 
spokeswoman said. 

But maintenance crews 
are now required to measure 
each of the cracks after every 
flight, to see if they are grow
ing. 

A new report by the Pen
tagon's Office of Operational 
Test and Evaluation found that 
the average B-2 was available 
for combat duty just 31 percent 
of the time last year, down 
from 37 percent the year be
fore; the Air Force sets a goal 
of having aircraft available for 
combat 60 percent of the time. 
Much of the B-2's down time 
is spent removing blemishes 
from its delicate, radar
absorbing skin. 

The Air Force said that it 
was unclear what was causing 
the cracks, and that a solution 
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March 26, 2002 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel3lfl 

SUBJECT: COO(p'f 

OP~.S 
We have to get a very clear rule on Continuity of QQveFRment-that when they are 

required to be out of town, they ought to be on business. They ought to be visiting 

troops or doing something that is business-related and not something that is 

vacation-related. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
032602-l 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ________ _ 

U22437 /03 
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March 11, 2002 2:42 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Directive on Tooth-to-Tail 

Please draft a directive for my signature to send to the Service Secretaries and the 

Under Secretaries telJing them I want them to come back to me with a proposal as 

to how they can increase the tooth-to-tail ratio and get more people out of support 

functions and more people into the teeth part of the equation. 

Second, I would like them to find ways they can outsource and license out various 

activities currently being performed by uniformed personnel, so that uniformed 

personnel can be freed up to do military functions that are core responsibilities of 

the military. 

Please make sure the draft has been approved by David Chu, Paul Wolfowitz, 

Steve Cambone and been run by Gen. Myers. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
031102-40 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ O_l-f_l _o_,_l _o_v __ _ 

U22438 
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Sl'l8WtffiRe 

~VE 8:45 AM 
TO: Larry Di Rita 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: · Donald Rumsfeld ·vt 
DATE: March 1, 2002 

SUBJECT: Pentagon Executive Dining Rooms 

The five, six or seven dining rooms in the Pentagon are costing the taxpayers $6M 
more than what people are paying for their food, if one included the cost of rent, 
insurance, equipment, employees and the like. There are about 2,000 senior 
people using them. Something is wrong. That is not fair to the taxpayers. 

The users of the dining rooms ought to pay the full cost. That means that if DoD 
wants to leave them like they are, everyone who has the privilege of using them 
will have to pay $3,000/year or $250/month to eat there, in addition to what they 
pay for their food. 

If we did that, it is clear that probably half of the people would decide not to use 
them. That means that instead of 2,000 people using them, it would be 1,000 
people using them, and the cost per person would not be $250/montb, but twice 
that; or $500/month. That fee is higher than any exclusive club I know of. 

That suggests to me that those who now use them would want to reduce the cost. 
If we reduced the cost from $6M to $2M, that would be a fee of 
$1,000/year/person, or about $85/month. However, even at that price, a Jot of 
people would not want to pay the $85/month and probably half would drop out 
and so it would be closer to $160-175/month for the people left. 

A year has gone by. That means we have unwittingly cost the taxpayers $6M. 
That pains me! Let's get this fixed in the next 30 days without fail. Get back to 
me with some options within seven days that will cover the full cost. The 
taxpayers don't need to pay for our lunches. Furt11er, representative funds should 
also pay the fully burdened cost. 

Thank you. 

DHR/azn 

030102.04 l 
Please respo11d by: ________ 3_,._1_..., _o_J.. _______ _ 

w 
w 
-c 

--

SENSITIVE U22439 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/13664 
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TO: Steve Cambone 

CC: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld \)((. 

SUBJECT: First Interim Brigade 

March 29, 2002 9:23 AM 

~to 

rs/-
\f 

f)C 

lAJ 
('J 

I thought we had agreed that the first interim brigade would go to Europe, not to rJ 
Fort Lewis. What happened? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
032902-21 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by O,j /., 7 ',:_", ·~ 

U22440 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/13665 



04/01/02 4:07 PM 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

The agreement was that an interim brigade would be sent to Europe 
by 2007. 

This was designed to give the Army time to work out the operational 
capabilities of the IBCTs, redo their political agreements with Stevens, 
Inoyue, Murtha, Dicks, etc., and make arrangements to move unit(s) 
presently in Europe back to the US. 

11-L-0559/0SD/13666 



March 28, 2002 4:32 PM 

SUBJECT: Talk to CJCS 

I want to talk to Gen. Myers about the Joint Staff area down there and how ugly it 

is in terms of being wasteful of taxpayers' money. 

OHR:dh 
032&02·17 

11-L-0559/0SD/13667 
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March 25, 2002 1 :30 PM 

TO: 

FROM: 

Steve Cambone 

Donald Rumsf eld 1 
SUBJECT: GPS 

·' 
/' 

Here is a memo from Bill Schneider. I think you ought to press fo7rwr nd get it 

into the Defense Planning Guidance, don't you? 

Thanks. /-- . . / 

Attach. 
02/28/02 Defense Science Board (Schneider) memo to SecDef re: GPS 

DJ-IR:dh 
032502-4! ............................................................................. 

/ 

Please respond by __ '_. '._(l_f_:;;_'S_/_o_L-__ /_/_ 
/ 

/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/' 

/ 
/ 

! 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF OEFEf 
3140 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-3140 

OFFICE OF THE SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

The Senior MIiitary Assistant 

B / t-1.-, St!A-A/E IDE/2. 

OEF'ENSE SCIENCE 
BOARD 

SECOEF HAS s~- . 
MAR 2 5 2002 

I 

FQ_ /llJ A-P-D a) Pal tD{{/L .
1 ~ tl"f:Sr ll-T t>o/3 }(eem. . 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Global Positioning System 

February 28, 2002<;'; .. / 

0'6< 

I wou]d like to submit the following reconunendations concerning the Global 
Positioning System (GPS) in response to your request at the Defense Science Board 
Quarterly meeting on 27 February. 

The GPS signal is extremely susceptible to very simplistic countermeasures, 
particularly electronic jamming. This vulnerability of GPS is widely known, extensively 
studied, and carefully documented. There have been numerous successful R&D efforts to 
investigate methods for making the system more robust. Most of these developments 
have not been fielded, primarily because we have yet to experience an intentional 
disruption of GPS service to date. 

The concern is that our dependence on GPS is increasing dramatically. Once 
thought of as simply a vehicle navigation system, GPS is now used extensively for 
precision missile and weapon guidance, air and space navigation, precision registration of 
,sensor imagery, and most recently for timing and synchronization of an increasing 
number of data conununication systems. If the signal were denied, the impact would be 
widespread and severe. 

We recommend that the following steps be taken now to begin fielding fixes to 
GPS vulnerabilities in critical application areas before we experience threats to GPS in 
combat: 

(1) A subset of existing receivers in selected applications (particularly 
focused on precision guided munitions) be modified to provide a factor 
of 100 times more resistance to jamming. This investment should be 
made in selected programs beyond the recent plus-up for OPS anti-jam 
capability in the JDAM procurement program. Increase research and 
technology investments to provide future enhancements. 

(2) An overarching GPS anti-jam master plan be developed to ensure that 
all future military receiver procurements for critical applications be 
equippe.d to provide substantially increased jamming resistance. 

11-L-0559/0SD/13669 
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(3) Plans to modify the space segment of GPS to transmit more power with 
increased accuracy be accelerated. A spiral development acquisition 
approach should be formulated that will provide increasing anti-jam and 
precision navigation in successive satellite block buys. 

(4) Options be maintained so that we can deny hostile forces access to GPS 
as desired. 

There are extensive details concerning these recommendations in the foUowing 
classified DSB and Naval Re.search Advisory Committee (NRAC) reports: 

cc: 

DSB 2001 Summer Studl'. on Precision Targetin2 
DSB Jan 2000 GPS Phase III 
DSB Feb 1997 Global Positioning System Phase II 
DSB Dec 1995 Global Positioning System 
NRAC Dec 1999 Global Positionin,: System !GPS} 

William Schneider, Jr. 
Chairman, Defense Science Board 

USD(AT&L) 
PDUSD(AT&L) 

11-L-0559/0SD/13670 



March 25, 2002 12:55 PM 

TO: 

FROM: 

Steve Carnbone 

Donald Rumsfe11/l 

~q) 

~k 

SUBJECT: Leaning Forward 
/ 

There is no question in my mind but that Jolm Handy is !~forward-take a 

look at this. 

Thanks. 

Attach. / 
03/09/02 CINCTRANSCOM memo re: USTRASNSCOM Logistics Transofrmation Efforts 

DHR:dh 
032502-36 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 

Please respond by ___ _.,._/ ____ _ 
/ 

/ 

I 
/ 

j/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

;' 
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UNITED STATES TRANSPORTATION COMMAND 
50!fSCOITDl'I 

SCOTT AIR FORCE BASE, llllNOIS t>2225-S357 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OFTHEARMY 
SECRETARY OF THE NAVY 
SECRETARY OF THE AlR FORCE 

FROM: TCCC 

SUBJECT: USTRANSCOM Logistics Transforma1ion Efforts 

SEi;DEF f: 

MAR 2 5 200? 

e!ormaiion of logistics support 10 vour orces i,!I:Ound the world. ln partnership with the Defense 
.. Logistics Agency, we .. established the Strategic Distribution Management Initiative, introducing value 
chain processes 10 improve the speed and refoibility with which critical ma1eriel is delivered co those 
forces. Based on lessons learned, we are now imegrati11g DOD's historicafly stovepiped strategic supply 
and mmsponation processes into a seamless. agile end-to-end distribution system. Early pilot programs 
with USEUCOM and USCENTCOM have validated our efforts (for example, reduced air delivery times 
to ~~<xldwide over-ocean de live~ up to_J§ percent), aM we 
are workfog to expand our initiatives to all our global shippers and customers. 

2. Operation ENDURING FREEDOM has funher validated this transformation. The integrated 
processes we established in peacetime transitioned rapidly to war and allowed us to maintain the flow of 
critical materiel to forces throughout Central Asia. After the FAA ·s grounding of civilian air carriers 
immediately following the events of Se tember 11 111

• we quick) 'sur..,ed milit • to clear accumulated 
cargoes and provide critically nee ed capabiHty as commercial air operations ramped back up. 
7-Uld1i1onally. \vc created new distribution networks mto a remote and hostile environment, while 
concurrently supponing customers throughout other regions of the world. This operation has also 
affirmed a crucial shift in DOD's approach lO force projection :md sustainment. From Che traditional 
model of "firsr deploy. then sustain.'' we are now simultaneously deploying and sustaining forces to 
multiple theaters as part of the global war on terrorism. USTRANSCOM is using value chain principles 
on a daily basis to bala:K:e and integrate the flow of units. personnel. and sustainment to meet the needs 
of deployed forces. 

3. Vf e ask for your c.Qntinued suppon in this transforma1ion of defense disttihution ioto a v.alue-added 
process. Through implementation of ~ound busi · s. we are su rtin our cuslomers·· our 
forces--more e ,cxent van effec1lvelv than.ever before. As panners in this effort, your feedback and 
continued support will make it possible to accelerate this transfonnation. I look forward to working 
closely with you as we move forward and wili continue to provide periodic updates on our progress. 

SECDEF, CSA, CNO, CSAF, CMC 

Very respectfully 

orrnw~ 
General, USAF 
Conunander in Chief 

Priited on @ recycled papsr 

11-L-0559/0SD/13672 
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March 25, 2002 7:50 AM 

TO: Steve Cambone 

FROM: Donald RumsfeJd ~ 
SUBJECT: Intel Budget/Guidance 

/ 

We are building our budget off our Defense Planning Guidance,.- What kind of 

Defense Planning Guidance is the Intelligence Community Dir'ector putting out 

while he starts to build his budget, which intersects with our budget? 

We need to get a meeting on that and come to some understanding, I think. 

Thanks. 

OHRdh 
012S02-I 

..••............••••••.............•..••••.........••.••...•..........•• , 

Please respond by __ (_:_· ,_; _1 

_~_ ... _[_;;_·_;... __ 

U22444 /03 
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July 30, 2002 7:05 AM 

SUBJECT: Getting Joint 

We have to figure out a way to get joint earlier. 

Some thoughts: 

1. Get the joint responsibi1ities from the Joint Staff down to Joint Forces 

Command. 

2. Instruct the Service Secretaries. 

3. The best joint service is with the CINC, rather than the Joint Staff. 

4. Ask Cebrowski for initiatives. 

5. Ask Buck Kernan to give us a series of suggestions. 

DHR!dll 
073002·1 

U22531 /03 

• ' ' 
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January 4, 2002 5:13 PM 

TO: Steve Hadley 
~ ' ' 1 ' 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld} 

SUBJECT: PC Meeting 

You will recall we had Joe Ralston, CINCEUR, brief the PC on what is being 

done in that area of responsibility. 

Yesterday I had a brief from Denny Blair, CINCPAC. I think it would be a good 

idea ifhe briefed the PC as well if you folks want to schedule it. He can do it by 

SVTC. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
010402•37 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ________ _ 

W00015 /02 
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January 7, 2002 7:31 AM 

TO: 

FROM: 

President George W. Bush 

Donald Rwnsfel4 

SUBJECT: DoD Programs-Terminated or Reduced 

In one of our recent meetings you indicated you would like to see the list of 

programs we have eiiminated or reduced. 

I have attached that list. As the Vice President said in that meeting, we will 

un.douhtedly he hearing about these once the Congress comes back into session 

and you announce the Fiscal Year 2003 budget. When Congress gets the budget 

and Members discover the intention of the Department to discontinue or reduce 

these programs, there wil1 be a good deal of clamor from tJ1e Hill on these matters. 

You will undoubtedly receive phone calls, letters and/or visits from Members of 

the House and Senate on a nwnber of tJ1ese. 

Respectfully, 

Attach 
List of Rcductjons and Cuts 

DHR:dh 
122901-2 

SENSI'fl\SE 
t:Y'!S m•LT 

11-L-0559/0SD/13676 
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1'RA1 T -- t l't3S e>HLY -- SEf,St'flYE 
1/7/2002 9:49 AM 

FY 2003 Major Defense Program Reductions, PostponementsJ Terminations 

Navy 
• Slowed Production of Amphibious Transport Ships (LPD) 

• DD-21 Terminated/Convert to DD-X R&D program 

• Postpone next generation nuclear aircraft carrier 

• Terminate Navy Area Missile Defense 

• Reduce V-22 purchase by 32 Aircraft (15 next year) 

• Begin Phase-out of 19 Spruance-Class Destroyer 

($Millions in FY03) 
-1,033 

+111 

-309 

-100 

-403 

-70 

• Begin Phase-out of F-14 Fighter Aircraft/S-3 Anti-sub Aircraft -35 

• Complete Phase-out oflnchon-class helicopter carrier -48 
Air Force 

• Postpone/Restructure Low-Altitude Space Based IR System -785 

• Begin deactivating Peacekeeper ICBM + 137 

• Deactivate 33 of90 B-1 Bombers -120 

• Begin phase-out of 14 C-5As and 56 C-I30s Cargo Aircraft 0 
Army 

• Begin Phase-out of 1000 Vietnam-era Helicopters -100 

• Terminate 19 army 'legacy' ammo/weapons programs ·631 
Department-wide 

• 15 percent Headquarters staffing reduction -320 

• 10-15 percent Defense Agencies cuts -100 

• Close overseas nuclear storage sites -64 
3,870 

Other: 
• Deep cuts to non-reimbursable DoD detailees 

• Congressional Passage of 2005 Base Closures 

1'te\PT - t!Ti!!S erttf/ - 1't:fzfSITtVP3 
11-L-0559/0SD/13677 



TO: 

FROM: 

Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

January 7, 2002 11:16 AM 

SUBJECT: Newt Minow for the Democrat Slot on the Broadcasting 
Board of Governors 

Attached is some material on Newt Minow. He is world-class-talented, brilliant 

and dedicated. I can vouch for him in every respect J understand there is a 

Democrat vacancy. This man is a star. I urge you to consider him. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
I l/ I S/0 I M inow !tr to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
010102.2) 
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SIDLEY AUSTIN BROWN & WOOD 
II PAllTNliKSHIF INCLODINC l'IIOF8HI0NAL CORFOl<,\TIONS 

DALLAS 

LOS ANG!!Ll!S 

Nl!W YOllJ<: 

SAN 111:ANCISCO 

!!l!ATTLE 

WASHHIGTON, D.C. 

WIIITl!R's D!)lECT NUMBEE 

Honorable Donald H. Rumsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 
1000 Defense Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-1000 

Dear Don: 

BANK ONE PLAZA 
10 S. DEARBOJ.:N STREET 

CHJCACO, ILLINOIS 60603 
TELEPHONE 312 S53 7000 
FACSIMILE 312 853 7036 

www.sidley.oom 

FOUNDED 1866 

November 15, 2001 

Like every American, I want to help. 

lt!JJING 

HONG J(ONG 

LONDON 

SHANGHAI 

SINGAPO.llE 

TOICYO 

WRITER'S l!•MAIL AOOR!lSS 

I can contribute to our efforts to communicate what America stands for 
through the Voice of America, Radio Free Europe, Radio Liberty, Radio Free Asia and 
the new Radio Afghanistan. As a nation, we have not been sufficiently imaginative in 
communicating 1 especially in the Middle East. 

The federal agency in charge, the Broadcasting Board of Governors, is by 
law a bi-partisan group appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate. There 
is a Democratic vacancy right now. 

If you think well of the idea, please give this letter and enclosures to the 
appropriate person in the White House. A number of Democratic Senators {Durbin, 
Biden, Lieberman, Dodd, Rockefeller) think well of me, and Charlotte Beers and I have 
been friends for many years. 

Enclosed are two pieces I have written on these issues in the New York 
Times and USA Today, and my own background, As you know, I have been given 
different bi-partisan assignments by three Presidents over the past forty years. 

There is a negative, as you well know. I am a senior citizen, 75 years old. 
But sometimes, gray hair helps. 

11-L-0559/0SD/13679 
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SIDLEY & A US TIN 

Honorable Donald H. Rumsfeld 
November 15, 2001 
Page2 

NNM/ks 

Enclosures 

All best, w-
Newton N. Minow 

CH1 2119fflv1 

11-L-0559/0SD/13680 
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I NEW YORK TIMES 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER ip, 

Essay 
WILLIAM SAFIRE 

. . Equal 
Time for::; ,,~ . 

·~ H1f'.J.1e·, .,,.. .. ? -' 
,'r!. LJi ~. 
· •• :J; '} 

WASHINGTON 
. ;rh.e prlmary sOurce or information 
. fot the average AfghaJl ls the radio, 
·~ a transistor made 30 years ago. 
'fl!1!· 20 transmitting towers ot tile 
T!l,J!ban's Radio Sllarlat {meaning 
"'[~!amlc law") are spewing (lllt ha· 
,tr.~ of America all the zlme. 

.IJ{hy ls there no Rad.kl Free A.f. 
; gtr.MJstan broadcasting tbe truth 
· about the consequences ot harb:Jfinl 
the headquarters of terrorum:> 

W'IIY a~ .Afghans nat told tlw 
their rulers' ~slcn to hide Osama 

,bl.Ii Laden ts I.lie direct cau.se ol tlle · 
• wflJldrawal of U.N. re)lef and the 
:sttirvatlon that thty now face? 
· · '·Why are the Yokes of revered, 
.mlitnstream Muslim derlcs not 

.•b~dc::ast denound.ng the perven;kln 
ot.fsJ.am by I.he ttrrqrl!ts, and re

::ff!lndtng !hf tam,11.11 that murder by 
... ,& ; l .,., 
>rl 

: 
1! America is: 

~ ~
1 

, asleep at the 
microphone'. ' 1( 

·•I)• ; . ~ 

,;: )I! ' • 
. sulclde wlll lead not lo hea-..en but to 
J!lfn\al damnation? . 
. ·.;Before a,slnl!I, bomb I! dropped on . 
a s1.11pecte<J tralnin8 camp, the U.S. 
11hou1d be 1:lotng what It know! bnl 
bow to do: 1u11n& psychological war
fare to weaken the grip of I.he terror· 
ists on the Iota.I populatloo. 

.1we are fallin& to make life more 
dJffJcult tor the termmi.s in thl'ir 
caves because tbe Bush war plannen; 
have not thought of lt yet. The ctlalr
man or the .Broadcasting Board or 
Gclvemors, o-..erseer of our severll 
ufftclal overseas broadcastus is an 
ainlable Gore fund-raiser loo& 'awail· 
lng replacemimt. The Voice of Amer• 
tea leadershlp Is even more vacanL 
'.:Which U.S. govemml!flt !>roadcut.: 

er should be charged with· stirring 
anger among Afghans ,it ruleo; er 
get tn brillg further deva!ttariM to 
their country? 'That m!sston of coun- : 
tering Radio Sharial's propaganda 
thbUld go to RFE/RL, the "radlo. 
free" outfit experienced in acting as 
,a surrogate free press in repressive 
na_:ions like Iran, Iraq and China. 

a.001 
'.,t:tut evenhanded journalists at the 

V.O.A., ba<ked by political holdovers 
on tbie Braadusting Boan!, don't 
want those hard,.wll types invading 
Uli!ir wrt The V.O.A.. broadcasts to 
.I\Jgha.niswt 'IAth fine impartiality In 
ttie Dari, PashtD, Urdu and Arabic 

.
1
languqes, and yesterday stepped up 

t11 time on the air; RFEIRL broad
e.ucs anly lo Turkman and IJ:d;iek, 
widentood In Afghanistan's north, 
wtlere oor problem Iii not. 

'tl!. the squabble over 11. measly 115 
mmtan t.n e1tpanston money, he~ is 
why the V,O.A.. 1$ the wrong voh::e In 
th.ls area In want me: 

On the day after the tW1n tawers 
catastrophe, a V.0.A. reponer In LM
d<.in bru.tdc~r an acc0ttnt of two Inter
views. One W&.S with a cleric whD 
"wam that no acC\lsatlon& agahut 
ls!aml$t1 or Mab troops should be 
mi.de before k:nowi.111 the full trul.h." 
This was "baJa.nceci" b'/ an Interview 
WWI. Ytilr 41 Serr!, ldenlified only u . 
•·a leldtr a( Egypt's lugest lsla.tnlst 
&l'oup. lhe Gaina•a 1s!amlyya, which 
hds worked lO oven.brow the: EllY!>' 
tlln gavemmet\t:: 
- -lll..lstener:1 we~ l'lOl informed that 
this terrorut RT®p kllled ~ tort!el,Cl'I 
tourtsu and .f EgyptlAllS foor year11 
~a. The reponer said that al Sen1 ; 
''hmS that retanatlon by Wll.Shtng. · 
tol'l win anly lead io more \1Dlence. Ht 
lays the blame for the unprectdenttd 
wault an the U.S. financial Md m111· 
tary policy lrt the Middle Eut" • 

1· 1!.stuna by crtttc!sm of this broad-~ 
:cbt. Andre dlt Nesnera. the V.O.A.'s 
'.l'lfw1 director, adm'ttted that the tx· 
• · tftmlit wu Improperly ldmtlf~. 
,blJt argued that for 1he agmcy to 
rfmaln ';II. credlbfe new5 organln-

·ttln," such lnterv11rv;5 with ierronsts 
"will be part of w, ·balarlttd, · accu- ' 
1'tnl, obJ~v, and .. comprehentlve ' 
· ttll<Jrtln& proVldlng .our llsteneB 
,wldl both side; of the It.Ory!' . 

r,\l~r a call fsvm Je'IR Helm.s's : 
otftce pnit~ln& ."eq111d llme for Hit• , 

. l~r." the b11i-e11uc:r111 warming the 1 
• ~\Cl.lit V.O.A. director's seat blued ; 
-a'belated guide~ th•l "we will not 
CM II platform lO lenoruts or U• 
Ctem.15t gmups." . 
l?rhe natkln Is on a kind of 1WV 

l®O.l'lf. Enn ID ~acetlme, tiews 
,;11edlblllry does not tic,w from, split• ems 'Che m<inl dlffereoc:e between 
gqod and ml In the tllmate of to. 
day':s undeclared war, private rnedla · 
tn' democraclt!s are free to tale ei,. 
tiler or neither side, bot U.S. ti&xpay- . 
er-supported broadcasting Is . sup-
posed. to be on our. side, · · 

nae's why we need an · American 
:.lgnal In AfJhani5tan's five languD&eS 
wtth a clear, truthhil me.ss:a.ge: Bin 

· Laden and his gang are the taWle of 
pie!lent and h.Jture ml.sery,·lllld the 
wlcldeii wha murder IMocellts a.re 
eternally .puni,,hed .bY Allah. 

J.ud ror the PentagQD's choosers of 
"targets of value": consider, In the 
first strike, the score of towers and 

- mobile ~ransmitters of. Radio Shar-
iat , n 
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NEW YORK TIMES 
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 

21,2001 

To the Editor; . 
Wilham Saflrt (c:olu:11111, Sept: 20) 

ls exaclly right: we should use radio 
to get tne 1ruth directly ((1 the Afghan 
people. The Afghans do n!ll koow that 
their starvation Is I.he result' of their 
dictators• flfloru 10 protect O!lama 
bl.n uden. We allow the Taliban to 
mMOf)Ollle all tnforinatlon avallable 
to Aflhan .l'nffl. women and chl.ldrert 

We ft\&de fl\e same l'l'IIU.11.ke for 
years with Slobod1111 Mllosevlc, en
abling him to 'b11ff exc1u,1ve access 
to' the ears, eyes and ml.n<b or lhe 
people of Sl!fblL ~&111o, loud and 
clear, Is 1nnpens1~·pc1 effecth•e. 
Bul If we are fo s~ Jo building 
opposition to terro~m. we. m,ist pay 
as much atll'nUon to lalJll9hlng ideas 
11$ we du ll> launddng bombs. 

NOW 
Ch 20, 2 Cl 

The wrlier i5 a former chairman of 
th¥ Federal Com1nw,iC1;1tlon.s C:om, 
mission. .. 
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For Big Hurt, the pain subsides 
Frank Thomas hitting stride again after rough year 'J t C 

Thursd~ Feb~ 15, 2001 

How would 
U.S. react 
now to a '13 
days' crisis? 
By Newton N. Minow 

After my wife and I saw the movie Thirreert 
Days, we remained sitting silently in the dark 
theater for a few minutes. unable to move. We 
were frozen back in time to our own days in 
Washington during the Cuban missile crisis. 

The Forum 

Like others in the audience old enough ro·re
member October 1962. I thought about where I 
was. how frightened I was for my family and the 
WQf[d - and hOW ffiUch has changed Since then, /oU!W Une/~aco" Pl«u""' "'a CNS 

not all of it for the better of our country. Tense times: Scere from the movie Thirteen Days, about the Cub.an missile crisis. 
As President Kennedy's chairman of the Ftd· 

eral Communiations Commission (FCC). I was 
in New 'lbrk on Oct. 22, 1962. working with Eu
ropean and American broadcasters to develop 
international communications satellites. At. 7 
a.m~ l received an urgent call from Pierre Sal
inger. Kennedy's press sectetarY, who simply 
said, "National emergency! Get to the White 
House at once." I raced to the next shuttle flight 
and was in the White House in less than r..vo 
hours. 

Salinger was waiting with Don Wilson. depu
ty director of the U.S. Information Agency, 
which then supervised the Voice of America 
(VOA). Soviet missiles with nuclear capability 
were in Cuba. they said. aimed at the United 
States. Kennedy, who would speak to the nation 
JC 7 p.m.. wanted his speech translated into 
Spanish and sent bv VOA to the Cuban people. 

11-L-0559/0SD/13682 
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VOA radio signals to Cuba were comp!ecely 
jammed by Cuba and the Soviec Union. but VOA 
engineers llad found six US. commercial radio 
srations that broadcast strong signals into Cuba. 
My assignment was ro arrange for these com
mercial stations to carry the VOA and the presi
dent's message to the Cuban people at 7 p.m. 

·one condition. w Salinger added. "This i.s a 
deep secret 'rou can't tell the stations what is 
going on.• As an inexperienced 36-year-old. I 
mumbled OK and raced to my office. 

l swore our senior FCC staff to secrecy and ex• 
plained the assignment They were aghast This. 
they said. violated every rule they could think 
of; no commercial station had ever been taken 
over. even during wartime. But this was more 
urgent_ '!'le were trying to avert nuclear war. 

Working with VOA engineers. we quickly de
temuned there wel'l!! seven broadcast smions. 
not silc;plus two short:Wave stations capable of 
reaching Cuba. and that AT&T coold patch a line 
from [he VOA transmitters to all nine stations 
without delay. r also brought in a senior FCC 
commissioner. Robert Bartfey, our national de~ 
fense expert Bartley was the nephew of former 
House speaker Sam Rayburn. I figured that 
would help once news of this reached Congress. 

Mer we h.ad the technology in place. I told 
Salinger r had to inform the stations and request 

rheir ccoperQtion. By ~his time. rumors were 
~pre.idir.g ()t a n.mcnJi ~mergency. ,md Salinger 
:Jidn't want th.it done be!:"ause of the risk of 
feJks. But when I insisted. he said use your own 
best judgment I called each sra:rion .md asked 
tl1:1t the person tn charge give us a phone num
ber where we could reach tum or her Jt 6 p.m. 
for an urgent rnnterence call from the White 
House. And. i ,1dded. this was a nJtionaJ emer
gency, with lives Jt stake - no !eak.s. please. 

There were no leaks. At 6 p.m .. Bartley, Sc:11· 
'nger .ind ! ;:;;lied the .ime Stiltioru' representa
tives. We rei:juested their help as citizens and 
asked that they announce a:t 7 p.m. that their 
scarions would broadcast rhe VOA in Spanish ro 
Cuba. All agreed. As I !e!'t the White House. I saw 
President Kennedy and gave him a thumbs up: 
The Cuban pecpi.e would hear his speech. ! 
went home. listening to the speech on my car 
radio. More scared than ! had ever been as a sol· 
dier in the Chm.a/Burma/India theater during 
World War II. I hugged my wife and children 
and prayed 

The ne'<t morning, I \vas invited to part of the 
meeting of the executiv!! committee dealing 
with the missile crisis. American intelligence re
ported that many Cub.ans had heard the VOA 
loud and clear. Our plan had worked. President 
Kennedy looked at me and said let's do it again 
tonight. l left co start all aver again. This went on 
every night for the duration of the week. 

Then it was al! over: Sever.ii weeks aftet the 
crisis ended. a few of me stations c:.11!ed and 
asked where they should send .their biils. I 
asked. what bills? The-; politely said they had 
canceled evening commercials for a week: who 
was going to make up the revenue !osses? They 
had a point but I had no budget for this. Nor did 
anyone else. Fma.lly. I suggested to Salinger that 
the presidenc invite che tlroadcasi:ers co lunch in 
the White House to thank them personally and 
haw their pictures taken with him. This 
\\'Or!{ed. No bills were sent 

The ne.xt year. however. the president of a 
small religious college asked to see me. His col
lege. he said, had both a radio and a TV station. 
Toe radio statioa was doing fine. but the TV sta· 

11-L-0559/0SD/13683 

rion hao J minor technical regulatory problem 
at che FCC I said I was sorry to hear thJt. He 
then looked in my e<Jes .md said. ~Chai1TT1an Mi
now. do you remember when you asked us to 
help you and the president with our radio sta
tion during the Cuban missile crisis. and we 
he!ped in every way we could?" I said. "Yes. I re· 
rnembt:>r." He then looked even mare det!ply in· 
to my eyes, cook my hand. and said. ~chairman 
Minow, in view of how we helped you. do yoo 
think you could find it in your heart to .. • 1 in- : 
cerrupted him and said. ~1 got your message. , 
Consider it done: : 

I later calie<I the stalf and asked char rhe cech- 1 

nical regulatory question be dropped. Today. i'd · 
probably be invesrig;ared by a special prose· 
cuter, but I would do it again. 

Those memories. prompted by seeing Thir· 
reen Days. made me reflect.on how dramacically 
things have changed. !n 1962. J saw how pow· 
erful the blockade was in putting pressure on 
the Soviet Union and Cuba to back down. But 
while we were cutting olf Cuba from supplies. 
we were opening up Cuba to information. and 
that fflO, played a rob~. Today, ttie VOA has the 
techniqul'.'s and power to surmount jamming. 
Technologies such as communication satellires. 
the Internet and cable networks such as CNN 
have erased national boundaries. Like Joshua's 
trumpet they make o[d walls tumble down. 

But while a new world has opened up. anoth· 
er world has dosed down. I wonder whether 
we could get the same level of cooperation to· 
day that made our efforts possible in 1962. 
when news organizations held their stories and 
broadcasters gave up their evening broadcast ·,· 
time. Everyone did this without rancor, jockey~ 
ing for position or bureaucratic w · g. 

The Cuban missile crisis lasted 13 to- I 
day's information age, would President Kennedy I 
have been forced to act in 13 hours? Or even 13 1 

minutes? 1 worry less today about whether we I 
have the teehnology to respond than about I 
whether we have the character: 1 

I 
Newcon N. Minaw wus Federo.l Communica

tions Commission chainnan from 1961 to 1963. 



Ptace and Date of Birth: 

ttome Address: 

Office Address: 

FamUy IQfonnatjon: 

Education: 

Schools Attended: 

Degrees: 

Honorary Degrees: 

NEwrON N. MINOW 

BACKGROUND 

or 

MMwa11kee Wisc-0osin 
l(b)(6) I 
(b )(6) 

c/o Sidley Austin Brown & Wood 
1 o South Dearborn Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60603 

Milwaukee Public Schools 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

e.s. - Northwestern University, 1949 
J.D. - Northwestern University, 1950 

LL.D. - erandeis University, 1963 
LLD. - University of Wisconsin, 1963 
LL.D. - Northwestern University, 1965 
LLD. -Columbia College, 1972 
LLD. - Governors State University, 1984 
LLD. - OePaul University. 1989 
LLD. - RAND Graduate School, 1994 
LL.0. - Univeralty ot Notre Dame, 1994 
LLD. - Roosevelt University, 1996 
LLD. - Baral College, 1996 
LLD. - Santa Clara University School of 

Law, 1998 
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Professional History: 

1965 to present: 
1963 to 1965: 

1961 to 1963: 

1955 to 1961 : 

1953 to 1955: 
1952 to 1953: 

1951 to 1952: 

1950 to 1951: 

Sidley & Austin (1) 
Executive Vice President, General Counsel 

and Director, Encyclopaedia 
Britannica, Inc. 

Chairman, Federal Communications 
Commission, by Appointment of 
President John F. Kennedy 

Partner, Stevenson, Rifldnd & Wirtz (part of 
Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison) 

Associate, Mayer, Brown & Platt 
Assistant Counsel to Governor 

Adlai E. Stevenson, State of Illinois 
Law Clerk to Chief Justice Fred M. Vinson, 
U.S. Supreme Court 

Associate. Mayer, erown & Platt 

(1) Including service with a predecessor finn, Leibman, Williams, Bennett, Baird & Minow, which 
consolidated with Sidley & Austin on October 15, 1972 (Partner, 1965-1991; Counsel 1991- ) 

Also, Sidley & Austin merged with Brown & Wood in May 2001 and is now known as Sidley Austin 
Brown & Wood 

Coroorate Directorships: 

Aon Corporation 
Manpower, Inc. 

Prior Corporate Ditedorsh!ps: 

Big Flower Press Holdings, Inc. 
CBS Inc. 
Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc. 
Field Communications 
Sara Lee Corporation 
Tribune Company 
True North Communications (formerly Foote, Cone & Belding) 

Civic and Public service Directorships: 

Arthur Andersen & Co., Public Review Board (Chainnan, 1974-1983) 
Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) (Chairman, 1978-1980; Director, 1973-1980) 
RAND Corporation (Chairman, 1970-1972; Trustee. 1965-1975, 1976-1986, 1987-1997; 
Advisory Trustee, 1997- ) 

Trustee and Former Chairman, Chicago Educational Television Association 
(Chairman, 1967·1973; Trustee, 1964-1991; Life Trustee, 1991- ) 

Trustee, Mayo Foundation (1972-1981); Emeritus Trustee (1981- ) 
Trustee, Northwestern University {1975-1987); Life Trustee (1987- ) 
Trustee, University of Notre Dame (1965-19n, 1983-1996); Life Trustee (1996-- ) 
Trustee, Chicago Orchestral Association (1975-1987}; Life Trustee (1987- ) 
Trustee, Carnegie Corporation of New York (Chairman, 1993-1997; Trustee, 1987-1997) 
Trustee, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace (1987-1993) 
Chainnan, CBS Foundation (1986-1991) 

2 
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Civic and Public Service Directorships (Continued}: 

Chainnan, Bi-Partisan Study of Campaign Costs In the Electronic Era, Twentieth Century Fund 
Chainnan, Board of Overseers, Jewish Theological Seminary (1975-1977) 
Co-Chairman, Presidential Debates, Sponsored by League of Women Voters (1976, 1980) 
Director, Commission on Presidential Debates (1993- ) 
Director, Bi-Partisan Advisory Commission for 1988 and 1992 Presidential Debates 
Member, Commission on the Assignment of Women in the Anned Forces, appointed by 

President George Bush (1992) 
Former Member, U.S. Department of State's Advisory Committee on International Communications 
and lnfomiation Policy -

Member, Commission on Public Interest Obligations or Digital Broadcasters, appointed by 
President Bill Clinton, 1998-1999 

Academic Appointments: 

Visiting Fellow, John F. Kennedy School of Goverrment, Harvard University {1986) 
Director, The Annenberg Washington Program Communications Polley Studies, Northwestern 
University (1987-1996) 

Annenberg Professor of Communications Law and Polley, Northwestern University (1987· ) 

Legal MembershiR§: 

American Bar Association, Fellow of 
Chicago Bar Foundation, Fellow of 

Ciyjc and Public Memberships: 

Center for Public Resources Judicial Panel 
Chicago Committee, Council on Foreign Relations 
Commercial Club of Chicago (President, 1987-1988) 
Visiting Committee, John F. Kennedy School of Government, HatVard University (1980-1986) 
Visiting Committee, Graduate School of Education. Haivard University {1968-1974) 

Club Memberships: 

Century Association (New York) 
Chicago Club 
Mid-Day Club 

Honors and Awars;ts: 

John Henry Wigmore Award, Northwestern University School of Law (1950) 
Named One of Ten Outstanding Young Men In the United States (1961) 
George Foster Peabody Broadcasting Award (1962) 
Phi Beta Kappa Distinguished Broadcasting Award (1965) 
Phi Beta Kappa Visiting Scholar (1977-1978) 
Northwestern Alumni Medal (1978) 
Ralph Lowell Public Broadcasting Award (1982) 
Man of the Year Award, Notre Dame Club of Chicago (1988) 

3 
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Honors and Awards {Continued}: 

Elected Fellow, American Academy of Arts & Sciences (1989) 
Abraham Lincoln Centre Humanitarian Seivice Award (1990) 
Harvard Club of Chicago/Chicagoan of the Year (1991) 
The Fellows of the Phi Beta Kappa Society Award (1999) 
Silver Gavel Award, American Bar Association (1996) 

MIiitary SeNice: 

U.S. Army-1944 to 1945 (Sergeant. China-Burma, India Theater} 

Miscellaneous: 

Co-Author of Abandoned in the Wasteland: Children, Television and the First Amendment, 
published in 1995 by Hill & Wang (division of Farrar, Straus & Giroux) 

Author of Equal Time: The Private Broadcaster ancJ The Public Interest, published in 1964 
by Antheneum Publishers, New York City 

Contributor to As We Knew Adlai, published in 1966 by Harper & Row, New York City 
Contributor to Public Interest and The Business of Broadcasting, published in 1988 by Quorum Books, 
New York City (Edited by Jon T. Powell and Wally Gair) 

Co-Author of Presidential Television, published In 1973 by Basic Books, Inc., New York City 
Co-Author-Weil Lecture, Electronics and the Future, Oxford University Press, 1977, New York City 
Co-Author of For Great Debates, published in 1987 by Twentieth Century Fund, New York City 
Co-Author of Lines of Battle, published in 1987 by Time Books 
Author of How Vast the Wasteland Now, published in 1991 by the Gannett Foundation Media Center at 
Columbia University In the City of New York 
Co-Author of Opening Salvos: Who Should Participate in Presidential Debates, published In 1999 by 
The century Foundation (formel1y the Twentieth Century Fund) 
Co-Author of A DigHal Gitt to the Nation; Fulfilling the Promise of the Dig/ta/ and Internet Age, published 
in 2001 by The Century Foundation (formerly the Twentieth Century Fund 

Numerous Newspaper, Magazine and Professional Journal Articles 

August 14, 2001 

CH1 2038664111 
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE VICE PRESIDENT 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel4 

SUBJECT: Newt Minow /
11 

Attached is a letter from Newt Minow. He is a wonderful, talented, brilliant, 

dedicated human being. I consider him a close friend and can vouch for him in 

every respect. 

He indicates there may be a vacancy on the Broadcasting Board of Governors. 

I can think of no one who would be better than Newt. He may be 75, but he has 

the energy of a 40-year-old and brain cells as fine as Einstein's 

Let me know what I should do, who I should talk to. I think he would be a world~ 

class appointment. 

Regards. 

cc: Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 
Honorable Karl Rove 

Attach. 
11/15/01 Minow ltr to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
111901-13 
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December 14, 2001 10:25 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·7 ( \.. 
SUBJECT: Newt Minow 

Please see what the status is of this possibility of Newt Minow becoming a 

member of the Broadcasting Board of Governors. I would like to weigh in with 

whoever I have to weigh in with. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
11 /I 9/0 I SecDef memo to VP 

DHR:dh 
1.21401-IZ 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ________ _ 



... 

TO: 

FROM: 

Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfeld \) f\ 
SUBJECT: Detainees 

January 7, 2002 11:46 AM 

;"',7•?'\.,' 
•,:,,, J 

We are going to be moving these Al Qaeda prisoners out of Afghanistan and 

Pakistan into U.S. ships and Guantanamo Bay. Cuba. It seems to me with that 

being the case, we need to have the ability to use non-lethal riot agents aboard 

aircraft and ships, at Guantanomo and anywhere we are dealing with these 

problems. 

Why don't we get that authority on an oral basis now.and get your paper 

refashioned to include it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
010702-35 

W0fl023 /Ol 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 

Donald Rumsfeld JI.-
SUBJECT: Cabinet Spouses to State of the Union 

January 8, 2002 12:04 PM 

Are the spouses of the Cabinet going to be invited to the State of the Union 

speech? I think it would be a good idea. It is not clear to me that they were last 

time. 

Please let me know. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
010702-56 
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2:56PM 

TO: Doug Feith 

CC: Steven Hadley 

FROI\1: Donald Rumsfelrl'y~ 

DATE: January 9, 2001 

SUBJECT: Bounty Program 

l believe it could be hurting our efforts to find the top Al Qaida and Taliban 

leadership in that we do not have clarity on the reward or the bounty programs. 

The reward program is apparently run by State Department, the bounty program 

by CIA. You may wish to get an inter-agency activity going so that we all 

understand and the world has clarity. 

1 have raised it with both Colin and George, but I think it is going to have to be 

done at the staff level. 

Thank you. 

DHR/ax.n 
01092.02 

Please respond by: -------------------

wooo,e ,, 02 
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snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

H onoraJ7le-€ondoleezzit Rice 

Dona]d Rurnsfeld VA 

January 9, 2002 4:28 PM 

SUBJECT: CENTCOM Briefings 

I do think we ought to move Tom Franks' briefings to once every two weeks 

instead of every week. 

Thanks. 

11-L-0559/0SD/13693 



TO: Vice President Richard B. Cherrey 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Bartley Piece 

FROM: 

January 10, 2002 8:53 AM 

\J 
Attached is an article from Bob Bartley that is well worth reading if you missed it. () 

\) 
~~~ ~ 

Attach. 
01/07/02, Bartley, Wall Streer Journal, "Conquering Guilt. Forging a new Era?" 

Dl-m'.dh 
011002-IO 
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9lOpinionJournal 
fram THE WALL STREET JOURNAL Edlk,rial Pag~ 

PRU'([ WlNQQM/ CI.QSe WlNDOW 

THINKING THINGS OVER 

Conquering Guilt, Forging a New Era? 
In the 20th century, terrorism worked. Those days are over. 

BY ROBERT L. BARTLEY 
Monday, January 71 2002 12:01 a.m. 

SECDEF HAS SEEN 

JAN 1 0 2002 

As we enter the new year the nation is stlll mourning the tragedy of September 11, but the time 
has arrived to take pride in its response. Whether militarily in Afghanistan or psychologically at 
home, American society has performed magnificently. The year 2002 will determine whether this 
is a fleeting mood, or whether national gravitas marks the beginning of a new era. 

Osama bin Laden and his suicide corps badly misjudged the American character, like Hitler and 
Tojo before them. The terrorist mastermind assumed that the Americans would blow up a few 
empty buildings and go back to their feckless life, as they had m21ny times before. Instead, they 
united behind George W. Bush in projecting an army into notoriously difficult terrain halfway 
around the globe, destroying every military target in sight, largely sparing civilians1 uniting an 
uncertain international coalition and a fractious local leadership. Jn some 100 days, just as the 
fires at the World Trade Center finally stopped burning, military resistence collapsed. 

OBL himself has not been captured, whether cornered in Khost or fled to Baghdad. But he has 
done us the favor of releasing a videotape showing himself a beaten man, physically haggard 
and rhetorically defensive. He sounds an uncertain trumpet, unlikely to rally new legions to his 
cause. Indeed, the much-vaunted Arab "street" has already fallen silent before the 
demonstration of U.S. power. 

Terrorists around the world are also on the run. Yasser Arafat, who commands a ministate 
forged by assassination of moderate West Bank mayors and dispatch of suicide bombers into 
pizza parlors, now finds himself on the sidelines. No one c:ares that Israelis ban him from 
Christmas eve in Bethlehem, Meanwhile, Yemen is sending troops to close terrorist training 
camps, just as President Bush demanded. Under pressure from the U.S., Pakistan is moving 
against terrorists threatening to take it into a war with India. 

In the 20th century terrorism has been a path to political leadership, historian Paul Johnson 
remarked in Forbes just after the attack. A century of liberalism, focused on compassion toward 
claims of grievance, gave us terrorist/statesmen ranging from Menachem Begin to Jamo 
Kenyatta to Eamon de Valera to Robert Mugabe. Now, he suggested, we may enter "a quite 
dlfferent climate of opinion in which security of life and property will be given absolute 
precedence over pity ..•. " 

When the Romans kept the peace or the Royal Navy suppressed pirates and the slave trade, he 
noted, terrorists were summarily executed. Vigilance, usually far short of summary execution, 

http://www.opinionjournal.com/fotrilg,1~fi.9./:i0SFi/obnsB5 1/8/2002 
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kept the peace, and peace in turn built prosperity. The 19th century was a far more civmzed 
time than the bloody era that opened with a terrorist attack in Sarajevo in 1914 and ended with 
the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989. The new seriousness in America is now pregnant with the 
possibility of consolidating a new century of safety, peace and spreading prosperity. 

That the U.S. has the military power to do this is beyond serious question. The combination of 
precise munitions from the sky and special operations teams on the ground has transformed 
warfare; there are apt comparisons with the way the long bow at Agincourt ended the era of 
mounted knights. This is not to suggest constant U.S. intervention in each of the world's 
quarrels, let alone building democracies and modern economies overnight. The key is building a 
new climate of opinion, new expectations around the world. 

This much depends on the U.S. maintaining the momentum it gained after September 11. The 
new year must redeem President Bush's promises to pursue al Qaeda terrorists in other nations, 
and indeed to strike at other terrorists and their state sponsors. Yemen or Somalia and the 
Philippines may be mopped up without a major U.S. effort, but two large obstacles remain. One 
is of course Iraq, where Saddam Hussein is building nuclear weapons he intends to target on the 
U.S. The other is Lebanon, the largest complex of terrorist camps remaining, under the 
sponsorship of Hezbollah (and Hamas), which has become a political pet in Arab and European 
minds. If a year from now we haven't broached these targets, the promise of a new era will be 
dwindling away. 

Even with the current success, it is not hard to imagine. Osama and his ilk might be forgiven for 
believing the U.S. a muscle-bound giant; after all, many Americans were saying the same 
things. Ever since the intellectual and political establishment changed its mind on Vietnam in 
1968, American elites have been reciting a litany of phrases such as "mission creep," ~body 
bags," "imperial overreach," "world policeman" and so on. The melody uniting these lyrics was 
one of American guilt--guilt at being too powerful, too prosperous, and in past eras to be 
atoned, too assertive. 

Quenching that guilt was perhaps the biggest single impact of September 11. Its lesson was not 
only that the U.S. cannot drop off the globe, but that it cannot opt out of leadership. With power 
comes responsibility; if the U.S. fails to take the lead against world power, no one else will. At 
the same time, America's success and prominence makes it a perpetual target; evil is abroad in 
the world, and if we don't find and stop it, it will find us. Malcontents and maniacs around the 
world attach their grievances to the civilization we have helped build; in defending ourselves we 
defend peace and civilization in the world. 

The burden of leadership falls directly on George W. Bush. Pressures to temporize on terrorism 
are already manifest and will grow as immediate threats recede; only presidential determination 
can overcome them. A new era, too, cannot be consolidated in the foreign arena alone. In the 
new year, Mr. Bush will have to make the point that the serious minds who can so ably run a 
war are a[so the best minds to run an economy, nurture better education, make envlronmental 
trade-offs and save a faltering Social Security system. 

It's promising that President Bush sees 2002 as a "war year," and feels he was put in office to 
fulfirl a mission. His potential mission is nothing less than building a world order for a new 
century. 
Mr. Bartley is editor of The Wall Street Journal. His column appears Mondays in the Journal and 
on Opinionlournaf.com. 

Copyright © 2002 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
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January 14, 2002 8:46 AM 

TO: President George W. Bush 

Donald Rumsfeld ;2. ____ ,4 ;J ---#'-
SUBJECT: Senior Executive Council 

FROM: 

Mr. President, 

The Senior Executive Council we established at the Pentagon includes the three 

Service Secretaries and the Undersecretary for Acquisition, Technology and 

Logistics. 

Attached is a report they sent me as to their work during 2001. 

I am sending it along to you because it indicates a number of programs that have 

been eliminated, restructured or reduced, a subject you have raised with me on a 

couple of occasions. 

Respectfully, 

Attach • 
.. What SEC did in 2001" 

DHR.:dh 
01J402-J$ . 
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\.Vhat SEC did in 2001 

Agreed on an agenda for change- 4 pil1ars 
irnpJementing strategy of transfonnation (changing resource allocations) 
encourage talent to enter and stay in military and civilian service 
modernizing business process and infrastructure 
innovation in the industrial base (deve)opment work still needs to be done) 

Resource Allocation Highlights (highly difficult without team approach) 
Built programs and budgets that met vast majority of guidance 
Fully funded acquisition programs historically underfunded 

Killed, restrucrured or accelerated retirement over 30 programs that needed to 
change (eg DD-X- see attached list) 

Jointly designed and funded a pool programs ($15B over five years) of transformation 
accelerating programs like laser communications 

Continued restructuring "business-focused" agencies (more to be done in 2002) 

Headguarters Realienments 
Designed and annoW1ced (beginning to execute) realignments in Army and Air Force -

models were shared to speed development 
Agreed to approach on Executive HQ review and started redesign work 

BMDO Supporj 
Board of Directors role for BMDO 
Redesigned BMDO organization, design process strategy, and national program office 

approach to meet goals of President and Secretary 
Championed capabilities-based requirements process (rather than threat based) for 

developing and fieJding missile defense systems 
Support of best talent available to BMDO 

Transformation Directorate 
Worked with Admiral Cebrowsk.i to define role and work 

Post-9/11 
Development of approach on Pentagon physical security ( especialJy Rt. 110) 
Worked with staffs to develop many issues for decision (taking that work off Deputy's 

and Secretary's desks) 

Other Management Issues 
Supporting and advocating financial modernization process (led by USD(C)) 
Worked through EFI approach, wi11 serve as intern a] senior review board, and advocated 

during hill review 
Opposed creating a new agency for testing range management agency, and steered to 

creation of an intra-DoD strategy 
Developing, directing and linking work of Business Innovation Council 
Agreed to develop and implement a Joint Training Center 

11-L-0559/0SD/13698 
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SENSITIVE 

Programs Terminated / Restructured 

DD-21 Terminated, to DD-X. 
DD-Xis an-R&D only program for a family of ships-cruisers, destroyers 
and small littoral ships 

Restructured V-22, expanded flight testlng 
Problems with V-22 safety and reliability forces a production slow down 
and more comprehensive flight test program 

Deactivate Peacekeeper ICBM 
Part of nuclear weapons reductions 

F-14 and S-3 phase-out 
Begin the removal of ofder and expensive to operate aircraft 

Slowed Production of LPD Amphibious Transport Ships 
Schedule delays and cost overruns required restructuring 

Eliminated 14 C·SAs and 56 Cl30s 
Begin the retirement of older, less reliable aircraft 

Removed 33 B-ls 
Applied savings to modernization of remaining aircraft 

Removed 17 B~52s 
Reduced attrition reserve, one to NASA 

Terminate 19 legacy programs 
Army terminated smaller, marginal programs 

Restructure Comanche, remove concurrency 
Weight increase and excessive concurrency in development requires 
a change in the program to more spiral development 

Phase~out 1000 older Army helicopters 
Begins phase out of Viet Nam era helicopters 

Phase-out D0-963s 
Begins phase out of older, expensive ships 

SENSITIVE 
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SENSITNE 

Terminate Navy Area Missile Defense 
Technical and cost problems created an Nunn-Mccurdy breach, and 
program cannot be certified in current form. Terminate and restructure. 

Delay C\/N-X 
Delay new carrier production to outside the FYDP 

Restructure SBIRS-High 
Program delay of two years require rephrase, in Nunn·McCurdy breach 

Delay SBIRS Low - 2 years. 
Technical problems and large cost increase requires a program 
restructure, new technology insertion. 

Close overseas nuclear storage sites 
Some number of sites closed, weapons reduced 

15% Headquarters reduction 
Headquarters staffing has not been reduced as much as active force 

10-15% Reduction in the ubusiness" Defense Agencies 
Productivity and out sourcing permits manpower reductions 

Anny and Air Force Headquarters Reorganization {Navy to follow) 
Eliminates staff duplication 

SENSITIVE 

11-L-0559/0SD/13700 
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\Vhat is SEC focusing on in 2002? 

Continuation of 2001 wor~ especially 
EF1 development 
Missile defense development process 
Financial systems modernization 
Engaging the organization through Business Innovation Council 

Drivin2 Transformation 
Increasingly defining what it wiU be through strategic planning during planning cycle, 
and 
Shifting resources to support those decisions in budget process 

Defense Agencies 
Induding thorough review ofD~ DFAS and DISA 

Executive Headquarters Redesien 
Restructuring, Refocusing and Reorganizing OSD/Joint Staff 

Redesien PPBS and Resource AllocaOon Pro~ess throughout Department 

Development of a Management Scorecard 

Develop a strategy on Spurring Iunovation in tbe IDdustrial Base 
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January 14, 2002 10:08 AM 

TO: President George W. Bush 

CC: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Condo]eezza Rice 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Dona]d Rumsfeld j)J(. 
Kissinger's Piece 

The attached is well worth reading. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
01/13/02 Kissinger, Washington Post, "Phase TI and Iraq"' 

DHJhlh 
011402·24 

11-L-0559/0SD/13702 
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Phase II and Iraq 

By Henry A. Kissinger 

Sunday, January 13, 2002; Page B07 

' 
As military operations in Afghanistan wind down, it is welJ to keep in mind President Bush's injunction 
that they are only the first battles of a long war. 

An important step has been taken toward the goals of breaking the nexus benveen goverrunents and the 
terrorist groups they support or tolerate, discrediting Islamic fundamentalism so that moderates in the 
Islamic world can reclaim their religion from the fanatics, and placing the fight against terrorism in the 
context of the geopo1itica1 threat of Saddam Hussein's Iraq to regional stability and to American friends 
and interests in the region. But much more needs to be done. 

Were we to flinch, the success in Afghanistan wouJd be interpreted in time as taking on the weakest and 
most remote of the terrorist centers whi1e we recoiled from unraveling terrorism in countries more 
central to the problem. 

Three interrelated courses of action are a·vailab)e: 

(a) To rely prirnad]y on diplomacy and coalition-building on the theory that the fate of the Taliban wiJl 
teach the appropriate lessons. 

(b) To insist on a number of specific corrective steps in countries with known training camps or terrorist 
headquarters, such as Somalia or Yemenr or those engaged in dangerous programs to develop weapons 
of mass destmction, such as Iraq, and to take military action if these steps are rejected. 

(c) To focus on the overthrow of the Saddam Hussein regime in hag in order to change the regional 
dynamics by showing America's determination to defend regional stability, its interests and its :friends. 
(This would also send a strong message to other rogue states.) 

SoJe reliance on dipJomacy is the preferred course of some members of the coalition, which daim that 
the remaining tasks can be accomplished by consultation and the cooperation of intelligence and security 
services around the world. But to re)y solely on dip)omacy would be to repeat the mistake with which 
the United States hamstrung itself in every war of the past half ~century. Because it treated military 
operations and diplomacy as separate and sequential. the Uni1ed States s10pped military operations in 
Korea as soon as our adversaries moved to the conference table; it ended the bombing ofNorth Vietnam 
as an entrance price to the Paris talks; it stopped military operations in the Gulf after the Iraqi 
withdrawal from Kuwait. 

In each case! the ending of military pressure produced diplomatic stalemate. The Korean armistice 
negotiations consumed two years, during which America suffered as many casualties as in the entire 
combat phase; an even more intractable stalemate developed in the Vietnam negotiations; and in the 
Persian Gulft Saddam Hussein used the Republican Guard divisions preserved by the armistice to restore 
control over his territory and to dismantJe systematically the inspection provisions of the annistice 
agreement. 

Anti-1errorism policy is empty if it is not backed by the threat of force. ln1ellectual opponents of mi1itary 
action as well as its likely targets will procrastinate or agree to token or symbolic remedies only. 
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Ironically, governments on whose territory terrorists are tolera1ed will find it especially difficult to 
cooperate unless the consequences of failing to do so are made more risky than their tacit bargain with 
the terrorists. 

Phase 11 of the anti-terrorism campaign must therefore involve a specific set of demands geared to a 
precise timetable supported by credible coercive power. These should be put forward as soon as possible 
as a framework. And time is of the essence. Phase II must begin while the memory of the at1ack on the 
United States is still vivid and American-deployed forces are available to back up the diplomacy. 

Nor should Phase II be confused with the pacification of Afghanistan. The American strategic objective 
was to destroy the terrorist network; that has been largely accomplished. Pacification of the entire 
country of Afghanistan has never been achieved by foreigners and cannot be the objective of the 
American military effort. The United States should be generous with economic and development 
assistance. But the strategic goal of Phase II should be the destruction of the g)oba) terrorist network, to 
prevent its reappearance in Afghanistan, but not to be drawn into Afghan civil strife. 

Somalia and Yemen are often mentioned as possible targets for a Phase ]] campaign. That decision 
should depend on the ability to identif)' tarrets against which local governments are ab]e to act and on 
the suitability of American forces to accomplish this task if the local govanments can't or won't. And 
given these limitations1 the United States will have to decide whether action against them is strategically 
productive. 

All this raises the unavoidable challenge lrnq poses. The issue is not whether Iraq was involved in the 
1errorist attack on the lJnited States. 11,e challenge oflraq is essentially geopolitical. Iraq's policy is 
implacably hostile 10 the United States and to cenain neighboring countries. It possesses growing 
stockpiles of biological and chemical weapons, which Saddam Hussein has used in the war against Iran 
and on his own poplllation. It is working to develop a nuclear capability. Hussein breached his 
commilment to the United Nations by evicting the international inspec1ors he had accepted on his 
teffi1ory as part of the annistice agreement ending the Gulf War. There is no possibility of a negotiation 
between Vlashington and Baghdad and no basis for trusting Jraq's promises to the international 
community. 

]f these capabilities remain intact, they could in time be used for terrorist goals or by Saddam Hussein in 
the midst of some new regional or international upheavaJ. And if his regime survives both the Gulf War 
and the anti-tenorism campaign, this fact alone will elevate him 10 a po1cntially overwhelming menace. 

From a long-range point of view, the greatcs1 opportunity of Phase II is to return Iraq to a responsible 
role in the region. Were Iraq governed by a group representing no tJueat to its neighbors and willing to 
abandon its '"'ea pons of mass destruction, the stability of the region would be immeasurably enhanced. 
The remaining regimes flirting with terrorist fundamentalism or acquiescing in its exactions would be 
driven to shut down their support of terrorism. 

At a minimum, we should insist on a U.N. inspection system to eliminate Iraq's weapons of mass 
destruction, with an unlimi1ed right of inspection and freedom of movement for the inspectors. But no 
such system exists on paper, and the effort to install it might be identical with that required to overthrow 
Saddam Hussein. Above all, given the case of producing biological and chemical weapons, inspection 
must be extremely intrusive, and experience shows that no inspection can withstand indefinitely the 
opposition of a determined host govenunent. 

But if the overtluow of Saddam Hussein is to be seriously considered, three prerequisites must be met: 
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(a) development of a military pJan that is quick and decisive, (b) some prior agreement on what kind of 
structure is to replace Hussein and (c) the suppon or acquiescence of key countries needed for 
implementation of the military plan. 

A military operation against Saddam Hussein cannot be Jong and drawn out. If it is, the battle may turn 
into a struggle oflslam against the West. It would also enable Hussein to try to involve Israel by 
launching anacks on it -~ perhaps using chemical and biological weapons •• in the process sowing 
confusion within the Muslim world. A long war extending to six months and beyond would also make it 
more difficult to keep allies and countries such as Russia and China from dissociating formalJy from 
what they are unlikely to join but even more unlikely to oppose. 

Before proceeding to confrontation with Iraq, the Bush administration will therefore wish to examine 
with great care the military strategy implied. Forces of the magnitude of the Gulf War of a decade ago 
are unlikely to be needed. At the same time, it would be dangerous 10 rely on a combination of U.S. air 
power and indigenous opposition forces alone. To be sure, the contemporary precision weaporuy was 
not available in the existing quantities during the Gulf War. And the no.fly zones wiJJ make Iraqi 
reinforcements difficult. They could be strengthened by being turned into no-movement zones 
proscribing the movement of particular ca1egories of weapons. 

Sti11, we cannot stake American national security entirely, or even largely, on local opposition forces 
that do not yet exist and whose combat capabilities are untested. Perhaps Iraqi forces wou]d collapse at 
the first confrontation, as some argue. But the likelihood of this happening is greatly increased if it is 
clear American military power stands in overwhelming force immediately behind the JocaJ forces. 

A second prerequisite for a military campaign against Iraq is to define the political outcome. Local 
opposition would in all likelihood be sustained by the Kurdish minority in the north and the Shiite 
minority in the south. But if we are to enlist the Sunni majorityi which now dominates Iraq, in the 
overthrow of Saddam Hussein, we need to make clear that Iraq's disintegration is not the goal of 
American policy. This is all the more important because a military operation in Iraq would require the 
support of Turkey and the acquiescence of Saudi J\:rabia. Neither is 1ikely to cooperate if they foresee an 
independent Kurdish state in the north and a Shiite republic in the south as the probable outcome. A 
Kurdish state wouJd inflame the Kurdish minority in Turkey and a Shiite state in the south would 
threa1en the Dhahran region in Saudi Arabia, and might give Iran a new base to seek to dominate the 
gulf region. A federal structure for a unified Iraq would be a way to deal with this issue. 

Creating an appropriate coalition for such an effort and finding bases for the necessary American 
deployment will be difficult. Phase II is likely to separate those members of the coalition that joined so 
as to have veto over American actions from those that are willing to pursue an implacable strategy. 
Nevertheless, the skillful diplomacy that shaped the first phase of the anti-terrorism campaign would 
have much to build on. Saddam Hussein has no friends in the gulf region. Britain will not easily 
abandon the pivotal role, based on its special relationship with the United States, that it has earned for 
itself in the evolution of the crisis. Nor will Germany move into active opposition to the United States·· 
especially in an election year. The same is true of Russia, China and Japan. A determined American 
policy thus has more latitude than is generally assumed. 

But it will be far more difficult than Phase I. Local resistance·· especially in Iraq -· will be more 
determined and ruthless. Domestic opposition will mount in many countries. American public opinion 
will be crucial in sustaining such a course. It will need to be shaped by the same kind of decisive and 
subtle leadership by which President Bush unified the country for the first phase of the crisis. 
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The writer, a former secre1ary of state, is pre.~ident of Kissinger Associo1es, an incernational consulting 
firm. 
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January 19, 2002 8:41 AM 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfe\dY- A-----f / 
SUBJECT: Decisions 

The other day I was preparing for an interview with the Washington Post on the 

early days of the conflict To tickle my memory, I wrote down some of the 

important concepts that have significantly affected the conduct of the conflict in 

Afghanistan. They were major directional decisions you made from September 11 

on, most of which were made in the very early days and weeks of the campaign. 

It struck me that you might like to see them on a single page. 

Very respectfully, 

CC: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
The Honorable Colin Powell 
The Honorable George Tenet 
The Honorable Condoleezza Rke 

Attach. 
01/18/02 Major Directional Decisions 9/11 ct seq. 

DHR:dh 
Ol 1802-5 
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January 19, 2002 11:44 AM 

SUBJECT: Major Directional Decisions-9/l liOl et seq. 

- Despite the September 111
h terrorist attacks or attacks that may occur in the future, the U.S. will not 

pull back or withdraw - the U.S. will stay engaged in the world. 

- When attacked, the U.S. will be "leaning fonvard, not back." When the U.S. is seen as faint
hearted or risk-averse, the deterrent is weakened. 

- Terrorism: it is not possible to defend against terrorism in every place, at every time, against every 
conceivable technique. Self-defense against terrorism requires preemption - taking the battle to the 
terrorists wherever they are and to those who harbor terrorists. 

- The war against terrorism will be "broad-based, applying pressure and using all elements of 
national power-economic. diplomatic, financial, intelligence, law enforcement and military, both 
overt and covert." 

The campaign against terrorism will be "long, hard and difficult." Terrorists do not have annies, 
navies or air forces to attack, so we must go after them where they are and root them out. 

- The U.S. will not rule out an}1hing-including the use of ground forces. This will not be an 
antiseptic, "cruise missile war." The U.S. is ready and willing to put boots on the ground when and 
where appropriate. 

- Coalitions: "The mission must detennine the coalition; coalitions must not determine missions"; 
missions must not be dumbed down to the lowest common denominator by coalition pressure. 

- The U.S. wants help from all countries, in eve!)' way they consider appropriate; we recognize that 
to get maximum support, it is best for each country, rather than the U.S., to characterize how and in 
what ways they are assisting the overall effort. 

- Declaratory policy; the U.S. is against global 1errorists and countries lhat harbor tcrrorists-"you 
are either with us or against us." 

- The U.S. recognizes it musl be willing to ac~ept risks. There are causes so important that they 
require putting lives at risk - fighting terrorism is one. 

- Avoid personalizing the war against terrorism by focusing excessively on UBL or Omar. The task 
is bigger and broader than any one individual. We must root out the terrorist networks. 

- Because Afghanistan is "anti-foreigner," the U.S. emphasized the truth, that the U.S. is not there to 
stay; rather, we are there to help fight terrorism, liberate the Afghan people from the Al Qaeda and 
the Taliban, assure that it does not harbor terrorists in the future and assist with humanitarian 
assistance. 

The link between global terrorist networks and the nations on the terrorist list that have aciive 
WMD capabi1ities is real, and poses a serious threat to the world~ it points up the urgency of the 
effort against terrorism. 

- September 11th resulted in a major shift in the world. offering opportunities to establish new 
relationships and to reorder institutions in ways that will contribute to our goals of peace and 
stability for decades to come. 

Donald Rumsfeld 

DHR:dh 
SD MeJlll)s/Current MFRs/Major Decisions 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Visit to Fort Bragg 

January 21, 2002 6:02 PM 

Here is a memo I sent you back in November. I still think it is a good idea. You 

might want to crank it into the schedule. 

Regards, 

Attach. 
11/29/0 I SecDef memo to Hon. Card 

DHR:dh 
012)02-44 
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November 29, 2001 10:45 AM 

TO: Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Fort Bragg 

I promised the folks down at Fort Bragg that the President would visit there in the 

year 2002. He will absolutely love the trip! These folks are doing a great job for 

the country. 

You really ought to think about getting that on your calendar for the first quarter. 

Thanks. 

11-L-0559/0SD/13711 



TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfelel\)"-. 

January 19, 2002 

SUBJECT: Rewards and Bounties 

10:55 AM 

We really do need to get the inter-agency functioning to sort out the mess that 

exists with respect to rewards and bounties. It needs to move, not just for 

Afghanistan, but we need to think it through for the whole world. 

Thank you. 

DHR/azu 
Ol 1902.05 
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January 22, 200:Z 4:31 PM 

TO: President George W. Bush 

CC: Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld /.---

SUBJECT: Visit to FDR Memorial 

Mr. President, 

I would be delighted to join you for a quick visit to the Franklin Delano Roosevelt 

Memorial almost any evening. It would take about 30 minutes. I think you would 

find it memorable. 

Very respectfully, 

DHR:dh 
012102-47 

woo101 102 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

President George W. Bush 

Donald Rumsfeld~ fL 
Your Impact 

January 22, 2002 3: 15 PM 

I had lunch last week with the five senior enlisted personnel in the U.S. Armed Forces. 

They said that in their military careers, which span 20 to 30 years each, they have never 

seen the time when there was as close a link and relationship between the men and 

women in the Armed Services and their national leadership. 

There is no question but that the fact that we are in a conflict is part of it, but equally 

important, I know from their comments. are the many visits you have made to military 

installations, the personal effort you have put into assuring that the pay raise was 

achieved, and the many photos and news clips they have seen showing you with the 

troops. Also, they remarked on the thoughtful leadership you have provided with well

chosen words. Words are powerful, and they are listening. 

Very respectfully, 

DHR:dh 
012102-Sl 

woo102 
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Snowfteke 

January 22, 2002 3:07 PM 

TO: President George W. Bush. 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld7-

SUBJECT: India-China 

I met with the Minister of Defense oflndia, George Fernandes, on Thursday, January 17. 

He told me that as a labor leader, in 1959, he Jed a demonstration in India against the 

People's Republic of China for their treatment of Nepal or Tibet. Madame Ghandi, the 

Prime Minister of India at that time, received a communication from Chou Enlai of the 

PRC, saying that "Fernandes had insulted Mao Tse-lung," and the incident "will never be 

forgiven or forgotten." 

Fernandes told me that immediately after my visit to India last November, the PRC 

Ambassador called on him and, on behalf of the PRC, invited him to visit China. Over 

the next several weeks he received an invitation from the senior military leader in China 

to visit also, and then last week the PRC Ambassador again invited him to visit China. 

He was greatly amused by the fact that all it took for him to be forgiven by the PRC for 

his "insult" was a visit by the U.S. Secretary of Defense and the clear warming of the 

relationship between the United States and India. 

lt shows the significance of a visit, a phone call, or a letter at the right time and done in 

the right way. Given the number of phone calls you make and the leaders you see, it 

struck me that this incident points up the impact of the many cal1s and contacts you make. 

They are well worth the effort. 

Very respectfully, 

DHR:dh 
011802-10 
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January 29, 2002 2:59 PM 

TO: Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld j fl 
SUBJECT: EEOB 

I am told that the Old Executive Office Building next to the West Wing of the 

White House was renamed the Eisenhower Executive Office Building, but there 

was never a ceremony dedicating it. 

It might be a nice event. Why don't you think about that? There are a lot of 

members of the Eisenhower family still alive, there are some members of his 

Cabinet still alive and he is well thought of. 

We did it for Robert Kennedy-it might be nice to do it for Dwight Eisenhower. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
012902·11 
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February 7, 2002 1:39 PM 

TO: Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld .,,,7f\.. 
SUBJECT: National Security Strategy 

In both the House and the Senate, I am starting to get questions about why we 

have not done the National Secwity Strategy required by Congress. 

I get the sense the Democrats are going to begin to use that against us. 

Where do we stand? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
020602-26 

W00169 /02 
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TO: 

FROM: 

, ,., , .. r, r--, 
',f #. ,' 

Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rurnsfeldcy-

February 12, 2002 7:53 AM 

SUBJECT: Scowcroft Report 

I understand that Bill Schneider has attached his additional dissenting views to the 

Scowcroft Report. I have read Bill's dissenting views and agree with them. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
021102-S 

woo1s2. 102 
11-L-0559/0SD/13718 



February 20, 2002 9:11 AM 

TO: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: Upcoming Trip 

It might make sense for Bill Luti, who used to be on your staff and is now working 

with Doug Feith in the Pentagon, to go along on your trip if you are comfortable 

with that. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
02JS02·5 
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February 20, 2002 9:11 AM 

TO: Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 

CC: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld'yt. 

SUBJECT: Meetings w/President 

I would like to get back to having a regular weekly meeting with the President, 

where I can meet with him separately. 

I always cancel ifl don't need it, but I find I always have odds and ends that are 

probably better to bring up with him there than they are in the NSC meetings, 

which is about the only time I see the President. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
021502-4 
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February 27, 2002 5:30 PM 
"' . n -

, ... 
TO: President George w. Bush 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

OonaldRumsfeld ~ 11-r 
Your Meeting with the Unified Commanders and Service Chiefs on 
Thursday, February 28, 2002 

The ten unified commanders, five service chiefs, Generals Myers and Pace, Paul 

Wolfowitz and I are scheduled to meet with you Thursday for an hour and a 

quarter, starting at 5:00 p.m. 

Fifteen minutes prior, at 4:45 p.m., Generals Myers and Franks will join me to 

brief you on a future operation we're planning in Operation Enduring Freedom. 

When the larger group joins us, I propose that the preponderance of the time be 

dedicated to hearing from the ten unified commanders, whom you see less often 

than you do the service chiefs. 

Each of the unified commanders will be prepared to give you a short overview of 

issues important to his function or region, focusing on their activities in the war on 

terrorism. 

Respectfully, 

DHR:dh 
022702-19 
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11:15 AM 
TO: Vice President Richard Cheney 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

DATE: March 4, 2002 

SUBJECT: RON JAMES 

Ron James was in the other dayi and he would be in a position to do something in 

government some time later this year, probably the fall. Attached is his 

background sheet. We had lunch the other day. He is certainly a good man. I 

send it along with the thought that you might want to keep your eye open for 

something. 

I asked him about political contributions. He said that his law firm gave to many 

candidates. He is registered as a Republican. 

Thank you. 

DHR/azn 
030402.0S 

Attach: Resume of Ron James 
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Personal 
Practice 
Summary 

Significant 
Recent 
Experience 

Professional 
Associations 
and Activities 

Community 
Activities 

Publications 
and 
Speeches 

Ronald J. James 

Partner 
Labor and Employment Practice Area 

Ronald J. James is a partner in the Labor and Employment practice area, 
resident in the firm's Cleveland office. Ron concentrates on counselling 
and advocacy for private and public sector employers in labor and 
employment matters and particularly emphasizes-wage & hour law. 

The former Administrator of the Wage & Hour Division of the United 
States Department of Labor during the Ford Administration, Ron 
concentrates his practice on representing management in a wide variety of 
wage & hour matters in addition to the full range of other employment 
and labor law matters including discrimination, affirmative action, 
Railway Labor Act, anti-trust, drug testing, ERISA, NLRA, OSHA, labor 
arbitration, restrictive covenants, employment-at-will and disability law. 
Ron's practice engages him in employment-related litigation before 
federal and state courts, administrative agencies and other alternative 
dispute resolution mechanisms. 

Ohio State Bar Association 
Iowa Bar Association 
American Bar Association 
National Bar Association 
Defense Research Institute 
National School Boards Association 

Cleveland International Program 
Hiram College Visiting Committee 
ASPA Legal Advisory Committee 
Hawken School Board General Counsel and Executive Committee 
Member 

Lecturer, Case Western Reserve University School of Law (1980-1982) 
Member of Faculty, National Employment Law Institute 
Various seminars for organizations such as Society for Human Resource 
Management, NSBA, The Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Employers' 
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Professional 
Employment 

Edu.cation 

Nationality 

Ronald J. James 

Resource Council, Midwest Labor Law Conference, Cleveland State 
University, Ohio CLE Institute and the American Bar Association 

Partner, Squire, Sanders & Dempsey, Cleveland, Ohio (1977•Present) 
Administrator, Wage & Hour Division, U.S. Depanment of Labor (1975-
1977) 
Assistant General Counsel, Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 
(1972~1975) 
Trial Attorney, Office of the Secretary of Transportation (1970-1971) 
Special Assistant to Donald Rumsfeld, Counsellor to the President -
White House ( 1969-1970) 

J.D., American University School of Law, 1966 
M.A., Southern Illinois University, 1972 
B.A., University of Missouri, 1959 

United States of America 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Clay Johnson 

Donald Rumsfel~_ 

March 7, 2002 

SUBJECT: Naval Academy Board of Overseers 

6:57 AM 

I just read the Washington Post that reported that the President had named four to 

the Naval Academy Board of Overseers. I was not aware of that. Was there any 

discussion with DoD on that? 

As you will recall, my understanding with the President was that I would not 

recommend anyone he was not comfortable with, and he would not name anyone 

that I was not comfortable with. Since I don't believe DoD has asked about this, I 

am wondering what is going on in the personnel operation that we have changed 

the rules. 

Thank you. 

DHR/azn 
030702.02 

W002861/02 
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10:48 AM 

TO: Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld y{L 
DATE: March 8, 2002 

SUBJECT: Afghanistan Trip 

I talked to Tom Franks about the women's visit to Afghanistan. He says right now 

it's fine. He is going to wait until within five days and at that time he will make a 

call. People should keep leaning forward. For now, it looks good. 

Thank you. 

DHR/azn 
030S02.31 

W002871/02 
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Snowflake 

March 12, 2002 3:24 PM 

TO: 

cc. 
FROM: 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 
Gen. Myers 
J. D. Crouch 

J.\,~oU6ie ~ 

SUBJECT: Russian MoD Ivanov, March 11, 2002 

I took MoD Ivanov to the Wizards' basketball game on March 11. 

We didn't talk much business, but the following items might be worth noting: 

I. He said the Olympics played very badly in Russia. It stirred up a lot of anti
American feeling. 

2. I told him that the "chicken'' decision was not going to be helpful with Jackson-
V anik. He said he has been briefed on that, and there is no question but that when 
the chicken arrived from the U.S., stamped "approved," they found salmonella in 5 
or 6 or 7 cases. He believes it. He mused that it is hard to see the connection 
between chickens and Jewish immigration. 

3. He said the steel decision hurts in Russia. I said Russia and several other places. 

4. I told him we might want to spend the first part of the first meeting talking about 
what we want to do, what we want to cover in which meeting. He said fine. He 
said he brought along some experts-one in proliferation. They know more than 
he does, and he said we ought to give them a chance to speak. 

5. I asked him if Berezofsky was bouncing him around a little bit. He said he is after 
all of Putin's people in the press, but nothing notable. 

6. He is still limping noticeably, claims that in a month or two it will all be well. 

7. He is still smoking. 

DHR:dh 
031202-3 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ___ -______ _ 
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President George W. Bush 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Paper by Newt Minow 

TO: 

FROM: 

March 14, 2002 7:22 AM 

Attached is a lecture by Newt Minow. It will be given at Loyola University on 

March 19. 

Newt was President John F. Kennedy's Chainnan of the Federal Communications 

Commission. 

I recommended that he be nominated for the Democratic opening on the 

Broadcasting Board of Governors. 

I think you will find the lecture worth reading. He points up the importance of 

communicating our message. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
03/)9/02 Newton N. Minow, "1he Whisper of America." Morrjs I. Leibman Lecturei Loyola 

University 

DHR:dh 
031102-28 
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TO: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·T)-"'""" 

SUBJECT: Paper by Newt Minow 

March 14, 2002 7:22 AM 

Attached is a lecture by Newt Minow. It will be given at Loyola University on 

March 19. 

Newt was President John F. Kennedy's Chairman of the Federal Communications 

Commission. 

I recommended that he be nominated for the Democratic opening on the 

Broadcasting Board of Governors. 

I think you will find the lecture worth reading. He points up the importance of 

communicating our message. 

Regards. 

Attach. 
03/19/02 Newton N. Minow, "The Whisper of America," Morris I. Leibman Lecture, Loyola 

University 

DHR:dh 
031102-24 
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TO: Honorable Karl Rove 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '7-
SUBJECT: Paper by Newt Minow 

March 14, 2002 7 :22 AM 

Attached is a lecture by Newt Minow. It will be given at Loyola University on 

March 19. 

Newt was President John F. Kennedy's Chairman of the Federal Communications 

Commission. 

I recommended that he be nominated for the Democratic opening on the 

Broadcasting Board of Governors. 

I think you will find the lecture worth reading. He points up the importance of 

communicating our message. 

Regards. 

Attach. 
03/19/02 Newton N. Minow, "The Whisper of America," Morris L Leibman Lecture, Loyola 

University 

DHR:dh 
031102·22 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 

Donald Rumsfeld 

March 14, 2002 7:22 AM 

SUBJECT: Paper by Newt Minow 

Attached is a lecture by Newt Minow. It will be given at Loyola University on 

March 19. 

Newt was President Jolm F. Kennedls Chairman of the Federal Communications 

Commission. 

I recommended that he be nominated for the Democratic opening on the 

Broadcasting Board of Governors. 

I think you will find the Jecrure worth reading. He points up the importance of 

communicating our message. 

Regards. 

Attach. 
03/19/02 Newton N. Minow, "The Whisper of America," Morris L Leibman Lecture, Loyola 

University 

DHR:dh 
031102-23 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Honorable Clay Johnson 

Donald Rumsfeld 7/"1 
SUBJECT: Paper by Newt Minow 

March 14, 2002 7:22 AM 

Attached is a lecture by Newt Minow. It will be given at Loyola University on 

March 19. 

Newt was President John F. Kennedy's Chairman of the Federal Communications 

Commission. 

I recommended that he be nominated for the Democratic opening on the 

Broadcasting Board of Governors. 

I think you will find the lecture worth reading. He points up the importance of 

communicating our message. 

Regards. 

Attach. 
03/19/02 Newton N. Minow, "The Whisper of America/' Morris I. Leibman Lecture, Loyola 

University 

DHR:dh 
031102-27 
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Morris I. Leibman Lecture - Loyola University-March 19, 2002 

The Wbisper of America 

By Newton N. Minow 

hi World War II, when the survival of freedom was still far from certain, the United 

States created a new international radio service. the Voice of America. On February 24, 

1942, William Harlan Hale opened the German-language program with these words: 

I 

"Here speaks a voice from America. Every day at this time we will bring you the news of 

the war. The news may be good. The news may be bad. We wil1 tel1 you the truth." 

My old boss, William Benton. came up with the idea of the Voice of America. He was 

then Assistant Secretary of State and would later become Senator from Connecticut. He 

was immenseJy proud of the Voice of America. One day he described the new VOA to 

RCA Chairman David Sarnoff, the tough-minded and passionate pioneer of American 

broadcasting. Sarnoff noticed how little electronic power and transmitter scope the VOA 

had via short-wave radio, then said, "Benton, all you've got here is the whisper of 

America." 

Although The Voice of America, and later other international radio services, have made 

valuabJe contributions, our international broadcasting services suffer from miserly 

funding. In many areas of the world, they have seldom been more than a whisper. Today, 

when we most need to corrununicate our story, especially in the MiddJe East, our 
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broadcasts are not even a whisper. People in every country know our music, our movies, 

our clothes, and our sports. But they do not know our freedom or our values or our 

democracy. 

I want to talk whh you about how and why this happened, and what we must do about it. 

First, some history: 

At first, the Voice of America was part of the Office of War Information. When the war 

ended, the VOA was transferred to the Department of State. With the beginning of the 

Cold War, officials within the government began to debate the core mission of the VOA: 

Was it to be a professional, impartial news service serving as an example of press 

freedom to the world? Or was it an instrument of U.S. foreign policy, a strategic weapon 

to be employed against those we fight? What is the line between news and propaganda? 

Should our broadcasts advocate America's values--or should they provide neutral, 

objective journalism? 

That debate has never been resolved, only recast for each succeeding generation. In 

August 1953, for example, our government concluded that whatever the VOA was or 

would he, it should not be part of the State Department. So we established the United 

States Infonnation Agency, and the VOA became its single largest operation. 
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A few years ago, Congress decided that all our international broadcasts were to be 

governed by a bi-partisan board appointed by the President, with the Secretary of State as 

an ex-officio member. 

This includes other U.S. international broadcast services which were born in the Cold 

War, the so-called "Freedom Radios." The first was Radio Free Europe, established in 

1949 as a non-profit, non-governmental private corporation to broadcast news and 

infonnation to East Europeans behind the Iron Curtain. The second was Radio Liberty, 

created in 1951 to broadcast similar programming to the citizens of Russia and the Soviet 

republics. Both Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty were secretly funded by the Central 

Intelligence Agency, a fact not known to the American public until 1967, when the New 

York Times first reported the connection. The immediate result of the story was a huge 

controversy, because the radios had for years solicited donations from the public through 

an advertising campaign known as the Crusade for Freedom. Such secrecy, critics argued, 

undermined the very message of democratic openness the stations were intended to 

convey in their broadcasts to the closed, totalitarian regimes of the East 

In 1971, Congress tenninated CIA funding for the stations and provided for their 

continued existence by open appropriations. The stations survived and contributed to 

American strategy in the Cold War. That strategy was simple: to persuade and convince 

the leaders and people of the communist bloc that freedom was better than dictatorship, 

that free enterprise was better than central planning, and that no country could survive if 

it did not respect human rights and the ruJe of1aw. Broadcasting into regimes where 
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travel was severely restricted, where all incoming mail was censored, and all internal 

media were tools of state propaganda, Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty 

communicated two messages that conventional weapons never could - doubt about the 

present and hope for the future. 

4 

They did so against repeated efforts by Soviet and East European secret police to 

sabotage their broadcast facilities, to create friction between the stations and their host 

governments, and even to murder the stations' personnel. In 1962, I personally witnessed 

an effort by Soviet delegates to an international communications conference in Geneva to 

eliminate our broadcasts to Eastern Europe. Because I was then Chairman of the Federal 

Communications Commission, the Soviets assumed I was in charge of these broadcasts. I 

explained that although this was not my department, I thought we should double the 

broadcasts. 

Listening to the radios' evening broadcasts became a standard ritual throughout Russia 

and Eastern Europe. Moscow, no matter how hard it tried, could not successfully jam the 

transmissions. As a result, communism had to face a pub)ic that every year knew more 

about its lies. In his 1970 Nobe] Prize speech, Aleksander Solzhenitsyn said of Radio 

Liberty, "If we learn anything about events in om own country, it's from there." When 

the Ber1in WalJ fe11, and soon after the Soviet Union crumbled, Lech Walesa was asked 

about the significance of Radio Free Europe to the Polish democracy movement. He 

rep1ied, "Where would the Earth be without the sun?" 
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Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty continue to broadcast, from headquarters in 

downtown Prague, at the invitation of Vaclav Havel. The studios are now guarded by 

tanks in the street to protect against terrorists. 

5 

With very little money, Congress authorized several new services: Radio Free Asia, 

Radio Free Iraq, Radio Free Iran, Radio and TV Marti, Radio Democracy Africa, and 

Worldnet, a television service that broadcasts a daily block of American news. After 

9/11, Congress approved funding for a new Radio Free Afghanistan. What most people 

don't know is that this service is not new - Congress authorized funds for Radio Free 

Afghanistan first in 1985, when the country was under Soviet domination. Even then the 

service was minimal - one half-hour a day of news in the Dari and Pashto languages. 

When the Soviets withdrew, we mistakenly thought the service was no longer needed. 

We dismantled it as the country plunged into chaos. We are finally beginning to correct 

our mistakes with a smart new service in the Middle East called "The New Station for the 

New Generation." 

Indeed, as the Cold War wound down, we forgot its most potent lesson: that 

totalitarianism was defeated not with missiles, tanks and carriers, but with ideas - and 

that words can be weapons. Even though the Voice of America had earned the trust and 

respect of listeners for its accuracy and fairness, our government starved our international 

broadcasts. Many of the resources that had once been given to public diplomacy- to 

expJaining ourselves and our values to the world - were eliminated. In the Middle East, 

particularly, American broadcasting is not even a whisper. An Arab-language radio 
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service is operated by Voice of America, but its budget is tiny and its audience tinier

only about 1 to 2 percent of Arabs ever listen to it. Among those under the age of 30 -60 

percent of the population in the region -- virtually no one listens. 

As we fell mute in the Cold War's aftennalh, other voices grew in influence. 

Al Jazeera 

In the past few months, Westerners began to learn about Al Jazeera as a source of anti

.American tirades by Muslim extremists and as the favored news outlet of both Osama bin 

Laden and the Taliban. The service had its beginnings in 1995, when the BBC withdrew 

from a joint venture with Saudi-owned Orbit Communications that had provided news on 

a Middle East channel. The BBC and the Saudi govenunent clashed over editorial 

judgments, and the business relationship fell apart. Into the breach stepped a big fan of 

CNN, Qatar's Emir, Sheikh Hamed bin Khalifa Al Thani. He admired CNN's satellite 

technology and decided to bankroll a Middle East satellite network with a small budget. 

He hired most of the BBC's anchors, editors and technicians, and Al Jazeera was born. 

Al Jazeera means "the peninsula" in Arabic, and the name is fitting. Just as Qatar is a 

peninsula, the station's programming protrudes conspicuously into the world of state

controJled broadcasting in the Middle East. Several commentators, including many 

Arabs, have sharply criticized the service for being unprofessional and biased. CNN and 

Al Jazeera had a dispute this year and tenninated their cooperative relationship. 
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Well before September 11, Al Jazeera had managed to anger most of the governments in 

its own region. Libya withdrew its ambassador from Qatar when AJ Jazeera broadcast an 

interview with a critic of the Libyan government. Tunisia's ambassador complained to 

the Qatari foreign ministry about a program accusing Tunisia of violating human rights. 

Kuwait complained after a program criticized Kuwait's relations with Iraq. In Saudi 

Arabia, officials called for a .. political fatwa" prohibiting Saudis from appearing on any 

Al Jazeera programming. In March 2001, Yasser Arafat closed Al Jazeera's West Bank 

news bureau, complaining of an offensive depiction of Arafat in a documentary. Algeria 

shut off electricity to prevent its citizens from watching Al Jazeera's programs. Other 

countries deny Al Jazeera's reporters entry visas. 

And of course, our own cowitry has plenty to complain about Al Jazeera. 

AJ Jazeera came to our notice first because a 1998 interview with Osama bin Laden 

called upon Muslims to "target all Americans." Al Jazeera broadcast the tape many times. 

As the only network with an office in Afghanistan, AJ Jazeera was the only one the 

Taliban allowed to broadcast from the country. On October 7, 2001, the network's Kabul 

office received a videotape message from Osama bin Laden, which it transmitted around 

the world. Hiding in caves, Osama could sti11 speak to the world in a voice louder than 

ours because we allowed our story to be told by our enemies. 

Forty years ago, I accompanied President Kennedy on a tour of our space program 

facilities. He asked me why it was so important to launch a communications satellite. I 
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said, "Mr. President, unlike other rocket launches, this one will not send a man into 

space, but it will send ideas. And ideas last longer than people do." I never dreamed that 

the ideas mi11ions of people receive every day would come from Al Jazeera. 

The Global Media Marketplace 

8 

Whatever one thinks of Al Jazeera, it teaches an important lesson: The global 

marketplace of news and infonnation is no Jonger dominated by the United States. Our 

own government. because it has no outlet ofits own in the area, is looking into buying 

commercial time on Al Jazeera to get America's anti-terrorism message out. And because 

of privatization and deregulation in the international satellite business, a huge number of 

Americans now have direct access to Al Jazeera through the EchoStar satellite service. 

The point is simply this: Whether the message is one of hate or peace, in the globaliz;ed 

communications environment it is impossible either to silence those who send the 

message. or stop those who want to receive it. Satellites have no respect for national 

borders. Sate1lites sunnount walls. Like Joshua's Trumpet, satellites blow walls down. 

That was the last lesson of the Cold War. In Beijing. the Chinese government would not 

begin its brutal sweep through Tianamen Square until it thought the world's video 

cameras were out of range. In Manila, Warsaw and Bucharest. dissenters first captured 

the television station - the Electronic Bastille of modem revolutions. In Prague, a classic 

urban rebellion became a revolution through television. The Romanian revolution was 

not won until television showed pictures of the Ceaucescus' corpses and scenes of rebels 
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controIIing the square in Bucharest. In the final days of the Soviet Union, the August 

1991 coup against President Mikhail Gorbachev failed when video of the supposedly ill 

presiden1 was broadcast by satellite around the world. Those satellites, Gorbachev later 

said, "prevented the triumph of dictatorship." Now, we have the newer technologies of 

the internet and e·mail - technologies the Voice of America and the Freedom Radios use 

with enthusiasm without adequate support. 

\Vhat we have failed to realize is that the last lesson of the Cold War is also the first 

lesson of the new global infonnation age. We live now in a world where we are the lone 

superpower, and the target of envy and resentment not just in the Middle East but 

elsewhere. Terror is now the weapon of choice. 

But if you believe we are only in a war against terrorism, you are only ha}f.right. Nation~ 

states can sponsor terrorism and provide cover to terrorists, but the war against terrorism 

is asyrrunetric. This is my friend Don Rurnsfeld's favorite word - asymmetric. This 

means that war is not waged by a state against another state per se, but against an 

ideology. Think of the campaign of the past few months. The enemy has been a band of 

religious zealots and the Al Qaeda terrorists they harbor, not the people of Afghanistan. 

President Bush has been emphatic and effective on this point, as have Prime Minister 

Tony Blair and other world leaders. 

Asymmetry also refers to the strategies and tactics used by those who cannot compete in 

a conventional war. In an asymmetric war, it is not enough to have Air Forces to 
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command the skies, Navies to roam the seas, or Annies to control mountain passes. 

Although the Cold War Jed to staggering advances in military technology to win the 

battles, there is not a corresponding change in our government's use of communications 

technology to win the peace. 

Asymmetry, in other words, is not limited to what happens on the battlefield. While US. 

Special Operations forces in Afghanistan use laptops and satellites and sophisticated 

wireless telecommunications to guide pilots flying bombing missions from aircraft 

carriers in the Arabian Sea, we still use obsolete, clumsy and primitive methods, such as 

short•wave radio, to communicate to the people. 

Here is another incongruity: American marketing talent is successfully selling Madonna's 

music, Pepsi Cola and Coca Cola, Michael Jordan's shoes and McDonald's hamburgers 

around the world. Our film, television and computer software industries dominate their 

markets worldwide. Yet, the United States government has tried to get its message of 

freedom and democracy out to the 1 bilHon Muslims in the world and can't seem to do it. 

How is it that America, a nation founded on ideas - not religion or race or ethnicity or 

clan - cannot explain itseJf to the worJd? 

In the months since September 11, Americans have been surprised to learn of the deep 

and bitter resentment that much of the Muslim world feels toward us. Our situation is not 

just a public relations problem. Anyone who has traveled the world knows that much 

anti-American sentiment springs from disagreements with some of our economic and 
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foreign policies. Our support of authoritarian regimes in the Muslim world has not 

endeared us to the people who live there. And there is no more poisonous imagery than 

that of Palestinians and Israelis locked in mortal and what seems to be never-ending 

combat. 

Still, the United States has an irnponant story to tel1, the story of human striving fot 

:freedom, democracy and opportunity. Since the end of the Cold War, we have failed to 

tell that story to a world waiting to hear it on the radio and see it on television. We have 

failed to use the power of ideas. 

11 

Within days of the Taliban's flight from Kabul, television was back on the air in the 

country. The Taliban had not only banned television broadcasts, but confiscated and 

destroyed thousands of TV sets. They hung the smashed husks of TV sets on light poles, 

along with videocassettes and musical instruments, as a warning to anyone who might try 

to break the regime's reign of ignorance. And yet no sooner were the Taliban driven from 

the city than hundreds of TV sets appeared from nowhere. Even in the midst of a 

totalitarian, theocratic regime, there had been a thriving underground market for news 

and infonnation. Television antennas were quickly hung outside of windows and on 

rooftops. The antennas are like periscopes, enabling those inside to see what is happening 

outside. 
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'Where were we when those people needed us? Where were we when Al Jazeera went on 

the air? It was as if we put on our own self-created burka and disappeared from sight. The 

voices of America, the voices of freedom, were not even a whisper. 

The New Cballeoge 

I believe the United States must re~commit itself to public diplomacy~ to expJaining and 

advocating our values to the world. As Tom Friedman put it in his New York Times 

column not long ago: "It is no easy trick to lose a PR war to two mass murderers -

(Osama bin Laden and Saddam Hussein) but we've been doing just that lately. It is not 

enough for the White House to label them 'evildoers! We have to take the PR war right 

to them.just like the real one." 

There are two leaders of both parties who need our support in this fight for aggressive, 

vigorous public diplomacy. Illinois Republican Congressman Henry Hyde, chairman of 

the House International Relations Committee, wants to strengthen the Voice of America 

and the many Freedom Radio services that broadcast from Cuba to Afghanistan. 

Democratic Senator Joseph Biden, Chainnan of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, 

is on the same page. He has developed legislation known as "Initiative 911" to give 

special emphasis to more programming for the entire Muslim world, from Nigeria to 

Indonesia. 

In Novembc:r, Congress finally set aside $30 million to launch a new Middle East radio 

network. The AM and FM broadcasts (not short wave) win offer pop music- American 
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and Arabic - along with a mix of current events and talk shows. The proposal to fund 

Radio Free Afghanistan is for $27.5 million this year and next, and will allow about 12 

hours a day of broadcasting into the country. The goal is to make our ideas clear not just 

to leaders in the Muslim world, but to those in the street, and particularJy the young, 

many of whom are uneducated and desperately poor, and among whom hostility toward 

the United States is very high. 

These efforts are late and, in my view, too timid. They are tactical, not strategic. They are 

smart, not visionary. The cost of putting Radio Free Afghanistan on the air and 

underwriting its annua1 budget, for example, is less than even one Commanche 

helicopter. We have many hundreds of helicopters which we need to destroy tyranny, but 

they are insufficient to secure freedom. 1n an asymmetric war. we must also fight on the 

idea front. 

Bob Shieffer put the issue well not Jong ago on CBS• "Face the Nation": 

"The real enemy is not Osama, it is the ignorance that breeds the hatred that fuels 
his cause. This is what we have to change. I realized what an enormous job that was 
going to be the other day when I heard a young Pakistani student tell an interviewer that 
everyone in his school knew that Israel was behind the attacks on the Twin Towers and 
everyone in his school knew all the Jews who worked there had stayed home that day. 

"What we have all come to realize now is that a large part of the world not only 
misunderstands us but is teaching its children to hate us. 0 

Steve Forbes, who once headed the Broadcasting Board of Governors, put the issue even 

more bluntly: "Washington should cease its petty, penny-minded approach to our 
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international radios and give them the resources and capab]e personnel to do the job that 

so badly needs to be done right .... What are we waiting for?" 

The proposal 

What are we waiting for? I suggest three simple proposals. First, define a clear strategic 

mission and vision for U.S. international broadcasting. Second, provide the financial 

resources to get the job done. Third, use the unique talent that the United States has - all 

ofit- to communicate that vision to the world. 

First, and above all, U.S. international broadcasting should be unapologetically proud to 

advocate freedom and democracy in the world. There is no inconsistency in reporting the 

news accurately while also advocating America's values. The real issue is whether we 

will carry the debate on the meaning of freedom to places on the globe, where open 

debate is unknown and freedom has no seed. Does anyone seriously believe that the twin 

goals of providing solid journalism and undennining tyranny are incompatible? As a 

people, Americans have always been committed to the proposition that these goals go 

hand in hand. As the leader of the free world, it is time for us to do what's right- to 

speak of idealism, sacrifice and the nurturing of values essential to human freedom- and 

to speak in a bold, clear voice. 

Second, if we are to do that, we will need to put our money where out mouths are not We 

now spend more than a billion dollars each day for the Department of Defense. Results in 

the war on terrorism demonstrate that this is money weU invested in our national security. 
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Whatever Don Rumsfeld says he needs should be provided by the Congress with pride in 

the extraordinary service his imaginative leadership is giving our country. As President 

Bush has proposed, we will need to increase the defense budget. When we do* let's 

compare what we need to spend on the Voice of America and the Freedom Radio 

services with what we need to spend on defense. Our international broadcasting efforts 

amount to Jess than two-tenths of one percent of Defense expenditures. Al Jazeera was 

started with an initial budget ofless than $30 minion a year. Now Al Jazeera reaches 

some 40 million men, women and children every day, at a cost of pennies per viewer 

every month. 

Congress should hold hearings now to decide what we should spend to get our message 

of freedomt democracy and peace into the non~democratic and authoritarian regions of 

the world. One suggestion is to consider a relationship between what we spend on 

defense with what we spend on communication. For example, should we spend 10 

percent of what we spend on defense for communication? That would be $33 billion a 

year. Too much. Should we spend I percent'? That would be $3.3 biIJio°* and that seems 

about right to me -- one dollar to launch ideas for every $100 we invest to launch bombs. 

This would be about six times more than we invest now in international communications. 

We must establish a ratio sufficient to our need to infonn and persuade others of the 

values of freedom and democracy. More importantly, we should seek a ratio sufficient to 

lessen our need for bombs. 
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Third, throwing money alone at the problem will not do the job. We need to use all of the 

communications talent we have at our disposal. This job is not only for journalists. As 

important as balanced news: and public affairs programming are to our public diplomacy 

mission. the fact is that we are now in a global infonnat.ion marketplace. An American 

news source, even a highly professional one like the VOA, is not necessarily persuasive 

in a market of shouting, often deceitful and hateful voices. Te11ing the truth in a 

persuasive, convincing way is not propaganda. Churchill's and Roosevelt's words -

"never was so much owed by so many to so few0 
- 'The only thing we have to fear is 

fear itself' - were as powerful as a thousand guns. 

When Colin Powell chose advertising executive Charlotte Beers as Under Secretary of 

State for pub1ic diplomacy and public affairs, some journalists sneered. You cannot 

peddle freedom as you would cars and shampoo, went the refrain. That is undoubtedly so, 

and Beers has several times said as much herself. But you can ·t peddle freedom if no one 

is listening, and Charlotte Beers is a master at getting people to listen - and to 

communicate in tenns peopJe understand. 

So was another visionary in this businesst Bil1 Benton. Before he served as Assistant 

Secretary of State, Benton had been a founding partner in one of the country's largest and 

most successful advertising finns, Benton and BowJes. To win the infonnation war, we 

will need the Bentons and Beers of this world every bit as much as we will need the 

journalists. We have the smartest, most talented, and most creative people in the world in 

our communications industries - in radio, television, film, newspapers, magazines, 
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advertising, publishing, public relations, marketing. These men and women want to help 

their country, and wil1 volunteer eagerly to help get our message across. One of the first 

people we should enlist is a West Point graduate named Bill Roedy, who is President of 

MTV Networks International. His enterprise reaches one billion peop]e in 18 languages 

in 164 countries. Eight out of ten MTV viewers live outside the United States. He can 

teach us a lot about how to tell our story. 

Conclusion 

In 1945, a few years after the VOA first went on the air, the newly founded United 

Nations had S 1 members. Today it has 189. In the last decade alone, more than 20 

countries have been added to the globe, many of them fonner Soviet republics, but not 

all Some of these new countries, as with the Balkan example, have been cut bloodily 

from the fabric of ethnic and religious hatred. Some of these countries are nominally 

democratic, but many - especially in Central Asia - are authoritarian regimes. Some are 

also deeply unstable, and thus pose a threat not only to their neighbors, but to the free 

world. Afghanistan, we discovered too late, is a concern not only to its region, but to all 

ofus. 

In virtually every case, those whose rule is based on an ideology of hate have understood 

better than we have the power of ideas and the power of communicating ideas. The 

bloodshed in the Balkans began with hate radio blaring from Zagreb and Belgrade, and 

hate radio is stiJJ common in the region today. The murder of2 million Hutus and Tutsis 
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. in central Africa could not have happened but for the urging of madmen with broadcast 

towers at their disposaL The same has been true of ethnic violence in Jndia and Pakistan. 

I saw this first hand in the Cuban Missile Crisis of 1962. President Kennedy asked me to 

organize eight American commercial radio stations to carry the Voice of America to 

Cuba because the VOA was shut out by Soviet jamming. We succeeded, and President 

Kennedy's speeches were heard in Spanish in Cuba at the height of the crisis. As we kept 

the destroyers and missiles out of Cuba, we got the Voice of America in because we had 

enough power to surmount the jamming. On that occasion, our American broadcasts were 

more than a whisper. 

Last spring- well before the events of September 11 - Illinois Congressman Henry Hyde 

put the need eloquently. I quote him: 

During the last several years it has been argued that our broadcasting services have done 
their job so wen that they are no longer needed. This argument assumes that the great 
battle of the 201

h century, the long struggle for the soul of the world, is over: that the 
forces of freedom and democracy have won. But the argument is terribly shortsighted. It 
ignores the people of China and Cuba, of Vietnam and Bunna, of Iraq and Iran and Sudan 
and North Korea and now Russia. It ignores the fragility of freedom and the difficulty of 
building and keeping democracy. And it ignores the resilience of evil. 

Fifty-eight years ago, Albert Einstein returned from a day of sailing to find a group of 

reporters waiting for him at the shore. The reporters told him that the United States had 

dropped an atomic bomb on Hiroshima, wiping out the city. Einstein shook his head. and 

said, "Everything in the world has changed except the way we think." 
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On September 11 everything changed except the way we think. It is hard to change the 

way we think. But we know that ideas last longer than people do, and that two important 

ideas of the 20th century are now in direct competition: the ideas of mass communication 

and mass destruction. The great question of our time is whether we will be wise enough 

to use one to avoid the other. 
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March 14, 2002 7:06 AM 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld-Y~ 

SUBJECT: Combating Terrorism Coin 

The enclosed coin was commissioned before September 11, 200 I, and the die was 

destroyed in the attack on the Pentagon. The manufacturer made a new strike. 

Mr. Thomas Kuster of the staff here provided me the first numbered coins and 

wanted you to have coin number one. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
Coin Number One 

DHR:dh 
031102-2 
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March 14, 2001 7:12 AM 

TO: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ ___., 

SUBJECT; Combating Terrorism Coin 

The enclosed coin was commissioned before September 11, 2001, and the die was 

destroyed in the attack on the Pentagon. The manufacturer made a new strike. 

Mr. Thomas Kuster of the staff here provided me the first numbered coins and 

wanted you to have coin number two. 

Regards, 

Attach. 
Coin Number Two 

DHR:dh 
031302·3 
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TO: Honorable John Ashcroft 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel'j ~ 
I 

SUBJECT: Combating Terrorism Coin 

March 14, 2002 7:12 AM 

The enclosed coin was commissioned before September 11, 2001, and the die was 

destroyed in the attack on the Pentagon. The manufacturer made a new strike. 

Mr. Thomas Kuster of the staff here provided me the first numbered coins and 

wanted you to have coin number four. 

Regards, 

Attach. 
Coin Number Four 

DHR.:dh 
031302-4 
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March 14, 2002 7: 12 AM 

TO: Honorable Colin Powell 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld /_,,.-

SUBJECT: Combating TeITOrism Coin 

The enclosed coin was commissioned before September 11, 2001, and the die was 

destroyed in the attack on the Pentagon. The manufacturer made a new strike. 

Mr. Thomas Kuster of the staff here provided me the first numbered coins and 

wanted you to have coin number five. 

Regards, 

Attach. 
Coin Number Five 

DHR;dh 
031302.·5 
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March 18, 2002 12:50 PM 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld \)1,.., y 
SUBJECT: Comparison of Military to CiviJian Pay ( 

Mr. President, 

Sometime back you indicated you were interested to know how mi1itary pay 

compared to civilian pay, with the pay raises proposed in the '03 budget. 

Attached is a response Under Secretary David Chu prepared, which I believe 

responds to your question. 

Very respectfully, 

Attach. 
01/31/02 USD(P&R) memo to SecDef re: Military Compensation [UOJ 978/02] 

DHR:dh 
031802-41 
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How Does Military Compensation Compare to Civilian Wages? 

• Military pay1 for troops with l O to 20 years of military service tracks with 
average earnings of full-time, male workers in the private sector who have 
some coI1ege education (see attached graph). 

• During the first and the third decades of military service, pay exceeds the 70th 
percentile of civi]ian earnings, but during the second decade of service, pay has 
remained below the 60th percentile. The President's FY 2002 $1 billion 
targeted pay raise, coupled with a 10-percent increase in housing allowances, 
has moved mid-career enlisted and officers above the 60th percentile. 

• The proposed FY 2003 targeted raise will elevate those mid-careerists even 
closer to the 70th percentile. That higher percentile is appropriate because 
more than 50 percent of sergeants (top five enlisted grades) have completed 
one year of college, with more than 20 percent of the top two enlisted grades 
holding college degrees. Thus, the "some college" pay line is the appropriate 
point of comparison. 

• For officers, the comparable civilian point of reference is male college 
graduates who work in managerial and professional jobs, yet the pay of 
officers wjth between 9 and 1 5 years of service also remains below the 
appropriate benchmark (701

h percenti]e of civilian wages). 

• The above comparisons do not include extra pays or bonuses paid for speciaJ 
skills, the value of retired pay, or medical benefits, each of which helps 
mitigate effects of depJoyments, family separations, spousal income losses 
resulting from frequent moves, and other conditions of military service-the 
most important being the risk to life and limb. 

1 In this paper, "military pay" refers to Regular Military Compensation (RMC), which is the counterpart to 
gross wages and salaries in the private sector. RMC is composed of basic pay, housing and subsistence 
allowances ( or their in-kind equivalents) and the tax advantage attributable to the non-taxability of the 
allowances. 
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PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

UNDER SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 OEF'ENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, O.C. 20301 ·4000 

ACTION MEMO 

• • , '"'· r, ; 
• j •• J 

SEGOEF f..iAS ~: ·, :· 

MAA .1. ,~ 1001 

January 31. 2002, 10:30 AM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE DepSec Action ___ _ 

FROM: David S. C. Chu, USO (Perso~n and Readiness) 
czi'-a.c~ ~; v""~. ~ 

SUBJECT: Proposed Response to POT S Regarding Military Compensation 

• You asked me (Tab B) to provide a response to POTUS question: 

"The President is curious to know how comparable military pay will be to 
civilian pay with the pay raise proposed in the '03 budget. If that is not the 
right question, then answer that, but also give me the answer to what the 
right question is." 

• The question you posed is correct. My proposed response is attached (Tab 
A) and discusses how both enlisted and officer pay compare to the civilian 
sector. 

RECOMMENDATION: Approve the response at Tab A. 

Approved ____ _ 
Disapproved ___ _ 

COORDINATIONS: NIA 

Attachments: 
As stated 

l(b)(6) 

Prepared By: CAPT Chris Kopang, OASD(FMP)(MPP)/Comp.~ ..... ___ ____. 

' ' --------·-··· .. 
1 SPL ASSISTANT DI RITA 

1,:S::,;.:A~M.;..A;.;;:G;;;;;IAM.,;_;BASTI;;..;,;.._A_N_I .,-.-- . , .. 

MA eucc1 ~- ·-.. _. 
1EXECSEC WHITMORE ! ~1;; l>j-, 
'--------~. }1 

.i 

ft 
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TO: David Chu 

Donald Rumsfeld 1\\
Military Pay 

January 25, 2002 12:23 PM 

The President is curious to know how comparable military pay will be to civilian 

pay with the pay raise proposed in the ·03 budget. 

If that is not the right question; then answer that, but also give me the answer to 

what the right question is. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
umo:z-11 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

01-- lo I '01-Please respond by ---------
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TO: 

FROM: 

+ .... 

Honorabl~ Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfeld ·11t . 

March 18, 2002 12:53 PM 

SUBJECT: Gali1eo and Possible Impact on GPS Military Signa]s 

This is clearly an interagency problem. 

Would you please give me some sense of what you think we might do to deal with 

it? It is very serious. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
03/08/02 Schlesinger memo to Sec Def re; Galileo and Possible Impact on GPS Military 

Signals 

DIIR:dh 
031802-42 
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FA.I l(b)(6) lllTRE CA.ASD l1J 001 

rr: 

FOR: Donald Rumsfeld 

MEMORANDUM SECOEF HAS SEEN 

MAR l 8 2002 
FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJ: 

Don: 

Jim Schlesinger 

8 Marcy 2002 

Galileo and Possible Impact on GPS .MWtary Signals 

Y 0\1 may recall that last winter I gave you spectrum charts indkating bow we had failed 
to protect ourselves at the WOC-2000 (World Radiocommunications Conference). What 
the charts indicated was that we had agreed that (basically acquiescing in the French 
posh1on) the Europeans could use for their prospective Galileo system the same 
frequency bands that we use for our O'Nll GPS system. J fear that the chickens may now 
be coming home to roost. 

Last week (see attachment) Germany, which had been resisting going ahead wjth the 
Galileo system, switched positions. As of cow, the likelihood that Galileo will proceed is 
quite high. The EU apparently docs ·not intend to use the central frequency that we 
employ for the CIA code (the coarse acquisition sigDal), but apparently intends to use the 
side bands where our military signals Jic-·- and thus could interfere with reception in 
some geographical site. 

Two points! 

l . It is regrettable that we did not use our time effeclively specially in the Clinton 
years when we had the best opportunity--to persuade the Europeans not to proceed 
wiT.b Ga1ileo. It was my judgement and recommendation at the ti.me that we establish 
a Nationa1 Program Office and establish an advisory body within the Executive 
Office that would give the Europeans a feeling that at least they we:rc being listened 
to. Otherwise, they would nm along with their tendentious hne that they could not 
t.rost the U.S. Department of Defense over the long term. It is possible that we still 
might recover tht: situation by renewing efforts along tbis line of approach. 

2. Tfthc Europeans do proceed with Galileo, we mU5t persuade them to use GPS 
standards. That would allow U$ to avoid expensive augmentation and retro.fits to deal 
with (different) Galileo signals. Indeed, if they use our signal structure, it could 
strengthen the GPS system. In the absence of interoperability, however, we would 
have to have receivers equipped to receive both signals- which could be confusing as 
well as expensive. 
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_) __ __,, MITRE CAASD 

.... 
Memo to Donald RumsfeJd -2- 8 March 2002 

The Japanese plan to put several satellites jn geosynchronous orbit-a.nd to make use of 
CPS standards. We must pn~ss the Ell.Topeans to do the same, if indeed they go ahead 
with Galileo. 

P. S. I have pressed these concerns with Frank Miller at the NSC. The charts showing 
the messy results at WOC-2000 arc available. 
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German Approval Paves Way For Galileo 

By PETER 8. de SELDING 
Space News Staff Writer 
pos1ed: 05:20 ~m ET, 2B l=ebruar'jt 2002 

KOUROU, French Guiana - The German government's approval of 
Europe's proposed Galileo satellite navigation system all but ensures that 
European Union transport ministers will vote to proceed with the project at a 
March 26 meeting, according to European government and industry officials. 

The upcoming vole is the final hurdle tn.Jbe..releMt .. oLJ...1.1?.~~o!' .-~!~_(!!.._ 
billion) to begin full-scale development of the system. 

The German decision was ennouncect Feb. 27 i,y German Transportat1on 
Minister Kurt Bodewig following the approval of the German govomment's 
cabinet, led by Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder. In a statement issued after 
the announcement, the transport ministry said Galileo would improve the 
efficiency and safety of Europe's air, land and maritime transpor1atlon. 

Germany is ong of a half-dozen European Union (EU) governments that had 
been undecided about Galileo, a JO-satellite constellahon that is designed to 
provide services similar to the U.S. Global Positioning System. 

These governments, also including 6ritain, the Netherlands, Austria and 
Sweden, had voiced concerns during a December EU transport ministe~ 
meeting that GalUeo, estimated to cost around 3.4 billion euros, would not 
attract enough orjyace investors to help ease the burden on Europe~n .... 
taxpayers. 

i--=- ..,._ 

Some European government officials had said Germany, Brhaln and I.he 
other dissenters also were under pressure trom the U.S. government to 
scuttle Galiteo. U.S. government officials have denied that they are aga.inst 
the program. but have raised concerns that its backers - European research 
and transport ministers - have not paid sufficient attention to the sys1em's 
security implications. 

With Germany among them. the dissenting governments wielded enough 
power to block the program. With Germany's approval, however, the scales 
have tipped ln favor of the pro-Galileo camp. 

Felix Stenscttke, a spokesman for the German Transport Mlnis1ry, said Feb. 
28 that Germany's hesitation in December was due only 10 the fact that the 
EU Commission had not grven member govemments enough time to review 
a report on Gal!leo's financial ana commercial aspects. 

The report, by riceWaterhouseCoopers, was generally favorable 10 Galileo 
and said it would generate our 1m capll:al cost in economic activity In 

'the EU. The report also said it could be difficult to Win prNate-sector support 
for Galileo. at least at the project·s early stage, because making a pro1h would 
take years. 
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G~ Ap~io~ Paves Way For Galila:i 
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'We asked for time to review that report, and we heve reviewed it an.d we 
approve the funding proposed by the EIJf'op&an Commission,• Stenschke 
said. "We have made our decision and it has been approved by the cabinet.· 

Stenschke said Germany's position is that Galileo must be funded by 
resources already at the disposal of an EU program called Trans-European 
Networks, and must not depend on supplemental funding by EU 
governments. ·Even if the program suffers cost overruns, these added costs 
must be covered by ltie EU budgQts and not na1ional bud.gets," l'le said. 

European Commission officials have said their entire Galileo development 
budget of 550 million euros has been set aside and will require no 
supplemental funding from EU governments. The European Space Agency 
also has approved 550 million euroe in Galileo development. 

Jean-Pol Poncelet, the European Space Agencys director of strategy, said in 
a Feb. 28 lntel'\/iew that the Gennan government's decision was •a quantum 
leap• for Galileo. • ~ 

·1 imagine that the German decision will be followed by a strong consensus 
on the program when lhe transport ministers meet March 26." Poncelet said. 
9The British government, for example, informed us that, while it does not 
support GaJUeo, it would not want to be excluded from the program tf It went 
forward.' 

The remaining funding of 2.3 billion euros needed to complete the Gaitileo 
system has not yet been secured. A combination of private and government 
funding is foreseen, with the exact proportion yet to be decided. The Galileo 
constellatiOn is scheduled to be operational by 2008. 

FUTUR! SPACe 
first major discovery at Mars by Odyssey, 

coming by 4 p.m. EST today on SPACf.com • ..... ,... ----·· ... 
• NEW! Check out our Incredible Views from Space! 
• Photo Galleries 
, Get Cool Space Gitt$ at The Space Storel 
• SEE THE UNIVERSE FROM YOUR DESKTOP: Explore Starry Niaht 

• SPACE.com home 
• Back to top 
• E•mau tn~ StO[Y 10 a friend 
• Share your comments. suggestions or criticisms on this or any 

SPACE.com experience. 
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TO: 

FROM: 

President George W. Bush 

Donald Rumsfeld,/y /.-

SUBJECT: Exit Strategies 

March 21, 2002 11:56 AM 

Attached is an article with an interesting thought about "exit strategies." 

Very respectfully, 

cc: Honorable Colin Powell 
Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

Attach. 
03/15/02 Debra Saunders. "Bush Wants Victory, Not an Exit," Sarasota Herald Tribune 

DHR:dh 
032102-6 
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DOUBTERS IN THE SENATE G't< tei,o+a . He.r~ 1J, f;,-, ~v0a- ~ -L-----i 

Bush wants vict6rf, llot alli,exit 
There's a pred. kta. ble pat

tern to how this sort of sto
ry plays out. First, U.S. 

Sen. Robert Byrd, D-W.Va., 
. complains during a congres

sional hearing that the Bush ad
ministration has no "exit strate
gy" and that there is "no end in 
sight in our mission in Afghani
stIDl." Next, Senate Majority 
Leader Tom Daschle questions 
President Bush's likely''contin
ued success" in the war. 

Then, the Republican sena
tors overplay their hand. They 
bash Daschle for dissing Bush 
while American troops are 
fighting abroad. 

This invites the left to get all 
huffy about anyone criticizing 
Democrats for criticizing the 
White House. Daschle acts as if 
he weren't criticizing Bush, but 
just asking questions because 
"we have a constitutional obli· 
gation to ask these questions." 
Editorial pages agree that sena
tors should ask questions. Dem
ocrats conclude that they are 
patriots when they ask ques
tions, while their critics are 
anti-American for questioning 
their questions. 

Sk transit media. 
Puh-leas:e; Daschle was think

ing about his obligation to his 
presidenti~ aspirations. He 
didn't pos! questions because 
he might, say, oppose defense 
spending based on a principled 
disagreement on U.S.-Afghan 
policy. He was posing ques
.tions because .•. l,>,f. didn't have 

r1~~ERS I 
the brii.ss to take on Bush direct· 
ly, not when Bush policies are 
riding high in the opinion polls. 

Daschle asked questions be
cause he knew that ifhe told re
porters that he had doubts now, 
and the Bush effort stumbles lat
er, he can use his vaguely ex
press~d doubts against Bush in 
the 2004 presidential race. 

Byrd is harder to ftgure. He's 
a student of history, ignoring re
cent history. He should be 
aware of Osama bin Laden's in
famous Time magazine inter
view, in which bin Laden stated 
that the U.S. withdrawal from 
Somalia made him and his fol
lowers realize "more than be
fore that the American soldier 
was a paper tiger and after a 
few blows ran in def eat." I 
won't question Byrd's patrio
tism, but I do question his judg
ment. 

There's also Byrd's odd use 
of the term "exit strategy." A 
week into the squabble, the 
Democratic National Commit
tee defended Byrd by releasing 
a transcript of a 2000 presiden
tial debate between Bush and 
Veep Al Gore. Bush said th.at 
U.S. military missions need "to 
be dear an~.the exit strateJW ob-

vious.'' Not that the DNC folks 
noticed, but Bush was arguing 
that America should have an 
exit strategy when u.s: troops 
are fighting someone else's war 
- not an army that has at
tacked U.S. civilians. 

.. Exit strategy," after all, is a 
· euphemism for defeat. It's 
D.C.-speak for when a super
power decides it has had 
enough and wants to pick up its 
marbles and go home. You 
don't have an exit strategy 
when you are defending your 
own country. In that case, there 
are only two exits: victory or de
feat. 

As Cliff May of the anti-ter
rorism think tank. Foundation 
for the Defense of Democracy, 
noted. "When the battleground 
is New York City, you don't 
think of an 'exit strategy' -unless 
you're thinking ofleaving New 
York behind." May added, "In 
1941, if anybody had sai.d to 
Franklin Roosevelt, 'Hey, 
you're going· into Europe, 
North Africa and Asia -
what's your exit strategy?,' he 
would have tossed them out of 
the room. He would have said: 
'I don't have an exit strategy. I 
have a victory strategy. I'm go
ing to do what it takes, as long 
as it takes, to defeat our ene
mies.' " Alas, when Bush talks 
like that, sophisticates dismiss 
him as a simpleton. 

CR8!,TOOS S'ltOCATE INC 

E-mail: www.creators.com 
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S110wleke 

TO: 

FROM: 

Honorable Condoleezza Rice 
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Nuclear Weapons in the Twenty-First Century 

Stephen M. Younger 

Associate Laboratory Director for Nuclear Weapons 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 

LAUR-00~2850 

June 27, 2000 

EXECUTIVE SUMMAR\' 

The time is right for a fundamental rethinking of the role of nuclear weapons in national 
defense and of the composition of our nuclear forces. The Cold War is over, but it has been 
replaced by new threats to our national security. Technology, here and abroad, is inexorably 
advancing. creating both dangers and opportunities for the United States. This paper 
analyzes the future role of nuclear weapons in national security, describes the roles and 
limitations of advanced conventional weapons in meeting strategic needs, and suggests 
several alternate .scenarios for future ns. nuclear forces. 

The principal roll.'.' of nuclear weapons is to deter potential adversaries from an attack on the 
United States. our allies, or our vital interests. Russia maintains very large strategic and 
tactical nuclear forces. China is actively modernizing its nuclear arsenal. India and Pakistan 
have dramatically demonstrated the ab1lily of midleveJ technology stales to develop or 
acquire nuclear weapons. There are grave concerns about the future proliferation of nuclear 
weapon:) among such countries as North Korea. Iraq. and Iran. The nuclear age is far from 
over. 

Advances in conventional weapons technology suggest that by 2020 precision long-range 
conventional weapons may be capable of performing some of the missions currently 
assigned to nuclear weapons. Today, uncertainty in the location of road mobile missiles 
carrying weapons of mass destruction might requirt> a nuclear weapon for assured 
destruction. Future real-time imagery and battle management. combined with precision 
strike long-range missiles, may mean that a conventional weapon could effectively destroy 
such targets. 

Some targets require the energy of a nuclear weapon for their destruction. However, 
precision targeting can greatly reduce the nuclear yield required to destroy such targets. 
Only a relatively few targets require high nuclear yields. Advantages of lower yields include 
reduced collateral damage. arms control advantages to the llnited States, and the possibility 
that such weapons could be maintained with higher confidence and at lower cost than our 
current nuclear arsenal. 

Now is the time to reexamine the role and composition of our future nuclear forces. New 
technologies take at least a decade to move from the concept stage to the point where we 
can rely on them for our nation's defense. And. advance planning is already under way for 
the replacements of our nuclear capable mtssiles. aircraft, and sub-marines. Prudent thought 
given to this crucial subject will reap great dividends for the United States and for peace in 
the world. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Nuclear weapons played a pivotal role in international security during the latter half of the 
twentieth century. Despite rapid increases in communications, transportation, and weapons 
technology, there has been no large-scale strategic conflict since the Second World War. 
Nuclear weapons, as the most destructive instruments ever invented, had a stabilizing effect 
on superpower relations by making any conflict unacceptably costly. However, geopolitical 
change and the evolution of military technology suggest that the composition of our nuclear 
forces and our strategy for their employment may be different in the twenty-first century. 
The time is right for a fundamental rethinking of our expectations and requirements for 
these unique weapons. 

Nuclear weapons are one component c,f an integrated defense strategy that includes 
diplomacy and conventional forces. The principal role of nuclear weapons was and 
continues to be th.at of deterring any potential adversaries from an attack on America or our 
vital interests. This role is expected to continue for as long as nuclear weapons hold the 
appellation of "supreme" instruments of military force. However, this does not mean that 
their role in military planning will not change at all. Changes in the geopolitical 
environment and the inexorable advance of military techno]ogy here and abroad suggest that 
the position of nuclear weapons in national security po]icy will evolve with time. Given the 
unique destructive power of nuclear weapons, it is essential that this evolution he planned, 
to the extent possihle, with due consideration of the integration of strategic nuclear forces 
into a consistent an<l comprehensive policy for national security. 

Even with the dramatic changes that have occurred in the world during the pa.,;t decade, 
nuclear warplanning today is similar in many respects to what it was during the Cold War. 
The Single Integrated Operational Plan (SlOP) is focused on a massive coonterattatk 
strategy that aims to eliminate the ability of an adversary to inllict f unher damage to 
American interests, Nuclear weapons provide an assured retaliatory capability to convince 
any adversary that aggression or coercion would bt> met v,'ith a response tha1 would be 
certain. overnfa:lrning, and devastating. rt is often. but not universally, thought that nuclear 
weapons would he used only in extremis. when the nation is in lhe gravest danger. While 
there has been :;nme discussion of ''single weapon'' strikes against isolated targels, such as 
sites of weapons of mass destruction. most or lhe anention in nuclear strategy has been and 
is directed toward large-sc.ile engagements. This may not be true in the future. 

The advance of conventional weapons technology may result in the ability of conventional 
weapons to perform some of the missions currently assigned to nuclear weapons. For 
example. take the c<1se of a rnad mobile ballistic missile. If one knows lhe location of such a 
target and if one can place a conventional weapon on that target with meter-scale accuracy, 
then it can be destroyed without a nuclear weapon. On the other hand. if one does not know 
the location of the target to within many kilometers lhen even a nuclear weapon may not 
destroy it The key parameters required for target destruction are intelligence and precision 
de1ivery, not the explosive force of the weapon. Howewr, even if a weapon is precisely 
delivered to the correct target point. countenneasures as simple as steel netting, boulder 
fields, or decoys complicate reliance on conventional weapons with limited radii of 
destruction. 

The role of nuclear weaponry as the ultimate deterrent to aggression and the ultimate 
destructive force in combat will likely lead co the retention of at least some nuclear forces 
for decades to come. However, the compm;ilion of our nuclear arsenal may undergo 
significant modification to respond to changing conditions, changing military needs, and 
changes in our confidence in our ability to maintain credible nuclear forces without nuclear 
testing or large-scale weapons production, Options for precision delivery of nuclear 
weapons may reduce the requirement for hlgh yield, Lower yield weapons could be 
produced as modifications of existing weapons designs, or they could employ more rugged 
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and simpler designs that might be developed and maintained with high confidence without 
nuclear testing and with a smaller nuclear weapons complex than we envision is required to 
maintain our current nuclear forces. 

This paper attempts to look forward to the role that nuclear weapons might play in the 
twenty-first century, starting about 2020. A twenty-year horizon was chosen because over 
this time scale it is possible to make reasonable projections of technology and some 
assumptions about the probable threat situation. It takes about twenty years for substantially 
new weapons technologies to be developed and fielded into dependable military systems. 
Since this is true for other countries as well as the United States, one can project the 
development of potential adversarial capabilities to some degree. Of course, changes in 
governments could occur quickly compared to this time scale, but the technology that would 
be employed against the United States would proceed more slowly. This paper focuses on 
state-to-state defense and does not explicitly consider terrorism or the rapid evolution of 
entirely new state tlueats. It is unlikely that an emergent power would be able to develop the 
technology necessary to confront the United States on a time scale faster than two decades 
without some obvious indicators that would enable our technological or diplomatic 
response. 

Why is this an important issue now? Current plans call for the deployment of the ··next 
generation" of strategic forces in about 2020. including replacements for intercontinental 
ballistic missiles (ICBMs}, the Ohio-class ballistic missile submarine, and perhaps even the 
venerable B52 bomber. This strategic modernization will be expensive, and it is not too 
soon to begin the debate over what kinds of strategic forces are needed to meet future needs. 

It takes at least a decade to deploy a new technology, and if research and development are 
required, additional time may be needed. For such a key component of national defense, it is 
not sufficient to merely demonstrate that new systems work. There must be sufficient time 
to shake out the inevitable problems associated with new systems so as to make them 
dependable beyond reasonable doubt of our own govenunent and the governments of 
potential adversaries. Time must also be allowed for the negotiation of treaties or other 
international agreements that support the new force structure and that preclude the 
marginalization of our forces by either a massive breakout or any other action that would 
reduce the effectiveness of our forces. Finally, the twentieth century repeatedly 
demonstrated that sweeping geopolitical changes occur on a short time scale compared to 
our ability to respond with new technologies or doctrines. It is imperative to consider the 
widest range of potential options before a crisis develops and to maintain a sufficiently 
robust research and development base to enable a response at that time. 

The development of naval air power during the 1930s is a prime example of the need to 
evaluate the role of new technologies well before any anticipated engagement. The 
development of radar and ballistic missiles during the 1940s is an example of technologies 
developed during a conflict using preexisting foundations of research and technology. Some 
investment in thinking about future strategic forces now could reap significant dividends in 
the future. 

Planning for future strategic defense is a highly complex affair that requires the 
consideration of many possible contingencies. This paper is not intended to be a complete 
analysis of such a complex topic. Rather, its purpose is to stimulate thinking about changes 
in the international envirorunent and technology that might be expected to influence the 
makeup of our strategic warfighting capability. 

In order to set the stage, I frrst present a brief overview of the geopolitical situation that 
might reasonably be expected to influence defense strategy in 2020. This is followed by a 
discussion of what weapons technology might be available to the United States and other 
countries. Next, a discussion is given of some force structures, including weapons and 
supporting infrastructure, that might satisfy future defense needs. The paper concludes with 
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a summary and suggestions for further work. 

THE INTERNATIONAL SITUATION IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY 

Before one can rationally discuss future defense needs, it is necessary to know what one is 
defending against The past decade has demonstrated the difficulty and danger of predicting 
the geopolitical future, but there are some forecasts that can be made with reasonable 
confidence and which can be used to guide further discussion. 

Strategic Threats to U.S. National Security in the Twenty-First Century 

Future national security threats to the United States might be divided into three major 
categories: major power conflicts, especially those involving Russia and China; regional 
conflicts, including potential nuclear states such as Iran, Iraq, or North Korea; and conflicts 
involving terrorist groups and other nonstate organizations. Only the first two major 
categories will be considered here, since it is arguable whether there is any role for strategic 
nuclear forces in dealing with terrorism and substate threats. However, strategic conflicts 
can be sparked by terrorist acts, as was the case in the First World War and other conflicts. 

Russia - During the past 200 years European Russia has sustained a series of catastrophes 
including the invasion of Napoleon, the Crimean War, the First World War. the Revolution, 
the Second World War, and now the transition from a communist state to something else. In 
each case the country recovered within a generation. Even after the Second World War, 
when the country was essentially in ruins, it came back to launch Sputnik within twelve 
years. While one cannot predict what will happen in a country so volatile as Russia, it is not 
unreasonable to assume that it will endeavor to return to a conventional military power 
while continuing to rely on a significant nuclear capability. It is clear from Russia's 
investment in conventional military technology that it wishes to reassert its status in this 
area and to continue a lucrative business in the international arms trade. 

Cl,ina - China's international aims are in development, but their long stated intention to 
"reunify" Taiwan into the mainland and their territorial moves in the South China Sea 
indicate that they plan to play a broader role on the international stage. China has a small 
nuclear arsenal but one capable of inflicting w1a.cceptable damage on American territory and 
interests. It is unclear at present what, if any, impact alleged Chinese nuclear espionage will 
have on the modernization of its nuclear arsenal. However, it is worth noting that China has 
several nuclear weapons systems in the advanced development stage including a new cruise 
missile, which presumably can carry a nuclear warhead, and new land-launched and 
sea-launched ballistic missiles. Road mobile nuclear capable missiles add a degree of 
survivability to China's limited nuclear arsenal. The desire to develop an operational 
ballistic missile submarine is another suggestion that China is concerned about the 
survivability of its nuclear forces and perhaps is a conunent on its future goals of power 
projection outside of the immediate Pacific area. 

Other Countries - The nuclear tests of India and Pakistan again demonstrate that coW1tries 
will act in their own perceived national interests. sometimes in direct opposition to the 
wishes of the United States or to previous treaty commitments or arrangements. Continued 
tensions in South Asia, including Sino-Indian tensions, bear close monitoring, but they may 
not directly involve the United States. The M:iddle East will continue to be a problem area 
due to the misalignment of etlmic, cultural, and national borders. The prospects for Arab or 
Islamic unification do not appear imminent at present, but historically this unification has 
relied on a charismatic leader, whose advent is difficult to predict. Continued problems in 
the Balkans and elsewhere in the world may tax American and allied conventional 
capabilities, but such conflicts are not expected to assume a nuclear dimension in the 
foreseeable future. North Korea is presumed to have at least some nuclear capability and has 
demonstrated remarkable progress in ballistic missile technology, despite its perilous 
economic condition. Japan and South Korea look upon North Korea's nuclear ambitions 
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with concern and could pursue their own nuclear programs if they felt uncertainty in the 
American nuclear umbrella. Similar concerns could apply to Taiwan in light of recent 
statements made by the People's Republic of China. 

Nuclear engagement scenarios are not necessarily binary. Third countries may feel 
compelled to intervene in disputes between nuclear states or in conflicts involving weapons 
of mass destruction that could spill over into their territory or interests. For example, China 
may feel a need to act in a nuclear exchange between India and Pakistan. Similarly, Israel 
may feel a need to act in a major conflict of its neighbors that involved weapons of mass 
destruction. 

FOREIGN WEAPONS TECHNOLOGY IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY 

Trends evident today suggest that by 2020 many countries in the world will have access to 
several important technologies. 

• Weapons of mass destruction: India and Pakistan graphically demonstrated the ability 
of midlevel technology states to construct or obtain nuclear weapons. Chemical and 
biological weapons are asswned to be within the reach of many countries today. 

• Long-range ballistic missile technology: It is apparent that countries like North 
Korea, Iran, India, Pakistan, and other countries have or will soon have the capability 
to project force at intercontinental distances. The developing international 
marketplace in these technologies may make long-range missiles available to almost 
any country that has the money and the basic technical capability to acquire and use 
them. Although such missiles may lack the precision of current U.S. weapons, they 
might be entirely adequate for the delivery of weapons of mass destruction. 

• Space imaging: Commercial services already provide high-resolution images from 
space. The technical capability to provide these images in real time to customers 
arowtd the world should be expected to develop. Whether international agreements 
will be enacted to prevent collection against sensitive sites remains to be seen. At 
some point, Third World countries will have the capability to launch their own 
intelligence satellites or will pay others to launch them. thus bypassing the need for 
commercial services. 

• Russian weapons technology: Despite its economic troubles, Russia is committing 
significant resources to the research and development of advanced conventional 
weapons. Part of the reason for this is certainly to provide a credible defense of 
Russia and its vital interests. However, Russia also sees a lucrative international arms 
market that appreciates the low cost and operational simplicity of its weapons. One 
might expect more cowitries to have access to "last generation" but quite capable 
Russian military technology including missiles, air defenses, submarines, tanks, and 
other systems. 

• Advanced communications and computer technology: The spread of conununications 
and computer technology will serve as a force multiplier for a growing number of 
countries. The ability to effectively employ a small number of electronic weapons 
against a teclmologically and/or numerically superior enemy is a cost-effective 
force-leveling tactic. 

The United States will enjoy superiority in conventional and nuclear weapons as long as 
adequate investments are made in research and development and in the deployment of the 
resulting weapons systems. However, we should expect other countries to employ many of 
our ideas in their own defense strategy including the simple copying of our technology and 
doctrines, or the use of our technology to develop weapons systems of their own. They may 
also attempt to exploit weaknesses in our advanced technology through means such as 
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electromagnetic weapons, chemical and/or biological weapons. and other "asymmetric 
means." 

U.S. DEFENSE TECHNOLOGIES IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY 

Conventional Military Technology 

Advances in military technology have been much discussed in the Jiterature and are said to 
be leading toward a revolution in military affairs. Relevant to the present discussion, there 
are several advances in conventional weapons technology that deserve mention. 

• Advanced precision munitions: It is already possible for cruise missiles to deliver 
payloads to targets hundreds of miles from their )aunch point with few meter 
accuracy. High precision for intercontinental missiles, either land- or sea-launched, is 
also possible. Given that ballistic missile reentry vehicles arrive on target with 
velocities of thousands of meters per second, it is not necessary to have explosive 
payloads to destroy some classes of targets. 

• Advanced real-time imagery and data fusion; Data collection from satellites and from 
unmanned forward platforms will enable real-time remote battle management, 
including the direction of precision munitions to distanl, even mobile, targets. 

• Anti ballistic missile technology will mature if the appropriate investment is made. 
enabling some defense against limited missile attacks. Analogous defenses could be 
developed against ,ruise missiles and aircraft. although these threats are in many 
ways a tougher problem due to the greater number of potential entry points and the 
availability of stealth technology . 

• Informati()n warfare may develop in such a fashion to enable the United States to 
interdict enemy command, control, and communications. 

There has been much discussion of other advanced conventional technologies including 
unmanned aircraft, sensor technology, beam weapons, and so on. In this paper we will focus 
on those technologies that could have a strategic impact and that are related to the changing 
role of nuclear weapons. The importance of considering future defense against ballistic 
missiles, cruise missiles, and aircraft cannot be overestimated. The inexorable advance of 
technology will eventually make such defenses feasible and will put them within the grasp 
of any country that wishes to have them. Such is the case now with reasonably sophisticated 
air defenses. Long range strategic plaru1ers must at least consider the return of a traditional 
"armor /antiarmor" competition even for strategic forces. Stealth technologies. advanced 
countermeasures. and new technologies will affect these trades but will not change the 
fundamental ability of defense technologies to influence strategic thinking. 

Nuclear Weapons-Related Technology 

Nuclear weapons pack incredible destructive force into a small, deliverable package. In 
addition to their psychological deterrent value, they are the only current means of holding at 
risk several classes of targets. 

• Mobile targets, such as road mobile and rail mobile missiles 

• Fixed moderately hard targets, such as missile silos 

• Distributed targets, such as airfields or naval bases 

• Hard targets, such as deeply buried command structures 
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• Superhard targets, such as facilities located beneath mountains 

Conventional weapons might be able to address some of the missions currently assigned to 
nuclear weapons, but not all of them. Some targets, like missile silos and command and 
control structures, are sufficiently hard that no conventional weapon will have the energy to 
defeat them. Other targets, such as airfields and naval bases, are sufficiently dispersed that a 
massive amow1t of conventional explosives would be required for their destruction. Even 
though conventional weapons could damage or destroy such targets, they could do so today 
only over an extended time frame and with the use oflimited resources that may be required 
in other theaters of operation. Future conventional weapons designs may change this, but 
there are still limits on the amount of damage that can be caused with a given quantity of 
high explosive. For these and other reasons, nuclear weapons are expected to continue to 
play a role in strategic doctrine, independent of their role as a psychological deterrent to 
aggression. 

The United States employs a counterforce strategy that targets military assets that could 
inflict damage to our national interests. We do not threaten cities or populations as in a 
countervalue policy, although there is an implicit threat of doing so that is a potent element 
of the deterrent calculus. American nuclear weapons systems are designed to hold specific 
classes of targets at risk, using the minimum explosive forces necessary to accomplish the 
mission. However, a sizable factor governing the explosive force required to defeat a target 
of given hardness is the precision with which weapons can be delivered. The evolution of 
accurate delivery systems could change engagement strategies for nuclear weapons, in some 
cases reducing the required yield or even eliminating the need for an explosion at all. Once 
again, the use of conventional weapons preswnes a level of detailed information on the 
location and characteristics of the target that has so far eluded military planners. A reliance 
on precision conventional munitions for some strategic missions presumes a major 
investment in intelligence collection and analysis toolst including accurate means of 
assessing target damage following an attack. This is particularly important for strategic 
targets such as mobile missiles or weapons of mass destruction that could, if they survive, 
inflict significant damage. 

Advances in military technology may change the makeup and use of our strategic forces in 
several ways. 

• Some important classes of targets, such as mobile missiles, might be effectively dealt 
with by long-range precision conventional weapons. One can envision 
submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs) and intercontinental ballistic missiles 
(ICBMs), loaded with such precision weapons, which could be directed by real-time 
intelligence to targets anywhere on the planet within 30 minutes. Maneuvering reentry 
vehicles could enable these weapons to follow and destroy moving targets. 

• A 5-kiloton (kt) nuclear explosive detonated on a 30-foot-thick missile silo door will 
vaporize that door, destroying the missile inside. With precision delivery many hard 
targets might be able to be defeated with nuclear explosives having lower yield than 
we might currently employ. Such lower-yield weapons could use simpler and/or more 
robust designs than we have in our current arsenal. Simpler, more robust designs, in 
tum, might allow the nuclear arsenal to be maintained with a smaller maintenance and 
production complex than is required to support the sophisticated, highly optimized 
weapons in our stockpile. As in the case of advanced conventional weapons, the use 
of lower-yield nuclear weapons against hardened targets could be made problematic 
through the use of relatively simple countermeasures. In the example of a silo door, 
shielding could be used to separate the blast from the door area, reducing the 
effectiveness of the weapon. 

• Widely dispersed targets require energy (yield) for assured destruction. Several 
dispersed lower-yield weapons will produce the same effect as a single higher-yield 
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weapon. Using multiple weapons on a single target asswnes that fratricide effects can 
be dealt with in planning multiple nuclear btll'sts in a single target area. Such an 
approach also requires a larger nwnber of weapons, a factor that would be more 
challenging if deep cuts in weapons nm11bers are negotiated. A benefit oflower-yield 
weapons is that the collateral damage sustained by the near-target area may be 
reduced, an important factor in attacks near urban areas. 

• Some very hard targets require high yield to destroy them. No application of 
conventional explosives or even lower-yield nuclear explosives will destroy such 
targets, which might include hardened structures buried beneath hundreds of feet of 
earth or rock. For such purposes it might be desirable to retain a small number of 
higher-yield nuclear weapons in the arsenal as deterrents against enemy confidence in 
the survival of such targets. 

• Superhard targets, such as those found under certain Russian mountains, may not be 
able to be defeated reliably by even high-yield nuclear weapons. In this case, one 
might use a different strategy such as ''fimctional defeat" in which power, 
communications, or other vital functions are eliminated or denied without the 
physical destruction of the main target. Alternately, one might use negotiations to 
eliminate a target, bargaining away a limited set of special targets for concessions on 
our part. 

These proposals are a departure from conventional thinking on nuclear issues. For example, 
our ability to negotiate away superhard targets would be very difficult at best. Others, such 
as the ability of precision advanced conventional munitions to hold at risk mobile and other 
soft-point targets, are more realistic and require only projections of current technology. In 
the latter case, a challenge may come from arms control concerns of other countries that see 
their own nuclear forces made marginal. Also, potential adversaries may use "asymmetric 
means" to counter our advanced technology. 

An important consideration in thinking about lower-yield nuclear forces for most of our 
strategic nuclear requirements is that such weapons could be much simpler than our current 
highly optimized nuclear designs. Given sufficient throw-weight on our missiles, we could 
use gun-assembled or other simple, rugged designs that might be maintained with high 
confidence without nuclear testing. Such designs would require a significantly smaller 
industrial plant for their maintenance than our CWTent forces. If based on uranium weapons 
designs, a much smaller plutonium infrastructure would be required. Other technologies 
specific to high-yield nuclear weapons could be placed in a standby mode rather than a 
production mode. Finally, simpler weapons might be maintained with higher confidence for 
longer periods by a weapons staff that has little or no direct experience with nuclear testing. 
However, should the country elect to follow such a path it will still be necessary to retain 
expertise in more sophisticated nuclear designs as a hedge against changing conditions in 
the future. 

There is an additional, nontechnical, consideration that will influence future nuclear policy. 
Given current and projected scientific capabilities, it is difficult or impossible to confidently 
field a new, highly optimized, nuclear warhead design without nuclear testing. For this and 
other reasons, the United States intends to maintain its existing nuclear designs into the 
indefinite future. This is a fundamental change in how we maintain ow- arsenal. Recent 
concerns about espionage in the weapons program raise questions about our ability to keep 
weapons designs secret over many decades. Some in the intelligence community contend 
that a fixed target, such as our nuclear designs, will be compromised by a detennined 
adversary given sufficient time. Information about our designs could provide important 
guidance to countries that wish to improve their own nuclear arsenals. Such information 
would also be advantageous to countries attempting to optimize some future ballistic missile 
defense system of their own for use against our systems. Finally, it could assist potential 
adversaries in deploying their strategic forces in a marmer designed to make it difficult for 
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us to assure their destruction. 

Planners need to consider what we will do when, and not if, the details of our nuclear forces 
become known by a potential adversary. There are several paths that could be employed 
here, including disinformation, counterintelligence, etc. One path that has been proven to 
work has been to change our forces on a regular basis in response to evolving military 
requirements and teclmology options. The certification of substantially new nuclear 
weapons designs is difficult or impossible to do with high confidence without underground 
nuclear testing. However, the United States has a large archive of previously tested designs 
that might be fielded with reasonable confidence to meet evolving military needs. In 
addition, the current stockpile has significant flexibility for modification for new 
requirements. Such flexibility was most recently evidenced by the modification of the B6 l 
bomb to provide earth-penetrating capability. A move toward a mixed force of long-range 
conventional and lower-yield nuclear weapons with improved accuracy would be another 
means of meeting this need. Such decisions need not be exclusive. It may be wisest to 
employ multiple teclmologies, both nuclear and nonnuclear, to create a robust future 
strategic posture. 

STRATEGIC FORCES TO MEET FUTURE DEFENSE NEEDS 

Planning strategic forces is a highly complicated affair that must include technical, 
geopolitical, and military considerations. A full analysis is not attempted here. The purpose 
of this section is to suggest some broad options that can be used as starting points for more 
detailed treatment Although this section concentrates on strategic forces, it is worth noting 
that several countries possess potent "nonstrategic" nuclear forces that are designed for 
tactical engagements. Nonstrategic forces include nuclear artillery shells, atomic demolition 
munitions, short-range missiles, and air-delivered bombs. While such weapons are typically 
lower in yield than most strategic bombs and warheads, they are still nuclear explosives 
with destructive power vastly greater than conventional weapons. One might expect the 
division between "tactical" and "strategic" weapons to blur in the future, especially if 
significant reductions in strategic arsenals occur. 

Scenario 1: Status Quo 

Nuclear weapons represent the ultimate defense of the nation, a deterrent against any and all 
potential adversaries. Combined with diplomacy and conventional military capabilities, 
nuclear weapons have helped to avoid a large-scale conflict between leading world powers 
for over fifty years. This is an astonishing achievement given the acceleration in 
communications and transportation that took place during this time. When the Cold War 
ended, the U.S. nuclear stockpile consisted of a set of highly optimized warheads and 
bombs on highly reliable missiles and aircraft. These weapons systems were designed 
primarily to counter the massive Soviet threat. They were and are the most advanced of their 
kind in the world. Current plans call for them to be retained essentially indefinitely. There 
are several good reasons for this. 

• These weapons are safe, reliable, and meet performance requirements. 

• We have nuclear test data that support our understanding of their operation. 

• New warheads of comparable capability are difficult or impossible to field without 
nuclear testing. 

• They can be modified in many ways to respond to changing military requirements, as 
was done when the B61 bomb was modified to give it an earth-penetrating capability. 

This scenario maintains a triad oflCBMs, SLBMs, and bombers. More than one type of 
weapon is maintained in each leg of the triad to provide backup capability should one 
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weapon type encounter a problem. This strategy served us well during the Cold War. Given 
the rapidity with which the geopolitical situation can change, there is merit in following a 
prudent and conservative path for future nuclear forces. 

There are several potential disadvantages to maintaining the existing stockpile indefinitely. 
Over time such highly optimized systems may be less well suited to military requirements. 
Refurbishment and other changes will be made to aging warheads and bombs, changes that 
might be difficult to certify without nuclear testing. Also, the cost of maintaining these 
weapons is high for both DoD and DOE. In the case of DOE, an extensive infrastructure of 
laboratories and plants is required for the Stockpile Stewardship program, including a new 
manufacturing capability for plutonium pits. Finally. the current stockpile may not be 
credible against some set of potential adversaries. f'or example, if a national emergency 
were to develop that involved the imminent use of weapons of mass destruction against 
American interests. would an adversary consider our threat of a multi warhead attack by the 
Peacekeeper ICBM or a Trident SLBM as overkill and hence not a realistic threat? Such a 
reliance on high-yield strategic weapons could lead to "self-deterrence," a limitation on 
strategic options. and consequently a lessening of the stabilizing effect of nuclear weapons. 

Scenario 2: Reduced Stockpile of Existing Designs 

This scenario assumes that arms control initiatives have make it advantageous to the United 
States to greatly reduce our stockpile of existing nuclear weapons. It is similar to Scenario t 
with lower force levels. One can debate the merit of eliminating one ann of the strategic 
triad or the nonstrategic (Le. tactical) nuclear forces under such circumstances, depending 
on the depth of the reductions. Cost savings associated with reduced numbers are not 
directly proportional to the number of weapons since a significant infrastructure is required 
to support any type of modem nuclear design. The cost advantage would be in the size of 
the required production plant and not in the diversity of technical capabilities that are 
required. 

At very low stockpile numbers it may be useful to explicitly consider a "flexible stockpile" 
strategy that takes advantage of the flexibility inherent in current nuclear weapon designs. 
The United States could have a mixed force of weapons based upon current types suitably 
modified to meet evolving military needs. Special consideration might be given to 
maneuvering reentry vehicles that can deal effectively with enemy defenses. One could 
consider tailored output \Veapons. for special applications such as those that produce an 
enhanced electromagnetic pulse for the disabling of electronics or those that produce 
enhanced radiation for the destruction of chemical or biological weapons with minimum 
collateral damage. (There is serious doubt in the nuclear weapons community as to whether 
such systems could be introduced into the stockpile without additional nuclear testing.) 
Careful consideration must be given to single-point failure in a reduced stockpile. For 
example, the use of a common missile or a common warhead for ICBMs and SLBMs would 
save money but would introduce a potential single~point failure in the majority of strategic 
lt)rces. 

[n selecting weapons that would be maintained in a smaller force structure, consideration 
might be given to those that are the most rugged. the easiest and cheapest to maintain, and 
the most flexible. Highly optimized weapons may be more efficient, but efficiency can 
come at the cost of complexity of maintenance. Without nuclear testing, small changes 
caused by natural aging or required component replacements vvill introduce some 
uncertainty into the stockpile, uncertainty that must be figured into military strategy. 
Understanding such uncertainty is especially important if the number of weapons types is 
reduced, admitting the possibility of single·point failure of a large part of the force. It may 
he advisable to view ruggedness and ease of maintenance as principal criteria for the 
selection of the types and distribution of weapons within a reduced stockpile. Given the 
uncertainty of future military needs, the ability of a weapon to be maintained, modified, 
and/or certified without nuclear testing may also be an important element in the decision 
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process. 

Scenario 3: Mixed Conventional and Nuclear Strategic Forces 

Reasonable assumptions about the development of advanced conventional munitions leads 
to a scenario where the strategic workload is carried by a combination of nuclear and 
nonnuclear forces. lt is possible to envision nonnuclear components to each of the arms of 
the strategic triad. Using conventional [CB Ms and SLBMs, or their projected replacements, 
one could design reentry warheads to achieve high accuracy. These warheads would contain 
"smart" guidance systems that would receive intelligence handoffs from satellites or other 
sources before and/or during tlighc. Such systems would know that a target exists in a 
general area, be aware of its potential movement and signatures, and be able to home in on 
it. Given the kinetic energy of a reentering warhead, it might not be necessary for the system 
to contain high explosives. Hitting the target might be sufficient to destroy it. Similar 
warheads could be developed for cruise missiles that could be launched from bombers, 
submarines, or surface warships. In the case of cruise missiles. the lower velocity of 
delivery would require a high-explosive warhead. 

A nonnuclear long-range weapon would be especially useful against limited numbers of 
time-urgent weapons of mass destruction targets such as biological weapons warheads that 
were in preparation for use against U.S. forces. Long•range nonnuclear weapons would 
enable such targets to be destroyed without causmg the United States to be the first to 
employ nuclear weapons in a conflict The use of nonnuclear strategic weapons against 
Russia. China, or other nuclear states would require care, since the appearance of ~uch a 
weapon on long*range sensors might be indistinguishable from a nuclear attack by the 
United States. 

A word of caution is needed on the use of precision munitions for high-value strategic 
targeting: The Ko:,ovo conflict demonstrated very clearly that just the ability to place a 
weapon on the designated aim point is not enough to ensure mission success. Inaccurate 
target coordinates provided to pilots sometimes resulted in weapons being delivered very 
precisely to the wrong spot Effective utilization of precision munitions demand that a 
premium be placed on the collection and the analysis of target information. This includes 
postattack damage assessments that determine the need for foJJow-on attacks and 1he ability 
of the adversary to use its weapons for offense or defense. 

The nuclear component in this scenario could take one of several forms. First one could 
employ a small number of existing weapons designs to retain a traditional counterforce 
deterrent strategy. Second, one C\Juld modify existing designs to reduce their yield, relying 
on precision deli very to help achieve military o~jectives. In this case one could use existing 
reentry warheads or develop new· ones with the prrcision guidance necessary to destroy 
moderately-hard-point targets with low yield. Third. one could design and deploy a new set 
of nuclear weapons that do not require nuclear testing to be certified. Such weapons might 
be, but do not need to be. based on simple gun-assembled uranium designs that do not 
require a plutonium infrastructure and that do not require the same sophistication in nuclear 
weapons science and engineering as our current stockpile, However, nothing comes for free, 
and one must recognize that such simple weapons have important, perhaps fatal, tactical 
limitations that would preclude their use in some engagement scenarios. Also, such simple 
devices would be based on a very limited nuclear trsl database and would require extensive 
and expensive flight testing to assure that they could be delivered with the required 
precision. Fourth, one could consider a combination of new or modified )ow-yield warheads 
and some existing higher-yield designs to be retained against the possibility of unexpected 
developments in adversaries' defenses or of the nt>ed to hold very hard targets at risk. In this 
case one would need to retain much of the infrastructure of the current stockpile to ensure 
the continued performance of these highly optimized weapons. Savings could be achieved 
in the size of the plant complex required to remanufacture components and complete 
weapons. 
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Scenario 4: Prospects for Wholly Nonnuclear Strategic Forces 

It is almost impossible to conceive ofteclmol-ogical and political developments that would 
enable the United States to meet its defense needs in 2020 without nuclear weapons. There 
are several reasons for this. First, nuclear weapons continue to play a vital role in deterring 
other countries from launching significant military strikes against America, our allies, or our 
vital interests. The real threat of not just military defeat but national arurihilation is a potent 
deterrent now and should be expected to remain so for at least the next few decades. 
Second, it does not appear possible with current or projected technology to assure ourselves 
that there are no-and never will be any- nuclear weapons in the hands of potential 
adversaries. Given the unique destructive power of nuclear weapons, an asymmetry of this 
kind should be unacceptable to American military planners. Third. the development of 
antiballistic missile defense is encouraging, but the assumption that a leak-proof shield can 
be fielded by 2020 is debatable. Fourth, some targets will not be able to be held at risk by 
any type of conventional weapon because of their extreme hardness. Fifth, the ability of an 
adversary to deliver a nuclear weapon by aircraft, cruise missile, naval vessel, or by 
clandestine insertion into this country are additional concerns beyond the long-range 
ballistic missile threat. Lacking the ability to deter such threats and to respond in kind 
would open up the coW1try to blackmail. 

It is critical in any discussion of strategic forces to consider the overall stability provided by 
teclmology and policy. Such calculations have become considerably more complex in the 
multipolar world that is expected to persist at least over the time scale addressed in this 
paper. 

The future is unpredictable, but we can count on it to be dynamic. Strategic thinking must 
be flexible and must consider the evolution of several possible futures, each of which has 
branches that are contingent on the geopolitical situation and technological capabilities here 
and abroad. Countries will respond to technology and policy developments in the United 
States and elsewhere. We must be careful that any changes to our strategic position make 
the overall situation better and not worse. 

Russia has already promised that it will use "asymmetric means" to counter advanced U.S. 
technology. Official Chinese publications indicate that China will likely follow a similar 
strategy. The capabilities of their own research and development complex should not be 
underestimated. While Russia cannot yet match the United States in the most sophisticated 
teclmology, it has shown a remarkable ability to achieve military objectives through 
cleverness and sometimes through brute force. Finally, the development of advanced 
conventional strategic weapons could push the Russians to an even greater reliance on 
high-yield nuclear weapons. Rather than an evolution toward some fixed strategy, strategic 
thinking should be done along a flexible time line that recognizes changes in the world and 
in military teclmology. What may work at one time may not work at another time when the 
situation has substantially changed. 

One "asymmetric" counter to advanced technology is cyber-warfare, including 
non-explosive weapons that could disable or render ineffective advanced conventional or 
even nuclear munitions. Precision kill requires sophisticated electronics, and electronics can 
be affected by various means such as radio frequency or microwave weapons. Russia's 
electromagnetic weapons program is perhaps the most advanced in the world, and at least 
some of this teclmology has been shared with China. Given the uncertainty in future 
advanced weapons technology, the United States may wish to retain some higher-yield 
nuclear weapons as hedges against the development of potent point or area defenses. The 
development of antisatellite weapons would create a similar complication to the United 
States if we were to rely on advanced conventional weapons that require precise targeting 
information to be effective. 
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Arms control initiatives will play an important role in the planning of future strategic forces. 
Proposed deep reductions in nuclear stockpiles may be a motivation for using convent1onal 
weapons as part of the strategic weapons mix. Such a decision will strongly depend on 
whether warheads or launchers are the counted quantity. If nuclear warheads and not 
delivery vehicles are the counted quantity, then existing or new launchers can be equipped 
with advanced conventional warheads. If missiles and aircraft are the counted quantity, we 
will need to be careful about treaties that allow only one warhead, nuclear or conventional, 
on a missile. Maintaining an effective deterrent requires a minimum number of nuclear 
weapons, and the dilution of our forces with conventional weapons could drive us from a 
cowiterforce strategy (military targets) to a countervalue strategy (cities) with attendant 
ethical and perhaps legal problems. 

Anns control agreements can assist in strategic planning by restricting certain classes of 
weapons or targets. If. in some scenario, our weapons are particularly susceptible to nuclear 
interceptors, then we may wish to negotiate the elimination of nuclear interceptors in retum 
for some other concession. If we are unable to destroy one or more targets by any weapon in 
our arsenal, we may want to attempt to negotiate away the target in return for assurances 
that we will not construct similarly hard targets in the United States. Such negotiations are 
by nature complex because they involve giving up different commodities on each side. 
However, the advantages of reduced reliance on nuclear weapons, with their large radii of 
destruction, might be an incentive. Also, the development of new conventional strategic 
weapons, the use of which might be incorporated into normuclear war planning and that will 
not necessarily lead to national destruction, should be considered with care. 

One of the features of nuclear weapons is that they are so destructive that their use is 
reserved for only the most extreme cases. Making strategic weapons more "usable" could 
start the United States on a path of escalation that could exacerbate and not reduce the 
potential for war. Conversely, lowering the threshold for using nuclear weapons in response 
to a :.tratcgic situation could raise the level of care with which countries interact. This points 
to the need for u detailed stability analysis to be performed as a prelude to any arms control 
negotiations. Such an analysis must explicitly include the balance of nuclear forces, the state 
and projected future of ballistic missile defenses. and the ability of advanced conventional 
weapons to perfom1 missions formerly assigned to nuclear weapons. The weapons research 
and development programs of potential adversaries will provide input to this analysis by 
providing pointers to future defense capabilities. And, of course, any analysis of future 
strategic weapons needs must necessarily consider the possible geopolitical situation that 
will be present at the time of their deployment. Finally. the distinction between tactical and 
strategic nuclear weapons will fade for small stockpiles. Both types of weapons must be 
included in negotiations for overall stability to be maintained. 

t\nother important consideration in planning future strategic forces is cost Nuclear weapons 
systems are sometimes considered expensive to maintain due to their complexity, their 
unique characteristics. and the lack of private industry support of some components of their 
infrastructure. ln fact, nuclear weapons are cheaper to develop and to maintain than very 
large conventional force structures. This was the reason why NA TO chose to rely on nuclear 
weapons as a principal part of its defense against the massive Soviet conventional threat in 
Europe. Nuclear weapons are considered expensive today because they are primarily 
strategic in nature and we are in the midst of a "strategic pausen that has lessened the 
perceived need for strategic weapons. 

For the DoD, costs include operations, maintenance. and the development of next 
generation capabilities that will replace current systems upon their obsolescence. For the 
DOE, costs include the operation of the weapons laboratories and production plants and the 
material costs associated with weapons refurbishment To first order, the cost of maintaining 
the DOE nuclear weapons complex is independent of the number of weapons in the 
stockpile. Some capability in uranium, plutonium, and other special materials is required. 
Scientific capabilities must be maintained, especially in those classified areas unique to 
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nuclear weapons, to enable infonned decisions to be made on weapons aging, component 
replacements, and future modifications. Tritium has some variable cost, as it must be 
produced to support some fixed number of weapons. Plutonium pit production can be 
maintained at a small rate at Los Alamos, but any stockpile above about one thousand 
weapons will require the construction of a new large production plant to replace the Rocky 
Flats facility, which ceased production in 1989. Should the country go to a precision 
low-yield nuclear force that is based on uranium rather than plutonium, the cost of the large 
pit-production facility could be avoided, and the remaining high-yield weapons that did 
employ plutonium pits could be supported by a modified Los Alamos plutonium facility. 

SUMMARY 

The end of the Cold War. the evolution of new regional threats to international security, and 
the stated desire of many countries to reduce or eliminate their nuclear arsenals suggest that 
the time is right for a fundamental rethinking of the role of nuclear weapons in national 
security. Nuclear weapons. as the most destructive instruments yet invented, must be 
considered as part of a coordinated national security program that employs diplomacy, anns 
control initiatives. ~md conventional forces to optimize stability and peace in the world. 

Technology assessments suggest that advanced conventional weapons delivered by ballistic 
or cruise missiles could defeat many targets that are presently targeted by nuclear weapons. 
Precision delivery of nuclear weapons would enable some classes of hard targets to be 
defeated \Vith much lower yields than are currently employed. Some number of current 
nuclear weapons designs might he retained in order to address very hard targets or for 
traditional deterrent roles. Simple, rugged nuclear weapons designs that might be 
maintained at relatively law cos1 and without the need for nuclear testing might be a part of 
'\UCh a strategy. 

Nuclear weapon~ cannot be uninvented. Nor can we assume that their role in strategic 
deterrence will never change. Prndent thought given lo the role of nuclear weapons in the 
twenty~first century will reap handsome dividends for the natiClnal security of the United 
States and for the stability of the whole world, 
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April 1, 2002 6:53 PM 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld i)\ , A --r 
SUBJECT: Phrase 

From time to time, we have used the phrase "bring the perpetrators to justice or 

bring justice to the off enders." A professor friend of mine sent me the attached on 

the subject, which quotes from John Locke's second treatise on government. 

I thought you might find it of interest. 

Very respectfully, 

Attach. 
03/26/02 Goldwin fax to SecDef 
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March 26, 2002 
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TO: Secretary llumef•ld 

FIIOM: Bob Ooldwin 
r\PP ,, • ')r1n · ... 

.. , , . i , I, . / 

SUBJICTr Source of "to do justice on an offender" 

Here is the passage you asked me to send to you, • phrase to 

use in speaking about the Pre•ldent's determination tllat •Justice 

wtll be done," when the circumstances are auch that the Juatlce 

ought not be done in • regular court of law: "We wlll find an 

appropriate way to do Justice on th••• otfenclan." 

The phrase " ta do justice on •n offenclet" occurs In John 

Locke's Second Treatl•• of Government (Ch. z. 9ec;. I): •Every 

one •• he Is bound to preserve hlmaelf, and not to quit his station 

wllfully1 so by th• like reason when his own preservation comes 

not In competition, ought he, aa mu1.h as he can, to preserve the 

rest of mankind, and may not unless It be to do JU9tlc:e on an 

offender, take away or Impair the Hf•, or what tends to the 

preservation of the life, llberty, health, limb or goods of another." 
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TO: 

CC: 

President George W. Bush 

Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Colin Powell 
Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

April 2, 2002 7:48 AM 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 'y . .__: __ J_ ~ -;j1t 
SUBJECT: Nuclear Policy 

Attached is a piece by Barry Blechman, who served in the Carter Administration 

at the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency. He is a thoughtful person and 

points out that the argument by critics that the new U.S. nuclear policy would 

lower the threshold for the use of nuclear weapons is simply wrong. 

Very respectfully, 

Attach. 
03/18/02 Barry Blechman. "New Nuclear Policy Makes for a Safer World," Los Angeles Times 
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COMMENTARY 

New Nuclear Policy Makes for a Safer World 

By BARRY M. BLECHMAN 
Barry M. Blechman was assistant director of the U.S. Anns Control and Disarmament 
Agency from 1977 to 1980. 

March 18 2002 

The Bush administration's new nuclear 
policy has received a great deal of 
criticism over its suggestion that U.S. 
nuclear weapons play a role in deterring 
hostile nations that don't possess nuclear 
weapons but are armed with other kinds 
of weapons of mass destruction. 

The criticism--that the new policy 
owers the bar for use of nuclear 

weapons--is misplaced. In fact, by 
linking U.S. nuclear and conventional 
precision strike capabilities, the policy 
narrows the role of nuclear weapons in 
U.S. defense policy, reduces the 
circumstances in which they might be 
used and sets the stage for even deeper 
cuts in nuclear forces. 

The planned reduction in nuclear 
warheads deployed with operational 
submarines, bombers and land-based 
missiles--from about 6,000 to between 
I, 700 and 2,200--is quite an 
accomplishment. It will decrease the 
cumulative risk of technical mishaps and 
unauthorized or inadvertent launches, 
and it should reassure the Russians 
politically by moving the U.S. to a force 
level that Russia appears to be seeking 
itself. Critics of the new policy have 
complained that many of the warheads 
coming off U.S. forces will be placed in 
reserve rather than dismantled 

immediate]y. Getting 4,000 warheads off/ 
alert is very important in its own right. It 
would take time to put the weapons back 
on missiles or into active bomber 
inventories. Given the international furor 
that would accompany such a move, no 
president would take it without very 
serious reason. 

t,,teanwhile. havJ&ii the oetion to beef im._ 
u.s. forces is onlv sensible given the 
uncertainties of world events. As 
Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld 
has said, when it comes to international 
threats "the only sw;prise is that we're 
surpris;d when we're S!!!frised." 

Weapon and stockpile requirements are 
reviewed periodically. If international 
developments continue favorably. either 
further reductions in operational 
weapons or the destruction of stockpiled 
weapons would certainly be possible. 

The new policy recognizes that Russia is 
no longer our enemy, and there is no 
longer a need to plan for massive attacks 
against that nation. It would move the 
U.S. away from a single, integrated 
operational plan for nuclear attacks to 
"capabilities-based targeting." Instead of 
massive, society-destroying nuc]ear 
strikes. the U.S. would plan to have 
capabilities to conduct limited nuclear 
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strikes aimed at specific objectives. In its 
classified fonn, the policy mentioned 
nations for which planners need to 
prepare such options, causing a furor. 

( 

The only thing new here from previous 
administrations is that the names of the 
nations leaked out. 

In its most important development, the 
new defense policy pairs U.S. nuclear 
forces with precise, conventional strike 
capabilities. In this fonnulation, the new 
policy greatly circumscribes the 
potential role of nuclear weapons. 
Recognizing the immense capabilities of 
modem aircraft and missiles armed with 
conventional weapons, the new policy 

' 

implies that for the first time in 50 years 
the U.S. may not have to respond to 
nuclear threats in kind. We may be able 
to defeat such threats by attacking 
enemies with conventional weapons, 
relying on missile defenses ,o stop any 
threatening forces that survive. This is a 
huge change in thinking, allowing for 
even more nuclear-force reductions as 
conventional strike and missile defense 
capabilities advance. 

Administration officials have a way to 
go before the new policy is fulfilled. 
They have to work closely with the U.S. 
Strategic Command to ensure chat the 
planned changes in targeting are 
implemented properly. The nuclear 
departures of more than one previous 
administration have been thwarted in 
their implement.ation phase. And the 
administration will have to move 
expeditiously to set in place the 
transparency measures and other 
ammgements to reassure the Russians 
and others that the shift from negotiated 
arms control agreements to unilateral 
reductions in forces is not a subterfuge. 

2 

These steps notwithstanding, the new 
policy is a major accomplishment and an 
important advance toward ending 
nuclear dangers. 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

President George W. Bush 

Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ A--~-fr 
SUBJECT: Third World Demographics 

Attached is an interesting piece on demographics that you might enjoy reading. 

Very respectfully, 

Attach. 
'The United States and the Third World Century: How Much Will Demographics Stress 

Geopolitics?" 
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Executive Summary 

The United States and the Third World 
Century: How Much Will Demographics 
Stress Geopolitics? 

SECDEr i1AS ilcd\J 

MAR 2 9 2002 

The United States and the Third World Century 

The world the United States confronts over the next several decades is 
likely to be one in which the US Government win have a much harder time 
achieving its foreign policy objectives with traditional levels of 
involvement overseas, according to participants at the Strategic 
Assessments Group's third annual conference: 

• Several participants thought the United States would have to become 
much more involved in the affairs of the world's poorest and most poorly 
governed countries in order to manage the threats to US national and 
global security that emerging economic and political trends in these 
countries could generate. 

• Many governments and nonstate actors, however, also are likely to more 
strongly resist US involvement overseas, especial1y if they view it as a 
continuation of the status quo in which the United States remains the 
dominant global player. 

• Participants thought that over the next several decades these competing 
pressures would push the United States into a tight spot, forcing it 
increasingly to decide between pursuing a more aggressive foreign policy 
agenda or ra11ying international consensus and support. 

Many participants thought that the present suite of world institutions would 
not be adequate to deal with these challenges and that the United States and 
other Western countries would confront strong pressure from the developing 
world to create new institutions that are more responsive to their needs. 

Factors That Will Most Strongly Influence the US Role Internationally 

While a number of factors will be key in shaping the global environment 
over the next several decades, the group thought that a few-including 
unprecedented demographic trends, income inequalities, and poor 
governance-would have the greatest influence on the role the US 
p)ays internationally. 

Demographically, the world the United States confronts over the next 
several decades will be one that is older in the developed world and younger 
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and more crowded in the developing world. These and other unprecedented 
demographic trends could create new demands for US economic resources 
and challenge the philosophy of traditional US foreign policies: 

• By 2015, the United States will be the only developed country that will be 
among the top 10 most populous nations in the world, a stark contrast 
from several decades ago ·when six developed countries were on the top 
IO list. This would significantly increase the international political clout 
of developing nations. Many conference participants thought that these 
countries' national. societal. and economic challenges and objectives 
would differ sharply from those in the developed world. 

• The national priorities of developed and developing countries are likely 
increasingly to diverge as many of the former face unprecedented aging 
crises and many of the lauer confront large youth populations. During 
the first part of this century. the number of people 65 and over will be 
16.3 percent of the total world population versus only 6.9 percent today. 
Italy, fapan, Germany. and China will be among the many countries that 
may face fiscal crises as they attempt 10 support their aging populations 
with declining revenues. 

• Several developing countries will confront severe social slrains if they 
are unable to create jobs for their growing youth populations. Most of 
the growth in the world's youth population over the next decade-which 
the International Labor Organization estimates will reach I billion-will 
be in the developing world. 

These and other demographic pressures will contribute to the proliferation 
of overcrowded cities as jobs and resources become increasingly 
concentrated in urban areas. By 2015. for the first time_in human history, a 
majority of the world's population will live in cities. 

Economically, there is a substantial risk that income gaps between the 
United States and most countries in the developing world will widen, 
creating new global demands on US economic, security, and humanitarian 
resources. CIA estimates suggest that many developing countries will need 
decades or centuries to achieve per capita incomes equal to those in the 
United States, creating a world of "poor young billions versus rich young 
millions." Countries can shorten this time only by significantly boosting 
GDP growth rates above historical averages: 

• Continued increases in income gaps will be due largely to the fact that the 
developing countries where per capita incomes already diverge most from 

2 
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those in the United States are the same nations with the least potential to 
improve them. Countries such as Syria, Nigeria, Ukraine, and Uzbekistan 
need to make significant policy adjustments to attract the foreign and 
domestic private investment that are key contributors to growth and 
improved living standards. 

• China will be one of only a few countries whose per capita income is 1ikely 
to converge with that of the United States. Continued economic reform 
and a more open economy will enable China to more effectively exploit 
the potential growth gains from globalization and technological advances. 

Politically, a number of participants thought that the United States would 
have to operate in a world with more failed states as countries in Latin 
America, East Asia, the Middle East, South Asia, the former Soviet Union, 
and Africa fail to implement the institutional and political reforms 
necessary to create viable economies and stable political institutions. Most 
conference participants stressed that poor governance and income 
inequality would generate some of the greatest global challenges. 

Additional Shaping Factors 

In addition to these three key "shapers,'' participants discussed a number of 
other future developments that are likely to help mold the global 
environment but put less pressure on US foreign policy: 

• There is a good chance that the development and spread of technology 
will be highly uneven, with the United States-which has the institutions 
and economic conditions that foster innovation-maintaining its current 
leadership role and the world's poorest and often most poorly governed 
countries fal1ing farther behind. 

• Numerous participants suggested that, unlike many other countries in 
the developing world, China and possibly India could emerge with much 
stronger and more influential economies over the next several decades, 
potentially increasing their geopolitical influence both globally and 
regionally and boosting their demand for oil, especially from the 
Middle East. 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfeld / Jl 
SUBJECT: Strategy 

April 2, 2002 6: 18 PM 

Possibly the NSC ought to be thinking through a plan for how we deal with each 

of the warlords and the upcoming Loya Jirga. We all need to have the same 

strategy-know what we want to do, who we want to be helpful to and who should 

be doing what. 

This may be happening, but I need clarity. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
040202-23 
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Snowflake 

-. 

TO: 

FROM: 

Gen. Franks 
Gen. Myers 
Doug Feith 
Zal Khalilzad 

Donald Rumsfel@ 

SUBJECT: Iran and the Afghan Media 

April 3, 2002 11:43 AM 

Attached is an article indicating Iran seems to feel they are making headway with 

the Afghan media. 

Let's get our head wrapped around this and come up with a proposal. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
04/01/02 FBIS-FMA 04-047, "Iran-Afghanistan: Tehran Sees Aid to Afghan Media as 

Boosting Its Influence" 

DHR:dh 
040){)2•13 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by O'f / 1 q /J 

W00:;9e /02 
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April 3, 2002 9:06 AM 

TO: Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeldy ___ " ~ 

SUBJECT: Sheikh Mohammed 

Attached is a note I received from a good friend, Chuck Homer. 

I don't know where President Bush may have met with Sheikh Mohammed bin 

Zayed, but he has been a good friend of the United States. If the President does 

happen to know him and would like to meet with him, needless to say, I am sure 

the Sheikh would be delighted to do so, and we could bring him over. 

Do let me know. 

Regards. 

Attach. 
04/02/02 Homer memo to SecDef 

DHR:db 
040302·3 
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• 
Note for Secretary Rumsfeld from Chuck Homer April 2, 2002 

My friends in the United Arab Emirates tell me that their boss, His Highness Lt. Gen. 
Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Chief of Staff UAE Armed Forces, will be 
visiting the United States in the near future. 

I am sure he will be meeting with the Secretary of Defense and want to provide some 
insights concerning Sheikh Mohammed. 

Sheikh Mohammed played a key role during the Gulf Crisis of 1990-1991 
He was the first, and initially the only, leader in the Gulf to recognize the Iraqi 

threats of July 1990 were serious and asked for KC-135 tankers to be deployed for 
training exercises with the UAE Air Force. This also provided the capability to maintain 
combat air patrols over the off shore oil fields for his short-range French fighter aircraft. 

He proved to be our biggest supporter in working the bed down of our deploying 
forces during the hectic days of August-September 1990. Whenever I had a problem 
finding ramp space, feeding and housing our troops, or moving equipment through 
cmtoms, he was the one I could turn to and get problems solved immediately. 

He selected his top officers, Colonels Khalid and Faris to come to Riyadh and 
work on our Combined forces air staff that planned the war to liberate Kuwait. Khalid is 
now the commander of the UAEAF and Faris I believe is the Director of Operations. 

He made sure the U AEAF was able to participate in the air war by accelerating 
the training of the new Mirage 2000 squadron. He also selected to lead the squadron, 
Colonel Abdullah who is a first rate officer in every aspect, a graduate of the USAF 
Command and Staff and now the point of contact on the F-16 Block 60 sale. 

Sheikh Mohammed is soft-spoken, very polite and listens carefully. He is a true patriot 
and selflessly seeks what is best for the UAE security interests. Others are not so selfless 
nor have his capacity to envisage what is best for his nation and its people. 

I believe he has met with then Governor Bush, and should do so again when in 
Washington this time. While third or fourth in the UAE leadership, he will likely head 
the UAE some day. Both are approximately the same age and have much in common and 
the relationship between President Bush and Sheikh Mohammed could be of critical 
importance during future activities with Gulf nations to include Iraq. 

After the Gulf War Sheikh Mohammed told me "I am embarrassed, because while l knew 
we needed the US forces I was afraid of the problems your people would cause due to 
abuse of alcohol and harassment of our women. To my surprise they behaved themselves 
perfectly while in our country, something I cannot say for the Arab refugees in our hotels. 
Please thank them for me." 
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Snowllrake 

April 5, 2002 9:53 AM 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld /---'- fi .-(I, 
SUBJECT: Russian Reaction 

Attached are some remarks by the Russian Defense Minister, Sergei Ivanov, on 

our progress towards an agreement. I am struck by how closely it parallels the 

memo I sent you the other day, giving my assessment. 

It looks like we are making progress. 

Very respectfully, 

Attach. 
FBIS CEP20020405000022 Moscow Interfax. "Russian Defense Minister Says 'No 

Differences) with US Over New Strategic Arms Agreement" 

DHR:dh 
040502-8 
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THE SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON , DC 20301·1000 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

Subject: Joint Strike Fighter International Participation 

JUN 17 3Xl 

Since you speak with foreign leaders regularly it might be helpful to you to have 
some information on those countries that have entered or are considering entering into 
cooperative agreements to produce the Joint Strike Fighter. 

The United Kingdom and Canada have already joined us as cooperative 
development partners, and several other countries are nearing completion of their 
decision process to join. 

The enclosed fact sheet sununarizes the current status, and provides some points 
you may wish to use in your discussions with foreign heads of state. 

Enclosure: 
As stated 

cc: 
Vice President 

W00415-02 
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For Olhc1al Use Only-

Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) International Participation 

The Department of Defense (DoD), in consuhation with State, Commerce, and the 
Congress, has been working since summer 1999 to bring foreign partners onboard to 
participate in JSF development. The JSF is a DoD program that is designed to address 
Air Force, Navy, and Marine Corps and Allied requirements to replace their aging F-16, 
F-18, and A V-8B aircraft beginning in 2010. Allied participation in the $3 OB JSF 
development effort benefits the United States by bringing foreign investment into the 
program, enhancing future coalition warfare capabilities, and strengthening U.S. 
government and industrial ties. Current status: 

United Kingdom- On board for $2 billion since January 2001. 

Canada---On board for $150 million since February 2002. 

Denmark - On board for $125 million since May 28, 2002. 

Netherlands- Dutch Government approved participation at $800 million on June 4, 
2002. Memorandum of Understanding document signature process will be completed by 
June 7. 

ltaly--rtalian Government approved participation at $1 billion on June 4, 2002. 
Memorandum of Understanding document signature will take place in the near future. 

Turkey-Announced its intention to join on March 18, 2002 at $175 million. Final 
Government approval and Memorandum of Understanding document signature expected 
in June 2002. 

Norway-Norwegian Cabinet approved participation at $125 million on June 3, with 
final Norwegian Parliament approval and Memorandum of Understanding document 
signature expected before the end of June 2002, 

Australia-Still considering a $150 million participation arrangement. 

Singapore, Israel, Greece, and Poland-Each of these countries is considering some 
type of participation (possibly through Foreign Military Sales). 

F'or Official Use Only 
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ACQUISITI Ol'I , 
TECHNOLOGY 

AND LOGISTICS 

THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

3010 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301-3010 

SECCJff .~AS 8€& 
~uf;.1 WtJl 

ACTION MEMO 
CSD 

\".'HITE :··:C•'.}'·F ~;~·· cT1m1 

May 30, 2002, 9:00 AM 

.t, FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

,~
1
11'1 FROM: Mr. E. C. "Pete" Aldridge, Jr., usr/Jr'}1/to~2,. 

-...!I SUBJECT: Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) International Participation Update ,. 

DepSecDef _ _ _ 

~\~ • In response to your recent request. (Ttl I B). I revised the Memorandum for the 
President that describes our activities on JSF and provides a 'Fact Sheet" for his use 

r".t: I ltB Ft). 

• ln addition to incorporating your revisions. I have updated the "Fact Sheet" to reflect 
current status. lf this Memorandum generates any additional interest, we would 
certainly be happy to provide future updates to the White House and/or NSC staff. 

COORDINATION: PD(GC). PDUSD(P) (at TAB C) 

RECOMMENDATION: Recommend you sign the Memorandum at TAB A 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared by: Frank Kenlon, AT &L/IC/P&Al._l(b_)(_5) ___ __,! ;, ·:· 1 

SPL ASSISTANT 01 AITA 

execsec WHITMORE 

A 
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May 31, 2002 ll:58 AM 

TO: Pete Aldridge 

CC: V ADM Giambastiani 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~, 

SUBJECT: Joint Strike Fighter 

The President would like a one·pager on the Joint Strike Fighter ( one and a half at 

the most). 

Please get it to me in English, so he can understand it and will know what 

countries are participating and to what extent. 

Ed Giambastiani, please be in charge of getting this accomplished for me. 

Thanks. 

DHRdh 
053102-JS 

••••••••••••••••••••••••w•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ ~~i l_· 3-'/_1_1-__ _ 

r1 
~M, 

v/;e 
a .. '· 
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April 22, 2002 3:10 PM 

TO: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

CC: Honorable Colin Powell 
Honorable George Tenet 
Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ;, ___ . __ ..A ;1 ---'(faL. 
SUBJECT: Kissinger Piece 

Attached is a piece by Henry Kissinger on the subject of the International Criminal 

Court. It is worth reading. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Henry Kissinger, "The Pitfalls of Universal Jurisdiction" Foreign Affairs, July/August 2001, 

Volume 80, Number 4 

DHR:dh 
042202-40 

W0048S /02 
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The Pitfalls of 
Universal Jurisdiction 

Henry A. Kiuinger 

RISKING JUDICIAL TYRANNY 

IN LESS. T.HAN a ~ecade, a~ .unprecedented movement has emerged 
t~ submit mt«:"nat1onal politics to judicial procedures. It has spread 
with extraordinary speed and has not been subjected to systematic 
debate, partly because of the intimidating passion ofits advocates. To 
be sure, human rights violations, war crimes, genocide and torture 
have so disg~aced the modern age and in such a variety ~f places that 
the effort _to m~erpose legal norms to prevent or punish such outrages 
does credit to 1t~ advocat~s. ~he danger lies in pushing the effort to 
extremes that ~isk ~ubstttutmg the tyranny of judges for that of 
gover~me~t~; .h1stoncally. the dictatorship of the virtuous has often 
led to mqumtmns and even witch-hunts. 

The doctrine of universal jurisdiction asserts that some crimes are 
so hei_nous that the~ pe~petrat<:rs should not escape justice by invoking 
doctrines of sovereign 1mm11111ty or the sacrosanct nature of national 
frontiers. Two specific approaches to achieve this goal have emerged 
recently. The first seeks to apply the procedures of domestic criminal 
f1Sbce to violations of universal standardst some of which are embodied 
m U~ited Nations conventions, by authorizing national prosecutors 
to .hrmg off~nders into their jurisdictions through extradition from 
third counrnes. The second approach is the International Criminal 

HENRY A. K1u1NOER, Chairman oE Kisdnger Associates, Inc., .is a 

former Secretary of State and National Security Adviser. Thi, eS&ay is 
adapted from his latest book, Don .Am"ua N«d 11 Foreign Paliry1 Thward 
a Diplom«y far 1h11 wt Century. 
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The Pitfalls oJUnivenal Juri1dictiun 

Court ( 1cc ), the founding treaty for which was created by a conference 
in Rome in July 1998 and signed by 95 states, including most European 
countries. It has already been ratified by JO nations and will go into 
effect when the total reaches 60. On December 31, 2000, President 
Bill Clinton signed the tee treaty with only hours to spare before the 
cutoff date. But he indicated that he would neither submit it for 
Senate approval nor recommend that his successor do so while the 
treaty remains in its present form. 

The very concept of universal jurisdiction is of recent vintage. 
The sixth edition of Blaclt'J Law Dictionary, published in 1990, does 
not contain even an entry for the term. The closest analogous concept 
listed is ho,l!!t humani generis ("enemies of the human race"). Until 
recently, the latter term has been applied to pirates, hijackers, and 
similar outlaws whose crimes were typically committed outside the 
territory of any state. The notion that heads of state and senior public 
officials should have the same standing as outlaws before the bar of 
justice is quite new. 

In the aftermath of the Holocaust and the many atrocities com
mitted since, major efforts have been made to find a judicial standard 
to deal with such catastrophes: the Nuremberg trials of 1945-46, 
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948, the genocide 
convention of 1948, and the antitorture convention of 1988. The 
Final Act of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe, 
signed in Helsinki in 1975 by President Gerald Ford on behalf of 
the United States, obligated the 35 signatory nations to observe cer
tain stated human rights, subjecting violators to the pressures by 
which foreign policy commitments are generally sustained. In the 
hands of courageous groups in Eastern Europe, the Final Act became 
one of several weapons by which communist rule was delcgitimi:z.ed 
:and eventually undermined. In the 1990s, international tribunals to 
punish crimes committed in the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda, 
established ad hoc by the U.N. Security Council, have sought to 
provide a system of accountability for specific regions ravaged by 
arbitrary violence. 

But none of these steps was conceived at the time as instituting a 
"universal jurisdiction." It is unlikely that any of tbe signatories of 
either the U.N. conventions or the Helsinki Final Act thought it 

FOREIGN APPAi RS ,J,.ly/Augu1t.1001 
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HenryA. Kissinger 

possible that national judges would use them as a basis for extradition 
requests regarding alleged crimes committed outside their jurisdictions. 
The drafters almost certainly believed that they were stating general 
principles, not laws that would be enforced by national courts. For 
example, Eleanor Roosevelt, one of the drafters of the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights, referred to it as a "common standard." 
As one of the negotiators of the Final Act of the Helsinki conference, 
I can affirm that the administration I represented considered it 
primarily a diplomatic weapon to use to thwart the communists' 
attempts to pressure the Soviet and captive peoples. Even with respect 
to binding undertakings such as the genocide convention, it was 
never thought that they would subject past and future leaders of one 
nation to prosecution by the national magistrates of another state 
where the violations had not occurred. Nor, until recently, was it argued 
that the various U.N. declarations subjected past and future leaders to 
the possibility of prosecution by national magistrates of third countries 
without either due process safeguards or institutional restraints. 

Yet this is in essence the precedent that was set by the 1998 British 
detention of former Chilean President Augusto Pinochet as the result of 
an extradition request by a Spanish judge seeking to try Pinochet for 
crimes committed against Spaniards on Chilean soil. For advocates of 
universal jurisdiction, that detention-lasting more than 16 months-
was a landmark establishing a just principle. But any universal system 

· shou]d contain procedures not only to punish the wicked but also to 
constrain the righteous. It must nor allow legal principles to be used as 
weapons to settle political scores. Qyestions such as these must therefore 
be answered: What legal norms arc being applied? What are the rules of 
evidence? What safeguards exist for the defendant? And how will pros
ecutions affect other fundamental foreign policy objectives and interests? 

A DANGEROUS PRECEDENT 

IT u decidedly unfashionable to express any degree of skepticism 
about the way the Pinochet case was handled. For almost all the 
parties of the European left, Augusto Pinochet is the i.ncarnatio,~ of 
a right-wing assault on democracy because he led a coup d etat 
against an elected leader. At the time, others, including the leaders 

[88) FOREIGN AFFAIRS· /lolumt8oNo. I 

Trial or errorf 
General Augusto Pin«het, Santiago. Chile, May 24, .2000 

of Chile's democratic parties, viewed Salvador Allende as a radical 
Marxist ideologue bent on imposing a Castro-style dictato.rship-with 
the aid of Cuban-trained militias and Cuban weapons. This was why 
the leaders of Chile's democratic parties publicly welcomed-yes, 
welcomed-Allende's overthrow. (They changed their attitude only 
after the junta brutally maintained its autocratic rule far longer than 
was warranted by the invocation of an emergency.) 

Disapproval of the Allende regime does not exonerate those who 
perpetrated systematic huma~ rig~~s abuses ~fter it ;-va~ o:er.thrown. 
But neither should the apphcab1hty of umversal JUnsd1ct1on a~ a 
policy be determined by one's view of the political history of Chile. 

FOREIGN AFFAIRS ·Juryl.Augu,12001 (89) 
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The appropriate solution was arrived at in August iooo when the 
Chilean Supreme Court withdrew Pinochet's senatorial immunity, 
making it possible to deal with the charges against him in the courts 
of the country most competent to judge this history and to relate its 
decisions to the stability and vitality of its democratic institutions. 

On November 25, 1998, the judiciary committee of the British 
House of Lords (the United Kingdom's supreme court) concluded that 
"international law has made it plain that certain types of conduct ... arc 

The world must respect 
Chile's own attempt to 
come to terms with its 
brutal past. 

not acceptable conduct on the part of any
one." But that principle did not oblige the 
lords to endow a Spanish magistratc---and 
presumably other magistrates elsewhere in 
the world-with the authority to enforce it 
in a country where the accused had committed 
no crime, and then to cause the restraint of 
the accused for 16 months in yet another 

country in which he was equally a stranger. It could have held that 
Chile, or an international tribunal specifically established fur crimes 
committed in Chile on the model of the courts set up for heinous 
crimes in the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda, was the appropriate forum. 

The unprecedented and sweeping interpretation of international 
law in Ex parte Pinochet would arm any magistrate anywhere in the world 
with the power to demand extradition, substituting the magistrate's 
own judgment for the reconciliation procedures of even incontestably 
democratic societies where alleged violations of human rights may 
have occurred. It would also subject the accused to the criminal 
procedures of the magistrate's country, with a legal system that may 
be unfamiliar to the defendant and that would force the defendant 
to bring evidence and witnesses from long distances. Such a system. 
goes far beyond the explicit and limited mandates established by 
the U.N. Security Council for the tribunals covering war crimes 
in the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda as well as the one being 
negotiated for Cambodia. 

Perhaps the most impartant issue is the relationship of universal 
jurisdiction to national reconciliation procedures set up by new 
democratic governments to deal with their countries' questionable 
pasts. One would have thought that a Spanish magistrate would have 
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been sensitive to the incongruity of a request by Spain, itself haunted 
by transgressions committed during the Spanish Civil War and the 
regime of General Francisco Franco, to try in Spanish courts alleged 
crimes against humanity committed elsewhere. 

The decision of post-Franco Spain to avoid wholesale criminal 
trials for the human rights violations of the recent past was designed 
explicitly to foster a process of nationaJ reconciliation that undoubtedly 
contributed much to the present vigor of Spanish democracy. Why 
should Chile's attempt at national reconciliation not have been given 
the same opporrunity? Should any outside group dissatisfied with the 
reconciliation procedures of, say, South Africa be free to challenge 
them in their own national courts or those of third countries? 

It is an important principle that those who commit war crimes or 
systematicallyviolate human rights should be held accountable. But the 
consolidation oflaw, domestic peace, and representative government in 
a nation struggling to come to terms with a brutal past has a daim as 
well. The instinct to punish must be related, as in every constitutional 
democratic political structure, to a system of checks and balances 
that includes other elements critical to the survival and expansion 
of democracy. 

Another grave issue is the use in such cases of extradition procedures 
designed for ordinary criminals. If the Pinochet case becomes a prece
dent, magistrates anywhere will be in a position to put forward an 
extradition request withoutwarning to the accused and regardless of the 
policies the accused's country might already have in place for dealing 
with the charges. The country from which extradition is requested then 
faces a seemingly technical legal decision that, in fact, amounts to the 

. exercise of political discretion-whether to entertain the claim or not. 
Once extradition procedures arc in train, they develop a momentum 

of their own. The accused is not allowed to challenge the substantive 
merit of the case and instead is confined to procedural issues: that 
there was, say, some technical flaw in the extradition request, that the 
judiciu system of the requesting country is incapable of providing a 
fair hearing, or that the crime for which the extradition is sought is 
not treated as a crime in the country from which extradition has been 
requested-thereby conceding much of the merit of the charge. 
Meanwhile, while these claims are being considered by the judicial 
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system of the country from which extradition is sought, the accused 
remains in some form of detention, possibly for years. Such procedures 
pr?vide a~ ~ppartunity for political harassment long before the accused 
1s m a pos1t1on to present any defense. It would be ironic if a doctrine 
designed to transcend the political process turns into a means to 
pursue political enemies rather than universal justice . 
. Th.e Pinochet preced~nt, ifl~tcrally applied, would permit the two 

~ides m .the Arab-Israeli confhct, or those in any other passionate 
international controversy, to project their battles into the various 
national. cour~s by pursuin~ adversaries with atradition requests. 
When d1scret10n on what cnmes are subject to universal jurisdiction 
an~ wh?m t~ pr~se~ute is left to national prosecutors, the scope for 
arb1trarmess 1s wtde indeed. So far, universal jurisdiction h:as involved 
the prosecution of one fashionably reviled m:an of the right while 
scor~s of Eas.t European communist leaders-not to speak of 
Canbhean, Middle Eastern, or African leaders who infl..ictcd their 
own full me2sures of torture :and suffering--h.:1.ve not had to face 
similar prosecutions. 

Some will argue that a double standard docs Rot CJ(cusc violati<Jm 
of internati<Jnal law aRd that it is better to bring one malefactor 
to justice than to grant immunity to alL Thi'S i'S Rot an argument 
permitted in the domestic jurisdictions of many democracies-in 
Canada, for example, a charge can be thrown out of court merely by 

I
I r showing that a prosecution h:as been selective enough to amount tO 

an abuse of process. 1n any case, a universal standard of justice should 
not be based on the proposition th1t aju:;t end warrants unju'St means, 
or that political fashion trumps fair judicial procedures. 

AN INDISCRIMINATE COURT 

THE IDEOLOGICAL supporters ofuniversaljurisdiction also provide 
much of the intellectual compass for the emerging International 
Criminal Court. Their goal is to criminalize certain types of military 
and palitical actions and thereby bring about a more humane oonduct of 
international relations. To the extent that the 1cc replaces the claim 
of national judges to universal jurisdiction, it greatly improves the 
state ofinternational law. And, in time, it may be p<>SSible to negotiate 
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m.odifications o~ the present statute to make the 1cc more compatible 

7 
'Wlth (!.S. co~st1tutional _Practic~. But in its present form of assigning 
the ul~1mate d~em~as ~f!ntemahonal politics to unelected jurists-and 
to an mtematmnal JUd1c1ary at thar--it represents such a fundamen
tal change in U.S. constitutional practice that a full national debate and 
the full_ participation of Congress are imperative. Such a momentous 
r~volut1on should not come about by tacit acquiescence in the deci
sion of the House of Lords or by dealing 
~th t~e 1cc i~sue through a strategy of At any future time 
1mprov1ng specific clauses rather than as a ' 
fundamental issue of principle. U.S. officials involved in 

The doctrine of universal jurisdiction is 
based on rhe propasition that the individuals 
or cases i.ubject to it have been clearly 

the NATO air campaign 
in Kosovo could face 

identified. In some instances, especially intemationaJ prosecutior 
those based rm Nuremberg precedents, the 
definition of who can be prosecuted in an international court and in 
what ,ir,umstanc:es is sclf-cvidenr. But many issues are much more 
nguc and d:pen? on a~ understanding of the historical and political 
context. It 1s this fuzziness that risks arbitrariness on the part of 
p~osecutors and judges years after the event anJ that became apparent 
with respect to existing tribunals. 

For example, can any leader of the United States or of another 
country be hauled before international tribunals established for other 
purPos~s? This is precisely what Amnesty International implied 
when, tn the summer o~ 1999, it supported a "complaint" by a group 
of European and Canadian law professors to Louise Arbour, then the 
prosecutor of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former 
Yugoslavia (1cr~). The '?mplaint alleged that crimes against humanity 
had been committed durmg the NATO air campaign in Kosovo. Arbour 
ordered an internal staff review, thereby implying that she did have 
jurisdiction if such violations could, in fact, be demonstrated. Her suc
cessor, Carla Dd Ponte, in the end declined to indict any NATO official 

ecausc ~fa g~neral inability "to pinpoint individual responsibilities," 
thereby 1mplymg anew that the court had jurisdiction over NATO and 
American leaders in the Balkans and would have issued an indictment 
had it been able to identify the particular leaderS allegedly involved. 
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HmryA. Kusinger 

Most Americans would be amazed to learn that the 1CTY, created 
at U.S. behest in 1993 to deal with Balkan war criminals, had asserted 
a right to investigate U.S. politi~ and_ military lc~ders for allegedly 
criminal conduct-and for the mdefimte future, smce no statute of 
limitations applies. Though the 1cTY prosecutor ~h~ !'ot to pursue 
the charge-on the ambiguous ground of an mabdity to collect 
evidence--some national prosecutor may wish later to take up the 
matter as a valid subject for universal jurisdiction. . 

The pressures to achieve the widest scope for the do~tnne of 
universal jurisdiction were demonstrat~d as ~n by a suit .b~forc 
the European Court of Human Rights m June 2000 by ~am1he~ of 
Argentine sailors who died in the sinking of the Argentme cru1s~r 
Gmn-ol Belgano during the Falklands ":far. _The concept of.1:m
versal jurisdiction has moved from Judgmg alleged pobtical 
crimes against humanity to second-~essing~ ~~ years aft~r. ~he 
event, military operations in which neither CJVtbans nor c1vil1an 
targets were involved. 

Distrusting national governments, many of the advocates of 
universal jurisdiction seek to place politician~nder the sup~r
vision of magistrates and t~c:)u?icial ~ystemt!ut prosecutonal )\ 

\
1\Hscretion without accountab1hty 1S pr~~1sely one of the flaws or the 
\ ~ntcrnational Criminal CourtIDefimt10ns of the relevant mmes 

arc vague and highly suscept'i'tte to politicized appli~ation. De~en-
dants will not enjoy due process .as unde~stood 1~ the _Dn!ted 
States. Any signatory state has the nght to trigger an 1?vest1fat1?n. 
As the U.S. experience with the special prosecutors mvest1gatmg 
the executive branch shows, such a procedure is likely to ?evelop 
its own momentum without time limits and can turn mto an 
instrument of political warfare. And the. extnordin~ry attempt of 
the 1cc to assert jurisdiction over Amencan~ even m t~e a~sen:e 
of U.S. accession to the treaty has already tnggered leg1slatton m 
Congress to resist it. 

The independent prosecutor of the 1cc has the power to issue 
indictments, subject to review only by a panel of three judges. Ac
cording to the Rome statute, the SeCll~ity Co~nc!l has th~ righ~ to 
quash any indictment. But since revoking ~n md1ctment is. subject 
to the veto of any permanent Security Council member, and since the 
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prosecutor is unlikely to issue an indictment without the backing of 
at least one permanent member of the Security Council, he or she has 
virtually unlimited discretion in practice. Another provision pennits 
the country whose citizen is accused to take ovcc the investigation and 
trial. But the 1cc retains the ultimate authority on whether that function 
has been adequately exercised and, if it finds it has not, the rec can 
reassert jurisdiction. While these procedures are taking place, which 
may take years, the accwed will be under some restraint and certainly 
under grave public shadow. 

The advocates of universal jurisdiction argue that the state is the 
basic cause of war and cannot be trusted to deliver justice. If law 
replaced politics, peace and justice would prevail. But even a cursory 
examination of history shows that there is no evidence to support 
such a theory. The role of the statesman is to choose the best option 
when seeking to advance peace and justice, realizing that there is 
frequently a tension between the two and that any reconciliation is likdy 
to be partial The choice, however, is not simply between universal 
and national jurisdictions. 

MODEST PROPOSALS 

THE PRECEDENTS SET by international tribunals established to 
deal with situations where the enormity of the crime is evident and 
the local judicial system is dearly incapable of administering justice, 
as in the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda, have shown that it is 
possible to punish without removing from the process all political 
judgment and experience. In time, it may be possible to renegotiate 
the 1cc statute to avoid its shortcomings and dangers. Until then, 
the United States should go no further toward a more formal sys
tem than one containing the following three provisions. First, the 
U.N. Security Council would create a Human Rights Commission 
or a special subcommittee to report whenever systematic human 
rights violations seem to warrant judicial action. Second, when 
the government under which the: alleged crime occurred is not 
authentically representative, or where the domestic judicial system 
is incapable of sitting in judgment on the crime, the Security Council 
would set up an ad hoc international tribunal on the model of those 
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of the former Yugoslavia or Rwanda. And third, the procedures 
for these international tribunals as well as the scope of the prosecu
tion should be precisely defined by the Security Council, and the 
accused should be entitled to the due process safeguards accorded 
in common jurisdictions. 

ln this manner, internationally agreed procedures to deal with 
war crimes, genocide, or other crimes against humanity could become 
institutionalized. Furthermore, the one-sidedness of the current 
pursuit of universal jurisdiction would be avoided. This pursuit 
could threaten the very purpose for which the concept has been 
developed. In the end, an excessive reliance on universal jurisdiction 
may undermine the political wil1 to sustain the humane norms of 
international behavior so necessary to temper the violent times in 
which we live.ti, 
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April ll, 2002 2:20 PM 

TO: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

CC: 

FROM: 

Honorable Colin Powell 
Honorable Paul O'Neill 
Honorable George Tenet 
Honorable Condoleezza ruce 

Donald Rumsfeld '2.---J-.- /}-/'fa 
SUBJECT: Areas Not Being Governed 

Paul O'Neill recently spoke to the World Economic Forum and ta.lked a bit about 

this problem-from Afghanistan5 to Somalia, to Indonesia, to Colombia. 

It is pretty clear there has to be a new entrepreneurial model of nation building. A 

model has to be fashioned, and then all the various national and international aid 

structures probably need to be thought through and undoubtedly reorganized and 

reoriented to try to achieve it. 

Our interest in a more stable and peaceful world suggests that it needs order, 

safety, prosperity, the rule of law, private property and freedom. That, needless to 

say, is a much bigger order than simply being against terrorism, which we must 

also be. 

It strikes me that it would be useful to get some folks thinking about this. Newt 

Gingrich has some good id~as on this subject, as does .Hernando de Soto~ who has 

been working some in ·the Arab world. 

Thanks. 

DHR.:dh 
042202-28 l,; . , .. 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

Donald Rumsfe~_..... 

Ron James 

Mr. Vice Presidentt 

April 23, 2002 5:52 PM 

Attached is a recent letter from Ron James and also a copy of his background 

sheet. 

I will go ahead and send a copy over to Clay Johnson, but I hope you will weigh in 

and keep your eyes open as well. Is there a vacancy on the Exalm Bank? 

Best regards,. 

Attach. 
Ronald James letter and background sheet 

OHR:db 
042302·17 
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APR.29.2002 12:43PM 

Honorable Donald Rumsfeld 
The Secretary of the Defense 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

(b)(6) 

N0.156 P.5 

ApriJ 22, 2002 

I know your time has to be your most precious currency so I truly appreciate the 
time we spent together. 

I have been unable to get a handle on specific positions currently available within 
the Administration, therefore, I have simply listed .some generalized preferences: 

1. Board member of an independent administrative regulatory agency e.g.: 

• Consumer Product Safety Commission; 
• E,cport-Import Bank; 
• Federal Communications Commission; 
• Or one of the Department of Transportation Regulatory Boards. 

2. Management or legal position with international responsibilities, e.g.: 

• Agency for International Development 
• Department of State 
• Agency for African Development 
• An Ambassador post. 

As I am sure you are aware, if there was some position that would assist you and 
the President in our current war effort, 1 would gladly set aside my personal desires. 

11-L-0559/0SD/13820 
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r )(6) 
RONALD J. JAMES 

Home: l(b )(6) 
Office: ....._ ____ ...., 

CAREER SUMMARY 

Anomey with extensive legal expertise and management experience in the governmental regulatory process. Tested creative 
problem solver and legal counselor for national and international companies oi:i a broad variety of bminess, labor and 
employment matters. 

EXPERIENCE AND ACIDEVEMENTS 

Partner, Squire Sanders & Dempsey, Cleveland, Ohio 44114 
International Law Firm with 18 offices World·Wide. 

• J>rQ.Ctice focus on counseling ;ind rcpreseotatiori of national and intemationaJ clients 
in ~gulatory, labor and employment matters. 

• . Primary clients have been: 
' - Transportation companies, e.g. UPS, Chessie, ConR.ail · 

- Foreign Air Carriers, e.g., Brazil, Costa Rica, Mexico 
• Communication corporations, e.g., MCI, Penton Media. Clear Channel 

Administrator, Wage and Hour Dlvltlon, Department of Labor 

• Managed the enforcemmt activities, procedu.ra and slandards of 300 office• nationwide 
and a staff of 1,500. 

• Recommended policy and legi&lative initiatives to the Secretary of Labor (John Dunlap or 
William Usury) ~.g., the Fair Labor Standards Ac;t, child labor, age diacriminatioo and equal pay. 

Assistant General Counsel , Equal Employment Opportlmlty Commbsloo, Chicago, Illinois 

• Structured and developed the Regional Litigation Center COYering a teo-atate aru. 

• Din::ctcd Ind managed the litigation activities of thirty-two attorneys. 

• Negotiated major settlements witb national and international corporations md argued 
several precedent setting Title VII cases. 

Trial Attorney, Department of Tranaport•Uon, Washington, D.ie. · 

• Litigated cues involving transportation policies and mergers before regulatory agencies 
and fedcnl courts. 

Special Atsistant to Donald RumsfeJd, Counselor to the President 

Special Assistant to Dire~tor Donald Rums!eld, Office o·r .Economk Opportu1ity, W11hington1 D.C. 

• Provided legal, legisletive, administrative and policy support. 

Legislative Al!loeh11te to John Gardner, President • Urban Coalition Actio·n Counc:il, Wuhington, D.C. 

• Developed m:! advocated CoaJition's position on labor-management legislation. 

Assistant County Prosecutor - Criminal , Blac:k Hawk County, Iowa 
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Director, Commission on Human Rights, City of Waterloo, Iowa. 

• Fonnulated and implem=nted the administrative process for investigation and enforcement 
of discrimination complaints. 

Analyst, U.S. Commission on Civil Riahts, Washington, D.C. 

Staff, Congressman Donald Rumsfeld (.'R-Illinois) U.S. Congress 

Legislative Aide lo Congressman James Bromwell (R-Iowa), Member, U.S. Congress, 
House Judiciary Committee 

MILITARY 

Lieutenant, 10111 Aubome Divu.ion Artillery, U.S. Aimy, Fort Campbell, Kentucky 

EDUCATION 

AmericBll University Law School, Washington, D.C. Juris Doctor 

Southern Illinois University, Washington, D.C. Extension, Master of Arts (Ecoaomics and Political Scieru:e) 

Universjty ofMissourii Colwnbia. Missouri, Bachelor of Arts..(Political Science) 

CURRENT COMMUNITY ACTMTIES 

Cleveland International Proeram: Boa:rd memberNolunteer 

Organization dedicated to providing promising professionals from around the world with work internships 
in the public und private sector 

• Assisted in securing internships for a number of participants doctors, lawyen1, teachers, social 
workers. 

P.7 

(1966 -1967) 

(1965-1966) 

(Summer 1964) 

(1963 -1964) 

(1961-1963) 

1989 - Present· 

• Hosted thirteen.professionals and one student in own home for periods ranging from three weeks 
to eight months from various European, African, Central ~d South American countries. 

The Church ofCovenaht: Trustee, Executive Committee, Elder, Personnel and Finance Committee 
• Active in Presbytery of the Western Reserve, e.g., CLEV-SA (Cleveland to South Africa 

Exchange Program) and "Joining Hands Against HW1ger," (pilot project on U.S. and South 
Africa hunger issues). 

East Cleveland Metro Kicks: Co-Founder, 
• Fund.raiser, Coach, for a S0l(c)(3) Recreational Soccer Program in Ohio's poorest city 

Hawken Scbool, Gates Mills, Ohio: Trustee, Chair PeraoMel and Member Executive Committee 

PROFESSIONAL ACTMTIES 

Teaching Assistant, Economics and History, University of Northern Iowa 1967-69 
Lecturer, Case Western Reserve University School of Law 1980's 
Faculty, NEU Member (National Employment Law Institute) 1989 to present 

1982 ~ Present 

1997 • Present 

1989 - Present 

Speaker-Trainer, Society for Human Resources Management, National School, Board Association, Cleveland Clinic, 
Employers Resource Council, Midwest Labor Law Seminar, Cleveland State University, American Bar Association 
Member. Administrative Conference of United States (1982-92) · 
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TO: 
cc.·. 
FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Clay, 

N0.156 P.8 

April 23, 2002 6:01 PM 

Honorable Clay Johnson 
'1,c..e 'PRU11;)""1( "RK.t+Atl,) f3.. CHEN6)' 
Donald RumsfelVJ} 

RonJames r 

9. Attached is a background sheet on Mr. Ron James. He is a Republican African~ 1 .... 

American who worked with me back in the 1960s and 1970s. As a matter of fact, 

he was a special assist.ant to me when l was the Director of the Office of Economic 

Opportunity, at the same time Vice President Cheney was a special assistant, so the 

Vice President knows him well. 

In addition to his background sheet, I have incJuded bis letter, I asked him to think 

through the thing3 that might be of interest to bin_}. since he JS anxiow to serve in 

the Administratioa. He of course does not know all of the jobs available in 1he 

government and, as a result, he simply set out some tlmt might be possibilities 

from his standpoint. 

I .know him well and think: the world of him. I would very much appreciate it if 

you would have your folks take a look at him for appropriate assignments. Thanks 

so much. 

Regards, 

Attach. 
Ronald James letter and background sheet 

DHR.:dh 
04230'2·18 
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Honorable Donald Rumsfcld 
The Secretary of the Defense 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

N0.156 

Ronald J. James 
(b)(6) 

April 22, 2002 

I know your time has to be your most precious currency so I truly app1·cciate the 
time we spent together. 

P.9 

I have been unable to get a handle on specific positions currently available within 
the Administration, therefore, I have simply listed some generaliz.ed preferences: 

I. Board member of an independent administrative regulatory agency e.g. : 

• Consumer Product Safety Commission; 
• Export-hnport Bank; 
• Federal Communications Commission; 
• Or one of the Department of Transportation Regulatory Boards. 

2. Management or legal position with international responsibilities, e.g.: 

• Agency for International Development 
• Department of State 
• Agency for African Development 
• AD Ambassador post. 

As I am sure you are aware, if there was some position that would assist you and 
the President in our current war effort, I would gladly set aside my personal desires. 
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.. rb)(6) 

I 
RONALD J. JAMES 

H l(b)(6) 
ome: 

Office 
'--------1 

CAREER SUMMARY 

Attorney with extensive legal expertise and management expcriem:e in the sovernmental regulatoty process. Tested creative 
problem solver and legal coUMelor for national and international companies on a broad voriety of business, labor and 
employment lllll,tters. 

EXPERmNCE AND ACHIEVEMENTS 

Partn~r. Squire Sanden & Dempsey, Cleveland, Ohio 44114 
Inti:rnatfonal Law Firm with 28 offtcu World·Wide. 

• Practice focus on COl.lMeling and representation of national and international clients 
in regulatory, labor and employment matters. 

, . Primlll')' clients have been: 
' · - Transportation companies, e.g. UPS, Chcssie, ConRail 

- Foreian Air Carriers, e.g., Brazil, Costa Rica, Mexico 
- Conununication corporations, e.g., MCI, Penton Media, Clear Channel 

Admlni!lirator, Waae and Hour D1vl1lon1 Department of Labor 

• Managed the enforcement activities, procedW"Ca and standarda of 300 offices nal.ionwidc 
and a staff of ,l ,500. 

• Recommended policy and legislative initiatives to the Secretary of Labor (John Dwilap or 
William Usury) e.g., the Fair Labor Standards Act, child labor, age dismmination and equal pay. 

Asalstaru General Counael , Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, Chicago, llllnols 
' ' 

• Structured aod developed the Regional Litiption Center coverin& a ten-state area. 

• Directed and rtWl&ged the litigation activities of thirty-two attorneys. 

• Negotiated major settlements with national and international corporations and argued 
several precedent setting Title vn cases, 

Trial Attorney, Department of Transportation, Washineton, D.C. 

• Litigated cases involving transportation policies and mergers before regulatory agencie!I 
and federal courts. 

Special Assistant to Donald Rum1teld, Counselor to the President 

Special AssiUant to Director Donald Rumsfeld, Office of Economic Opportunity, Wasbin,ten, D.C. 

• Provided legal, legislative, administrative and policy support. 

Legislative Assor.:iate to John Ganlnerf :President, Urban Coalldon Ar.:don Council, Washincton, D.C. 

• Developed and advocated Coalition's position on labor-management legislation. 

Assistant Courity Prosecutor-Crimlnal •f,~l!fl'~s~,5~~/13825 
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Director, Commission on Human Rights, City of Waterloo, fowa, 

• Fonnulated and implemented the administrative process ior investigation and enforcement 
of discrimination complaints. 

Analyst, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Wuhington1 D.C. 

Staff, Congressman Donald Rumsfeld (R-lllinois) U.S. Congreu 

Legislative Aide to CongreiismBn James Bromwell (R-Iowa), Member, U.S. Congress, 
House Judiciary Committee 

MILITARY 

Lieutenant, 101" Afrbome Division Artillery, U.S. Anny, Fort Campbell, Kentucky 

EDUCATION 

American University Law School, Washington, D.C. Juris Doctor 

Southern Illinois University, Washington, D.C. Extension, Master of Ans (Economics and Political Science) 

University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri, Bachelor of Aru..(Political Science) 

CURRENT COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES 

Cleveland lutemational Program: Board memberNolumcer 

Organization dedicaled to providing promisin8' profc.sekmahi from 11round the world with work internships 
in the public and pnvate sector 

• Assisted in securing internships for a nwnber of participants doctors, lawyen, te11chCJ'11, social 
workers. 

P.11 

(1966 -1967) 

(1%S-1966) 

(Summer 1964) 

(1963 - 1964) 

(1%1-1963) 

198' - Prnent 

• Hosted thirteen professionals and one student in own home for periods ranging from three weeb 
to eight months from various European., African, Central ~d South American countries. 

The Church of Covenant: Trustee, Executive Committee, Elder, Penonnel and Finance Committee 
• Active in Presbytery of the Western Re.gerve, e.g., CLEV-SA (Cleveland to South Africa 

Exchange Program) and "Joining Hands Against Hunger," (pilot project on U.S. and South 
Africa. hunger issues). 

East Cleveland Metro Kicks: Co-Founder, 
• Fundraiser, Coach, for a SOl(c)(J) Recreational Soccer Prognam in Ohio's poorest city 

Hawken School, Gates Mills, Ohio: Trustee, Chair Pcr..onncl and Memb~ Executive Committee 

PROFESSIONAL ACTMTIES 

TeachinE Assistant, Economics and History, University of Northern Iowa 1967..(;9 
Lecmrer. Case Western Reserve University School of Law 1980's 
Facnlty, NELi Member (National Employment Law Institute) 1989 to present 

1982 - Present 

1997 - Present 

1989 - Present 

Speaker-Trainer, Society for Human Resources Management, National School Board Association, Cleveland Clinic, 
Employers Resource Council, Midwest Labor Law Seminar, ClevclBDd State University. American Bar Association 
Member, Administrative Conference ofUnited States (1982-92) 
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FROM: 

DATE: 

12:35PM 9000~ 

Vice President Richard Cheney 

Donald Rumsfeld 12..._ /L___//~ 
April is, 2002 ,- - r -, 

SUBJECT: Ridge Testimony 

N0.156 P.1 

7:23AM 

I see articles about Congress wanting Tom Ridge to testify. I think you arc right to not 
allow it, since it would increase pressure on the National Security Council! the Counsel to 
the President, and other White House advisors to testify. 

I am no expert, but most things Tom Ridge appears to be involved in seem to have a 
statutory rooting in one of the statutory departments. That being the case, why aot have 
the Department of Defense, the Department of Justice, the Department of Treasury, the GJ 
Department Health and Human Services, etc. testify before Congress on. the issues they 
have responsibility for that involve homeland security. If the Administration offers up (~ 
the cabinet officers who have statutory jurisdiction over the subject matter that a -.C:::. 
particular commi~ee is interested in, it should solve the problem. Since Ridge has no 
statutory responsibility, be shouldn't be testifying in the areas ofresponsibility of the 
st.atutory departments anyway. 

One problem is that, instead of characterizing Ridge as an "advisor" like Condi Rice is, 
he has been characterized as a "director'' of an operational activity, which he is not. · 

Also, I noticed that Mitch Daniels is quoted as considering the possibility of a new 
statutory department for homeland security. I don't know what would bo pulled out of 
the other departments to make up a new Department of Homeland Security. I do know it 
would not be possible to bifurcate DoD assets between worldwide defense of America 
and homeland defense of.America. It would be dangerous and unwise to try to divide up 
military capabilities that way. The same thing is probably true of trying to bifurcate the 
Department of Justice by separating international law enforcement and law enforcement 
for homeland security. I hope we can steer that idea off. 

My impression is that the reason some are considering a Homeland Security Department 
is because of the pressure for Ridge to testify. I'm afraid that ifwe did it, we'd be 
jumping out of one frying pan into another that could be much worse. · 

One idea might be a revised Department of Justice with FEMA operating as an agency 
within the Department of Justice much as the FBI does today. If the orient.ation were that 
direction, there would be a cabinet department that could then testify on many of the 
domestic aspects and the Pentagon could testify on the military matters. 

Just some thoughts. 

DHRIIIZ.ll 
041202.26 W00545 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

April 3 0, 2002 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Unified Command Plan 2002 

Pursuant to my authority as Commander in Chief, I hereby approve 
and direct implementation of the revised Unified Command Plan. 

You are directed to notify the Congress on my behalf, as required 
by title 10, United States Code, section 161/b) (2). 

W00549-02 
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May 21, 2002 3:42 PM 

TO: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ''J' 
SUBJECT: Jim Woolsey's Piece 

The attached op-ed by Jim Woolsey is excellent. 

Regards, 

Attach. 
R. James Woolsey, "Foiling the Next Attack," New York Times, 05/21/02 

u 

W00650-0l1 
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Foiling The Next Attack 

Wall Street Journal 
May 21, 2002 

Foiling The Next Attack 

By R. James Woolsey 

Page 1 of 3 

It might be useful to call a truce, step back from the finger-pointing about who in the government made 
what mistakes before Sept 11, and look for a moment at who was doing things right. 

Based on what is now publicly known it looks as if a handful of people were demonstrably prescient 
before Sept 1 t about terrorists being trained as pilols and crashing aircraft into major buildings in the 
U.S.: 

• The late Rick Rcscorla. the remarkable chief of security for Morgan Stanley in the World Trade 
Center, who foresaw the magnitude of the attack and died a hero's death while saving over 3,000 people. 

• Two FBI agents, Kenneth \Villiams in Phoenix and another agent in Minneapolis, each of whom 
separntely shared his specific concerns about terroris1 pilots with colleagues inside the FBL 

• Rex Hudson, an analyst at the Library of Congress. who was asked to assess the psychology of 
terrorists by the National Intelligence Council in 1999 and whose analysis ofsuicide pilots was 
published well before Sept. 11. 

• Stcph~n Gale, a terrorism expert at lhe University of Pennsylvania. who, together with two colleagues. 
gave the Federal Aviation Administration in 1998 an analysis of how suicide pilots would operate. and 
was met with a shrug. 

• And Tom Clancy. who published a novel ("Debt of Honor") in 1994 rentcred on the concepl of a rogue 
pilot flying a 747 into the U.S. Capitol. 

Much of the information upon which these men reached their rnnclusions was available to the res1 of us. 
Why weren't we as perceptive as Rick Rescorla et al.? 

Spy Games 

It is probably in part because in order to make decisions about what we need to do to thwai1 terrorist 
attacks in this country we've been relying too much upon the prospc,t of obtaining foreign inte11igencc. 
For a number of reasons this source of information-· s1ealing secrets abroad by, principally, recruiting 
spies and intercepting communications -- will only rardy be able to give us advance warning about 
terrorist attacks. If we are smart and lucky we may conceivably strike gold -- recruit a member of al 
Qaeda's inner circle or tap into their communications but during the years, perhaps decades, of war 
that lie ahead this will occur at best only rarely. [t would be extremely difficult for a CIA case officer to 
recn1it and run an agent who stays in place in al Qaeda and gives us a continuing stream of information. 
To find one who has access to the organization's ad van re plans would be more difficult still. 

Intercepted communications could be a more promisingsource of intelligence if it weren't for our 
national tendency tologorrhea about the subject U.S. intelligence figured out inthe late l990s how to 
intercept bin Laden's satellite tclcphoneconversations and then someone talked to the press about it;the 
source of course dried up. Recently there have beeope1iodic press reports about how we have been able 
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tointercept al Qaeda e-mail and other communications. (Hint tothe blabbermouths in the government 
who have access to intercepts of terrorist communications: Members of al Qaedaread newspapers.) 

The most useful thing the president could do to avoidintelligence failures in the war against terrorism 
would be toorder the government to treat intercepted communications the way we treated the fruits of 
U.S. and British code-breaking in World War II: Cut back the number of people with access to 
intercepts by about 99.9% and threaten the few who retain access with severe punishment if they even 
think of talking about intercepts outside authorized channels. 

Jn part because of these problems there apparently was no foreign intelligence (in the sense of secrets 
stolen abroad) that was available before Sept. 11 and that would have reasonably led the government to 
expect that terrorists would fly airliners into buildings, on that date or any other time. The intelligence 
warning given the president by the CIA last Aug. 6 aboul possible al Qaeda hijackings was, as is often 
the case, vague and general; it did not deal with suicide pilots at all. As long as the White House was 
relying on the foreign intelligence it was given, it is hard to see hov.· the president could reasonably have 
done more than he did -- alert law enforcement agencies and the airlines. 

Each of the half dozen or so individuals who did take some action before Sept. 11 to get us to focus on 
the threat of suicide pilots attacking buildings did so based not on foreign intelligence but on his own 
judgment, sparked by other sources of information. The two FBI agents were acting on hunches 
developed during law enforcement investigations inside the U.S. Mr. Hudson, the Library of Congress 
analyst, had read that after his capture Abdul Hakim Murad, Ramzi Youse rs colleague in the 1995 plot 
to blow Lip a dozen U.S. airliners, had reportedly spoken of the possibility of a suicide pilot attack 
against CIA headquarters. The University of Pennsylvania researchers were insightful for similar 
reasons. Mr. Clancy presumably decided on the plot of his novel based on his own fertile imagination, 
combined with his exlcnsive research. The extraordinary Rcscorla, who had also foreseen the earlier 
truck bomb attack against the World Trade Center, was just one of those rare individuals -- as he had 
shown in his distinguished military career -- who have an invaluable sixth sense of being able lo think 
like their enemies and the intellectual courage to act on tlieir judgments. The question is how to replicate 
such insights across the spectrum of government. 

We will pick up a good deafof infom1ation about possible terrorist attacks in the future from a number 
of different sources: by interrogating prisoners captured abroad, by our anned forces capturing tetTOrists' 
computers in Afghanistan, by law enforcement investigations here in the U.S., by tips from friendly 
intelligence and law enforcement organizations in other countries, and to some extent through our spies 
and our collection of electronic intelligence. Military actions abroad may be quite fruitful, but foreign 
intelligence that we ourselves collect -- the secrets we steal abroad -- may be a relatively small share of 
the important information in the government's hands. 

One major reason is that much of the terrorists' plotting may be done here in the U.S., as terrorist expert 
Steven Emerson has been saying for years. Much of the hijackers' planning for Sept. 11 apparently took 
place in the U.S. and in Gennany. Neither the FBI nor its German counterpart have a hunting license to 
spy domestically on whatever interests them. Both investigate specific crimes, past and potential. The 
terrorists knew exactly what they were doing •• they worked out of two countries where civil liberties 
are strongly protected and, as long as they obeyed the Jaw, they knew they would probably not even be 
watched, much less interfered with. 

Some of the pre-Sept. 11 batTiers to communication about lerrorism within and between the intelligence 
and law enforcement communities have been removed in the last eight months. The CIA has reportedly 
now suspended, at least in matters relating to terrorism, the highly dysfunctional guidelines it issued in 
late 1995 that deter case officers from recruiting spies who might have some propensity to violence --
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obviously a major obstacle to penetrating terrorist groups. The USA Patriot Act made it legal last fall (it 
was illegal before) for the FBI to provide material to the CIA obtained pursuant to grand jury subpoenas 
in domestic terrorism investigations. FBI Director Robert Mueller, who inherited from his predecessor 
an extremely decentralized organization that was not well-focused on dealing with terrorism, has 
recently consolidated counter-terrorist work; this should help ensure in the future that FBI agents in 
Phoenix and Minneapolis who have suspicions about a terrorist threat will not work in ignorance of one 
another's efforts. 

What is needed, urgently, is a way for the potpourri of information available to the government -
including assessments of our infrastructure's vulnerabilities, foreign intelligence, law enforcement 
material, and the hunches of FBI agents and academic analysts -- to be pulled together in one place and 
assessed by people with the sixth sense of a Rick Rescorla. The only institution which both the law 
enforcement and intelligence communities recognize as their superior is the presidency, so this task, it 
would seem, must be done in the White House. The most obvious place to focus it would be in Tom 
Ridge's Homeland Security office. 

But Mr. Ridge needs more resources than civil servants on loan from other parts of the government. And 
to get the job done properly his charter needs to let him move well beyond coordinating the efforts of 
various government departments. Among other tasks, he needs to take charge of both assessing and 
correcting the vulnerabilities in all of our national networks -- the electricity grid, the Internet, food 
production and distribution, oil and gas pipelines, and so on. Each of these networks has different 
vulnerabilities, and it is necessary for those who understand the networks and those who can put 
themselves in the shoes of the enemy to work side-by-side. 

Talent Search 

During World War II the most talented people in the country were brought to Washington and many 
worked for a dollar a year to handle the myriad new tasks needed to win the war. Something like that 
spirit and commitment are needed now. President Bush and Mr. Ridge should ask the best people that 
the country can provide to help assess, network by network, our vulnerabilities and especially those 
(such as flimsy airliner cockpit doors before Sept. 11) that invite terrorist attack and exploitation. 
Congress should then be asked to give the executive branch whatever authority it needs to get those 
vulnerabilities fixed promptly. 

The White House could start with the collection of Nobel Prize winners and top industry experts now 
involved in the National Academies' (Sdence, Engineering, Medicine) forthcoming report on using 
technology to protect us from terrorism; divide them up into different working groups for each network; 
add the nation's best experts on the Mideast such as Bernard Lewis and Fouad Ajami; season with FBI 
agents and others who have demonstrated prescience about terrorists' tactics; add Tom Clancy for a dash 
of spice; give them full access to all terrorist-related information; put a picture of Rick Rescorla on the 
waJl as their guiding spirit, and tell them to get busy. 

We must now concentrate on finding, and getting judgments made by, the people who are likely to be 
right. Put off the recriminations and televised hearings. There's work to do. 

Mr. Woolsey, director of Central Inte[Ugence from 1993 to 1995, practices law in Washington. 
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CC: 

Honorable Alberto Gonzales 

Honorable David Addington 
Honorable Jim Haynes 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ;? A_'
SUBJECT: Asymmetric Warfare 

June 17, 2002 11:29 AM 

Please take a look at this article by Ruth Wedgwood. Do you think we ought to do 

something along one of the lines she mentions? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Wedgwood, Ruth, "The Enemy Within," Wall Street Journal, June l4, 2002, 
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: leading American envoy, 
x. Khalilzad, then called a 

,iress conference to announce 
that the king would not accept 
appointment, thereby tainting 
the pew government as a crea
tion of foreign powers and 
causing delegates to lose face. 
Each would now return home 
without having had meaningful 
input into the crucial question 
facing the nation. 

Finally, Mr. Brahimi gave 
the feared National Security 
Directorate, also controlled by 
the Panjshiris, free access to 
the loyajirga. 

Together, these actions 
convinced many that the loya 
jirga is a puppet of Panjshiris 
and foreigners, and that the 
Bush administration is not 
willing to let Afghans engage 
in any democratic debate that 
might contradict American 
views. The administration's 
close relationship to the Pan• 
jshiris began when the Penta• 
gon deputized the Northern Al
liance in the war against the 
Taliban. They are the people 
the Bush administration has 
grown accustomed to and 
whom it refuses to face down 
in the present crisis. 

Over the past six months 
the thing preventing Pashtuns, 
Hazaras and other groups from 
resisting the Kabul government 
has been the hope that the loya 
jirga would take corrective ac
tion against Panjshiri power. 
Dashing that hope could let 
loose the frustrations of those 
who feel excluded, a category 
that may include a majority of 
Afghans. If they cannot view 
the Kabul government as their 
own, they will embrace war
lords who champion their 
cause - bearing in mind that 
the Panjshiris and some of the 
politicians with whom they 
may make common cause, like 
the Uzbek leader Abdul Rashid 
Dostum, are themselves basi
cally warlords. In short, the 
new Kabul government as it 
appears to be taking shape may 
elevate another set of foreign
backed warlords for other Af
ghans to rebel against This 
time, they would also be rebel
ling against the United States 
and, in some sense, the United 
Nations. Lest it be further 
blamed, America should in
stantly indicate it will respect 
the decisions of the loya ji,ga 
on all matters, including re-

moval of Panjshiris from key radiological "dirty bomb" in 
ministries. Beyond the Joya the U.S. In May, Padilla was 
jirga, a secondary problem of snared at O'Hare Airport, on 
gross imbalance remains: min- his return. Federal authorities 
istry staffs are now dominated sought Padilla's testimony as a 
by Northern Alliance or former material witness before a grand erents." 
Communist personnel. jury in Manhattan. He refused In thinking through the 

At this point it is up to Mr. to cooperate and, last Sunday, new hybrid form of war waged 
Karzai to replace these ap- was transferred to a rnibtary by al Qaeda, few of us wanted 
pointees with ethnically di· brig in South Carolina. to anticipate the problem of 
verse and professional person· Padilla was not charged American recruits. But a pres~· -
nel, particularly in the key criminally in New York be· dent determined to prevent fu
ministries and the National Se- cause of restrictive rules of ture attacks has to solve the 
curity Directorate. As he con· evidence that govern what a problem, even if provisionally. 
siders mis step, he should trial jury can hear. Much of the ~ iotematiQDal law of arm 
know that the United States infonnation about him comes conflict wmits the vicum of 
will provide strong support for from his co-conspirator Abu · · to detain enem 
his new staff - and that Zubaydah, now in custody c ts untl ost1 1t1es are 
!onger-tenn development as- abroad. But Zubaydah is a hos- over. The purpose o t e eten
sistance will depend on his tile interlocutor, and the details ticm is not punitive, but rather 
readiness to face this chal- of the "dirty bomb" scheme to keep the enemy's operatiYes 1--

lenge. have been gleaned obliquely, from returning to the fight 
S. Frederick Starr is chairman in the course of extended inter· Libertarians must ask 
of the Central Asia-Caucasus rogations. There is little what would restrain runaway 
Institute at Jahns Hopkins chance, at present. that he use of such power. Habeas 

would act as a government corpus remains available in our 
University. Marin l. Strmecki witness in a criminal prosecu• courts, even in this unorthodox 
writer frequently about Af tion againsl Padilla. war. Congress has not taken 
ghanfaran and is vice president, Thus the conundrum of the extraordinary step of sus-
o/ the Smith Richardson Foun· Leconcilin_g_ safety anq law. pending it, and the president 
dation. There 1s, of course, an 1mpor- has not asked them to. Habeas 

Wall Street Journal 
June 14, 2002 
53. The Enemy Within 
By Ruth Wedgwood 

Al Qaeda has championed 
asymmetric warfare. Donning 
civilian garb permits its suicide 
bombers to travel across bor· 
ders in pursuit of soft targets. 
Ever inventive, it is now at
tempting to gain an advantage 
from the most sacred symbol 
of the American union •• the 
Constitution. , 

The leadership of al Qaeda 
has realized that the easiest 
way to avoid American watch 
lists and visa precautions is to 
recruit U.S. citizens for the j i
had. The added strategic bene
fit is the special protections 
that Americans enjoy in a lib
eral democracy. 

Our obvious dilemma is 
how to reconcile the values of 
the Constitution and the safety 
of the Republic. The matter 
has been put before us by the 
activities of an American citi
zen named Jose Padilla, a for· 
mer Chicago gang member 
who converted to Islam, went 
to Pakistan and Afghanistan, 
and conferred there with al 
Qaeda super•operative Abu 
Zubaydah about exploding a 

tant difference between cor· corpus allows a court to in~ 
i.1..1.ij;~"" and'""ia- quire into the authority by 

The which any American citizen is 
J,U:l!],O~ o_ irm.ni.lw....L~-i~ detained, even an al Qaeda re
to puoisb. as well a&....pre.llfilrt cruit. The courts will have oc
.!unher_.ttiqie. So its rules are casion to confirm whether the 
parti{;.U)arl)( restrictive president enjoys a constitu-

So far, Congress has not tional power to detain Ameri
acted to adapt any of the rules can combatants in this new 
of evidence in federal district kind of war waged by nonstate 
courts to the threats of catas- actors. 
trophic harm posed by al To be sure, the need to 
Qaeda. Going to trial also forestall attacks against inno
'!!_eans OPE;,ning the sources .2.t cent Americans with weapons 
sens1ttve mfonnabon lg rn- of mass destruction may seem 
,meet.Ion ·- a earticular P!QQ_· self-evident, even when crimi
Jem wfien a aefendant chooses nal trial witnesses are not 
t re resent himself, as the available. Most judges will ap
rial o canas u.ssaou1 LS propriately decline to second· 

making clear. Thus, the U.S. guess a military decision of the 
chose to detain Padilla as a commander-in-chief based on 
combatant, rather than as a de· reliable intelligence, especially 
fendant, arguing that under the when the stakes are so high. 
laws of war he is, in every real No writ or injunction will deter 
sense, an "enemy combatant." al Qaeda from carrying out 

.lll 194" the Sni:icerot._ acts of mass violence. 
Court ruJ~ tbat the, sau ges- But to bolster its case, and 
ignation .. ~nemy combatant" 10 allay concern about error, 
.• a lied to. Nazi saboteurs the president might consider 

su several options. First, the certi-
American to blow up fication of a combatant should 
i~nts. The eight give a statement of reasons. 
men were tried before a mili- Even if the uni:lerlying infor
tary coifilmss1on. One of them mation cannot be made public 
had a plausible claim of in the near term, this will give 
American citizenship. The Su- a court additional reason to 
preme Court ruled this to be ir- credit the basis of the decision. 
relevant, for "citjµ;J15 who as• Second, the president may 
sociate themselves with the wish to empower the recently 
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created military comnuss1ons 
to take on the task of review
ing the basis for a "combatant" 
designation. The commissions' 
procedures admit a broad 
range of evidence, yet guaran
tee combatants the right to 
challenge the government's ac
count. A battlefield judgment 
of combatancy has never re· 
quired the criminal standard of 
"beyond reasonable doubt," bu1 
the case of American citizens 
in this unusual war makes it 
appropriate lo think hard about 
an apt standard of proof. 

Third, and in the alterna
tive, the president could give 
the ''second look" to a panel 
such as the Foreign Intelli
Eence Surveillance Act court. 
This is a panel of judges who 
have gained experience in pro
te(:ting intelligence, and have 
come to understand that the 
foreign affairs power deals 
wilh problems different from 
domestic criminal justice. In 
the context of wiretap applica
tions, the flSA court has had 
to took at whether there is 
probable cause to believe that 
someone is acting as the agent 
of a foreign power. This option 
would probably require the 
consent of Congress. 

Employing a structured 
basis for the designation of al 
Qaeda recruits will strengthen 
the confidence of the courts 
and the public that this awe-
50me power will be appropri
ately employed in the fight 
against al Qaeda's terrorism. 
We have a government cf 
laws, not of men. Bui as Jus
tice Robert H. Jackson re
marked, the Constitution is not 
a suicide pact. It should be 
possible to reconcile the prob
lems of prevention with the 
careful processes of liberal 
government. 
Ms. Wedgwood, a/armer fed
eral prosecutor, is a professor 
of law at Yale and Johns Hop· 
kins. 

Washington Post 
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54. Why Not Work With 
Congress On Military Tri
bunals? 
By Julian Epstein 

The announcement that 
Jose Padilla, a k a Abdullah al 
MuhaJir, was being transferred 

to military quarters, where he 
can be held indefinitely, in
communicado and without le
gal representation, has trig
gered a chorus of cries from 
civil libertarians and editorial 
boards. 

Most of these reflexive 
criticisms are largely un
founded, however, if the aJ!e. 
gations llgainst Padilla have a 
substantial factual basis. Pur
su,:mt to the Geneva conven· 
tions and ample precedent in 
U.S. law, the Bush administra
tion is well within its rights to 
detain those properly decer
mined to be lawful or unlawful 
combatants until the conclu
sion of the armed conflict, and 
only then to try them in a 
properly constituted military 
tribunal, a military court or in 
clvilian courts. The apparent 
supervision of Padilla by a 
federal judge since his deten
tion as a malerial witness and 
the availability of federal ha
bt!as petitions, should heip 
check against arbitrary or pre
textual determinations about 
his combatant status. 

Until the commencement 
of such proceedings, the Bush 
administration has no obliga
tion lo provide counsel Be
cause Padilla may with suffi
cient evidence properly be 
classified as an unlawful com
b.nant. interrogators have the 
advantage of less reslrictive 
mies for questioning than if he 
\\cre in the civilian courts or 
classified as a prisoner of war. 
Thl'. inclination toward a mili
t,irv forum seems driven, at 
lea~t in pan. by the relaxed 
cvidentiary rules I.hat permit 
the use of informauon obt.iined 
bv interviews abroad with de, 
t~ined al Qaeda leaders. 

So far, so good. But where 
the administration is vulner
able to legal pitfalls is in its 
ste(ldfast refusal to work with 
Congress to eliminate potential 
roadblocks that alleged terror
ists will take fulf advantage of 
in the courts. 

First, the militarv tribunals 
as now conslltuted through ex
tcutive fiat stand on shakv le
g;.1.l grounds for lack of ·con
!!res~1onal authorization, In 
upholding convictions in mili
t,1ry tribunals of German ter
rorists who landed on U.S. 
shores in l 942 - , including an 
American citizen actrng on be
h:1lf of the German Reich the 

US Supreme Cowt va,Jjdated 
the tribunals. noting that by 
''the Articles of War, and espe
cially Article 15, Congress has 
explicitly provided, so far as it 
may constitutionally do so, that 
military tribunals shall have ju
risdiction to try offenders or 
offenses against the law of war 
m appropriate cases." (The ter
rorists were convicted of at
tempting to blow up domestic 
war facilities.) 

When addressing it.self co 
whether such tribunals would 
have legitimacy without such 
congressional authorization, 
the court said it was "unneces
sary for present purposes to de· 
rermine to what extent the 
President as Commander in 
Chief has constitutional power 
to create military commissions 
without the support of Con
gressional legislation. For here 
Congress has authorized trial 
of offenses against the Jaw of 
war before such commissions." 

What that means in legal 
terms is that the military tribu
nals, as currently constituted, 
are in a state of legal limbo 
over the question of whether a 
president can unilaterally sus
pend the civilian court system 
if he merely asserts thal terror
ism is at harJd. That unresolved 
legal issue only gives accused 
terrorists new unnecessary 
avenues to delay and obstruct 
prosecutions .. a problem that 
..:ould be easily solved with 
rnngressional action. And such 
action v..'Ould surely be forth
coming if the Bush admiriistra
tion were simply to ask for it. 

Accused al Qaeda defen
dams are also likely to raise 
legal challenges to the selec-
1ive use of the tribunals, be
cause: accused terrorists who, 
unlike Padilla, are not chi;i;ens 

such as Zacarias Moussaoui 
and Richard Reid -· are getting 
the full benefits of ci viii an 
courts. Here, Congress too 
..:ould help the administration 
amid unnecessarily distracting 
litigation by spelling out crite
ria for using I.he tribunals, and 
by granting broad discretion 10 

the administration to make 
such choices depending on fac
tual circumstances. There is. no 
reason, as the Supreme Court 
noted in 1942, that Congress 
could not extend the jurisdic· 
1ion of tribunals to U.S. citi· 
z:ens accused of taking up arms 
against the United States. 
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The same act of Co~g 
could also codify minimal u 
process rights for the tribunal 
consistent with international 
norms, such as lhe opportunity 
for independent civilian re
view, as ex.ists now in military 
courts•mllrtial. Such a pro..,.i
sion would cost little in terms 
of prosecutorial muscle and 
would gain much praise in the 
international human rights 
community. 

Congress should also give 
the Bush administration lld&
tional tools for civilian courts: 
a relaxation of evidentiary 
rules in terrorism cases to al
low hearsay evidence gleaned 
from interrogations abroad, 
and a revision of the secrecy 
laws to deny accused terrorists 
who represent themselves •· 
Hke Zacarias Moussaoui •• po
tential rights to see some clas
sified materials. 

In times of war, the presi
dent has considerable inherent 
powers as commander in chief, 
but he is not ommporent. His 
inherent powers a.re considera· 
bly bolstered wit!\ congres
sional backing. The present 
Congress, in a bipartisan man
ner, has given the administra
tion virtually every legal tool ii 
has asked for co prOiiecute the 
terror war. And, as it did by 
embracing Congress in the 
elevation of a homeland secu
rity agency, it should stop act
ing as if ifs scared of its con
gressional shadow, and em· 
brace the Hill for the legal bat
tles ahead. Jf it does, the terror
ists will be a lot worse off for 
it. 
The writer is the former De· 
mocratic chief coumel 10 the 
House Judiciary Committee" 

Washington Times 
June 14, 2002 
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SS. No Right Without Might 
By Jed Babbin 

U.N. Secretary General 
Kofi Annan said recently that 
diplomacy is unlikely to be ef
fective without the power of 
military force behind it. That 
sounds much like the memora
ble scene from "The Untouch· 
ables," when Robert de Niro, 
in the character of Al Capone, 
said something like, "In my 
neighborhood you can get far
ther with a smile and a gun 
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TO: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '?}~ 
SUBJECT: FBI 

Attached is a memo I received from our friend Newt. I think he is right on the 

mark. Is it too late to do it right? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
06/05/02 Gingrich e-mail to SecDef, "Splitting the FBI" 
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From: Thirdwave2@aol .com 

Sent: Wednesday June OS, 2002 8:48 AM 

To: l(b)(
5

) ~osd.pentagon.mil ; Ed.Giambastiani@osd,pentagon.mil; 

Cc: Herbits1@ao1.com 

Subject: splitting the FBI 

for secdef,depsecdef 
from Newt June 05,2002 

splitting the FBI 

Pagel of 2 

J{JN J 'I I/•/ ' . " 

I know this topic is not in your immediate zone but it is in your area of conversation 
on national security. 
The more I watch our efforts to shift the FBI the more convinced I am that this is a 
profound mistake. 
We have a Federal Bureau of Investigation because we have a wide range of 
crimes that require a federal response. On September 1 O the overwhelming bulk of 
that agency was focused on drugs, kidnapping, bank robbery, organized crime,etc. 
It had a long and serious history of pursuing domestic criminals and was to some 
extent become more international as CRIME became more international. 

The rythym of crime fighting is radically different from the rythym of stopping 
terrorist. Investigative agents within the American constitution scrupulously protect 
the innocent, observe procedural rules designed to preserve freedom, and are 
essentially reactive rather than proactive. 

Stopping terrorism is going to require a different mindset and a different focus. 
Every scrap of gossip is important to an anti-terrorist and inadmissible to a criminal 
investigater. 

If we succeed in converting the FBI over the next five to ten years (and changing a 
culture will take that long) into an anti-terrorist organization then we will have to 
invent a crime fighting organization. 

We would be better off to take a deep breath, realize how big and permanent a 
problem anti-terrorism is and invent a new National Anti-Terrorist Agenmcy with 
pieces from the FBI and elsewhere. This Agency ought to report to the Homeland 
Security Directer and work very closely with the Directer of Central Intelligence (in a 
way we would not like if applied to domestic crime}. 

It is psychologically impossible for the Directer of the FBI to be both our leading 
anti-terrorist domestic enforcer and our leading anti-domestic crime fighter. One or 
the other will dominate probably based on the issues which dominate in that period. 
We will swing back and forth beating up the schizophrenic FBI on each cycle (why 
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weren't you looking after drug bosses? why didn't you allocate people to bank 
robberies? how could you have failed to focus on terrorism? will be the routine 
scapegoating questions of the future if we give the FBI both assignments 
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TO; 

CC: 

Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

Honorable Condoleezza Rice 
Honorable Alberto Gonzales 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld y~ 
SUBJECT: Designation of Al Qaeda Recruits 

June 17, 2002 2:26 PM 

Attached is a copy of a Wall Street Journal op-ed by Ruth Wedgwood. I found it 

most interesting. I think she is someone we ought to think about using more. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Wedgwood, Ruth. "The Enemy Within," Wall Street Journal, June 14, 2002. 
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, The Enei:ny Within 

Wall Street Journal 
June 14, 2002 

The Enemy Within 

By Ruth Wedgwood 

Page 1 of2 

AI Qaeda has championed asymmetric warfare. Donning civilian garb pennits its suicide bombers to 
travel across borders in pursuit ofsot1 targets. Ever inventive, it is now attempting to gain an advantage 
from the most sacred symbol of the American union -- the Constirution. 

The leadership of al Qaeda has realized chat the easies1 way to avoid American watch lists and visa 
precautions is to recruit U.S. citizens for the jihad. The added strategic benefit is the special protections 
that Americans enjoy in a liberal democracy. 

Our obvious dilemma is how t() reconcile the values of the Cons1itu1ion and the safety of the Republic. 
The matter has been put before us by the activities of an Am enc.an citizen named Jose Padilla, a former 
Chicago gang rnember \\'ho converted to Islam. went 1o Pakistan and Afghanistan, and conferred there 
with al Qaeda super-operative Abu Zubaydah. about exploding a radiological "dirty bomb" in the U.S. In 
May, Padilla was snared at O'Hare Airport, on his return. Federal authorit1es sought PadiJla's testimony 
as a mati::rial witness before a grand jury in Manhattan. He refused to cooperate and, last Sunday, was 
transferred to a military brig in South Carolina. 

Padilla was not charged criminally in New York because of restrictive rules of evidence that govern 
what a trial jury can hear. Much of the information about him comes from his co-conspirator Abu 
Zubaydah. now in custody abrgad. But Zubaydah is a hostile interlocutor. and the details of the "dirty 
bomb" scheme have been gleaned obliquely, m the course of ex1ended interrogalions. There is little 
chance, at present, that he would act as a government witness in a criminal prosecution against Padilla. 

Thus the conundrum of reconciling safety and law. There is, of rnurse, an important difference between 
corroborated intelligence and admissible trial evidence. The purpose of criminal justice is to punish, as 
well as prevent further crime. So its rules are particularly reslrictive. 

So far, Congress has not acted to adapt any gf the rules of evidence in federaJ district courts to the 
threats of catastrophic harm posed by al Qaeda. Going 10 tnal also means opening the sources of 
sensitive information to inspection .. a particular problem when a defondant chooses to represent 
himself, as the trial of Zacarias Moussaoui is making clear. Thus, the U.S. chose to detain Padilla a..~ a 
combatant, rather than as a defendant, arguing that under the laws of war he is, in every real sense, an 
"enemy combatant." 

In 1942, the Supreme Court ruled that the same designation -- "enemy combatant" ~8 applied lo Nazi 
saboteurs who landed by submarine on American shores to blow up industrial plants. The eight men 
were tried before a military commission. One of them had a plausible claim of American citizenship. 
The Supreme Court ruled this to be irrelevant, for "citizens who associate themselves with the military 
ann of the enemy government, and with its aid, guidance and direction enter this country bent on hostile 
acts" qualify as "enemy belligerents." 

In thinking through the new hybrid fo1111 of war \vaged by al Qaeda, few ofus wanted to anticipate the 
problem of American recruits. But a president determined to prevent future attacks has to solve the 
problem, even if provisionally. The international law of armed conflict permits the victim of aggression 
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to detain enemy combatants until hostilities are aver. The purpose of the detention is not punitive, but 
rather to keep the enemy's operatives from returning to the fight. 

Libertarians must ask what would restrain runaway use of such power. Habeas corpus remains available 
in our courts, even in this unorthodox war. Congress has not taken the extraordinary step of suspending 
it, and the president has not asked them to. Habeas corpus allows a court to inquire into the authority by 
which any American citizen is detained, even an al Qaeda recruit. The courts will have occasion to 
confinn whether the president enjoys a constitutional pO\ver to detain American combatants in this new 
kind of war waged by nonstate actors. 

To be sure, the need to forestall attacks against innocenl Americans \Vith weapons of mass destruction 
may seem self-evident, even when criminal trial witnesses are not available. Most judges will 
appropriately decline to second-guess a military decision of the commander-in-chief based on reliable 
intelligence, especially when the stakes are so high. No writ or injunction wilt deter al Qaeda from 
carrying out acts of mass violence. 

But to bolster its case, and to allay concern about error, 1he president might consider several options. 
First, the certification of a combatant should give a statement of reasons. Even if the underlying 
information cannot be made public in the near tcrnt, this will give a court additional reason to credit the 
basis of the decision. 

Second, the president may wish to c?mpower the recently created military commissions to take on the 
task of reviewing the basis for a "combatant" designation. The commissions' procedures admit a broad 
range of evidence, yet guarantee combatants the right to challenge the government's accounL A 
battlefield judgment of combatancy has never required the criminal standard of "beyond reasonable 
doubt," but the case of American citizens in this unusual war makes it appropriate to think hard about an 
apt standard of proof 

Third, and in the alternative, the president could give lhe "second look" 10 a panel such as the Foreign 
Intelligence Surveillance Act court. This is a panel of judges who have gained experience in protecting 
intelligence, and have come to understand that the foreign affairs power deals with problems different 
from domestic criminal justice. In the context of wiretap apphcalrnns. the F1SA ~ourt has had to look at 
whether there is probable cause to believe that someone is acting as the agent of a forejgn power. This 
option would probably require the consent of Congress. 

Employing a structured basis for the designation of al Qaeda recruits will strengthen the confidence of 
the courts and the public that this awesome power will be appropriately employed in the fight against al 
Qaeda's terrorism. We have a government of laws, not of men. But as Justice Rohen H. Jackson 
remarked, the Constitution is nOl a suicide pact. It should be possible to reconcile the problems of 
prevention with the careful processes of liberal government. 

Ms. Wedgwood, a former.federal prosecutor. is a professor of law at Yale and Johns Hopkins. 
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Snowllake 

June 18, 2002 3:44 PM 

TO: Zal Khalilzad 

Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld) ~ 

SUBJECT: ISAF 

REF: KABUL O 1708242 JUN 02) 
'·Increasing Security Problems in North Lead to Call for Expanded ISAF" 

I certainly have no problem with expanding the ISAF, and I don't know anyone 

here who does. It is simply a matter of priorities. If there are folks who want to 

do it, l agree with you, let them do it We need to keep our focus where it is. 

The one thing I question is the assessment of the security situation. It cenainly 

differs from what lam hearing. My sense is that, for Afghanistan, the situation 1s 

not bad. What are the facts? 

Thanks. 

PH!b:lh 
0(,lt!02·'.\ 

W00755-02 
11-L-0559/0SD/13844 
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TO: Honorable Josh Bolten 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeid VJ\ 
SUBJECT: DoD Schools 

June 19, 2002 7:56 AM 

Attached is a memo I sent out to David Chu on DoD schools and his response. 

It struck me that you might want to be aware of that, given your policy role. You 

might want to move it around to Rod Paige, Lynne Cheney, or people who are 

involved in that subject. I find it interesting. 

Regards. 

Attach. 
05/24/02 USD(P&R) memo to SecDef re: Quality of DoD Schools [U08853/02J 

DHR dh 
061902·6 
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April 22, 2002 3: 17 PM 

TO: David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·--fl~ 

SUBJECT: DoD Schools 

Sixty Minutes had a program on DoD schools education programs and how they 

seem to be color blind and income blind, yet produce better students than the 

private schools. 

Has there been a decent study on that, so we really kriow-what is gom.g'on?They· 

compared DoD schools with public schools. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
042202-41 

······································································~~· 
Please respond by 05 {t] l ov 

Lam, DJ Aiti: 

~11 

-= ~:J-- ~- UkL-· 

~)~~ 
~·~ 
~~fk TOT0e.j' 
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PERSONNEL AND 
Rl!:AOINESS 

FOR: 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAG~ "·''-' ,., 11 r.,

1
,
1 

/t: 20 WASHINGTON, 0.C. 2030H4000·" L 'i r f 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: DAVID S. C. CHU, UNDER SEC~,ARY OF DEFENSE 
(PERSONNELANDREADIN~-t.._wJ,1:. L4i£<-- -~Y-:/.:;E··~ 

SUBJECT: Quality of DoD Schools: Has there been a decent study? -
SNOWFLAKE 

• Yes: The National Education Goals Panel commissioned a Vanderbilt 
University report on why minority student achievement on the National 
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) was so high in DoD schools. 
Results published September 200 I. 

• DoD domestic and overseas schools scored at or near the top of all states in 
reading and writing on the 1998 NAEP, often referred to as the Nation's 
Report Card. The same is true for the results from the 2000 NAEP that 
focused on math and science (not included in the study). 

• Caucasians, African-Americans, and Hispanics each scored well compared to 
their civilian public school counterparts. The white-minority perfonnance gap 
was narrower than in the civilian sector. 

• If DoD were a state s stem, it wou]d rank number one in the nation in terms of '1L 
.~orit;y srudent scores. T e rankings were sustained even after control mg 7f\.. 
for parental education. 

• The authors noted several factors influencing these results: 

• DoD has a strong accountability system that continually measures 
student achievement and drives curricular improvement. 

• Parents are encouraged to participate. -• DoD schools are relatively small, facilitating communication and 
, cooperation. 

• The report also notes that sufficient resources are key. DoD schools appear to 
~-....._._.;;..;:,e..::::a.::de~ua:::::tely but not Javishly financed. DoD~ in 1999, spent approximately 
• SPL ASSISTANT Of RITA -r - ....... ,. .. -~: 

SR MA GIAMBASTIANI ----~ . .' 0 
MA 9UCCI -:· ~.i 
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$8,900 per pupil, $1,600 more than the national average. (Note: national 
figures often exclude other federal and state funds for which DoD is not 
eligible.) DoD's er pupil expenditure is less than what typically is spent in ,IL 
large U. e ort1ons o mmonty stu ents. "". 

• We are investigating a process to measure the added value of DoD schools, 
i.e., controlling for family and community characteristics. 

RECOMMENDATION: None 

COORDINATION: None 

. l(b)(6) Prepared by: Dr. Joseph D. Tafoya, Director, DoDEA, _____ _ 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfeld ] _ _..( 

June 24, 2002 11:07 AM 

SUBJECT: Looking at the Moslem World 

Attached is a memo I received from Andy Marshall that is interesting. 

Regards. 

Attach. 
12/19/0 I Net: Assessment memo t.o SecDef rt~: TI1inking Strategically about the Moslem World 

(a la Safire) [Ul9649/0l] 

DHR:dh 
062402-17 

11-L-0559/0SD/13849 

W00777-02 
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MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFEN 

FROM ANDY MARSHALL ~ 

19 December 2001 

SUBJECT: Thinking Strategically about the Moslem World (a la Satire) 

A couple of weeks ago we met to discuss the Safi re article in which he puts 
forward Nixon's view of what we ought to do. At the end of our discussion you 
requested that I put down some ideas of my own. What follows are my first thoughts. 

As r mentioned at our meeting, I believe we should look at alternative ways in 
which the Moslem world might evolve over the next couple of decades, decide which of 
these worlds we like. and then work toward those futures. Attaclunent A develops three 
alternative worlds. the first of which is, I think, by far the preferred one. This is a world 
in which Turkey and Iran are the major Moslem powers and the Arabs nations are 
relegated to a much-reduced position. What could we do to move in this directior1? First, 
we ought to build up our relationship with Turkey, making Turkey a strategic ally in a 
much fuller sense than we have here-to-fore. We should help Turkey further develop in 
the direction it is already going: a democratic state and that is increasingly successful 
economically. We want Turkey to develop and have an expanded role because it could 
have a significant influence in Afghanistan and Central Asia and indeed in controlling 
Iraq and perhaps other parts of the Middle East. Second. accelerate what seems to be the 
move toward a change of regime in Iran. Bernard Lewis thinks that we could do this by 
making it clear that there will be future consequences to any continuation of terrorism 
supported by Iran. We could also expand radio and television broadcasts into Iran. Some 
Iranians in Los Angeles already are sending programs into Iran; this c.ould be supported 
and augmented by the US government. We could also design and produce TV antennas 
that would be less visible and so less subject to state control. An antenna that could lie 
flat on a roof or perhaps be built into other features of a house is an example. A third 

~ \ ,i"I : j.µ ~(:aspect of a strategy would be to put less reliance than we have on the Saudis and Egypt. 
.> fl(: "v'r\f ~ We could hedge our bet on these corrupt and possibly fragile regimes by seeking better, 
; c:1.uJi .1 t1 If' t · closer relations with the other Gulf States. In any case. the other Gulf States have 

' historically sought alliances with the dominant Western power; since the Saudis have 
daims against parts of their territory and this is a way of keeping them at bay. We should 
also explore long-tenn investment strategies in alternative energy sources and accelerate 
the transition to a more hydrogen-based energy regime. There are also some 
extraordinarily interesting developments in solid state physics that provide materials that 
produce electricity from heat. Such devices could increase the energy efficiency of 

Ul q 649 /01 
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automobiles and many other energy consuming processes. The objective would be to 
increase our flexibility through less dependence on the Saudis and also to keep a 
downward pressure on oil prices. We should limit the funds avaj]able to the Saudi's for 
supporting and spreading the Wahhabi version of the Moslem faith, wliiich without their 
support would be a minor radical heresy. 

In summary, we should shift our attention to and build up the non-Arab parts of 
the Moslem world. Turkey and Iran are the two most obvious cases where this might 
seem possible. It is interesting that within the Moslem world after the first couple of 
centuries it was the Turks and the Persians who largely dominated that world . Both are 
ancient peoples with a long history as centers of empires and a sense of community that is 
lacking in Saudi Arabia which was put together only in the l 920's. Within the Arab 
world we ought to shift our anention and reliance away from Egypt and Saudi Arabia to 
other Arab countries such as the smaller Gulf States and, should we be able to replace 
Saddam Hussein, increase the role of Iraq. Iraq among the Arab states bas been the most 
successful in producing a technically educated cadre capable of something like modem 
western standards of performance. 

Attached for further reading: 

Attachment A, Three alternative Moslem world, 
Attachment 8, notes from a meeting on the longer term strategic consequences of 
the current war on terrorism. 

11-L-0559/0SD/13851 



Snowflake 

TO: Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 1 

SUBJECT: Personnel in Bosnia 

July 3, 2002 12:45 PM 

Here is what the Joint Staff lawyer says about the extent to which people are 

covered by the Dayton Peace Accords. As I recall in the NSC meeting, you just 

said, "Oh, they are already covered." 

It appears to me that: 

1. It is waivable by the Secretary General-we don't know if it is NATO or 

the UN. 

2. It says they are immune only for acts done in the course of their official 

duties. Of course, that is debatable what that is. Certainly bombing 

civilians is not in the course of your official duties. 

My impression is that the coverage you implied is probably not the case, although 

I am not a lawyer. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
07 /03/02 JAGC note re: Privileges and Immllllities Under Dayton Peace Accords for US 

Personnel in Bosnia 

DHR:dh 
070302-8 
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Date: 3 July 2002 

PRIVILEGES AND IMMUNITlES UNDER DAYTON PEACE 
ACCORDS FOR US PERSONNEL IN BOSNIA 

• BACKGROUND 

- Article VI of the Dayton Peace Accords (DPA) provides 
that IFOR and its personnel sfiall tiave the privileges and 
immunities set forth in the accompanying appendix. 

- These privileges and immunities are also accorded 
to any military elements from states assisting in 
implementing the DPA, whether officially attached to 
IFOR or remaining under national command and control. 

The appendix consists of three agreements - between 
NATO and Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia and the Federal 
Republic of Yugoslavia. 

• PROVISIONS OF THE AGREEMENTS 

Military personnel are under the exclusive jurisdiction of 
their respective national elements, under "all circumstances 
and at all times." 

- Military personnel are immune from personal arrest 
or detention. 

- Civilian personnel are accorded uexperts on mission" 
status, which means they are immune from legal procedures 
for any acts done in the course of their official duties. 

- Civilian personnel are immune from personal arrest 
or detention. 

- The Secretary General (not clear whether of NATO 
or the UN) has the "right and duty" to waive these 
immunities when such immunity would uimpede the 
course of justice." 

• NOTE 

- The Dayton Peace Accords were not prepared or signed 
with the ICC in mind. How these provisions would be 
applied in the context of an ICC investigation or prosecution 

is yet to be determined. SECOEF f.fAS SEEN 

Prepared by: Jane G. Dalton, CAPT, JAGC, USN 
OCJCS/LC 697 -1137 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20311-9999 

ACTION MEMO 
; ,,. ~ 'I.. ' '' -., .. I'">;. ' ".1 

. . t • 

CM-403-02 
is 1July, 2002 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE / DepSec Action __ _ 

,;n/111 f 1; 
FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJC!fltr' 

SUBJECT: Recommended Change to Unified Command Plan (UCP) 2002 

• Recommend you approve the change to the Unified Command Plan (UCP) 
merging US Strategic Command (USSTRA TCOM) and US Space Command 
(USSP ACECOM) (TAB A). 

• Title t 0, United States Code, section 161, requires that the Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff review the missions, responsibilities and force structure of each 
combatant conunand and recommend to the President, through the Secretary of 
Defense, any necessary changes. 

• With the forwarding of the most recent UCP to you in February, I suggested that 
more study was required before potentially merging USSTRA TCOM and 
USSPACECOM into one command. My staff, with the strong support of your 
staff, the Services, USSTRATCOM and USSPACECOM. recently completed this 
study and concluded that sufficient synergies exist at present, and particularly in 
the future, to warrant merging the two commands. 

• The reconunended changes to the UCP have been coordinated with the Service 
Chiefs, OSD, and affected combatant commanders. The foJlowing revised 
paragraphs include changes that accomplish the folJowing: 

• Revised paragraph 21 disestablishes USSPACECOM on 1 October, and 
revised paragraph 22 provides notification that all missions currently 
assigned to USSTRA TCOM and USSPACECOM will be assigned to 
USSTRA TCOM, effective l October 2002, 

• New paragraph 23 establishes a new combatant command, retaining the 
name "US Strategic Command (USSTRA TCOM)" with headquarters at 
Offutt AFB, Omaha, Nebraska (with elements at Peterson AFB, Colorado 
Springs, Colorado), effective I October 2002. This new command will be 
assigned the missions and responsibi1ities of USSTRA TCOM and 
USSPACECOM. 

W00833-02 
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• This change to the UCP does not affect any other paragraph except the 
paragraph for US Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM), which wilJ 
be renumbered. 

• As you know, the merged command will be assigned the current missions of 
USSTRATCOM and USSPACECOM at initial operational capability (IOC). We 
are currently conducting in-depth studies of other potentiaJ missions (global strike; 
integrated missile defense; information operations; and command, control, 
communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance 
(C4ISR)) to detennine the feasibility and desirability of assigning these missions 
to the merged command. Three studies will be completed in early August (global 
striket information operations and C41SR). The integrated missile defense study 
will be completed in September. [ anticipate forwarding the study 
recommendations for your approval over the next several months. We will then 
roll any mission changes into Change 2 to UCP 2002 before the end of the year. 

RECOMMENDATION: Sign the proposed memorandum to the President (TABB) 
approving the UCP changes. 

COORDINATION: TAB C 

Attactunents: 
As stated 

Prepared By: LTG George Casey, USA; Director. J-S;mnb! .... ' b-)(_
6
)_~ 
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CHANGE-1 to Unified Command Plan 2002 

The following changes apply to the Unified Command Plan dated 30 April 2002: 

Page 16, paragraph 21. Insert subparagraph o to read: 

"o. On 1 October 2002, USSPACECOM will be disestablished, and all 

USSPACECOM missions and responsibilities will be assigned to US Strategic 

Command as set forth in paragraph 23." 

Page 17, paragnph 22. Insert subparagraph d to read: 

"d. On 1 October 2002, al1 missions currently assigned to US Strategic 

Command and US Space Command will be assigned to US Strategic Command, 

as set forth in paragraph 23." 

Page 17. Insert new paragraph 23 to read: 

"23. US Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM). On 1 October 2002, the 

Commander, USSTRATCOM, headquartered at Offutt AFB, Omaha, Nebraska 

(with elements at Peterson AFB, Colorado Springs, Colorado), will be 

established as the commander of a combatant command comprising all forces 

assigned for the accomplishment of the commander's missions. USSTRATCOM 

has no geographic AOR for normal operations and will not exercise those 

functions of command associated with area responsibility. When 

USSTRATCOM's forces are deployed in a geographic combatant commander's 

AOR, they will remain assigned to and under the control of USSTRATCOM 

unless otherwise directed by the Secretary of Defense. USSTRATCOM's 

responsibilities will include: 

a. Maintaining primary responsibility among the combatant commanders 

for strategic nuclear forces to support the national objective of strategic 

deterrence. 

b. Employing assigned and attached forces, as directed. 
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c. Providing support to other combatant commanders, as directed. 

d. Developing requirements, advocating. planning and conducting space 

operations (force enhancement, space control and space support, including 

spacelift and on-orbit operations, and force application), to include: 

(1) Providing warning and assessment of space attack 

(2) Supporting NORAD by providing the missile warning and space 

surveillance necessary to fulfill the US commitment to the NORAD Agreement. 

(3} Serving as the single point of contact for military space operational 

matters, except as otherwise directed by the Secretary of Defense. 

(4) In coordination with the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and 

appropriate combatant commanders, providing military representation to US 

national agencies, commercial, and international agencies for matters related 

to military space operations, unless otherwise directed by the Secretary of 

Defense. 

(5) In coordination with appropriate geographic combatant commanders' 

security assistance activities, planning and implementing security assistance 

relating to military space operations and providing military assessments as 

required. Unless otherwise directed by the Secretary of Defense, these 

activities shall not supersede the I"esponsibilities of other combatant 

commanders to coordinate security assistance matters and provide advice and 

assistance to chiefs of US diplomatic missions. 

(6) Coordinating and conducting space-campaign planning. 

{7} Providing the military point or contact for countering the proliferation 

of weapons of mass destruction in space in support of nonproliferation policies, 

activities and taskings. 

(8) Serving as the DOD manager for manned space flight support 

operations. 

2 
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e. Planning for and developing requirements for missile defense and space

based support for missile defense to include: 

(1) Providing integrated tactical warning and attack assessment of 

missile and air attacks on CONUS and Alaska, should NORAD be unable to 

accomplish the assessment mission. 

(2) Providing warning of missile attack to other combatant commanders. 

(3) Advocating missile warning requirements of all combatant 

commanders. 

f. Tasking and coordinating C41SR capabilities in support of strategic force 

employment as directed. 

g. Serving as the military lead for computer network defense (CND) and 

computer network attack (CNA), to include advocating the CND and CNA 

requirements of all combatant commanders, conducting CND and CNA 

operations, planning and developing national requirements for CND and CNA, 

and supporting other combatant commanders for CND and CNA, in 

coordination with the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and appropriate 

combatant commanders. 

Page 17, renumber old paragraph 23 as paragraph 24. 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301-1000 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

SUBJECT: Recommended Changes to Unified Command Plan 2002 

The Unified Command Plan (UCP) estabJishes the command structure and areas 
of responsibility (geographic and functional) for the Nation•s combatant commanders. 

During our review of the most recent UCP, Genera] Myers and I contemplated a 
merger of US Strategic Command and US Space Command to benefit from the synergy 
between strategic capabilities and the space domain, but chose to defer that decision in 
order to more fully assess the implications of such a change. We recent]y completed this 
assessment and concluded that sufficient synergies exist at present, and particularly in the 
future, to warrant merging the two commands. We therefore recommend that US 
Strategic Command and US Space Conunand be merged, retaining the name "US 
Strategic Command," effective I October 2002. This combatant command wm assume 
the missions and responsibilities currently assigned to tbe two commands in the near
tenn, while being poised to accept evolving missions (Global Strike; Integrated Missile 
Defense; Information Operations; and, Command, Control, Communications, Computers, 
Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance) in the future. 

Subject to your approval of these changes to the UCP. we will quickly formalize 
an implementation team to finalize details and to nominate for your approva] a 
commander and deputy commander for US Strategic Command. 

Pursuant to your authority as Commander in Chief and under title 10, United 
States Code, Section 161, I recommend that you approve the proposed revisions to the 
UCP by signing the attached memorandum. This memorandum also directs me to notify 
Congress of revisions to the UCP on your behalf pursuant to title I 0, United States Code, 
Section 16l(b)(2). 

Attachments: 
I. Change-I to Unified Command Plan 2002 
2. Proposed Presidential Memorandum 

0 
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TABC 

US Strategic Command RADM Byrd June 18, 2002 

US Space Command CAPT Parker June 19, 2002 

Deputy Assistant Secretary Mr. Hoehn June 19, 2002 
of Defense (Strategy) 

US Army BG Eiken berry June 19, 2002 

US Navy RADM Wachendorf June 1 7, 2002 

US Air Force Maj Gen Schmidt June 19, 2002 

US Marine Corps MajGen Kuklok June 19, 2002 

Joint Staff (LC) Col Carey June 14, 2002 

Joint Staff (J-1) Col Murray June 19, 2002 

Joint Staff (J-2) RADM Jacoby June 18, 2002 

Joint Staff (J-4) VADM Holder June 20, 2002 

Joint Staff (J-5) LTG Casey July 09, 2002 

Joint Staff (J-6) Col Henney June 19, 2002 

Joint Staff (J-7) MajGen Osman June 19, 2002 

Joint Staff (J-8) Brig Gen Lewis June 19, 2002 

TabC 
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CHANG&-1 to Unified Command Plan 2002 

The following changes apply to the Unified Command Plan dated 30 April 2002: 

Page 16, paragraph 21. Insert subparagraph o to read: 

"o. On 1 October 2002, USSPACECOM will be disestablished, and all 

USSPACECOM missions and responsibilities will be assigned to US Strategic 

Command as set forth in paragraph 23." 

Page 17, paragraph 22. Insert subparagraph d to read: 

"d. On 1 October 2002, all missions currently assigned to US Strategic 

Command and US Space Command will be assigned to US Strategic Command, 

as set forth in paragraph 23." 

Page 17. Insert new paragraph 23 to read: 

"23. US Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM). On 1 October 2002, the 

Commander, USSTRATCOM, headquartered at Offutt AFB, Omaha, Nebraska 

(with elements at Peterson AFB, Colorado Springs, Colorado), will be 

established as the commander of a combatant command comprising an forces 

assigned for the accomplishment of the commander's missions. USSTRATCOM 

has no geographic AOR for normal operations and wiH not exercise those 

functions of command associated with area responsibility. When 

USSTRATCOM's forces are deployed in a geographic combatant commander's 

AOR, they will remain assigned to and under the control of USSTRATCOM 

unless otherwise directed by the Secretary of Defense. USSTRATCOM's 

responsibilities will include: 

a. Maintaining primary responsibility among the combatant commanders 

for strategic nuclear forces to support the national objective of strategic 

deterrence. 

b. Employing assigned and attached forces, as directed. 
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c. Providing support to other combatant commanders, as directed. 

d. Developing requirements, advocating, planning and conducting space 

operations (force enhancement1 space control and space support, including 

spacelift and on-orbit operations, and force application), to include: 

(I) Providing warning and assessment of space attack. 

(2) Supporting NORAD by providing the missile warning and space 

surveillance necessary to fulfill the US commitment to the NORAD Agreement. 

(3) Serving as the single point of contact for military space operational 

matters, except as otherwise directed by the Secretary of Defense. 

(4) In coordination with the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and 

appropriate combatant commanders, providing military representation to US 

nationaJ agencies, commercial, and international agencies for matters related 

to military space operations, unless otherwise directed by the Secretary of 

Defense. 

(5) In coordination with appropriate geographic combatant commanders' 

security assistance activities, planning and implementing security assistance 

relating to military space operations and providing military assessments as 

required. Unless otherwise directed by the Secretary of Defense, these 

activities shall not supersede the responsibilities of other combatant 

commanders to coordinate security assistance matters and provide advice and 

assistance to chiefs of US diplomatic missions. 

(6) Coordinating and conducting space-campaign planning. 

(7) Providing the military point of contact for countering the proliferation 

of weapons of mass destruction in space in support of nonproliferation policies, 

activities and taskings. 

(8) Serving as the DOD manager for manned space flight support 

operations. 
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e. Planning for and developing requirements for missile defense and space

based support for missile defense to include: 

(1) Providing integrated tactical warning and attack assessment of 

missile and air attacks on CONUS and Alaska, should NORAD be unable to 

accomplish the assessment mission. 

(2) Providing warning of missile attack to other combatant commanders. 

(3) Advocating missile warning requirements of al) combatant 

commanders. 

f. Tasking and coordinating C41SR capabilities in support of strategic force 

employment as directed. 

g. Seiving as the military lead for computer network defense (CND) and 

computer network attack (CNA), to include advocating the CND and CNA 

requirements of all combatant commanders, conducting CND and CNA 

operations, planning and developing national requirements for CND and CNA, 

and supporting other combatant commanders for CND and CNA, in 

coordination with the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and appropriate 

combatant commanders. 

Page 17, renumber old paragraph 23 aa paragraph 24. 
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The White House 
Washington 

MMMM DD, 2002 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT! Change to Unified Command Plan 2002 

Pursuant to my authority as Commander in Chief, I hereby 
approve and direct a merger of US Strategic Conunand and OS 
Space Command, effective l October 2002. 

You are directed to notify the congress on my behalf as 
required by title 10, United states Code, section 
16l(b) (2), as a result of implementing the revised UCP. 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
i 000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON OC 20301-iCOC 

JUL 2 0 2G02 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

SUBJECT: Recommended Changes to Unified Command Plan 2002 

The Unified Command Plan (UCP) establishes the conunand structure and areas 
of responsibility (geographic and functional) for the Nation's combatant commanders. 

During our review of the most recent UCP, General Myers and I contemplated the 
creation of a new, single conunand to develop some synergy from the capabilities 
resident at the Space Command and the Strategic Command. We chose to defer that 
decision in order to assess more fully the implications of such a change. 

We recently completed this assessment and concluded that sufficient synergies 
exist at present. and particularly in the future, to warrant the creation of a new command. 
We therefore recommend that U.S. Strategic Command and U.S. Space Command be 
disestablished and that a new "U.S. Strategic Command;' be established effective 
October 1, 2002. This combatant command will assume the missions and responsibilities 
currently assigned to the two commands in the near-term. while being poised to accept 
evolving missions (Global Strike; Integrated Missile Defense; Information Operations; 
and, Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance, and 
Reconnaissance) in the future. 

Subject to your approval of these changes to the UCP, we will quickly formalize 
an implementation team to finalize details and to nominate for your approval a 
commander and deputy commander for US Strategic Command. 

Pursuant to your authority as Commander in Chief and under title 10, United 
States Code, Section 161, I reconunend that you approve the proposed revisions to the 
UCP by signing the attached memorandum. This memorandum also directs me to notify 
Congress on your behalf of revisions to the UCP pursuant to title 10, United States Code, 
Section 16l(b)(2). 

Attachments: 

1. Proposed Presidential Memorandum 
2. Change# I to Unified Command Plan 2002 

0 W00845-02 
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The White House 
Washington 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Change to Unified Command Plan 2002 

Pursuant to my authority as Commander in Chief, I hereby approve Change-1 to Unified 
Corrunand Plan 2002, and direct the creation of a new combatant command named U.S. 
Strategic Command, effective October l, 2002. The Space Command and the present 
U.S. Strategic Command will be disestablished on that same date. 

You are directed to notify the Congress on my behalf consistent with title 10, United 
States Code, seclion 161(b)(2), of this action. 
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CHANGE-1 to Unified Command Plan 2002 

The following changes apply to the Unified Command Plan dated 30 April 2002: 

Page 16, paragraph 21. Insert subparagraph o to read: 

"o. On 1 October 2002, USSPACECOM will be disestablished and all 

USSPACECOM missions and responsibilities will be assigned to US Strategic 

Command as set forth in paragraph 23." 

Page 17, paragraph 22. Insert subparagraph d to read: 

"d. On 1 October 2002, USSTRATCOM will be disestablished and all missions 

currently assigned to US Strategic Command and US Space Command will be 

assigned to a new combatant command, US Strategic Command, as set forth in 

paragraph 23." 

Page 17. Insert new paragraph 23 to read: 

"23. US Strategic Command {USSTRATCOM). On 1 October 2002, the 

Commander, US Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM), headquartered at Offutt 

Air Force Base, Omaha, Nebraska (with elements at Peterson Air Force Base, 

Colorado Springs, Colorado), will be established as the commander of a 

combatant command comprising all forces assigned for the accomplishment of 

the commander's missions. USSTRATCOM has no geographic AOR for normal 

operations and will not exercise those functions of command associated with 

area responsibility. When USSTRATCOM's forces are deployed in a geographic 

combatant commander's AOR, they will remain assigned to and under the 

control of USSTRATCOM, unless otherwise directed by the Secretary of 

Defense. USSTRATCOM's responsibilities will include: 

a. Maintaining primary responsibility among the combatant commanders 

for strategic nuclear forces to support the national objective of strategic 

deterrence. 
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b. Employing assigned and attached forces, as directed. 

c. Providing support to other combatant commanders, as directed. 

d. Developing requirements, advocating, planning, and conducting space 

operations (force enhancement, space control, and space support, including 

spacelift and on-orbit operations, and force application), to include: 

(1) Providing warning and assessment of space attack. 

(2) Supporting NORAD by providing the missile warning and space 

surveillance necessary to fulfill the US commitment to the NORAD Agreement. 

(3} Serving as the single point of contact for military space operational 

matters, except as otherwise directed by the Secretary of Defense. 

(4} In coordination with the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and 

appropriate combatant commanders, providing military representation to US 

national agencies, commercial, and international agencies for matters related 

to military space operations, unless otherwise directed by the Secretary of 

Defense. 

(5) In coordination with appropriate geographic combatant commanders' 

security assistance activities, planning and implementing security assistance 

relating to military space operations and providing military assessments as 

required. Unless otherwise directed by the Secretary of Defense, these 

activities shall not supersede the responsibilities of other combatant 

commanders to coordinate security assistance matters and provide advice and 

assistance to chiefs of US diplomatic missions. 

(6) Coordinating and conducting space campaign planning. 

(7) Providing the military point of contact for countering the proliferation 

of weapons of mass destruction in space in support of nonproliferation policies, 

activities, and taskings. 

(8) Serving as the DoD Manager for Manned Space Flight Support 
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Operations. 

e. Planning for and developing requirements for missile defense and space

based support for missile defense, including: 

( l ) Providing integrated tactical warning and attack assessment of 

missile and air attacks on CONUS and Alaska, should NORAD be unable to 

accomplish the assessment mission. 

(2) Providing warning of missile attack to other combatant commanders. 

{3) Advocating missile warning requirements of all combatant 

commanders. 

f. Task and coordinate command, control, communications, computers, 

intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR) capabilities in support of 

strategic force employment, as directed. 

g. In coordination with the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and 

appropriate combatant commanders, serving as the military lead for computer 

network defense (CND) and computer network attack (CNA}, including 

advocating the CND and CNA requirements of all combatant commanders, 

conducting CND and CNA operations, planning and developing national 

requirements for CND and CNA, and supporting other combatant commanders 

for CND and CNA. 

Page 17, renumber old paragraph 23 as paragraph 24. 
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July 15, 2002 1:2:22 PM 

TO: 

FROM: 

Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

Donald Rumsfeld <]\"-

SUBJECT: Broder Article 

I would like to visit with you about this article sometime. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
David Broder, "Wobbly Words," I11e Washington Post, 07/14/02 

DHR.:dh 
011502-36 
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.. 
'THE WASHINGTON Pos1: 

· David S. Broder 

Wobbly Words. 
The confidence crisis that has ove,. 

taken the Bush administration bas many 
dimensions, but· at bottom, it oomes 
down to a single question: C.an you take 
this president's words seriously? . 

For mmt of his presidency and, in
deed, his political weer, George Bush 
has eojoyed the reputation Qf saying 
what he means and meaning what he 
says. But now uncertainty is infecting 
both foreign policy and domestic iasues 
and stretching from the Middle East to 
Wall Street. While his personal approval 
scores remain 'ffl'Y high in the pols, he 
is building a catalogue of policy contra
dictions and ~ts that threaten to 
wtdennine hie leadership. 

Presumably, at some J)(ri.nt the stock 
marlet will ~. bat the first returns 
on Bush's efforts to restore coofidence 
in Wall Street were anything but en
couraging. In the first two dap after 
Bush journeyed to the heart of the fi. 
nancial world on a self-mgned mission 
to banish the world's worries about the 

o( corporate America, the Dow 
industrii1 average feD more than 

.«IOpointaand the Nasdaqmarlet index 
hit its lowest mark since 1997. 

This WU not what Bush had in mind 
when be opened his Tuesday morning 
address on Wall Street with five suc
cessive paragraphs setting tirth all the 
reasons that coofidence Inlhe American 
free enterprise system "is well-placed.• 

"We can be coofident," he declared, 
not only because of "the amazing 
achievements of American workers and 
entrepreneurs~ but because" America is 
taking every necessary step to fight and 

war oo terror" and because "la.st 
. ·I . year, we passed the biggest tax cut in a 

generation" to spur economic growth. 
Whether this was juet_rhetoric or was 

meant to be taken seriously, Bush's 
words clearly linked confidence ill him 
and his policies with trust in financial 
markets and the corporate cul.hire from 

whiclt he spl'U:ig. 
But a CNN/USA 

Today/Gallup.Poll re
leased SOOD after Bush 
spoke showed onlytwQ 
out of 'five-~ . 
think the : · United . 
States and its allieli lire 
winning the · war on . 
terrorism, fewer than , :: . . . 
thosewhotbinkitastalemate.' . · :-· ,·.,;:. · . . . 

And Priday, the pmideat'11 budget of.· . ' alh>e." · When. asked about the elusive 
ficeannounce<t µiatinsteadofnumiJ1'a . ·teJTorist i.t week, Bush pretended he 
small swplus thi& )'tllt, the government. hardly matters, answering a questioo on 
is headed for adeficit'of as mu«:Q as $1e1r bin Lp.denwith the remark that "the war 
billion,. a~ signal about the' eco- ' · on terrori$n is a lot bigger than one per-
norn.ic ruture: · • ' , · son." · .: · 

Busl(s peJ1IOOll performance ·bas · Three months ago. Bush issued an Ill-
.. added to the wobble in coofidence. The · timatum to Ariel Sharon to withdraw l&

last:-minute news cooierence in which : taeli forces from Palestinian territories 
he returned to the public stap from his .. · , In the '\Vest Bank ".'without delay," Last 
Independence Day holiday was the. , · week, with the Israelis still there, he 
weakest, most illartiCldate showing he · said; he will "cal upon the Israelis., as se-
has made, since the early nlOllths of bis curlty improm, to allow for more free-
presidency. Aslled repeatedly about b,i8 dom of movemellt by the Palestinian 
sale of stock in ~ken.Energy Corp., people."That'squiteadifle.rence. 
where he was a director, shortly before . .. · In the real world, where presidents 
ithadtomise upward its reported• must operate, friends and foes are con
es for the year, he responded el&ht times .. · stantly testing and assessing how seri· 
with variations on the WQids, "R has ously they must take the words of any 
been looked at by the SEC.., the Securl· leader. We do not know how Sharon or 
ties and E¥dumge Commission, which Vasser Arafat (who's been told by Bush 
found no reason to challenge the legality to take a hike) or Saddam Hussein or 
of his action. bin Laden gauge this American presi-

When Bush is feeling defensive, ht dent. 
seems to think that reiteration is ru; ef· But last week, America's allies in the 
fed:ive as explanation or persuasion. It United Nations defied a Bush adminis-
is not, but it is better than outright con- tration threat to end U.S. participation 
tradiction. And it turns out that, as a in the Bowa peacekeeping operation 
Harken director, Bush received two low· unless our troops were given blanket im· 
interest loans from the corporation.to fi. munity from possible prosecution by 
n.ance his purdlase of company stock- the new International Crimmal Court • 
the very kind aJ transaction that he con- Instead, the United States will seek a 
demoed in hb.i Wall Street speech. temporary exemption, leading one un-

The problem is deeper. It involves named diplomat to tell '.Che Post, "the 
policy reversals as well as personal con- Americans blinked! · 
tradictions. Nine months ago, Bush said Too many back-downs in too short a 
be wanted O!l2ll13 bin Laden ~d!!ld or time. · 
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July 18, 2002 6:58 AM 

TO: Honorable Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr. 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: SASC Issues ~ 

Attached is your 26 June letter to Chairman Levin and Senator W amer of the 

Senate Anned Services Committee. This was apparently sent without 0MB 

clearing it with anyone at the Department of Defense. 

We had been working hard with the Congress on these matters. I had had 

discussions with the President about what he would veto and what he wouldn't 

veto. 

I think it is out of line to have the Office of Management and Budget send a letter 

to the Chairman and the Ranking Member of the Armed Services Committee on 

an important piece of legislation without even consulting me or any senior official 

of the Department of Defense. 

In something as important as this, you rea1Jy should check with me first. 

Thanks, 

Attach. 
06/26/02 0MB 1tr to Levin and Warner 

DHR:dh 
070202-4 
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la)002/002 l(b)(6) 
06/26/2002 14: 16 FAX.____ __ ___, 

VICE PRESIDENT'S OFFICE 

CMB1'D!Fi£~ CFFlCE JUN. 26. 2002i 3:21PM 
NO. 0720-P. 1/1--

P,02/02 

• ,-HE Dll'U!CTOPI 

EXECUTIVE OF'fJCE OF Tlii PRESIDENT 
OF'FlCE OF M.ANAOEMENT AND BUCGET 

IN"'-51o4JNGTON. CL C. ..-0:S 

June 26, 2002 SECDEf HAS SEEN 
JUL O 2 2002 

Dear Chairman Levin aml Senator Wamcr: 

It is the undcntanding of the Office of. Manqement and Budget, baaed on tbll I.cvin
Wam1:r c.olloquy, that if the ~n 2ni1 degn:c, amendment ia ado.r,ced. the ftmda provided in 
the w,drz\ying War,:,,:r ameodrnent, if appropriatl:d. couJd be cxpmded on miaailc dcfcJllC 
and other activities de1ml3fned by 1hc Presideat, 

Sina:re.ly, 

pf/\f~~ 
Mitdlall R. Daniell. Jr. 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1 000 OEFE~SE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON C,C 20301, i 000 

JUL 2 0 2G02 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

SUBJECT: Recommended Changes to Unified Command Plan 2002 

The Unified Command Plan (UCP) establishes the corrunand structure and areas 
of responsibility (geographic and functional) for the Nation's combatant commanders. 

During our review of the most recent UCP, General Myers and I contemplated the 
creation of a new, single command to develop some synergy from the capabilities 
resident at the Space Corrunand and the Strategic Command. We chose to defer that 
decision in order to assess more fully the implications of such a change. 

We recently completed this assessment and concluded that sufficient S)'T)ergies 
exist at present, and particularly in the future, to warrant the creation of a new command. 
We therefore recommend that U.S. Strategic Command and U.S. Space Command be 
disestablished and that a new "U.S. Strategic Command," be established effective 
October I, 2002. This combatant command will assume the missions and responsibilities 
currently assigned to the two commands in the near·tenn, while being poised to accept 
evolving missions (Global Strike; Integrated Missile Defense; Information Operations; 
and, Command, Control, Communications, Computers. Intelligence, Surveillance, and 
Reconnaissance) in the future. 

Subject lo your approval of these changes to the UCP, we will quickly formaliz.e 
an implementation team to finalize details and to nominate for your approval a 
commander and deputy commander for US Strategic Command. 

Pursuant to your authority as Commander in Chief and under title 10, United 
States Code, Section 161, l recommend that you approve the proposed revisions to the 
UCP by signing the attached memorandum, This memorandum also directs me to notify 
Congress on your behalf of revisions to the UCP pursuant to title l 0, United States Code, 
Section I6I(b)(2). 

Attachments: 

1. Proposed Presidential Memorandum 
2. Change-I to Unified Command Plan 2002 

0 W00845-02 
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The White House 
Washington 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Change to Unified Conunand Plan 2002 

Pursuant to my authority as Commander in Chief, I hereby approve Change-1 to Unified 
Command Plan 2002, and direct the creation of a new combatant command named U.S. 
Strategic Command, effective October l, 2002. The Space Command and the present 
U.S. Strategic Command will be disestablished on that same date. 

You are directed to notify the Congress on my behalf consistent with title 10, United 
States Code, section l61(b)(2), of this action. 
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CHANGE-I to Unified Command Plan 2002 

The following changes apply to the Unified Command Plan dated 30 April 2002: 

Page 16, paragraph 21. Insert subparagraph o to read: 

"o. On 1 October 2002, USSPACECOM will be disestablished and all 

USSPACECOM missions and responsibilities will be assigned to US Strategic 

Command as set forth in paragraph 23." 

Page 17, paragraph 22. Insert subparagraph d to read: 

"d. On 1 October 2002, USSTRATCOM will be disestablished and all missions 

currently assigned to US Strategic Command and US Space Command will be 

assigned to a new combatant command, US Strategic Command, as set forth in 

paragraph 23." 

Page 17. Insert new paragraph 23 to read: 

"23. US Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM). On 1 October 2002, the 

Commander, US Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM), headquartered at Offutt 

Air Force Base, Omaha, Nebraska (with elements at Peterson Air Force Base, 

Colorado Springs, Colorado), will be established as the commander of a 

combatant command comprising all forces assigned for the accomplishment of 

the commander's missions. USSTRATCOM has no geographic AOR for normal 

operations and will not exercise those functions of command associated with 

area responsibility. When USSTRATCOM's forces are deployed in a geographic 

combatant commander's AOR, they will remain assigned to and under the 

control of USSTRATCOM, unless otherwise directed by the Secretary of 

Defense. USSTRATCOM's responsibilities will include: 

a. Maintaining primacy responsibility among the combatant commanders 

for strategic nuclear forces to support the national objective of strategic 

deterrence. 
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b. Employing assigned and attached forces, as directed. 

c. Providing support to other combatant commanders, as directed. 

d. Developing requirements, advocating, planning, and conducting space 

operations (force enhancement, space control, and space support, including 

spacelift and on-orbit operations, and force application}, to include: 

{1} Providing warning and assessment of space attack. 

(2) Supporting NORAD by providing the missile warning and space 

surveillance necessary to fulfill the US commitment to the NORAD Agreement. 

(3) Serving as the single point of contact for military space operational 

matters, except as otherwise directed by the Secretary of Defense. 

(4) In coordination with the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and 

appropriate combatant commanders, providing military representation to US 

nationaJ agencies, commercial, and international agencies for matters related 

to military space operations, unless otherwise directed by the Secretary of 

Defense. 

(5} In coordination with appropriate geographic combatant commanders' 

security assistance activities, planning and implementing security assistance 

reJating to military space operations and providing military assessments as 

required. Unless otherwise directed by the Secretary of Defense, these 

activities shall not supersede the responsibilities of other combatant 

commanders to coordinate security assistance matters and provide advice and 

assistance to chiefs of US diplomatic missions. 

(6} Coordinating and conducting space campaign planning. 

(7) Providing the military point of contact for countering the proliferation 

of weapons of mass destruction in space in support of nonproliferation policies, 

activities, and taskings. 

(8} Serving as the DoD Manager for Manned Space Flight Support 

2 
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Operations. 

e. Planning for and developing requirements for missile defense and space~ 

based support for missile defense, including: 

(1) Providing integrated tactical warning and attack assessment of 

missile and air attacks on CONUS and Alaska, should NORAD be unable to 

accomplish the assessment mission. 

[2) Providing warning of missile attack to other combatant commanders. 

(3) Advocating missile warning requirements of all combatant 

commanders. 

f. Task and coordinate command, control, communications, computers, 

intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance {C4ISR} capabilities in support of 

strategic force employment, as directed. 

g. In coordination with the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and 

appropriate combatant commanders, serving as the military lead for computer 

network defense (CND) and computer network attack (CNA}, including 

advocating the CND and CNA requirements of all combatant commanders, 

conducting CND and CNA operations, planning and developing national 

requirements for CND and CNA, and supporting other combatant commanders 

for CND and CNA. 

Page 17, renumber old paragraph 23 as paragraph 24. 
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POLICY 

. .. 

OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
2000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON , DC 20301-2000 

ACTION 
INfORhlA'flON MEMO 

I-02/010420-STRA T 
OSD Control #: W00833~02 

July 16, 2002; 4:00 P.M. 

FOR: UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR POLICY - c .. _.. '' ...-c.... 1« T19-_t 

FROM: Barry Pavel , Principal Director for Strategy {3P 
SUBJECT: Recommended Changes to the Unified Command Plan (UCP) 2002 

• Package from the Chairman to the Secretary recommends that he sign a memorandum 
to the President requesting the approval of changes to the 2002 UCP. These entail: 
• disestablishment of U.S. Space Command on 1 October 
• merger of the current missions associated with U.S. Space Command and U.S. 

Strategic Command, and 
• assignment of those missions to U.S. Strategic Command 

• In short, the memorandum that the Secretary is asked to forward to the President 
would codify, through the legal instrument of the UCP, the merger that was approved 
by the President and announced by the Secretary and the Chairman on June 26 

• Strategy has reviewed the proposed memorandum from the Secretary to the President 
and found no problems or issues ------."-

..... .. 

• RECOMMENDATJON: Secretary sign the pro 

Tab I: 
Tab <: 

CJCS Memo with Proposed Chan s 
Coordinations 

/)1~1, 
I , _ .. : I . ' 

V 

Tab A: 

7/ ,, 
( } 

' 
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TAB C 

US Strategic Command RADM Byrd June 18, 2002 

US Space Command CAPT Parker June 19, 2002 

Deputy Assistant Secretary Mr. Hoehn June 19, 2002 
of Defense (Strategy) 

US Army BG Eiken berry June 19, 2002 

US Navy RADM Wachendorf June 17, 2002 

US Air Force Maj Gen Schmidt June 19, 2002 

US Marine Corps MajGen Kuklok June 19, 2002 

Joint Staff (LC) Col Carey June 14, 2002 

Joint Staff (J-1) Col Murray June 19, '2002 

Joint Staff (J-2) RADM Jacoby June 18, 2002 

Joint Staff (J-4) VADM Holder June 20, 2002 

Joint Staff (J-5} LTG Casey July 09, 2002 

Joint Staff (J-6) Col Henney June 19, 2002 

Joint Staff (J· 7) MajGen Osman June 19, 2002 

Joint Staff (J-8) Brig Gen Lewis June 19, 2002 

TabC 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

ACTION MEMO 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE / 

1h11 1 f 1, 
FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJC!'rfr' 

, . . '). I ·, 

CH-403-02 
15 Jul:y 2002 ,, . 

I 

DepSec Action __ _ 

SUBJECT: Recommended Change to Unified Command Plan (UCP) 2002 

, Recommend you approve the change to the Unified Command Plan (UCP) 
merging US Strategic Command (USSTRA TCOM) and US Space Command 
(USSPACECOM) (TAB A). 

• Title 10, United States Code, section 161, requires that the Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff review the missions, responsibilities and force structure of each 
combatant command and recommend to the President, through the Secretary of 
Defense, any necessary changes. 

• With the forwarding of the most recent UCP to you in February, I suggested that 
more study was required before potentially merging USSTRA TCOM and 
USSPACECOM into one command. My staff, with the strong support of your 
staff, the Services, USSTRA TCOM and USSP ACECOM, recently completed this 
study and concluded that sufficient synergies exist at present, and particularly in 
the future, to warrant merging the two commands. 

• The recommended changes to the UCP have been coordinated with the Service 
Chiefs, OSD, and affected combatant commanders. The following revised 
paragraphs include changes that accomplish the following: 

• Revised paragraph 21 disestablishes USSP ACECOM on l October, and 
revised paragraph 22 provides notification that all missions currently 
assigned to USSTRATCOM and USSPACECOM will be assigned to 
USSTRA TCOM, effective l October 2002. 

• New paragraph 23 establishes a new combatant command, retaining the 
name "US Strategic Command (USSTRA TCOM)" with headquarters at 
Offutt AFB, Omaha, Nebraska (with elements at Peterson AFB, Colorado 
Springs, Colorado), effective 1 October 2002. This new command will be 
assigned the missions and responsibilities ofUSSTRATCOM and 
USSPACECOM. 

W00833-02 
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• This change to the UCP does not affect any other paragraph except the 
paragraph for US Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM), which will 
be renumbered. 

• As you know, the merged command will be assigned the current missions of 
USSTRATCOM and USSPACECOM at initial operational capability (IOC). We 
are currently conducting in-depth studies of other potential missions (global strike; 
integrated missile defense; infonnation operations; and command, control, 
communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance 
(C4ISR)) to determine the feasibility and desirability of assigning these missions 
to the merged command. Three studies will be completed in early August (global 
strike, information operations and C4ISR). The integrated missile defense study 
will be completed in September. I anticipate forwarding the study 
recommendations for your approval over the next several months. We will then 
roll any mission changes into Change 2 to UCP 2002 before the end of the year. 

RECOMMENDATION: Sign the proposed memorandum to the President (TABB) 
approving the UCP changes. 

COORDlNATION: TAB C 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: LTG George Casey, USA; Director, J-5;mn~ ..... (b_)(
6
_) _ __, 
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CIIAifGE-1 to Unified Command Plan 2002 

The following changes apply to the Unified Command Plan dated 30 April 2002: 

Page 16, paragraph 21. Insert subparagraph o to rea,S: 

"o. On 1 October 2002, USSPACECOM will be disesta,blished, and all 
I 

USSPACECOM missions and responsibilities will be Assigned to US Strategic 

Command as set forth in paragraph 23." 

Page 17, paragraph 22. Insert subparagraph 

/ 
I 

I 

/ 

to read: 

"d. On 1 October 2002, all missions currently assigned to US Strategic 

Command and US Space Command will be signed to US Strategic Command, 

as set forth in paragraph 23." 
I 

Page 17. Insert new paragraph 23 to r.1ad: 
I 

I 

"23. US Strate ic Command USSTRAT OM . On 1 October 2002, the 

Commander, USSTRATCOM, headqu tered at Offutt AFB, Omaha, Nebraska 

(with elements at Peterson AFB, Colo/ado Springs, Colorado), will be 

established as the commander of a .combatant command comprising all forces 

assigned for the accomplishment pf the commander's missions. USSTRATCOM 
' 

has no geographic AOR for normk.l operations and will not exercise those 

functions of command associated with area responsibility. When 

USSTRATCOM's forces are deployed in a geographic combatant commander's 

AOR, they will remain assigned to and under the control of USSTRATCOM 

unless otherwise directed by the Secretary of Defense. USSTRATCOM's 

responsibilities will include: 

a. Maintaining primary responsibility among the combatant commanders 

for strategic nuclear forces to support the national objective of strategic 

deterrence. 

b. Employing assigned and attached forces, as directed. 
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c. Providing support to other combatant commanders, as directed. 

d. Developing requirements, advocating, planning and conducting space 

operations {force enhancement, space control and space support, including 

space lift and on-orbit operations, and force application), to include: 

( 1) Providing warning and assessment of space attack. 

(2) Supporting NORAD by providing the missile warning and space 
! 

surveillance necessary to fulfill the US commitrpent to the NORAD Agreement. 
I 

(3) Serving as the single point of conta/t for military space operational 

matters, except as otherwise directed by th/ecret.ary of Defense. 

(4) In coordination with the Chairm of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and 

appropriate combatant commanders, prov ding military representation to US 

national agencies, commercial, and inte ational agencies for matters related 

to military space operations, unless oth rwise directed by the Secretary of 

Defense. 

(5) In coordination with approp ate geographic combatant commanders' 

security assistance activities, plannin and imp]ementing security assistance 

relating to military space operations ahd providing military assessments as 

required. Unless otherwise directed by the Secretary of Defense, these 

activities sha11 not supersede the responsibilities of other combatant 

commanders to coordinate security assistance matters and provide advice and 

assistance to chiefs of US diplomatic missions. 

(6) Coordinating and conducting space-campaign planning. 

(7) Providing the military point of contact for countering the proliferation 

of weapons of mass destruction in space in support of nonproliferation policies, 

activities and taskings. 

(8) Serving as the DOD manager for manned space flight support 

operations. 

2 
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/ 
I 

e. Planning for and developing requirements for misiile defense and space
/ 

based support for missile defense to include: 
i 

I 

/ 
( 1) Providing integrated tactical warning and ttack assessment of 

missile and air attacks on CONUS and Alaska, sho ld NORAD be unable to 

accomplish the assessment mission. 

{2) Providing warning of missile attack t other combatant commanders. 

(3) Advocating missile warning require ents of all combatant 

commanders. 

f. Tasking and coordinating C41SR cap ilities in support of strategic force 

employment as directed. 

g. Serving as the military lead for co puter network defense (CND) and 

computer network attack (CNA), to ind de advocating the CND and CNA 

requirements of all combatant comma aers, conducting CND and CNA 

operations, planning and developing n tional requirements for CND and CNA, 

and supporting other combatant com anders for CND and CNA, in 

coordination with the Chairman of th Joint Chiefs of Staff and appropriate 

combatant commanders. / 

Page 17, renumber old paragraph :33 as paragraph 24. 
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July 29, 2002 4:25 PM 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfe1d ·-z> _ _,J /\_ ._µ 
SUBJECT: Crusader Program 

Sir-

I am delighted to report that, as oflast Friday afternoon, we have directed the 

Army to tenninate the Crusader program. It seems that nothing ever ends in 

Washington, D.C., but I think this one may be over. 

Thank you for your assistance, and that of the Vice President and the White House 

staff. 

Respectfully, 

CC: 
Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 

DHR:dh 
072602·15 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

July 30, 2002 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Change to Unified Command Plan 2002 

Pursuant to my authority as 
approve Change-1 to Unified 
creation a new combatant 
effective October 1, 2002. 
U.S. Strategic Command will 

Commander in Chief, I hereby 
Command Plan 2002, and direct the 
command named U.S. Strategic Command, 
The Space Command and the present 
be disestablished on that same date. 

You are directed to notify the Congress on my behalf consistent 
with title 10, United States Code, sect.ion 161 (bl (2), of this 
action. 

z 

W00886-02 
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SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1000 

Honorable Richard B. Cheney 
President of the Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Mr. President: 

September 20, 2002 

It is my privilege to notify you, in accordance with section 161(b)(2) of title 10 
United States Code, that on July 30, 2002, the President of the United States approved 
changes to the 2002 Unified Command P]an (UCP). 

During the review that led to the 2002 UCP, which the President approved in April, 
Genera] Myers and I contemplated the creation of a new, single command to develop 
synergy from the capabilities resident at the U.S. Space Command and the U.S. Strategic 
Command. We chose, however, to defer that decision in order to assess more fully the 
implications of such a change. 

We recentJy completed this assessment and concluded that sufficient synergies exist 
at present, and particularly in the future, to warrant the creation of a new command. On 
July 30, the President approved our recommendation that U.S. Strategic Command and U.S. 
Space Command be disestablished and that a new "U.S. Strategic Command" be established 
effective October 1, 2002. With headquarters at Offutt Air Force Base, Omaha, Nebraska, 
and elements at Peterson Air Force Base, Colorado Springs, Colorado, the new U.S. 
Strategic Command wil1 assume the missions and responsibilities currently assigned to the 
two combatant commands in the near-term, and wil1 be poised to accept additional missions 
in the future. 

Thank you for your continued support on the UCP. I look forward to working with 
Congress on these matters. 

G 
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SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301•1000 

September 20, 2002 
Honorable J. Dennis Hastert 
Speaker of the House 
2369 Rayburn House Office Building 
United States House of Representatives 
Washington. DC 20515 

Dear Mr. Speaker: 

It is my privilege to notify you, in accordance with section 161 (b }(2) of title 10 
United States Code, that on July 30, 2002, the President of the United States approved 
changes to the 2002 Unified Command Plan (UCP). 

During the review that led to the 2002 UCP, which the President approved in April, 
General Myers and I contemplated the creation of a new, single command to develop 
synergy from the capabilities resident at the U.S. Space Command and the U.S. Strategic 
Command. We chose, however, to defer that decision in order to assess more fully the 
implications of such a change. 

We recently completed this assessment and concluded that sufficient synergies exist 
at present, and particularly in the future, to warrant the creation of a new command. On 
July 30, the President approved our recommendation that U.S. Strategic Command and U.S. 
Space Command be disestablished and that a new "U.S. Strategic Command" be established 
effective October 1, 2002. With headquarters at Offutt Air Force Base, Omaha, Nebraska, 
and elements at Peterson Air Force Base, Colorado Springs, Colorado, the new U.S. 
Strategic Command will assume the missions and responsibilities currently assigned to the 
two combatant commands in the near-term, and will be poised to accept additional missions 
in the future. 

Thank you for your continued support on the UCP. 1 look forward to working with 
Congress on these matters. 

11.( , 
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Honorable Carl Levin 
Chairman 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

Committee on Armed Services 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510-6050 

Dear Mr. Chainnan: 

September 20, 2002 

It is my privilege to notify you, in accordance with section 16 I (b )(2) of title 10 
United States Code, that on July 30, 2002, the President of the United States approved 
changes to the 2002 Unified Command Plan (UCP). 

During the review that led to the 2002 UCP, which the President approved in April, 
General Myers and I contemplated the creation of a new, single command to develop 
synergy from the capabilities resident at the U.S. Space Command and the U.S. Strategic 
Command. We chose, however, to defer that decision in order to more fully assess the 
implications of such a change. 

We recently completed this assessment and concluded that sufficient synergies exist 
at present, and particularly in the future, to warrant the creation of a new command. On 
July 30, the President approved our recommendation that U.S. Strategic Command and U.S. 
Space Command be disestablished and that a new "U.S. Strategic Command" be established 
effective October I, 2002. With headquarters at Offutt Air Force Base, Omaha, Nebraska, 
and elements at Peterson Air Force Base, Colorado Springs, Colorado, the new U.S. 
Strategic Command wil1 assume the missions and responsibilities currently assigned to the 
two combatant commands in the near-tenn, and will be poised to accept additional missions 
in the future. 

Thank you for your continued support on the UCP. I look forward to working with 
Congress on these matters. 

Sincerely, 

$-ii-
cc: 
Honorable John Warner 

0 
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SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301·1000 

September 20, 2002 

Honorable Robert Byrd 
Chainnan 
Committee on Appropriations 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

It is my privilege to notify you, in accordance with section 16l(b)(2) of title 10 
United States Code, that on July 30, 2002, the President of the United States approved 
changes to the 2002 Unified Command Plan (UCP). 

During the review that led to the 2002 UCP, which the President approved in April, 
General Myers and I contemplated the creation of a new, single command to develop 
synergy from the capabilities resident at the U.S. Space Command and the U.S. Strategic 
Command. We chose, however, to defer that decision in order to assess more fully the 
implications of such a change. 

We recently completed this assessment and concluded that sufficient synergies exist 
at present, and particularly in the future, to warrant the creation of a new command. On 
July 30, the President approved our recommendation that U.S. Strategic Command and U.S. 
Space Command be disestablished and that a new "U.S. Strategic Command" be established 
effective October 1, 2002. With headquarters at Offutt Air Force Base, Omaha, Nebraska, 
and elements at Peterson Air Force Base, Colorado Springs, Colorado, the new U.S. 
Strategic Command wilt assume the missions and responsibilities currently assigned to the 
two combatant commands in the near-tenn, and will be poised to accept additional missions 
in the future. 

Thank you for your continued support on the UCP. I look forward to working with 
Congress on these matters. 

cc: 
Honorable Ted Stevens 

1-1.( ., 
014779-02 0 
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Honorable Daniel K. Inouye 
Chaiiman 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 OEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1000 

Subcommittee on Defense 
Committee on Appropriations 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510-6028 

Dear Mr. Chainnan: 

September 20, 2002 

It is my privilege to notify you, in accordance with section 161 (b )(2) of title 10 
United States Code, that on July 30, 2002, the President of the United States approved 
changes to the 2002 Unified Command Plan (UCP). 

During the review that led to the 2002 UCP, which the President approved in April, 
General Myers and I contemplated the creation of a new, single command to develop 
synergy from the capabilities resident at the U.S. Space Command and the U.S. Strategic 
Command. We chose, however, to defer that decision in order to more fully assess the 
implications of such a change. 

We recently completed this assessment and concluded that sufficient synergies exist 
at present, and particularly in the future, to warrant the creation of a new command. On 
July 30, the President approved our recommendation that U.S. Strategic Command and U.S. 
Space Command be disestablished and that a new "U.S. Strategic Command" be established 
effective October I, 2002. With headquarters at Offutt Air Force Base, Omaha, Nebraska, 
and elements at Peterson Air Force Base, Colorado Springs, Colorado, the new U.S. 
Strategic Command wil1 assume the missions and responsibilities currently assigned to the 
two combatant commands in the near-term, and will be poised to accept additional missions 
in the future. 

Thank you for your continued support on the UCP. I look forward to working with 
Congress on these matters. 

cc: Honorable Ted Stevens 

G 
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Honorable Bob Stump 
Chainnan 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1000 

Committee on Armed Services 
United States House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515-6035 

Dear Mr. Chainnan: 

September 20, 2002 

It is my privilege to notify you. in accordance with section 161(b)(2) of title IO 
United States Code, that on July 30, 2002, the President of the United States approved 
changes to the 2002 Unified Command Plan (UCP). 

During the review that led to the 2002 UCP, which the President approved in April) 
Gtneral Myers and I contemplated the creation of a new, single command to develop 
synergy from the capabilities resident at the U.S. Space Command and the U.S. Strategic 
Command. We chose, however, to defer that decision in order to more fully assess the 
implications of such a change. 

We recently completed this assessment and concluded that sufficient synergies exist 
at present, and particularly in the future, to warrant the creation of a new command. On 
July 30, the President approved our recommendation that U.S. Strategic Command and U.S. 
Space Command be disestablished ,md that a new "U.S. Strategic Command" be established 
effective October 1, 2002. With headquarters at Offutt Air Force Base, Omaha, Nebraska, 
and e]ements at Peterson Air Force Base, Colorado Springs, Colorado, the new U.S. 
Strategic Command will assume the missions and responsibihties currently assigned to the 
two combatant commands in the near-tenn, and will be poised to accept additional missions 
in the future. 

Thank you for your continued support on the UCP. 1 look forward to working with 
Congress on these matters. 

cc: 
Honorable Ike Skelton 

<J.f , 
#'IJJ,. 
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Honorable C. W, Bill Young 
Chairman 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

Committee on Appropriations 
U.S. House ofRepresentatives 
\Vashington, DC 20515-6015 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

September 20, 2002 

It is my privilege to notify you, in accordance with section 161 (b )(2) of title 10 
United States Code, that on July 30, 2002, the President of the United States approved 
changes to the 2002 Unified Command Plan (UCP). 

During the review that led to the 2002 UCP, which the President approved in April, 
General Myers and I contemplated the creation of a new, single command to develop 
synergy from the capabilities resident at the U.S. Space Command and the U.S. Strategic 
Command. We chose, however, to defer that decision in order to more fully assess the 
implications of such a change. 

We recently comp]eted this assessment and concluded that sufficient synergies exist 
at present, and particular]y in the future, to warrant the creation of a new command. On 
Ju]y 30, the President approved our recommendation that U.S. Strategic Command and U.S. 
Space Command be disestablished and that a new "U.S. Strategic Command" be established 
effective October 1, 2002. With headquarters at Offutt Air Force Base, Omaha, Nebraska, 
and elements at Peterson Air Force Base, Colorado Springs, Colorado, the new U.S. 
Strategic Command will assume the missions and responsibilities currently assigned to the 
two combatant commands in the near-tenn, and will be poised to accept additional missions 
in the future. 

Thank you for your continued support on the U CP. I look forward to working with 
Congress on these matters. 

CC'. 

Honorable David Obey 

ti.( , 
U14779-02 G 
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SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

September 201 2002 

Honorable Jerry Lewis 
Chairman 
Subcommittee on Defense 
Committee on Appropriations 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington. DC 20515-6018 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

It is my privilege to notify you, in accordance with section 161 (b )(2) of title 10 
United States Code~ that on July 30, 2002, the President of the United States approved 
changes to the 2002 Unified Command Plan (UCP). 

During the review that led to the 2002 UCP, which the President approved in April, 
General Myers and I contemplated the creation of a new, single command to develop 
synergy from the capabilities resident at the U.S. Space Command and the U.S. Strategic 
Command. We chose, however, to defer that decision in order to more fully assess the 
implications of such a change. 

We recently completed this assessment and concluded that sufficient synergies exist 
at present, and particularly in the future, to warrant the creation of a new command. On 
July 30, the President approved our recommendation that U.S. Strategic Command and U.S. 
Space Command be disestablished and that a new "U.S. Strategic Command" be established 
effective October 1, 2002. With headquarters at Offutt Air Force Base, Omaha, Nebraska, 
and elements at Peterson Air Force Base, Colorado Springs, Colorado, the new U.S. 
Strategic Command will assume the missions and responsibilities currently assigned to the 
two combatant commands in the near-tenn, and will be poised to accept additional missions 
in the future. 

Thank you for your continued support on the UCP. I look forward to working with 
Congress on these matters. 

cc: 
Honorable John P. Murtha 

G 
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August 2, 2002 7:36 AM 

TO: 

FROM: 

Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 

Donald Rumsfeld J {l 

SUBJECT: Replacement for John Gordon at the 
National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) 

I don't know where you stand in the process, but I would like to suggest that the 

following individuals be considered carefully: 

- Johnnie Foster, former Director, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory 

- Admiral Richard Mies, USN (Ret), former Commander, STRA TCOM 

- Paul Robinson, President, Sandia Laboratory 

Regards, 

cc: 
Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Clay Johnson 

DHR:dh 
080202·6 
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Snowflake 

7:34AM 

TO: Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld \)V'-
DATE: August 6, 2002 

SUBJECT: Requested Material 

Attached is the material you asked me to get from CENTCOM on Tora Bora, 

Anaconda and the timeline. 

OHR.lam 
080602.07 

Attach: Fact Sheets on Tora Bora, Anaconda and USCENTCOM OEF Chronology 

W00901-02 
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TORA BORA 

1. To provide information on the use of Afghan forces 
in the Tora Bora fight in eastern Afghanistan, 1 17 December 2001. 

2. Talking Points. 

• In early December 2001, the U.S. had 1,300 Americans in 
Afghanistan in seventeen different locations. Southern 
Afghanistan was still not under Coalition Forces control. In 
eastern Afghanistan, Al-Qaeda was consolidating its forces in 
the rugged, high mountain terrain of the Tora Bora region. 

• Several factors influenced the concept of operations adopted 
for Tora Bora. The Soviet ence in Afghanistan, 
entailing over 10 years and the introduction of more than 
620,000 t into Afghanistan, was a prominent planning 
factor. More than 15,000 Soviet soldiers were killed and 
55,000 wounded during their occupation. Mindful of the Soviet 
experience, p~anning was also shaped by the strategic setting 
that Afghanistan ultimately belonged to the Afghans. 

• Fahirn Khan, the r Afghan leader in the area at the time, 
communicated a strong desire to have the Afghan forces attack 
in the Tora Bora area. Afghan forces were acclimated to the 
harsh climate and to operating at the high elevations found in 
eastern Afghanistan. 

• The U.S. relationship with these particular Afghan forces was 
relatively immature since the focus up to this time had been 
western, central and northern regions of Afghanistan. The 

sion was made not to stop the Afghan commanders who 
wanted to move into the Tora Bora area where we had already 
done a great deal of kinetic work. Associated with these 
Afghan forces were 100 Special Operations Forces. 

• Pakistan had up to 100,000 t along the border, concentrated 
Afghanistan into Pakistan. along the exfiltration 

• The plan called for an 
blocking forces at the 
forces {with U.S. 
contact, they encount 

up two parallel valleys with 
ends of these valleys. As the Afghan 

Forces soldiers supporting) moved to 
AQ/TB elements. 
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• Various assessments have been made of the number of Al-Qaeda/ 
Taliban forces in the Tora Bora area, ranging from a few 
hundred to a few thousand forces. In actuality, the total 
size of the enemy force in the area is unknown. Pakistani 
border guards captured 247 Al-Qaeda/Taliban fighters, 
providing clear evidence that some enemy forces retreated into 
Pakistan as a result of the Tora Bora offensive. 

• Consolidation operations between 17 December 2001 and 8 January 
2002 revealed many fleeing Al-Qaeda were trapped and frozen as 
they fled across mountain passes at elevations of 13,000 to 
14,000 feet. 

• SOF with Hazrat Ali were told their plan included: 
• Two blocking forces 
• Two maneuvering units 
• However, no blockin9 forces ever showed, which allowed some 

enemy forces to escape. 

• The operation took place under extreme winter conditions at 
high elevations. 
• Battlespace ranged from 5,000 feet to 13,000 feet elevation. 
• Weather: frequently overcast, snowy precipitation, snowpacked 

ground, temperatures in the single digits at night. 
• Not a proper battlefield for heavy forces - this was an 

Infantryman's war. 
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ANACONDA 

1. Purpose. To provide information regarding the ion not 
to employ conventional artillery during Operation ANACONDA on 
2 - 18 March 2002. 

2. Talking Points. 

• Conventional artillery was not employed during Operation 
ANACONDA. Prior to the operation, mission analysis dictated 
the need for mortars to provide organic fire support vice 
conventional artillery. Operating at high altitude, at the 
limit for most rotary wing operations, the ions dictated 
the need for light, responsive forces, such as mortars for 
fire support. 

• The decision not to deploy artillery to Afghanistan and to 
employ the specific force identified for Operation ANACONDA, 
was a decision made at the tactical l by the Coalition 
Forces Land Component Corrunander. As a commander develops his 
mission analysis for each operation, he decides how many 
forces, what type and how they should be equipped at each 
particular point of the operation. 

• Mortars are considered ideal for use by light infantry in 
mountainous terrain and are more practical than artillery due 
to their mobility, responsiveness and rates of fire. 

• Operation ANACONDA was completely dent on airlifting 
combat forces in an operations area varying from 8,000 to 
12,000 feet in altitude. 

• A total of 18 helicopters were available in Afghanistan for 
Operation ANACONDA. Although helicopters were required to 
support the operation because of terrain, any airlift of 
artillery would have be~rn at the expense of the Infantrymen on 
the battlefield. Moving a single howitzer system by 
helicopter would have precluded moving two platoons of 
soldiers. 

• Mortars weigh between 47 pounds (60mm) and 715 pounds (120nun). 

• The smallest artillery piece weighs over 4,500 pounds. 
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• Four 120mm mortar systems and a pallet of ammunition can be 
transported by one CH-47 helicopter. The same number of 105mm 
howitzer tubes requires four CH-47 helos. 

• Fire Support from mortars is extremely responsive at ranges 
from 300M up to 7200M. 

• The maximum rate of fire for the 120mm mortar is up to three 
times faster in the first minute (15 rounds per minute for the 
first minute) than that of the M119 Howitzer. 

• The maximum ordinate for 120rrun mortar fire is only 4000M as 
compared to the maximum ordinate for the M119 Howitzer's 
8000M. This allows supporting aircraft to fly lower when 
flying Close Air Support (CAS) missions. 

• A total of 26 mortars, of the 34 available in Afghanistan, 
were used during Operation ANACONDA: eighteen 60mm mortars; 
four 81mm mortars; and four 120mm mortars. 

• During the first twelve hours of the operation a total of six 
60mm mortars, two 81mm mortars, and four 120mm mortars were 
inserted and used. 

• On the second day of the operation twelve 60mm mortars and 
four 81mm mortars were inserted. 
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CHRONOLOGY 
Directed to begin planning 
POTUS briefed on concept and mission 
POTUS approval 
Slrike Ops anJ air-delivery of humarntanan rations begins 
Raid on Mullah Omar's residence, RHINO-base established 
First special forces link-up wilh Northem Alliance 
CINC visits United Arab Emirates, Bahrain, Egypt, Saudi 
Arabia, Qatar, Oman, Pakistan, Uzbekistan. and Tajikistan 
Anti-Taliban forces: launch offensive 
Ma.:ar-E Sharif foils 
Taloqan falls 
Herat falls 
Shindand falls 
Kabul falls 
J alalabad falls 
8 "Shelter Now .. detainees rescued. Gardez falls 
CINC visits Uzbekistan, Qatar. Kuwait, Bahrain. and 
Afghanistan 
Operations IVO Tora Bora 
USMC secun:s Qandahar airport 
CINC visits oii,an, Pakistan. and Afghanistan 
Inauguration 
Jordanian hospital operational 
Transfer or prisoners to Guan1anamo Bay, Cuba begins 
CINC visits Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, 
Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Jordan 
Spanish hospital begins operations 
CINC visits Bahrain, Kuwait, Yemen. and Spain 
U.N. begins humanitarian flights into AFG 
Operation ANACONDA begin, 
ISAF begins training Isl Battalion. ANG 
Korean hospital established at Manas 
Operation ANACONDA ends 
CINC visits Erilrea, Ethiopia, Djibouti, Pakistan. 
Afghanislall. and Russia 
Opermion MOUNTAIN LION b:gins , 
CJTF AFG established 
600 AFG soldiers (1 BANG) gmduated after JSAF training 
4 Canadian KIA, 8 WIA by friendly-tire incidenl 
CINC 11isi1S Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Unired 
Kingdom 
ANA !raining begins 
ONC visits Qatar, Oman, Afghanistan, an<l Crete 
The Czech Republic hospital operational in Kabul 
CJTF 180 stood up. L TG McNeill Cdr 
Loya Jirga process opened without violence or incident 
Hamid Kariai elecced a& head of Afghan Transitional Gov. 
Loya Jirga concluded; government officials relected 
ISAF change of command; Turkey assumes command 
ClNC visits United Arab Emirates, Pakistan, Afghanistan, 
Yemen, Jordan, and Germany 
Operation FUlL THRO'ITLE 
CINC vi~lt to Bahrain Ken"" anil r ... ,..,,..,,. 

RESULTS SO FAR/PROGRESS 
• Destroyed Taliban; ATA in place 
• Eliminated AFG as base of operation 
• Senior leadership in disarray 
• Disrupted command and control 
• Forced ad hoc mode of operation 
• Disrupted access to financial resources 
• Eliminated permanent training facilities 
• Major reduction in weapoos 
• Regional perceptions affected by strong global response 
• State sponsors wary of association 
• Stable environment created 11-L-0559/QC; 
• Over ":\00 r.acheii exnloited. 196 identified hv locals ·, 

USCENrfCOM OEF CHRC 
i'ACTS 

• Forces in AOR: Over 66,000 
- Over 9,(XX) Coalilion 

• In AFG 
Over 8,0()0 US 

- Over 6,500 Coalition (4,000 + for ISAF) 
• Over 120 sensitive sites exploited 
• Combat sorties: over 14,000 
• Bombs dropped: over 20,000 (50% PGM) 
• Mine cleared area: L7M square meters 
• Airlift over 19,000 sorties 

• Strategic inter-theater flights: over 3,000 
• Intra-1heater sorties: over 16,000 

• Air refueling missions: over 7,000 
• People moved: 150,()()().t 
• Cargo moved: 228.500 tons 
• Bases/ports departed: 267 
• Nations over-flown: 46 

37 COUNTRIES IN TAMPA * 
Australia, Belgium, Canada. Djibouti, Czech Rep, 
Denmark, Egypt, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Finland, France, 
Germany, Greece, Italy, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kenya, 
Kuwait, Kyrgyzsian, Lithuania, Netherlands, New 
Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Poland, Portugal, Qatar, 
Korea, Romania, Russia, Slovakia, Spain, Sweden, 
Turkey, UAE, United Kingdom, Uzbekl,;lan 
* Yemen ETA LO Aug 02 (total wiU be 38) 

FIRSTS 
• rU"St ANA Bn trained (23 Jul) 
• Longest combat fighter mission 
• Longes1 airborne surveillance mission 
• Music to AFG people for first time in 6 Years 
• First CFLCC since WWII 
• Unified CINC at war wilh aJI four Components 
• Over half of PGMs dropped were OPS-guided 
JDAMS 

CIVIL-MILITARY OPERATIONS 
• OHDACA for OEF in AFG: $10,000,000 
• OHDACA committed as of 8 July 02: $4,044,589 
• O&M projects: $434,826 
• Approved OHDACA projects: 89 
• OHDACA projects completed: 43 
• O&M projects: 4 
• Projects transferred lo NGOs and USAID: J l 
• Schools under construction: 49 
• Medical Centers/HospitaJs under construction: 15 
• Drinking water wells under repair/construction: 12 
• Road and bridge reconstruction. 

SOVIET CASUALTIES 
• 118 jets, 333 helo's, 147 tanks, 433 artillery pieces 
• 1,138 vehicles, 620,000 troops served 

- 14,453 KIA, 54,000 WIA 
OEF CASUAL TIES 

[ .'.i-:t1Mr\'lj US/5 Coal.), 110 WIA (99 US/l l Coat) 
• NbMttMife: 22 killed, 90 injured 
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RONOLOGY AND FACTS 
STATUS OF 11\'VESTIGATlONS 

16126 Qct O I Air Strikes 9n ICRC Facilities 
• Forwarded to Chief of Staff or USAF for action. 
J 1 Nov 01 UN Convoy Dam.age 

• lnves1igation comple1ect Status is closed 
29 Nov QI FOB Rhipo Near Friendly fire Incident 
• Inves1i~ation complete. Gunner aboard helicopter mistook friendly 
strobe for enemy fire. Correctivi:: actions instituted. Status is closed. 
23 Jan 02 Hazar Oadam Direct A1;tion Mission 
• lnvesligation complete. No systemic errors in target planning, mission 
planning, or el!.ecution. Sll!.tus is closed. 
12 Feb 02 A!legati9n of Detainee Mistreatment While in DOD Custody 
i!l Qandahar 
• Investigation complete. Suuos is clo~ed. 
~1 Feh 02 Allegation that 27 Detainees Taken at Haur Oadarn Were 
Beaten While at Qandahar Detention Faci!itl'. 
• Investigation complete. While al facility dc1aine1:s treated well. 
Injuries consistent with what might be expected from the application of 
force reasonably necessary to secure them during the mission. Status is 
closed. 
.11.A.[,.r. 02 Tarnak Farms Friendly Fire 
• F- J6engaged Caoadian ground forces (4 killed; 8 injured) 
• CFACC investigation: 

- Completed late June (Joint board) 
- Findings; Cause - aircrew did not exercise flight discipline; 

Contributing failings within immedia1e command structure 
• CINCCENT approved 011 21 June 
• Dire,:ted implementation of board recommendations 
• Serv,ces now determining disciplinary/adminis1ra1ivc: actions 
6 Apr Q2 Suspect Leadership Target, Blue Pickup Truck !VO Shkin 
• Investigation complete. Sufficient intelligence existed 10 support the 
engagement. Status is closed. 
30 Jun 02 Ci viHan Casualties During Oper~tion Foll Thronle 

• On.1%gan Province, AFG; allegations of Afghan civilians killed. 
• Status: inve~tigation in progress 

16M•u 
Dl May 
OJ Jun 
08Jun 
15 July 
23 Jul 

AFGHAN NATIONAL ARMY (ANA) 
SECDEF approves Quick Start program 
US begins training 1'1 BANA (approi1. 500 recruits) 
I" BANA paid -- fin.I official ANA payday 
French begin training 2nd BANA (approx. 350 recruits) 
US begins training 3rt1 SANA (appro:.. 300 recruits) 
First graduatioo of an ANA battalion (I" BANA ) 

ANA Trained 
' 30 llec 02: Plan: 3,600 {600 man BN-6 BANAJ. 

Al present recruitment levels, will graduate 1,950 
• 1 Jul 03: Plan: 7,800 (600 man BN-12 BANA + 2 Border force (300 
man BN)) 
• 30 Dec 03: Plan·. l 2,61Xl (MO man BN· 18 BANA + 6 Border force 
(300 man BN)) 

Money Needed to Support 
'30 Dec 02: $80M 1otal 
'1 Jul 03: $190M lotal (additional $110 mil) 
"30 Dec: 03: $300M !additional $110 mil) 

UNCLASSIFIED 
COALITION CONTRIBUTIONS 

AOR wide~ 38 countries supporting 
Total nations in AFG: 24, including 1SAF 

Groond Operations (non•ISAF) : I 5 countrie~; over 1,600 deployed in 
AFG (AUS, CAN. EST, FRA, DEU, ESP, GBR, ITA, JOR, KOR, NOR, 
NZL. POL, ROM, TUR) 

ISAF: 18 counlries deploying over 4,000 personnel: 
• Contributing countries: 
Austria Bulgaria Czech Republic Denmark 
Finland France Germany Greece 
Ireland Judy Netherlands New Zealand 
Norway Romania Spain S\1/eden 
Turkey United Kingdom 

Special Operations J,'on:es: 9 countriell 

Coalition Air Missions: 11 countries (AUS, BEL, CAN, DEU, FRA. ESP, 
GBR, IT A, DEN, NLD, NOR), : over 5,000 sorties (over 1.600-airlift for 
21.0 mil pounds cargo + over 7,500 personnel; over l, I 00-timker; 900-[SR; 
200-C2; 1, 100-fighter; 1,000-helicopter sonies) 

Naval Operati-0ns: 10 countries (AUS, CAN, FRA, DEU. ESP, GBR, GRC, 
ITA, JPN. NLD), wilh an average of 25 ships, and approx. 5,000 personnel. 

Humanitarian Assin1mce Highlights: 7 countries (BEL, CZE, DEU, ESP. 
GBR. GRC, JOR). 
• Mazar·e Sharif: Jordanian hospital has treated over 89,000 civilians. 
• Bagram: Spanish hospital has treated over l 0,000 civilians. 
• Qandahar: Jordanian mine clearing. 
• Dushanbe: French HA airlifc. 
• Karachi; Belgium, UK and Greek airlift support for ISAF 

Coalition De-mining Support 
- Norway 2 de-mining vehicles 
• Jordan 2 de-mining vehicles 
. UK 2 de-mining vehicle5 
- PQ!and 2 Sappers (Engineers) 

LFSSONS 
• Aellible Coalition struc«ure is achieving results. "Mission defines 
Coalition, Coalilion does noi define mission." 
• Joint and Combined u-aining paid dividends 
• DOD and other government agencies work well together 
• Synergy of conventional and special forces maximized combat 
effectiveness. 
• Peacetime engagement facilitated deployme11t from 267 hases, staging of 
operations from 30 locatio11s, and over-flight of 46 nations. • 
• Unmanned aerial vehicles provided time.critical intelligence and were 
force multipliers. 
• HUMINT is valuable and decisive. 
• Stra1egic lift and aerial refueling aircrafl are high demand assels. 

• Tankers are key lo meeting force protection requirements 
- Additional lift is needed (C-l 7's and aircrews) 

• Precision guided munitions are force multipliers, reduced lhe number of 
sorties required to destroy a target, and resulted i11 an u11precede11ted low 
level of collateral damage. 
• Advanced technology permitted command and control from 7,000 miles 
away in Tampa, FL 
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Snowllake 

August 5, 2002 4:35 PM 

TO: Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld YJ\. 
SUBJECT: Cable 

The cable you should read is Kabul 001489. 

Colin was wrong. General McNeil was not in the meeting. There was a brigadier 

in there. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080S02-45 

W00905-02 
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snowflake 

August 12, 2002 10:30 AM 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: DonaldRumsfeld'1)f\ __ L A ----zf# 
SUBJECT: Persian Gulf 

l was struck by this speech by President Clinton, apparentJy given at the Pentagon 

February 17, 1998. I have marked a couple of passages of interest. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
02/ l 7198 "Remarks by the President on Iraq to Pentagon Personnel" 

DliRdb 
081202,2'.I 
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American Position in Persian GuJf Page 1 of 12 

THE WHITE HQJiil President Clinton Explains American 
Position in Persian Gulf Help Site Ma,e Text Qnly 

What's New-

THE WHITE HOUSE f ebruary 1998 

Office of the Press 
Efforts To Pr!;?!!,ct 
Children's Healtb 

For 
Immediate 
Release 

, Annual l;conQrnic February 17 
1998 

REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT 
ON IRAQ TO PENTAGON . 

PERSONNEL 

The Penragon 

12:37 P.M. EST 

THE PRESIDENT: Thank you very 
much, Mr. Vice President, for your 
remarks and your leadership. Thank 
you, Secretary Cohen, for the superb job 
you have done here at the Penlagon and 
on this most recent, very difflcuh 
problem. Thank you, General Shelton, 
for being the right person al the right 
time. Thank you, General Ralslon, and 
the memben; of the John Chiefs, 
General Zinm, Secretary Albnght, 
Secretary Slater, DCI Tenet, Mr. 
Bowles, Mr. Berger. Senator Robb, 
thank you for being here; and 
Congressman Skelton, thank you very 
much, and for your years of service 10 

America and your passionate patriotism, 
both of you; and to the members of our 
Armed Forces and others who work 
here to protect our nationaJ security. 

I have just received a very fine briefing 
from our military leadership on the 
status of our forces in the Persian Gulf. 
Before I left the Pentagon l wanted to 

http://clinton4.nara.gov/WH/Newtqt1l1L1!.. 2.t'§~~E)l 13913 
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American Position in Persian Gulf 

talk to you, and all those whom you 
represent -- the men and women of our 
military. You, your friends and your 
colleagues are on the front lines of this 
crisis in Iraq. I want to you and I want 
the American people to hear directly 
from me what is at stake for America 
and the Persian Gulf; what we are doing 
to protect the peace, the security, the 
freedom we cherish; why we have taken 
the position we have taken. 

I was thinking as I sat up here on the 
platform of the slogan that the First 
Lady gave me for her project on the 
millennium, which was: Remembering 
the past and imagining the future. Now, 
for that project, that means preserving 
the Star-Spangled Banner and the 
Declaration oflndependence and the 
Constitution and the Bill of Rights, and 
it means making an unprecedented 
commitment to medical research and to 
get the best of the new technology. But 
that's not a bad slogan for us when we 
deal with more sober, more difficult, 
more dangerous matters. 

Those who have questioned the United 
States in this moment, I would argue, 
are living only in the moment. They 
have neither remembered the past, nor 
imagined the future. So, first, let's just 
take a step back and consider why 
meeting the threat posed by Saddam 
Hussein is important to our security in 
the new era we are entering. 

This is a time of tremendous promise 
for America. The superpower 
confrontation has ended on every 
continent; democracy is securing for 
more and more people the basic 
freedoms we Americans have come to 
take for granted. Bit by bit, the 
Information Age is chipping away at the 
barriers -- economic, political and social 
-- that once kept people Jocked in and 
freedom and prosperity locked out. 
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American Position in Persian Gulf 

But for all our promise, all our 
opportunity, people in this room know 
very weJI that this is not a time free 
from peril -- especially as a result of 
reckless acts of outlaw nations and an 
unholy axis of terrorists, drug traffickers 
and organized international criminals. 
We have to defend our future from these 
predators of the 21st century. They feed 
on the free flow of infonnation and 
technology. They actually take 
advantage of the freer movement of 
people, infonnation, and ideas. And 
they will be all the more lethal if we 
allow them to build arsenals of nuclear, ij ( 
chemical, and biological weapons, and 
the missiles to deliver them. We simply . 
cannot allow that to happen. 

There is no more clear example of this 
threat than Saddam Hussein's Iraq. His 
regime threatens the safety of his 
people, the stability of his region, and 
the security of all the rest of us. 

I want the American people to 
understand, first, the past: How did this 
crisis come about. And I want them to 
understand what we must do to protect 
the national interest and, indeed, the 
interest of all freedom-loving people in 
the world. 

Remember, as a condition of the cease
fire after the Gulf War, the United 
Nations demanded -- not the United 
States, the United Nations demanded -
and Saddam Hussein agreed to declare 
within I 5 days •• this is way back in 
1991 -- within 15 days his nuclear, 
chemical, and biological weapons and 
the missiles to deliver them; to make a 
total declaration. That's what he 
promised to do. 

The United Nations set up a special 
commission of highly trained 
international experts, called UNSCOM, 

http://clinton4.nara.gov/WH/New1tlf1.!t~~~t~t,} 13915 
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to make sure that Iraq made good on 
that commitment. We had every good 
reason to insist that Iraq disarm. 
Saddam had built up a tenible arsenal 
and be had used it -- not once, but many 
times, in a decade-long war with Iran, 
he used chemical weapons -- against 
combatants, against civilians, against a 
foreign adversary, and even against his 
own people. And during the Gulf War, 
Saddam launched Scuds against Saudi 
Arabia, Israel, and Bahrain. 

Now, instead of playing by the very 
rules he agreed to at the end of the Gulf 
War, Saddam has spent the better part 
of the past decade trying to cheat on this 
solemn commitment. Consider just 
some of the facts. Iraq repeatedly made 
false declarations about the weapons 
that it had left in its possession after the 
Gulf War. When UNSCOM would then 
uncover evidence that gave lie to those 
declarations, Iraq would simply amend 
the reports. For example, Iraq revised its 
nuclear declarations four times within 
just 14 months, and it bas submitted six 
different biological warfare 
declarations, each of which has been 
rejected by UNSCOM. 

In I 995, Hussein Kamel, Saddam's son
in-law and the chief organizer of Iraq's 
weapons of mass destruction program, 
defected to Jordan. He revealed that Iraq 
was continuing to conceal weapons and 
missiles and the capacity to build many 
more. Then, and only then, did Iraq 
admit to developing numbers of 
weapons in significant quantities, and 
weapon stocks. Previously it had 
vehemently denied the very thing it just 
simply admitted once Saddam Hussein's 
son-in-law defected to Jordan and told 
the truth. 

Now, listen to this. What did it admit? It 
admitted, among other things, an 
offensive biological warfare capability, 
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notably 5,000 gallons of botulinum, 
which causes botulism; 2,000 gallons of 
anthrax; 25 biologica1-fil1ed Scud 
warheads; and 157 aerial bombs. And I 
might say, UNSCOM inspectors believe 
that Iraq has actua1ly greatly understated 
its production. As ifwe needed further 
confirmation, you all know what 
happened to its son-in-law when he 
made the untimely decision to go back 
to Iraq.' 

Next, throughout this entire process, 
Iraqi agents have undermined and 
undercut UNSCOM. They've harassed 
the inspectors, lied to them, disabled 
monitoring cameras, literally spirited 
evidence out of the back doors of 
suspect facilities as inspectors walked 
through the front door-- and our people 
were there observing it and have the 
pictures to prove it. 

Despite Iraq's deceptions UNSCOM 
has, nevertheless, done a remarkable 
job. Its inspectors, the eyes and ears of 
the civilized world, have uncovered and 
destroyed more weapons of mass 
destruction capacity than was destroyed 
during the Gulf War. This inc1udes 
nearly 40,000 chemical weapons, more 
than 100,000 ga11ons of chemical 
weapons agents, 48 operationa] 
missiles, 30 warheads specifically fitted 
for chemical and biological weapons, 
and a massive biological weapons 
facility at Al-Hakim, equipped to 
produce anthrax and other deadly 
agents. 

Over the past few months, as they have 
come closer and closer to rooting out 
Iraq's remaining nuc1ear capacity, 
Saddam has undertaken yet another 
gambit to thwart their ambition by 
imposing debilitating conditions on the 
inspectors and declaring key sites which 
have still not been inspected off limits -
inc1uding, I might add, one palace in 
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Baghdad more than 2600 acres large. 

By comparison, when you hear all this 
business about presidential sites reflect 
our sovereignty, why do you want to 
come into a residence, the White House 
complex is 18 acres, so you'll have 
some feel for this. One of these 
presidential sites is about the size of 
Washington, D.C. That's about-· how 
many acres did you tell me it was --
40,000 acres. We're not talking about a 
few rooms here with delicate personal 
matters involved. 

It is obvious that there is an anempt 
here, based on the whole history of this 
operation, since 1991, to protect 
whatever remains of his capacity to 
produce weapons of mass destruction, 
the missiles to deliver them, and the 
f eedstocks necessary to produce them. 
The UNSCOM inspectors believe that 
Iraq still has stockpiles of chemical and 
biological munitions, a small force of 
Scud-type missiles, and the capacity to 
restart quickly its production program 
and build many, many more weapons. 

Now, against that background, let us 
remember the past, here. It is against 
that background that we have repeatedly 
and unambiguously made clear our 
preference for a diplomatic solution. 
The inspection system works. The 
inspection system has worked in the 
face of lies, stonewalling, obstacle after 
obstacle after obstacle. The people who 
have done that work desetve the thanks 
of civilized people throughout the 
world. It has worked. 

That is all we want. And if we can find 
a diplomatic way to do what has to be 
done, to do what he promised to do at 
the end of the Gulf War, to do what 
should have been done within 15 days -
within 15 days of the agreement at the 
end of the Gulf War -- ifwe can find a 
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diplomatic way to do that, that is by far 
our preference. But to be a genuine 
solution, and not simp1y one that glosses 
over the remaining problem, a 
diplomatic solution must include or 
meet a clear, immutable, reasonable, 
simple standard: Iraq must agree, and 
soon, to free, full, unfettered access to 
these sites, anywhere in the country. 
There can be no delusion or 
diminishment of the integrity of the 
inspection system that UNSCOM has 
put in p1ace. Now, those tenns are 
nothing more or less than the essence of 
what he agreed to at the end of the Gulf 
War. 

The Security Council many times since 
has reiterated this standard. If he accepts 
them, force will not be necessary. Jfhe 
refuses or continues to evade his 
obligation through more tactics of delay 
and deception, he, and he alone, will be 
to blame for the consequences. 

I ask all of you to remember the record 
here: what he promised to do within 15 
days oftbe end of the Gulf War, what 
he repeatedly refused to do, what we 
found out in '95, what the inspectors 
have done against all odds. 

We have no business agreeing to any 
resolution ofthis that does not include 
free, unfettered access to the remaining 
sites by people who have integrity and 
proven competence in the inspection 
business. That should be our standard. 
That's what UNSCOM has done, and 
that's why J have been fighting for it so 
hard. That's why the United States 
should insist upon it. 

Now, let's imagine the future. What if 
he fails to comply and we fail to act, or 
we take some ambiguous third route 
which gives him yet more opportunities 
to develop this program of weapons of 
mass destruction and continue to press 
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for the release of the sanctions and 
continue to ignore the solemn 
commitments that he made? Well, he 
will conclude that the international 
community has lost its will. He will 
then conclude that he can go right on 
and do more to rebuild an arsenal of ( 
devastating destruction. And some day, 
some way, I guarantee you, he'll use the 
arsenal. And I think every one of you 
who has really worked on this for any 
length of time believes that, too. 

Now, we have spent several weeks 
building up our forces in the Gulf, and 
building a coalition of like-minded 
nations. Our force posture would not be 
possible without the support of Saudi 
Arabia, of Kuwait, Bahrain, the GCC 
states and Turkey. Other friends and 
allies have agreed to provide forces, 
bases or logistical support, including the 
United Kingdom, Germany, Spain and 
Portugal, Denmark and the Netherlands, 
Hungary and Poland and the Czech 
Republic, Argentina, Iceland, Australia, 
New Zealand and our friends and 
neighbors in Canada. That list is 
growing .. not because anyone wants 
military action, but because there are 
people in this wor]d who believe the 
United Nations reso]ution should mean 
something, because they understand 
what UNSCOM has achieved, because 
they remember the past and because 
they can imagine what the future wi11 be 
depending on what we do now. 

If Saddam rejects peace and we have to 
use force, our purpose is dear: We want 
to seriously diminish the threat posed by 
Iraq's weapons of mass destruction 
program. We want to seriously reduce 
his capacity to threaten his neighbors. I 
am quite confident from the briefing l 
have just received from our mi]itary 
leaders that we can achieve the 
objectives and secure our vita1 strategic 
interests. 
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Let me be clear: A military operation 
cannot destroy a11 the weapons of mass 
destruction capacity. But it can, and 
will, leave him significantly worse off 
than he is now in tenns ofthe ability to 
threaten the world with these weapons, 
or to attack his neighbors. And he will 
know that the international community 
continues to have the will to act if and 
when he threatens again. 

Following any strike, we will carefully 
monitor Iraq's activities with all the 
means at our disposaJ. If he seeks to 
rebuild his weapons of mass destruction 
we will be prepared to strike him again. 
The economic sanctions will remain in 
place until Saddam complies fully with 
a11 U .N. resolutions. 

Consider this: Already these sanctions 
have denied him $110 billion. Imagine 
how much stronger his armed forces 
would be today, how many more 
weapons of mass destruction operations 
he would have hidden around the 
country if he had been able to spend 
even a small fraction of that amount for 
a military rebuilding. 

We will continue to enforce a no-fly 
zone from the southern suburbs of 
Baghdad to the Kuwait border, and in 
Northern Iraq, making it more difficult 
for Iraq to wa]k over Kuwait again or 
threaten the Kurds in the North. 

Now, let me say to all of you here, as al1 
of you know, the weightiest decision 
any President ever has to make is to 
send our troops into harm's way. And 
force can never be the first answer. But 
sometimes it's the on]y answer. 

You are the best-prepared, best
equipped, best-trained fighting force in 
the wor]d. And should it prove 
necessary for me to exercise the option 
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of force, your commanders wiU do 
evef)1hing they can to protect the safety 
of all the men and women under their 
command. No military action, however, 
is risk free. I know that the people we 
may call upon in unifonn are ready. The 
American people have to be ready as 
well. 

Dealing with Saddam Hussein requires 
constant vigilance. We have seen that 
constant vigilance pays off, but it 
requires constant vigilance. Since the 
Gulf War we have pushed back every 
time Saddam has posed a threat. When 
Baghdad planed to assassinate former 
President Bush, we struck hard at Iraq's 
intelligence headquarters. When 
Saddam threatened another invasion by 
massing his troops in Kuwait, along the 
Kuwaiti border in 1994, we 
immediately deployed our troops, our 
ships, our planes, and Saddam backed 
down. When Saddam forcefully 
occupied Irbil in Northern Iraq, we 
broadened our control over Iraq's skies 
by extending the no-fly zone. 

But there is no bener example, again I 
say, then the U.N. weapons inspections 
system itsel( Yes, he has tried to thwart 
it in every conceivable way. But the 
discipline, determination, the year in~ 
year out effort of these weapon 
inspectors is doing the job. And we seek 
to finish the job. 

Let there be no doubt, we are prepared 
to act But Saddam Hussein could end 
this crisis tomorrow, simply by letting 
the weapons inspectors complete their 
mission. He made a solemn 
commitment to the international 
community to do that and to give up his 
weapons of mass destruction a Jong 
time ago, now. One way or the other, 
we are determined to see that he makes 
good on his own promise. 
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Saddam Hussein's Iraq reminds us of 
what we learned in the 20th century and 
warns us of what we must know about 
the 21st. In this century we ]earned 
tluough harsh experience that the only 
answer to aggression and illegal 
behavior is finnness, determination, 
and, when necessary, action. 

ln the next century, the community of 
nations may see more and more the very 
kind of threat Iraq poses now: a rogue 
state with weapons of mass destruction, 
ready to use them or provide them to 
terrorists, drug traffickers, or organized 
criminals, who travel the world among 
us unnoticed. lfwe fail to respond 
today, Saddam and a11 those who would 
follow in his footsteps will be 
emboldened tomorrow by the 
knowledge that they can act with 
impunity -- even in the face of a clear 
message from the United Nations 
Security Council and clear evidence of a 
weapons of mass destruction program. 

But ifwe act as one, we can safeguard 
our interests and send a clear message to 
every would-be tyrant and terrorist that 
the international community does have 
the wisdom and the wi11 and the way to 
protect peace and security in a new era. 

That is the future I ask you al1 to 
imagine. That is the future I ask our 
allies to imagine. If we look at the past 
and imagine that future, we will act as 
one together. And we still have, God 
wi11ing, a chance to find a diplomatic 
resolution to this, and if not, God 
willing, the chance to do the right thing 
for our children and grandchildren. 

Thank you very much. (Applause.) 

Pres1d~1 and First uidy I Vice President 1111d Mrs. Gore 

Record of Prog= I The Briefing Room 
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Snowflake 

August 13, 2002 2:35 PM 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 7-___ -4 ~ 
SUBJECT: Gir]s' School 

You will recall the girls' school in Mazar-E-Sharif that was badly damaged during 

a pitched batt]e with Al Qaeda as the city was being taken over by the Northern 

Alliance. 

I have kept my eye on it since, and I think you '11 be pleased to see that good 

progress has been made to rebuild the school and to provide education for young 

women in temporary facilities in the meantime. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
MeS Sultan Rasia Girls' School Update-August 12, 2002 

DHR;dh 
08l3D2-14 
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MeS Sultan Rasia Girls' School Update --August 12, 2002 

The Sultan Rasia Girl's School in Mazar-E-Sharif is a two-phase project, with Phase I 
being 100% completed. Phase I consisted of repairs to the out-buildings and 
acquisition of modular classrooms (Enclosure 1) to support the conduct of classes at the 
beginning of the school year. These areas are in full use. 

Phase II is divided into two sections, A & B. As seen in the attached photographs, 
(Enclosure 2) section A is close to completion with final work (windows and plaster) 
being accomplished. Section B entails major structural work on the roof and other 
parts of the building. Engineers estimate the roof section will be completed by 25 
August 02. Upon completion of both sections later this fall, they will be joined as one 
building. Once completed, the school will support approximately 3000 female students. 
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Sultan Rasia Girls School Reconstruction Project 
Mazar-e·Sha rif 

Set-up almost complete for modular 
classroom 
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Sultan Rasia Girls School Reconstruction Project 
Mazar•e-Sharif 

Back of Sultan Rasia Main Building 
4 JAN2002 

Sultan Rasia Main Building 
25JAN2002 

Suttan Rasia New Windows 
4AUG2002 

Sultan Rasia Main Building 
4AUG2002 

Encl (2) 
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August 1 S, 2002 4:30 PM 

TO: Honorable I. Lewis Libby, Jr. 

FROM: Donald Rumsfelct1}.. 

SUBJECT: Domestic Intelligence 

Please take a look at this memo to me from Jim Haynes. 1 asked CIA to give us a 

note about the extent to which other English-speaking countries have domestic 

intelligence-gathering activities. You might want to ask them, and take a look at 

it. 

Please let me know if you have any thoughts on this subject I don't. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
07/03/02 GC memo to SecDefre: Domestic Intelligence-Gathering Agency 

l>HR:dh 
081502-27 
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GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

SECDEftlAS-SHINGTON, D. C. 20301-1600 

July 3, 2002, 10:00 AM 

AUG l 5 "2001 INFO MEMO /~-, 
!~ 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE / 

FROM: William J. Ha)11eS, II, Genera] Counse~,toV 

SlJBJECT: Your Question About a Domestic Intelligence-Gathering Agency 

• You asked about a "domestic intelligence-gathering" agency. An agency modeled 
after the British Security Service (MIS) may help accomplish President Bush's twin 
aims of preventing terrorist attacks and reducing U.S. vulnerability to terrorism. 

• The FBI has the primary role in conducting foreign counterintelligence, which 
includes counter-terrorism. Military departments, the Defense Intelligence Agency 
and civilian law enforcement agencies also engage in intelligence gathering, 
generally related to their specific missions. No agency is responsible for oversight 
of all domestic counterintelligence operations. 

• The Homeland Security Department (HSD), in part, has been proposed to close the 
gap in intelligence coordination and accountability. The White House proposal 
makes the HSD a "customer,, of the CIA and FBI and leaves the FBI and CIA 
relatively untouched. The proposal requires the FBI and CIA to provide processed 
intelligence to the HSD, but allows all three agencies to prepare their own 
competing analyses of threats. The Administration's proposal has been criticized 
for potentially promoting greater turf wars and failing to address adequately the lack 
of communication among the existing agencies. 

• Two recent newspaper articles alternatively have suggested modeling the HSD after 
the MIS. 'fhe HSD would take over the FBI' s counterintelligence and counter~ 
terrorism missions and the counterintelli ence functions of the various a en " 
brought within t e . t would be responsible for collecting and disseminating 
counterintelligence, investigating and assessing threats, advising other government 
departments and offices on protective security measures and providing support for 
law enforcement agencies. The HSD would have no policing powers. The British 
model could ensure greater communication and intelligence sharing and more 
efficient operation. Under this scheme, the HSD would have more control over the 
process of collecting, reporting and integrating inteHigence information. 'flie CIA 'a 
mission would remain unchanged and mirror that of MI6. 

COORDINATION: None 

0 
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SnowRake 

August 16, 2002 11:15 AM 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld (2 t\ 
SUBJECT: Iraq 

Attached is an interesting article on the subject we discussed this morning at the 

NSC meeting. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
Dionne, EJ. Jr. "In Search of a. War Rationale,'' Washington Post, August 16, 2002 

DllRdh 
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In Search Of A War Rationale 

Washington Post 
August 16, 2002 
Pg.25 

In Search Of A War Rationale 

By E. J. Dionne Jr. 

Page 1 of2 

Supporters of going to war against Iraq offer two very different rationales for American action. Before 
the shooting starts, we had better be clear about which war we're fighting. 

One Iraq war would be preemptive but, in principle, defensive in character. The argument for it is that 
Saddam Hussein is building weapons of mass destruction that he will someday use or pass on to others. 
In this view, Hussein will always manage to foil the outside inspections he agreed to after his defeat in 
1991. We need to take him out because that is the only way we can be sure of taking out his weapons. 

The second Iraq war would be a much bolder enterprise. Its goal is to revolutionize the entire Middle 
East. If Hussein is driven from power, the idea goes, Iraqis will then build a thriving democracy. A free 
Iraq will become a model for Arab and Muslim nations. The Arab-Israeli dispute will become less 
intractable and moderation will become contagious. 

The staunchest advocates of military action embrace both arguments. Their assumption is that once we 
get involved in a war for defensive purposes, we will have no choice but to move to the next step of 
occupying and rebuilding Iraq under benign leadership. 

But it would be a great mistake to sell the Iraq war as a defensive action when its real purpose is much 
broader. Here is a recipe for disillusionment that could undermine the operation's long-term success. 

Already, this has looked too much like a war in search of a justification. Advocates of taking on Hussein 
keep trying, almost desperately, to link him to the attacks of Sept. 11. Their case hangs almost entirely 
on two alleged meetings in Prague between Mohamed Atta, the leader of the hijackers, and an Iraqi 
agent Because there is great dispute about whether these meetings even took place, they provide a thin 
rationale for full-scale war. 

Supporters of war know this. That's why they have shifted to arguments about the more general threat 
that Hussein poses. But the shifting rationales for war create a credibility problem. It raises the burden 
on the war's supporters to offer more convincing evidence than they have that Hussein really is on the 
verge of breakthroughs in the production of dangerous weapons -- or that he is prepared to use what he 
has sooner than we once thought. 

As recently as July 2001, Secretary of State Colin Powell was arguing that "smart sanctions" could 
contain Hussein's threat At the same time, Condoleezza Rice, the president's national security adviser, 
was endorsing "a sanctions regime that actually works." The goal, she said, would be to make sure that 
Hussein "couldn't rebuild his military power" and "that he would have great difficulty in acquiring 
weapons of mass destruction." The administration needs to be very clear -- beyond generalized talk 
about Sept. 11 changing everything -- on why what was true a year ago is no longer true now. 

If the real purpose of this exercise is the larger one -- to make the Middle East safe for democracy -- the 
administration has to make a Jong-term commitment upfront to rebuilding Iraq and supporting a new 
regime. As our experience in Afghanistan shows, this will be no piece of cake. 
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Gary Schmitt, an Iraq hawk who is executive director of the Project for the New American Century, has 
been entirely candid in saying that this war could entail at least a five-year commitment of American 
troops to lraq. There's been a lot ofleaking of conflicting military plans. What really needs public airing 
is the postwar strategy-- how to make sure we don't squander a victory. 

There's a reason why President Bush has not run into much domestic opposition to his Iraq plans, and 
it's not because most Democrats are too timid to take Bush on. There is broad agreement that the status 
quo in Iraq is dangerous for the long haul. The question is: What's the most effective way to change it? 

lf the issue is Hussein's weaponry, one last try with tough, intrusive and uncompromising inspections 
would have one of two effects. The inspecti<lns could succeed and rid us of the threat. Or Hussein would 
obstruct them and, in the process, force our reluctant allies 10 the view that there is no alternative to war. 

But if the war with Iraq is really about a grander strategy to remake the Middle East, Americans need to 
know what we're getting into. A more democratic Middle East would do much practical good. It will 
aJso be hellishly hard for an outside power. even the world's only superpower. to create. 
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August 19, 2002 3:21 PM 

TO; Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 

CC: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ /)~ 

SUBJECT: Marking October 7 

October 7, 2002 is the one-year anniversary of the beginning of the bombing and 

active military campaign in Afghanistan. 

General Franks would like to invite the President to Tampa on October 7, as a way 

of marking that anniversary. Why don't you give some thought to that? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dlt 
081902·!3 

W0095I.02 
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5Rowtlake 

August 19, 2002 7:25 AM 

TO: President George W. Bush 

CC: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable George Tenet 
Honorab]e Condo]eezza Rice 

FROM: Dona]d Rumsfeld 'J.---"-~ 
SUBJECT: Iran and North Korea 

I believe the situations in Iran and North Korea are sufficiently interesting and 

unsettled that fashioning a major U.S. Government effort, for the most part 

confidential, to undennine the current regimes and encourage regime change from 

within is worth consideration, 

Doing this would require a great deal of skill and deftness. It ·could accomplish 

enormous good for the world. 

I would be gJad to discuss this at your convenience. 

Respectfully, 

DHR:dh 
071502-7 
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TO: Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 

CC: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Condoleezza Rice 
Honorable Clay Johnson 

August 19, 2002 7:06 PM 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld /~-'.. _ __,,,, /l -p 
SUBJECT: Ambassador to Afghanistan 

I request that I have an opportunity to interview any person who is proposed for 

Ambassador to Afghanistan, before the selection gets made and before the 

President is involved. 

This post is very important for the Department of Defense and I would like to have 

a good sense of who it might be and why. 

When the decision was made on the cllll'ent Ambassador to Afghanistan, I was not 

aware of it until it had been decided. 

I think criteria for the post should be agreed on before any names start being 

considered, so we can all be sure we are focusing on the right skills. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081902-41 
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September 3, 2002 2:55 PM 

TO: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ . /l-
SUBJECT: Decisions 

Attached is the paper I pulled together on threads, with respect to the war on 

terrorism. It is quite a different approach from the interview with Woodward I just 

read. 

Attach. 
05/10/02 Major Directional Decisions-9/11 /02 et seq. 

DHR:dh 
090302.-31 
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May 10, 2002 11 :42 AM 

SUBJECT: Major Directional Decisions--9/11 /01 et seq. 

I. Despite the September 11 111 terrorist attacks or attacks that may occur in the future, the U.S. will not pull 
back or withdraw - the U.S. will stay engaged in the world. 

2. When attacked, the U.S. will be "leaning forward, not back." When the U.S. is seen as faint-hearted or 
risk-averse, the deterrent is weakened. 

3. Terrorism: it is not possible to defend against terrorism in every place, at every time, against every 
conceivable technique. Self-defense against terrorism requires preemption - taking the battle to the 
terrorists wherever they are and to those who harbor terrorists. 

4. The war against terrorism will be ''broad-based, applying pressure and using all elements of national 
power-economic, diplomatic, financial, intelligence, law enforcement and military, both overt and 
covert." 

5. The campaign against terrorism will be "Jong, hard and difficult." Terrorists do not have annies, navies 
or air forces to attack, so we must. go after them where they are and root them out. 

6. The U.S. will not rule out anything-including the use of ground forces. This will not be an antiseptic, 
"cruise missile war." The U.S. is ready and willing to put boots on the ground when and where 
appropriate. 

7. Coalitions: "The mission must determine the coalition; coalitions must not determine missions''; 
missions must not be dumbed down to the lowest common denominator by coalition pressure. 

8. The U.S. wants help from all countries, in every way they consider appropriate; we recognize that to 
get maximum support, it is best for each country, rather than the U.S., to characterize how and in what 
ways they are assisting the overall effort. 

9. Declaratory policy: the U.S. is against global terrorists and countries that harbor terrorists- "you are 
either with us or against us." 

10. The U.S. recognizes it must be willing to accept risks. There are causes so important that they require 
putting Jives at risk - fighting terrorism is one. 

11. Avoid personalizing the war against terrorism by focusing excessively on UBL or Omar. The task is 
bigger and broader than any one individual. We must root out the terrorist networks. 

12. Because Afghanistan is "anti. foreigner," the U.S. emphasized the truth, that the U.S. is not there to 
stay; rather, we are there to help fight terrorism, liberate the Afghan people from the Al Qaeda and the 
Taliban, assure that it does not harbor terrorists in the future, assist with humanitarian assistance and 
help establish the conditions to ensure the new Afghan government has the opportunity to succeed. 

13. The link between global terrorist networks and the nations on the teaorist list that have active WMD 
capabilities is real, and poses a se.rious threat to the world; it points up the urgency of the effort against 
terrorism. 
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14. September 11th resulted in a major shift in the world, offering opportunities to establish new 
relationships and to reorder institutions in ways thal will contribute to our goals of peace and stability 
for decades to come. 

15. Victory on the ground was crucial to the success of the information campaign- because strength is 
respected throughout the world, and particularly in the Arab world, but also because liberation of the 
Afghan people has been one of the most powerful stories on our side. 

16. The U.S . can be effective when we leverage the capabilities of others. 

17. Perhaps most important of all, we leveraged the Achilles heel of our opponents, which was the fact that 
the Taliban regime and the terrorists were so widely hated by the people they oppressed. More 
generally, every government that supports terrorism also rules by terror, and the people they terrorize 
are our potential allies. 

18. Momentum is crucial, and it was important to pursue the campaign relentlessly- no pauses to 
negotiate, no pauses for Ramadan, no pauses outside Kabul. 

19. The campaign had to include humanitarian operations (and information operations) fi-om the very 
beginning. Moreover, humanitarian operations had to be viewed in a slTategic way, focused on helping 
those people who were on our side. 

20 . Military force can have political effect only if it is militarily effective or threatens to be militarily 
effective. Merely blowing things up, without affecting events on the ground, becomes a symbol of 
impotence. 

21. Finally, success required recognizing that defeating the Taliban regime had to be a goal, rather than 
preserving it to avoid chaos in Afghanistan or separating "good" Taliban from bad ones. Afghan 
reconstruction (and rehabilitation of "good" Taliban) could only come after the defeat of the Taliban 
regime. 

22. Unified commanders are expected to develop military options void of preconceived political 
constraints. First detennine what is possible, then let folks in Washington worry about what can be 
achieved. (CINC can certainly voice his opinion about the advisability of options.) 

23. Setting the bar higher-we should list our expectations of countries based on what we want them to do 
rather than what we think they are willing to do. 

24. Special reconnaissance operations (SRO)--focus changed to a proactive mode that places value on our 
adversaries knowing we are doing it. Some will remain unseen, others will be coercive. 

25. Even though we are engaged in a large conflict, we must continue lo tra'nsform in order to emerge from 
this current operation with the quality of our force intact and ready to meet the many challenges of the 
21 51 century. 

Donald Rumsfeld 

Dl!R:dh 
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September 10, 2002 11 :49 AM 

TO: Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

CC: Honorable Steve Hadley 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld J2--~4: 

SUBJECT: Combatant Commanders 

I would appreciate it if invitations to combatant commanders come through my 

office personally, rather than being directed to the combatant commander. Unless 

the President specifically requests something, I would prefer that General Myers 

and l be the ones to decide which interagency meetings combatant commanders 

attend. 

It is not possible for the NSC staff to know what I have asked the combatant 

commanders to do or what their other tasks are. The NSC calls meetings on short 

notice. A combatant commander feels he has to respond to an NSC invitation, 

then I have to help them determine what their priority ought to be, but I can't do it 

ifl don't know they've been invited. 

Needless to say, if the President of the United States decides he wants a combatant 

commander at a meeting, I should be told that and I will see that that happens. 

Thanks. 

DllR:dh 
090902-43 

W01040-02 
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September 12, 2002 2:23 PM 

TO: Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Afghanistan Reconstrnction 

Where do we stand on Eikenberry and Dov Zakheim? 

Is the State Department is opposed? I thought there was a big urgency to getting 

money and help to Afghanistan for security. The Principals Committee· said that. 

The President said that. So I went ahead and tried to move on Zakheim and 

Eikenberry, but there seem to be roadblocks. 

What's happening? Are you against it? 

DHR:dh 
091202-25 
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Snowtlake 

September 13, 2002 2:39 PM 

TO: Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

CC: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Colin Powell 
Honorable George Tenet 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·~ 

SUBJECT: Testimony on Iraq 

4 !l 

I am scheduled to testify next week for the Administration on the subject of Iraq 
before the House and Senate Anued Services Committees. 

I am told that my testimony is supposed to be in support of a resolution the 
Administration is asking the Congress to pass and/or a resolution we are asking 
the UN to pass, or both. 

I have not seen either resolution. If I could be provided those resolutions, I would 
be in a position to testify. At present I am not. 

Has a decision been made about what the role of the various Administration 
officials ought to be with respect to their testimony? 

My assumption is that George Tenet and the inteJligence community would testify 
on the intelligence situation, and that Colin Powe11 would make the case we are 
presenting on the President's policy. 

The Defense role, on the other hand, doesn't come into play until and unless the 
President makes a decision to do something in Iraq from a military standpoint. 
Having DoD discuss that subject before a Presidential decision would not be very 
helpful. 

Therefore, my testimony should track the presentations of Tenet and Powell, but I 
don't have their testimony to review. 

It seems to me that the Administration should decide what it wants and when it 
wants to have it, for example: We desire a Congressional Resolution that says 
11XXX, 11 and we want it passed not later than October 11. 

W01052-02 
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Having made that determination, we should then back off from that date to the 
present and start scoping out the various activities and objectives we should 
undertake. For example: 

- What should be the objective of DoD testimony next week before the 
House and Senate? 

- What should be the objective of Colin's testimony the following week? 

- What briefs should we undertake for Members of Congress? 

- What is the case we are trying to make? Support the U.N. resolution? 

- Should the President address a joint session of Congress, and if so, 
when'? 

I feel that we have put the cart before the horse by offering several intelligence 
briefings to the Hill before we are certain as to the policy objectives. lJJtimately, 
there is no single piece of intelligence that will make a case for war, should the 
President decide war is required. Rather, it will be a systematic policy framework 
that is supported by what intelligence we have, but that goes 'beyond any 'smoking 
guns' and puts Iraq into the proper context. 

Any thoughts? 

DHR:dh 
091302•7 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 

Donald Rumsfel~

Gordon England 

September 26, 2002 7:46 AM 

I don't know what you folks will decide on Gordon England, but in the event a 

decision is made to go forward, you need to make that decision knowing that we 

can't let him go until we have a replacement or have finished the budget in 

December. In other words, once the decision is made, he can't just leave here 

suddenly. He needs to stay here to finish our budget process, which is critical for 

the President. We'll need to find a replacement, get him cleared and processed 

through the White House and FBI, and up to the Senate for confirmation. That 

will take time. He's been here barely a year. 

I hope you won't let anyone get the idea that Gordon can just drop everything and 

leave. We'll need him through early December for sure. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
092102-9 

WOI 118-02 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Vice President Richard Cheney 

Donald Rumsfeld)f1-

September 27, 2002 
·1 ii I:, I! ·-r: ,. CTION 

7:26AM 

SUBJECT: State Department 

Attached is a piece that Larry Silbennan did in 1979. It's worth reading. You also 

might want to get a copy to Clay Johnson, Andy Card and possibly the President, 

if you think it is worthwhile. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
092702.0S 

Attach: "Toward Presidential Control of the State Department, "Laurence H. 
Silberman, Spring 1979 

WOI 129-02 
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Laurence R Silberman 

TO"~RD PRESIDE:\'TIAL CO:\'TROL 
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Laurence R Silberman 

TO"i\RD PRESIDENTIAL CONTROL 
~ OF THE STATE DEPARTME:\1T 

.this article challenges the notion that it is appropriate for 
Foreign Service officers to routinely occupy senior policymaking 
positions in the State Department. As a recent "political" ambas
sador who has also served at a senior level in domestic departments 
of our government, I confess that I ended my ambassadorial stint 
with less than friendly feelings toward the Foreign Service as a 
whole. Since then, reflecting as dispassionately as possible on my 
own observations and looking with some care into past history, I 
have concluded that the frictions that have arisen almost contin
uously between the Service and successive Presidents (and their 
political appointees) have their roots deep in the system of ap
pointments itself-and that they lend themselves to constructive 
remedies. 

The practice of having Foreign Service officers in senior State 
Department positions goes back a long way; in the minds of many 
it has attained the status of an accepted convention. I believe it is 
time to reject that convention, not only because it is fundamentally 
inconsistent with American democratic theory, but also because
perhaps more directly relevant to those interested in the substance 
of foreign policy-for the last 50 years the Foreign Service's quite 
natural desire to preserve and expand these job opportunities has 
caused or exacerbated unfortunate clashes with presidential au
thority over the conduct of foreign policy. As Professor James Q. 
Wilson of Harvard has recently observed, indispensable to a full 
understanding of any government department's policy-formulat
ing process is an appreciation of that department's formal and 
informal incentive system. 1 So long as the Foreign Service sees 
itself in competition with political appointees for senior positions, 

1 Jarncs Q, Wilson, T/11 lnwsligalors, New York: Basic Books, 1978, paJSJIJI. 

Laurence H. Silberman currently practices law in Washington and is a 
Visiting Fellow at the American Enterprise Institute. He was Ambassador to 
Yugoslavia from J 975 to 1977, and pnor to that se.rved as Deputy Attorney 
General in l 974- 75, as Under Secretary of Labor in 1970-73, and as Solicitor 
of the Labor Depanment in 1969-70. The author acknowledges research 
assistance by two Dartmouth undergraduates, Robert and Katherine Silber
man. 
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PRESIDENTS AND THE STATE DEPARTMENT 873 

it will instinctively resist presidential direction of the substance of 
foreign policy. In resisting the legitimacy of political appointments 
essential to presidential control, it inevitably rejects as well the 
legitimacy of political direction. 

Indisputably, the Foreign Service has much to offer in the 
fashioning and implementation of foreign policy, but the trouble
some friction to which I refer has often led Presidents and their 
appointees to reject the Service's views out of hand. It is time, I 
submit, to call a halt to this long struggle. Accordingly, in my 
conclusion I suggest a legislative modus vivendi, one which takes 
account of the need to maintain, indeed improve, the Foreign 
Service's morale. 

Ir 

Perhaps it is because Foreign Service officers (and many of their 
journalistic champions) have relatively little experience with the 
American government as a whole that they are unaware of how 
anomalous is their claim to policymaking positions. 

Senior political posts in the executive branch of the U.S. gov
ernment, those presumed to carry policymaking functions, are 
almost invariably presidential appointments requiring Senate con· 
firmation. For the most part, they are designated as executive 
appointments at levels from one through four: level one is reserved 
to the Cabinet (and the Special Trade Representative); level two 
is typically a deputy secretary (but also includes the Directors of 
the CIA and FBI); level three embraces the under secretaries and 
level four the assistant secretaries. Men and women who fill these 
jobs are normally thought of as part of the President's team; 
indeed, they are extensions of the presidency. 

Among the world democracies, the United States uniquely 
functions with so many political appointments at senior levels of 
government. But the United States' tripartite governmental struc
ture is also unique. The parliamentary democracies fuse legislative 
and executive powers; the civil service in those countries, therefore, 
looks only to one political authority. By contrast, in the United 
States both a presidential sun and a congressional moon exert a 
gravitational pull on the Civil Service. Since our chief executive 
must compete with legislative authority for the allegiance, or even 
the attention, of the Civil Service, it follows that he needs a 
considerable number of senior executives in the departments who 
are closely tied to his political fortunes. Even these ties do not 
guarantee him bureaucratic support, but they ensure an irredu
cible minimum of influence. 
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874 FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

In all the executive departments save State, these executiv~ 
level appointments almost invariably go to supporters of the 
President-persons who share his political goals, or at least are 
drawn from the President's political party. To be sure, occasionally 
a civil servant will be selected for political appointment but, in 
that event, he or she is assumed to have.abandoned the neutrality 
of the career service and does not return to career status when the 
administration )eaves office. 

The State Department is structured like other executive depart
ments with a secretary, deputy secretary, four under secretaries, 
and over a dozen assistant-secretary-level positions. In addition, 
however, there are more than 150 ambassadorships, all presiden
tial appointments requiring Senate confirmation and carrying an 
executive-level ranking-depending on the importance and size 
of the embassy-from two through five. The more important 
ambassadorships, then, have equivalent rank to the deputy or 
under secretary posts since an ambassador, in theory, personally 
represents the President of the United States in his assigned 
country. According to strict protocol, the American ambassador 
outranks even the Secretary of State at his embassy (a protocol 
nicety that few· ambassadors have dared assert). As a direct 
representative of the President, an ambassador is not restricted to 
communications with the State Department. Some have even 
advanced personal views or positions espoused by other depart
ments that ran counter to State's wishes-unless instructed other
wise by the President. It is not unknown, for that matter, for 
Presidents to direct ambassadors on certain sensitive matters 
without even informing the State Department. 

Over the years, however, the majority of these embassies and a 
goodly proportion of the senior posts in Washington have been 
occupied by career Foreign Service officers who maintain their 
career status while in these positions. Accepted Washington wis· 
<lorn, as disseminated by the diplomatic press corps, holds that 
these appointments should normally go to Foreign Service officers. 
Career status has, in the State Department, been deemed synon· 
ymous with merit. Political appointments are implicitly regarded 
as non-meritorious. During the presidential campaign of 1976, for 
example, C. L. Sulzberger, the venerable if predictably conven
tional foreign correspondent, of The New York Times, paused in a 
little town outside of Plains, Georgia to write a column in which 
he described the importance of a presidential candidate commit
ting himself to appoint Foreign Service officers to ambassador
ships. After his subsequent meeting with Jimmy Carter, he breath· 
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lessly reported that, sure enough, the Democratic candidate was 
determined to make "merit'' appointments to foreign policy po
sitions, After the election, as we all saw, Jimmy Carter did not 
completely accept the congruence of career status and merit. He 
did appoint fewer politicaJ ambassadors but, in contrast to the 
Ford-Kissinger Administration, President Carter took more care 
to ensure that his assistant and under secretaries were drawn from 
political circles that shared the President's foreign policy philoso
phy. 

Ill 

The Foreign Service has persistently argued for a congressionally 
imposed limit on the number or percentage of non-career appoint
ments to ambassadorships and has grumbled at what it regards as 
excessive appointments of non-careerists to comparable positions 
in Washington. A necessary corollary to the Service's position has 
been its explicit assumption that foreign policy-unlike all other 
responsibilities of government-is not appropriately a subject for 
political difference. As Fred lkle recently put it, the Foreign 
Service has a direct career interest in defending the cliche that 
11politics stops at the water's edge. 112 

George Kennan, perhaps the leading apostle of foreign policy 
careerism (some say elitism), argues that our political parties play 
no important role in the long-term formulation of foreign policy 
because in the United States, unlike Europe, they are not ideolog
ical. He sees them as purely pragmatic groupings of various 
constituencies without ideological content. When politicians chal
lenge the Foreign Service's conduct of policy, they are, according 
to Kennan, resP9nding merely to "highly organized lobbies and 
interest groups.',a 

The ultra-careerist must thus denigrate the impact of politics 
on foreign policy, for if it were to be conceded that our political 
parties do represent alternative philosophies of foreign policy, it 
would also have to be conceded, consistent with democratic 
theory, that the successful party is entitled to place its adherents 
in senior State Department positions to carry out its philosophy. 

Kennan and his supporters, I submit, fundamentally misunder
stand our political system. American political parties can indeed 
be seen as competitive constituency groupings, but these have 
always been bound together in significant degree by an ideological 

2 "Beyond the Water's Edge; Responsible Partisanship in Foreign Polity." Common Stm,, 
Summer 1978. 

3 "foreign Policy and the Professional Diplomat," W1IW11 Q}umtrly, Winter l977, pp. 148-
57 
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876 FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

glue of varying viscosity-using "ideology" simply to mean a 
reasonably coherent set of ideas about the relationship between 
government and its citizens. Our great geographical and cultural 
diversity, as virtually every first-year colJege student is taught, has 
caused a certain degree of ideological overlapping. Still, for almost 
50 years the Republican Party, or at least its central core, has 
differed with the Democrats over the fundamental issue of the 
desirability, equity, even morality of coercive redistribution of 
wealth and income, and the corollary question of the growth of 
governmental power. 

Moreover-and this point is crucial-domestic ideological dif
ferences have always been, in part, reflected in the differing 
foreign policy approaches of the Democratic and Republican 
Parties. Surely the restrained enthusiasm with which conservative 
Republicans view delegations of authority to the United Nations 
is ideologically connected to Republican distrust of domestic 
governmental growth, and the greater receptiveness with which 
most liberal Democrats examine the developing nations' demand 
for a New International Economic Order is related to their 
espousal of domestic economic redistribution. For most liberal 
Democrats, .. narrowing the gap" in world income by direct trans
fers of wealth follows ineluctably from their domestic political 
objective of similarly "narrowing the income gap,, among Amer
icans. Domestic liberals-and most are Democrats-are almost as 
prone to believe that world order can be achieved through supra
national planning as they are to believe that we should move 
toward greater governmental planning domestically. Conserva
tives, by contrast, in both domestic and foreign policy, tend to 
distrust rationalistic schemes and give greater deference to the 
natural growth of domestic and international structures. These 
differences, between liberal and conservative, go back to Rousseau 
and Burke. 

True, domestic ethnic, religious and racial lobbies have always 
exerted political influence on American foreign policy. In recent 
years U.S. policy toward disputes in the Aegean, the Middle East 
and southern Africa has been so shaped. Still, these issues are not 
without ideological content. Most American blacks, for instance, 
are aligned with the Democratic Party, which party, panicularly 
President Carter's wing, has seemed much less troubled by black 
African nationalism with a Marxist flavor than have Republicans. 
This, in turn, is clearly related to the present Administration's 
overall effort to reduce the anti-communist character of American 
foreign policy. 
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Although both parties share a strong distaste for totalitarianism, 
Republicans are naturally, on the whole, more distrustful and 
fearful of totalitarianism on the Left and Democrats more appre
hensive of its rightist counterpart. That is surely why Roosevelt's 
foreign policy in the l 930s was more aggressively anti-fascist than 
many Republicans thought prudent. And why Republican views 
for years have been, on the whole, more aggressively anti--com
munist. 

Admittedly, there are important foreign policy differences 
within both parties. The 1976 Reagan challenge to President Ford 
was most successfully ro0ted in foreign policy disagreements cen
tered on the Ford-Kissinger policy of detente. In that respect there 
are similarities between conservative Republicans and the Jack
son-Moynihan-Nunn wing of the Democratic Party. That these 
kinds of issues are often disputed intra-pany as well as inter-party 
does not at all detract from the proposition that our political 
process properly accommodates foreign policy debates or that they 
normally have an ideological content. Senator Jackson, like Gov
ernor Reagan, lost his primary fight for nomination and, therefore, 
as much as some of us might regret it, President Carter was 
cenainly on sound democratic (note the small ''d") grounds in 
rigorously excluding Jackson Democrats, as weU as orthodox 
Republicans, from significant foreign policy positions. They man
ifestly would not fit. 

I do not mean tO suggest that American foreign policy will or 
should shift 180 degrees as administrations change. In the first 
place, the great strength of American democracy is the relatively 
narrow degree of ideological differences between our political 
parties with respect to either domestic or foreign issues. What we 
virtually all agree upon-our shared premises-is greater than 
that which divides us. Therefore, philosophic changes in foreign 
policy orientations, while significant, will not be fundamental
not sea changes. 

Second, the United States does have relatively permanent eco
nomic and strategic interests that no administration, regardless of 
ideology, can ignore. To be sure, which of those interests are vital 
is very much a political question because vital interests are those 
a nation is willing to take substantial risks to preserve or advance. 
Thus, different administrations may well be willing to assume 
greater political, economic and even military costs, on the margin, 
to protect different objectives. Put another way, the political 
process sets priorities on national interests; Vietnam was in that 
manner continually downgraded from vital to borderline to irrel-
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evant. No computer or group of wise men can objectively divine 
the outer boundaries of vital interests, because in a democracy the 
people as a whole must determine the acceptable cost4 bencfit ratio 
of actions that preserve or advance foreign policy goals. Still, the 
central core of our poHcy, or any nation's policy, wiU always be 
shaped by objective factors. Not surprisingly, then, as time passes, 
we see that at least certain of President Carter's policies have 
begun to conform to those of the preceding Administration. Take, 
for example, the abandonment of the Turkish arms embargo or 
the President's "Camp David" change in Middle East policy. 

Some scholars argue that ideology should play little or no role 
in the conduct of foreign policy, but it is hard to take that position 
seriously. Can one imagine American policy in this century un· 
influenced by antipathy to or a healthy fear of fascism and 
communism? Nonetheless, how much weight ideology should be 
given when fashioning policy toward other nations is surely ques
tionable. As Bayless Manning put it, since the beginning of the 
Republic pragmatism and ideology, held in uneasy balance, have 
been twin themes of our foreign policy." Sometimes an adminis· 
tration has emphasized ideological factors over pragmatic ones, 
for example, Woodrow Wilson's self-determination, John Foster 
Dulles' anti-communism, and Jimmy Carter's human rights. At 
other times, as most recemJy with Kissinger's Realpolitik, prag· 
matism seems to dominate. 

I suggest that a long-term aim of our policy is to keep these 
considerations, ideology and pragmatism, in appropriate balance. 
No magic formula, however, will permanently achieve that equa
tion. The best means to keep these factors in balance, and the one 
most appropriate to our system of government, is partisan public 
debate. Inevitablyt the administration in power will emphasize 
one or the other factor and the party out of power wHl duly 
criticize the administration for overen;iphasis-just as the Demo
crats attacked Dulles for excessive moralizing and Kissinger for 
too little attention tO moral concerns. The political process ensures 
that the balance can never be tipped too far in one direction. 

In that fashion, I would argue, partisan political debate over 
foreign policy serves long-run stability rather than instability. The 
democratic process is often thought to jeopardize professionally 
devised foreign policy continuity; in fact, it ensures a deeper 
continuity which eludes totalitarian stat-es. The key theoretical 

• Bayless Manning, "Goals, Ide,;logy and Foreign Policy," Frnign Affairs, January 1976, pp. 
271-284. 
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proposition, then, of the careerists' argument for their own domi
nance of senior foreign policy positions-that domestic politics is 
the appropriate process for the resolution of domestic economic 
and social issues, but not for foreign policy questions-is plainly 
and demonstrably wrong. 

IV 

Still, political theory aside, the question of expertise remains. 
Foreign Service spokesmen maintain that the conduct (and fash
ioning) of foreign policy is inherently subtler and more sophisti
cated than other facets of governmental responsibility. The stakes, 
moreover, are much higher-particularly in a thermonuclear 
world. American democracy) it is argued, has no practical choice 
but to delegate to its Foreign Service greater responsibility than 
is granted to the domestic Civil Service. George Kennan assumes 
this delegation when he describes the Foreign Service officer as an 
anomaly not belonging to "that great body of lower-level servicing 
personnel known as the civil service" but rather somewhere be
tween the ordinary civil servant and the political appointee.5 

The grade, rank and pay of Foreign Service officers1 however, 
is comparable to that of Civil Service officers-except when the 
former are serving in those executive-level presidential appoint
ments described earlier-so Congress has not explicitly made the 
delegation Kennan assumes.6 In fact, the Foreign Service was 
created through executive orders of Presidents Roosevelt and Taft 
and the Rogers Act of 1924 to bring our diplomatic personnel up 
to the professional standards of the Civil Service. 

But should the Foreign Service be regarded as superior to the 
Civil Service? Is the substance of foreign policy so uniquely 
challenging as to compel acceptance of a Foreign Service policy
making role? 

To answer No, to reject this claim, it is not necessary to denigrate 
the complexities of foreign affairs. It is only necessary to observe 
that other aspects of governmental responsibilities are no less 
complex. I would go further, however. The average American has 
a sounder instinctive grasp of the basic dynamics of foreign policy 

~ Kennan, up, m., p. l 5! (emphasis added). Surely, this unwarran1ed as,;umpdon of the 
superiority of 1he Foreign Service over the Civil Service owes much to 1he "aristocratic" social 
origins of Foreign Sen•icc officers of the [920s and J930s (and the pretensions of some others 
whose backgrounds wert: more modest). s~ Manin Weil, A Pu111 Good Club, New York: W.W. 
Norton, 1978. That is noc to say thai today\ Foreign Service is drawn primarily from the same 
s()('.ial circles. bu1 the !M,nse of superiority remains-in search of a justifying rationale. 

• The last step of an F'S0-1 's pay ~chedule is equivalenl to a GS- 18. There is a hancjfuJ of 
cart'cr ministers who ca.ry the grade o( eJ.ecutive levet five; there are also, however, a number 
or execuii,•c level five posi1ions in the domestic depar1men1~ litlcd b:V civil servants. 
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than he does of domestic macroeconomics (the management of 
which is, after all, the most important domestic responsibility of 
the government). Common sense-the sum of personal experi
ences-will take one farther in the realm of foreign policy than in 
macroeconomics. Even children playing together begin to learn 
lessons about the balance of power-to prevent one from domi
nating others-but they manifestly do not learn the way people 
behave economically in the aggregate. As George Will laments, 
much of domestic democratic government consists of futile efforts 
to reverse economic laws-laws, J would add, that are rooted in 
human nature. 

The Foreign Service contends that the actual conduct of day
to-day relations between countries-as opposed to the administra
tion of domestic departments-requires of those who do this 
business special expenise that on& professionals with a lifetime of 
training gain; expertise both in the process of diplomacy itself and 
in profound knowledge of the nature of other societies. The 
military is a favorite analogy used to buttress this argument. We 
do not appoint politicians to senior military commands because 
we recognize the need for that special expertise which only the: 
careerist can provide; the same reasoning, it is argued, shoulcl 
govern appointments to the senior foreign policy commands. On 
dose examination, this analogy disintegrates. Civilian or political 
control of the military is well established in the United States. 
Consequently, the Assistant Secretaries of the Defense Department 
and of the services are invariabJy drawn from the ranks of civilians, 
and the military are almost never $'iven political authority (the 
exception would be temporary wartime or postwar occupation of 
enemy territory).7 

To be sure, the Joint Chiefs of Staff report directly to the 
President in his role as Commander in Chief. This is obviously of 
more practical significance in war than in peace. But war and 
planning for war are a good deal more specialized and outside the 
experience of most poHticians than the conduct of diplomacy. 
(For that matter, it is equally outside the experience of.the Foreign 
Service, which surely is one of the reasons why, when George 
Kennan recently called for a special conclave of experts to redefine 
Soviet capabilities and intentions, he excluded any consideration 
of the Soviet military buildup.) 

Drawing once again upon James Q Wilson, if one wishes to 

1 lroni°'lly, die State Ocpa.nmcnt argues, utually S1Jo::cssfolly, that militiU'}' serving in 
forc:ign coumrio 11ho1.1ld be $\.lbordinatc 10 ambassador,, ror the lanu carry poiilkal authority 
as the direct n:pn::senta.tives of 1he Prcsidcn1. 
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determine whether political appointees bring any desired attitudes 
or skills to the conduct of foreign policy, one should look carefully 
at the actual tasks performed both abroad and at home. What is 
it that diplomats actually do? Are there comparative advantages 
and disadvantages as between typical careerists and non-careerists 
with respect to requisite skills and experiences? 

The Foreign Service is divided into four categories or "cones": 
political, economic, consular, and administrative. Political offi
cers-from whose ranks the lion 1s share of ambassadors is drawn
are responsible, when abroad, for analyzing and reporting political 
trends and events in their assigned country. Economic officers, 
similarly, report on economic affairs, but when serving as com· 
mercial attaches or when supervising them, they are also respon
sible for searching out business opportunities for American firms, 
then helping these firms cake advantage of those opportunities. 
Consular officers are charged with aiding Americans who run 
afoul of host country laws and also are responsible for the often 
vexing administration abroad of U.S. immigration laws. Admin
istrative officers provide support services for the embassy, much 
as do administrative officers in the Civil Service. 

AH four groups must also represent American interests to the 
host country in their respective spheres. The job of an embassy, 
then, including the various attaches who work for other govern
mental departments (agricultural, military, legal, etc.) is partly to 
report to our own government on events in that country and 
partly to represent the American government and American 
interests there. 

To do this job, officers need background and knowledge of the 
host country-including usually the host countf),,S language as 
well as broad training in political theory, economics and history. 
They also, however, need an even more profound understanding 
of our own country, its governmental and political processes, and 
the nature of national objectives and interests. One who represents 
the United States obvious]y must understand it but in addition
and this is insufficiently appreciated-to report well on events in 
an assigned country, one must have an analytical framework 
which assigns relevance, and relevance depends on American 
interests. That assuredly does not mean that reporting should be 
filtered through an ideological prism which would distort the 
truth, but it does mean that there are all sorts of truths, and some 
are of more compelling interest than others. 

The Foreign Service ambassador will often (but by no means 
always) have a deeper knowledge of the country to which he or 
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she is assigned than a non-careerist, but the non-careerist often 
has a comparative advantage in understanding the United States, 
particularly if he or she comes to a post with a broad background 
in government, economics or scholarship. 

Career officers typically complain that politicians and political 
appointees do not sufficiently appreciate "the world as it is:· In a 
sense that is true. The Foreign Service will more accurately reflect 
trends and values prevailing outside the United States than the 
non-careerists. But, I believe, the converse is also true: the Service 
will less accurately reflect counterpart trends and values dominant 
within the United States. The Foreign Service in the 1920s, 1930s 
and 1940s was significantly more sympathetic to dominant trends 
in Western Europe during that time, induding what we have 
come to see as misguided ideas of accommodation with fascism, 
than was the Roosevelt Administration.8 Today, I would argue 
that the Foreign Service is more wiJling co accommodate Marxist 
trends around the world than are many politicians or the Ameri
can people as a whole. Essentially that is why Daniel Patrick 
Moynihan as U.N. Ambassador was so popular with the American 
public but so repugnant to our professionals. 

To some extent the world, to the Foreign Service, is divided up 
into the sum total of ambassadorial posts. The resulting distortion 
is analogous to the political distortion at the United Nations (one 
dictator/one vote). Thus, Foreign Service partiality to the Arab 
side of the Arab-Israeli dispute over the last 30 years does not have 
its roots (as some critics have suggested) in undue deference to 
Arab oil power, nearly so much as in the fact that there are over 
a score of Arab capitals-which means there are that many 
embassies and that many ambassadorial slots in Arab nations. 

Foreign Service officers necessarily tend to specialize in cenain 
areas of the world; the burdens of language training alone ensure 
this. For self-advancement, an officer must be hospitably received 
in the country or countries in which he specializes. Moreover, 
once posted in a country, good reporting requires sources of 
information, particularly among influential or governing elites. 
Inevitably, therefore, a Foreign Service officer has a tendency 
toward what is referred to in the State Depanment as "dientism," 
a term which suggests overemphasizing the interests of a foreign 
country (as defined by the governing elite) vis-a-vis the broader 
interests of the United States. "Good relations" between the host 
country and the United States (often at our expense) become an 

'See Weil, qp. r,t., especially pp, 94-102 and 119-28. 
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end in themselves without sufficient regard to U.S. geopolitical 
and geostrategic interests.9 Some political appointees, admittedly, 
are subject to the same tendency, but since political appointees 
have other career options they are likely to be jess susceptible to 
the germ. 

The Foreign Service officer has a natural tendency toward 
caution; one advances in the Foreign Service by not making 
mistakes. It follows, then, that risk is to be avoided. One kind of 
avoidable risk involves too sharp a presentation of options. Just as 
a diplomat must often seek to paper over disputes between his 
own country and his assigned countT)•\ he learns to blur American 
foreign policy options for presentation to policymakers. Thus the 
State Department's nickname, ''the Fudge Factory." 

The other kind of risk typically eschewed by career officers is 
too vigorous a defense of American interests because such behavior 
can lead to relative unpopularity with the nation or group of 
nations in which the officer specializes-particularly if that group 
of nations shares a common ideology. For instance, two political 
appointees of Roosevelt in the 1930s, Claude G. Bowers to Spain 
and William E. Dodd to Germany, were far more outspoken in 
defending American values and ideology in the face of fascist 
attacks than the prevailing views within the career service or, in 
the case of Dada, his career-service successor.10 

At bottom, a good diplomat, like a good politician, domestic 
bureaucrat, businessman, lawyer or administrator, is one who 
exercises good judgment. The Foreign Service does attract, on the 
whole, the ablest men and women who enter government. But I 
would contend that it is relatively rare for Foreign Service officers 
in their first ten or 15 years to exercise responsibility equivalent to 
that available to a talented young person in the domestic Civil 
Service or, even more pronouncedly, outside government. Good 
judgment comes from the opportunity to exercise responsibility
even the opportunity to make mistakes. The Foreign Service is 
one of America's most rigidly hierarchical organizations. The 
most insignificant question must be passed up through the ap
parat, layer after layer. This is particularly so in Washington but 
true also in most embassies. Such an operational climate does not 

• See "Clientitis, Corpulence and Cloning at State-The Symp1oma1ology of a Sick De
partment," John Krizay, PfJlicy Rtvitw, Spring 1978, pp. 39-55. 

10 Both Dodd and Bowers are discussed in the anecdotal but useful gallery of llJnbassadorial 
portraits by E. Wilder Spaulding, Amha.stadlJfJ Ordinary o1lli &tt{l(JTdinmy, Washington, D.C.: 
Public Affain Press, 1961, pp. 170-77. For a more considered comparison of Dodd and his 
successor, Hugh Wilson, see Arnold A. Offner, Amnicon AfJptOJtmffil, Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, l969, pp. 206--16. How much of Hitler's welt.known view of the weakness of 
Western democracies al'l'Jlje from his pe~ption of Western professional diplomats? 
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produce sufficient opportunities for junior officers to assume re· 
sponsibility and, therefore, to develop seasoned judgment. 

All of these considerations lead me to believe we would have a 
far better Foreign Service if we could provide incentives for 
Foreign Service officers to spend significant periods in domestic 
agencies where real responsibility ,,can be offered earlier. '1]1e · 
present personnel practice of the State Department discourages 
this. One-year stints on the Hill or with domestic agencies are not 
uncommon. But three or four years at the Treasury Department 
or Interior will actually injure the Foreign Service officer's career 
chances. By comparison, great newspapers will often assign jour· 
nalists, whose function closely parallels certain tasks of the diplo
mat, alternately to domestic and foreign assignments. Indeed, the 
best foreign correspondents and columnists are those whose inter
ests and experience include domestic affairs. 

West European countries, in the main, rigorously segregate their 
foreign services from their domestic departments-and from po
litical appointees as well. That should hardly be a persuasive 
precedent, however, since many of those countries are still bur
dened with an ancient tradition that demands aristocratic pedi
grees (or reasonable contemporary facsimiles in the form of uni
versity degrees) from career diplomats. The communist states and 
many developing countries, on the other hand, often transfer 
diplomats back to responsible jobs in domestic affairs. This prac
tice ensures that ambassadors are more well rounded and, not 
incidentally in my view, more aggressive in pursuit of national 
interests when serving abroad. That Japan, for instance, draws 
heavily upon its economic ministries for diplomats may be relat~ 
to its persistent and successful pursuit of foreign markets. 

It is sometimes observed-Harold Nicolson, the British coun
terpart to George Kennan, said it patronizingly-that career 
diplomats are trained to patience, whereas amateurs often blunder 
by seeking to accomplish too much du:ring their relatively short 
tenure. There is a good deal of truth to that, but the other side of 
the coin is that the Foreign Service officer is often slow to see the 
importance of change, and "the essence of good foreign policy is 
constant re-examination."11 For this reason, I believe we need 
both careerists and non-careerists among our diplomats. 

V 

What, it may be asked, does all of this have to do with the stuff 
of foreign policy? Does it really make much difference whether 

11 David Halbentam, The &st and Th, Bngkltst, New York: Random House, 197:1, ?· l2L 
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our ambassadors and assistant secretaries are drawn from the 
career Foreign Service or from outside those ranks-and in what 
proportion? Is this just an unseemly squabble between two classes 
of jobseekers without relevance to the broad compelling issues of 
foreign policy? On the contrary, in my view the tension between 
political authority and careerists has had, and continues to have, 
~n unfortunate impact on the shaping and articulation of these 
issues. 

Consider the recurring frustration American Presidents express 
concerning their relative inability to control and direct the State 
Department. One need not agree with Daniel Yergin's revisionist 
theory of the cold war set forth in his recent A Shattered Pea&e to 
recognize that he chronicles a sad story of guerrilla warfare 
between the professional Foreign Service and the Roosevelt Ad
ministration. The story is amplified by Martin Weil's more recent· 
A Pretty Good Club. Since the 1920s, the constant theme of the 
Foreign Service has been resistance to political appointees and 
that, in turn, has Jed to presidential hostility and various tech
niques to circumvent the Foreign Service. President Nixon's use 
of the National Security Council to fashion and implement his 
Soviet and China initiatives-because he distrusted the Foreign 
Service-parallels Roosevelt's efforts to conduct foreign policy, as 
Weil and Yergin recount, using various confidants outside the 
State Department. The Foreign Service did its best to sabotage 
Roosevelt's efforts to negotiate terms for diplomatic relations with 
the Soviet Union in 1933; thereafter, he wisely did not trust his 
State Department. 12 Nixon, it seems, distrusted State even more 
than the domestic bureaucracies. Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy 
and Johnson all, at one point or another, expressed the same 
exasperation with the State Department and sought to circumvent 
its institutional hostility. us 

Now, of course, Presidents have been known to complain about 
unresponsiveness in other executive branch bureaucracies as well, 
but the State Department has been in a class by itself. If one 
thinks hard about this, it seems extraordinary. Other bureaucra
cies present difficulties for presidential direction because of their 
symbiotic relationship with domestic constituencies and congres-

12 Weil, op.cit., pp. 69-71. 
13 Dulles seems to have largely ignored the great bulk of the Foreign Service during 

Eisenhower's presidency, without 100 great a resistance unce the Service was still terrorized by 
its searing experience with McCarthyism. See Townsend Hoopes, 77i.e Dtuil and )MIi FtJSter 
Dulles, Boston and Toromo: Atlantic Llnlc, Brown, 1973,fllJSsim. By President Kennedy's 1ime, 
1he Service seems to have regained its urge 10 resist. See Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., Rabnt 
KtNltdy arid His TimtS, Boston: Houghton Miffiin, 1978, pp. 451-61. 
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sional committees and staffs-often referred to as "iron triangles.'' 
But as the Foreign Service so often complains, it has no supporting 
domestic constituency and, therefore, less of an institutional ally 
within the Congress. One would expect that the State Department 
would be the department most responsive to presidential will 
rather than the least. The answer to this paradox lies, I believe, in 
the resentment, unique in our government, that Foreign Service 
officers feel for political appointees in the State Department. This 
resentment inevitably leads Foreign Service officers toward resist~ 
ance to any political direction of foreign policy-even presidential. 

Of course, disputes between the Foreign Service and political 
authority are always couched in policy terms, but the root cause, 
I believe, is often found in the Foreign Service's natura] fear of 
diminishing job opportunities and a concomitant wish to expand 
these. It is impossible to exaggerate the fierce attention career 
officers pay to the number of political appointments (like the 
unemployment rate, the absolute number is less ''politically" 
significant than the rate and direction of change), or the resistance 
new political appointees encounter. I dare say this is less a 
reflection on the Foreign Service than it is an observation on 
human nature; any group of people would surely behave the 
same. One should keep in mind that promotion in the Foreign 
Service is more difficult than in the Civil Service; the personnel 
structure is more like a pyramid. So long as every political 
appointment is seen as a direct threat to the Foreign Service 
officer's career advancement, his or her attitude vis-a-vis both the 
appointee and the authority represented is inevitably negatively 
affected. 

The most troublesome aspect of this phenomenon is that the 
bureaucratic struggle it causes takes on a life of its own. Since the 
career Foreign Service officer rejects the legitimacy of politicalJy 
appointed ambassadors or assistant secretaries, it necessarily tends 
to reject whatever new ideas or perspectives those men or women 
bring to their posts. For instance, the previously mentioned Am~ 
bassadors Dodd and Bowers saw the dangers of European Fascism 
and Nazism with a good deal more clarity than the professional 
Foreign Service. But the views of both men were rejected and both 
were criticized for their efforts to defend American values under 
fascist attack. In turn, the President's appointees, if they are not 
beaten into submission by the obdurate hostility of the Foreign 
Service, tend to reject its expertise. A whole administration can 
thereby turn a deaf ear to legitimate concerns of conscientious 
Foreign Service officers. 
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Patrick Hurley's experience is, in this respect, instructive. As our 
Ambassador to China during the crucial period of the Chinese 
civil war, he is often accused of ignoring-indeed, of persecuting
the old China hands, that corps of excellent Foreign Service China 
experts who consistently warned U.S. policymakers of the likely 
communist triumph in China. But what is not often noted is that 
Hurley, by the time he arrived in China as Special Envoy in I 944, 
had experienced several years of Foreign Service coolness or even 
hostility. He had undertaken several wartime missions for Presi
dent Roosevelt and, in particular, after a sojourn in Iran as 
Roosevelt's Special Envoy, his recommendations for postwar U.S. 
policy toward that country-of which Roosevelt approved-had 
been buried by the State Department's hierarchy. To be sure, 
Hurley was a man of severe limitations, but the persistent hostility 
of the Foreign Service surely contributed to his inability to draw 
upon its expertise.14 

Perhaps no one in recent years has more directly confronted the 
Foreign Service than Daniel Patrick Moynihan, whose views 
expressed both in his famous Commentary article "The United 
States In Opposition" and during his term as Ambassador to the 
United Nations so fundamentally challenged conventional wis
dom as to the appropriate tactics the United States should employ 
vis-a-vis the Third World (as well as the "socialist" bloc). The 
implacable hostility he aroused in our own Foreign Service against 
a "politician" obscured the validity of Moynihan's analysis even 
for some officers who privately conceded much of his thesis. 
Andrew Young's more recent performance has generated similar 
if more muted disdain among the professionals. Moynihan and 
Young represent virtually polar philosophic extremes with respect 
to most foreign policy issues facing the United States; both have 
been, concerning the appropriate strategy and tactics the United 
States should employ vis~a-vis dictatorial Marxism, marginally 
further to their end of the pole than the administrations they have 
served. But both were appointed Ambassadors to the United 
Nations because of their views and not despite them, by admin
istrations that wished these articulate men to help fashion the 
indispensable ideological component to foreign policy. Both, 
therefore, were entitled to the Foreign Service's full support rather 

14 For a dispassionate view or Hurley's encounters wiih the Foreign Service concerning Iran 
and later in China, ,ee Russell D. Buhite, Pa11uk.f. Hurlty and Arntri,an Frmign Poltcy, Ithaca: 
Cornell University Press, 197'.l, pp. 124-33, and Chapters VI-Xi. ,, sharply critical view of 
Hurley in China will be found in TheodoN' H. White, In Starch ef History, New York: Harper 
& Row, 1978, pp. 197-205. 
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than the back-alle_1 muggings which have characterized their 
respective tenures. 1 

Ostensibly it is their style to which the Foreign Service has most 
objected; neither man was sufficiently discreet to satisfy the 
requirements of career diplomacy (admittedly both made 
gaffes)-but the truth of the matter is that both sharply articu
lated fundamental policy issues so that the American people could 
see them. That is terribly threatening to the Foreign Service officer 
because it allows for political resolution of these issues. 

The career Foreign Service officer will, and indeed should, 
exercise a cautious drag on political swings in foreign policy 
direction. Any government bureaucracy wjJI do the same, since it 
has an intellectual and psychological investment in past policy. 
Particularly is this important in foreign affairs, since other nations, 
too, have investments in these policies. Capricious turns of the 
foreign policy wheel will inevitably undermine U.S. credibility. 
But the Foreign Service's challenge to the legitimacy of senior 
political appointees in the State Department does not serve a 
policy interest because it does not actually focus on policy. More, 
it extends beyond advice regarding fashioning of policy to consti
tute obstruction of the implementation of policy. And this, in a 
vicious circle, tends to generate within political authority a dis
position to disregard completely whatever the Foreign Service has 
to contribute. 

No one seems to have understood the difficulties in dealing with 
the Foreign Service better than Henry Kissinger. As National 
Security Adviser he deftly outmaneuvered the whole State De· 
partment including the senior political appointees, and as Secre· 
tary of State he exercised astonishingly successful control over 
most issues of foreign policy. He did so not by "managing" the 
State Department; middle- and lower level officials often were 
blissfully uninformed concerning Kissinger's strategy and tactics 
even in their areas of substantive responsibility. And when in· 
formed or partially informed, they were frequently shockingly 
open in their op~sition, particularly in the early stages of his 
tenure as Secretary.16 But Kissinger so centralized decision·making 
and personally so dominated the important cable traffic as to 
ensure his own direction of key policy movements. Naturally some 

ii For Moynihan's ~tory see A lkuigtrous Plact, Bu~ton: Little. Brown, 1978. His CommmlnTJ' 
artide appeared in Man::h L975, pp. 31-44. 

16 Foreign Service morale at any point seems always to be worse than it was in the pas( bu 1, 

a5 is true of any depanment, a strong Secretary with a coherent strategic- view improve~ career 
morale in due course even when there 1s widespread disa((n:cmt"nl wi1h 1ha1 !iccrctary's views. 
This appears 10 have been true in Mr. Kissinger's ca!;e. 
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matters, like the Cyprus crisis of 1974, fell between the cracks, but 
Kissinger's energy and range were absolutely astonishing. To aid 
him-for not even Kissinger could do everything alone-he pro
moted into senior presidential appointments relatively young and 
capable Foreign Service officers who because of their junior status 
would be unusually loyal to the Secretary. 

Most of these young men, however, had little attachment or 
loyalty to the Republican Administration or to the President. In 
fact, the majority were at least nominal Democrats, which of 
course accentuated their calculated dependence on Kissinger per· 

· sonally. As a result, the foreign policy of the United States 
appeared-and indeed was-the child of the Secretary of State 
without structural links to the Administration or the Republican 
Party. When, as was inevitable, foreign policy came under attack 
in the presidential campaign of 1976, both Reagan first, and 
Carter second, effectively denigrated President Ford's leadership 
by pointing to Henry Kissinger's dominant role. The senior ap
pointees in the State Department were not then conspicuous, even 
in private, in their defense of the President. They may, as some 
have noted, have been busy with transition plans, but even if they 
had been willing to respond vigorously to the political attacks, as 
careerists they would not have been credible or effective.17 

So even though Kissinger dominated the State Department's 
product to a degree not seen before, and probably not to be seen 
again, his technique did not lead to political-that is to say, 
presidential-control over foreign policy. Unless a President can 
command the political loyalty of all of his senior department 
appointees, political control is impossible. 

Vl 

Three competing interests, then, are involved here. First, dem
ocratic control cf foreign policy requires political presidential 
appointments in the State Department just as is the case with all 
other government departments. Second, the debilitating friction 
between administrations and the Foreign Service must be reduced. 
Third, spokesmen for the Foreign Service are right to concern us 
all with maintaining the morale of the Service. If a career officer 
cannot look forward to the day he or she is appointed an ambas
sador, we will not continue to attract top-grade talent into the 
Foreign Service. That consideration has led Service spokesmen to 
urge Congress to limit by statute the number or percentage of 

17 The 1radi1ion precluding Smc, Defense and Justice app:>intCl!S from politi~ c:;i.mpaign
ing docs not and should not prevent their response to political critici~ directed at policies or 
acrivities of their dcpanmcnis. 
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non-career ambassadorial appointments. The Constitution, in my 
view, however, will not tolerate such legislative limitations on the 
presidential appointment power.18 

These three conflicting policy interests-to encourage political 
control, to reduce competitive friction and to ensure a fixed 
percentage of ambassadorships for Foreign Service officers-can 
be accommodated. I propose a law that would convert all but a 
set number of ambassadorships, say 15 or 20) into appointments 
of the Secretary of State. 19 Incumbents would be limited to career 
officers and would carry their Foreign Service grade (normally at 
the top or close to it), but not an executive•level rank commensu· 
rate with senior presidential appointments. Of course, this would 
change the ostensible nature of these ambassadorships; they would 
no longer be seen as policymaking positions. But the truth of the 
matter is that few ambassadorships today are in practice reaJ 
policymaking positions. As has been remarked too often, advances 
in transportation and communications have erased much discre
tion that ambassadors were once called upon to exercise. For the 
same reason, it is more a fiction than fact to describe most 
ambassadors as personal representatives of the President-they 
usually take directions drafted by an assistant secretary or below. 
No purpose is served in perpetuating the fiction. 

18 Congress has, o~r the yea.rs, sought to fashion legisla1i~ limits on c~ Prl!Sident's 
appointive discn:1ion by specifying characteris1ics of those 10 be appointed to particular posts. 
When applied co executive branch appointmenu, this praczice i, com1im1ionally dubious; ihe 
more discretion is rC$triC!ed, !he mor.: dubious the practice. Cf, Meyers v. U.S., 272 US 52: 
''We sec no wnllict between [congrcssional power to prescribe qualifications for office] anQ 
(presidemal power] of appointment and ~moval provided, of course, that the qualifications do 
not so limit selection and so trench upon executive choice as to be in effec1 legislative 
designation." The Senate could, a.s hM been suggested, resolve or otherwise declare that i1 
would not confirm more 1han a fill:ed number or percentage of political ambassadors. That 
approach strikes me as an unseemly circumvention of the Constitution. 

19 Under the Foreign Service Act of 1946, all Foreign Service officers like military olf1eers 
are presidentially appoirued with the advice and consent of the Senate-lo a class or grade, 
rather than to a specific pos1 (22 USC 906). The Constitution, Article II, Section 2, Clause 2 
specifies that "ambassador:s, other public ministers a.nd consuls.judge:$ of 1he Supreme Court, 
and all other officers of the United States" sha/J be appoimt'd by 1~ President with the advice 
and consent of the Senate. It also provides, however, that "Congress may by Jaw ve:.t the 
appaimment of such inferior officers as t~y think proper in the Presidcm alone, in the courts· 
of law, or in the heads of departmemi!' ·'Inrerior officers,'' as used here, is not a pejorative, buc 
simply means officers who can be appointed by t;Onttilutiona!ly :rc<:ognii:ed officers. Although 
the issue has never been squarely decided, and occasionally couns have referred to inferior 
officers as those not specifically mentioned in 1hat clause {.see U.S. v. GermaiM, 99 US 508, 
510) it see~ more likely that amba;SSadon, public minim:rs and consuls would be regarded as 
inferior to 1hc Secretary of State if appointed by the Secretary. Attorney General Cushing 
implied just that in an opinion (7 OP AG 186, a1 p. 217). He pointed out that "the lt'rm 
ambassadors and other public: ministers comprehends all officers having diplomatic funaions 
whatever 1heirthleor designation" (page 211). his therefo~quiteunlikely that theConstitu!ion 
intended that no diploma1ic officer could be considered an "inferior officer." In any event, 
because Foreign Service officers are presidentially appoinied and confirmed for all promotions, 
it is clearly not comlitutionally required 1ha1 they be nominated ;md confirmed to each 
ambassadorial job assignment, as is statutorily required 1oday (22 USC 901}-
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To be sure, some ambassadorships to countries whose relation· 
ships with the United States are of overriding importance are of 
a different order. Usually in those cases, a web of political, 
cultural, economic and military connections makes appropriate 
an American envoy who actuaJly is the personal representative of 
the President rather than mcre]y of the State Department. Fifteen 
or 20 ambassadorships would, therefore, be reserved for presiden
tial appointments confirmed by the Senate, and could be used by 
the President as he wishes for those countries he and the Secretary 
regard as falling within that category. These need not be assigned 
to the largest nations; one can visualize a particularly sensitive 
negotiation, like that over the Panama Canal, which could require 
an ambassador-at-large or an ambassador to a small country 
drawn from this pool. 

Some may contend that those nations to which a political 
appointment is not sent will object to an implied downgrading of 
their importance. The United States and all other nations, it will 
be recalled, were, for similar reasons, driven to convert all legations 
into embassies (ministers to ambassadors). But my proposal treats 
all titles the same; it is only grades and political status that vary 
among embassies. Grades already vary among ambassadors today, 
depending on the size and imponance of embassies, and as to 
political status, the Foreign Service claims that most nations prefer 
a career officer (which is not necessarily true) so the issue cannot 
be argued both ways. 

A careful examination of presidential appointments in the 
Department should also be made with an eye to convening any 
that should not be regarded as truly policy-level positions into 
career appointments of the Secretary. The rest, particularly assis
tant secretaries and above, like the small group of political am
bassadors, wilJ be the President's men and womcn.20 This doesn't 
mean that Foreign Service officers would be ineligible for appoint
ment to these positions; that, too, might be an unconstitutional 
abridgement of the President's appointment power. But-and it 
is a very big but-the law should require any Foreign Service 
officer who accepts such an appointment immediately to resign 

_ from the Service with no right of return. On those rare occasions 
in the past when a civil servant accepted a presidential appoint-

20 A limited number of political appoin1ments below the rank of presidential appointment 
would be necessary as imrnedia1e staff [O presidential appointees, corn'!lponding to the "Sched· 
ule C" or NEA appointments in other departments. These are now gr-,eral!y treated~ Foreign 
Service Reserve appointments, bur t would suggest a sep,mw:: category 10 avoid needl= 
friction. Perhaps one top administrative po5t could~ reserved for a careeii.:sr who would then 
be recognized as the senior serving Foreign Service officer, but 1 do not see rhi$ post a& carrying 
a line p0licy role like the Under Secretary for Political Affairs. 
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ment, that has been the practice in other departrnents21and it 
should be the rule in the State Department. Once having accepted 
a presidential appointment, a career officer should have commit· 
ted his or her fortunes and loyalty to that President's administra· 
tion. If the appointee has the right to return subsequently to the 
Service, either that commitment and the resulting presidential 
confidence will be undermined, or else subsequent administrations 
would be disadvantaged. 

Some will certainly argue that it will be too difficult for either 
party to recruit able non-careerists for all senior posts-particu
larlv toward the end of an administration. For that matter it is 
never easy to attract the very best political appointees into gov
ernment in any department, but it can be done with sufficient 
effort. Surely the talent pool of those interested and experienced 
in foreign affairs throughout the nation is no smaller than that 
from which presidential appointees are drawn for other depart
ments. It may not always be possible to find appointees with 
actual diplomatic experience any more than those coming into 
other departments have experience in the actual tasks performed 
by those departments. But it is not undesirable, in my view, that 
some political appointees bring different perspectives formed 
through varying experiences. 

Others will contend that the conditions I would impose on 
Foreign Service officers who wish to accept a presidential appoint
ment are draconian and will therefore effectively prevent careerists 
from serving in such positions. Admittedly, I do not mean to make 
it easy for ex-careerists to dominate policymaking positions; I 
would rather see the pool of other experienced political appointees 
in both parties expand. Nonetheless, a careerist who accepts a 
presidential appointment and is thereby forced to resign from the 
Foreign Service will hardly be unemployable when the appointing 
administration leaves office. We are, after all, discussing very 
senior appointments and the private market for such people is 
strong and will get even stronger. Moreover, depending on one's 
age, there is no reason to believe that such a person's diplomatic 
career would be finished upon the expiration of the appointing 
administration. Some, like the late David Bruce, might be ap-

2
' Unfortunately, the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978, effective this July, provides otherwise. 

Mr. Campbell of the Civil Service Commission believes, contrary to the thrust of this article, 
1ha1 civil servants should haw: the opponuni1y to serve in political appointment£ and still 
maintain Civil Service ~mploymen1 rights. I strongly doub1, however, given the tradition in 
1he domestic depanmenu, that many civil servants will be offered presidential appointments 
/ulht-r 1han such po,;o as Assistant Secretary for Administration), or that after receiving them, 
they would invoke the new right 10 return to Civil Serviu s1aius. Ir they do. succeeding 
admini~1ration, would su~ly bury them. 
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pointed in successive administrations; others would surely reap
pear when their party returned to office. In any event, it is 
probably advisable to consider some modification of the Foreign 
Service retirement scheme to ensure a greater measure of financial 
security for persons in this category. 

If this proposal were made law, what benefits would flow from 
its implementation? Foreign policy formulation would thereafter 
be generally recognized as the responsibility of political authority 
and, at least conceptually, would be distinguished from foreign 
policy execution. The latter responsibility, clearly subordinated to 
the former, would be the task of the careerist. A clear line of 
demarcation between political appointments and career jobs 
would, both at home and abroad, substantially lessen that insti· 
tutional friction between the Foreign Service and the presidency 
which has negatively affected the conduct of American foreign 
policy. 

The Foreign Service would have gained a great deaJ, however: 
a fixed number or percentage of ambassadorships-the vast ma
jority, at that-would be reserved to the careerist. What is crucial 
here is not so much the particular number, but that there be a 
fixed number. Certainty as to the number of political appoint
ments would substantially relieve the quite natural career anxie· 
ties of Foreign Service officers; future political appointments 
would not thereafter be seen as the institutional threat they 
presently constitute. Furthermore, with only a relatively few am
bassadorships to appoint-at senior levels-any President would 
be a good deal less likely to give those appointments to men and 
women whose primary qualification is financial campaign contri
butions. 

Most important, as Presidents gained greater confidence in their 
ability to control the Foreign Service, they would have less incen· 
·tive to circumvent the State Department. The undoubted exper· 
tise in that Department, therefore, would be more effectively 
employed. 
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Attached is an interesting article by Robert Kaplan. 
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A Post-Saddam Scenario 
Iraq could become America's primary staging ground in the Middle East. And the greatest beneficial effect could came 

next door, in Iran 

BY ROBERT D. KAPLAN 

" .... 

T he constellation of overseas bases with which the United States sustained its strategic posture 
throughout the Cold War was a matter not of design but of where Allied troops just happened 
to be when World War II and its aftershocks-the Greek Civil War and the Korean War
finally ended. The United States found itself with basing rights in western Germany, Japan, 

Korea, the eastern Mediterranean, and elsewhere. In particular, our fonner archenemy, Gennany, 
precisely because America had played a large role in dismantling its Nazi regime, became the chief 
basing platfonn for U.S. troops in Eurasia-to such a degree that two generations of American 
soldiers became intimately familiar with Germany, learning its language and in many cases marrying 
its nationals. If the U.S. Anny has any localitis, it is for Gennany. 

A vaguely similar scenario could follow an invasion of Iraq, which is the most logical place to 
relocate Middle Eastern U.S. bases in the twenty-first century. This conclusion stems not from any 
imperialist triumphalism but from its opposite: the realization that not only do our current bases in 
Saudi Arabia have a bleak future, but the Middle East in general is on the brink of an epochal passage 
that will weaken U.S. influence there in many places. Indeed, the relocation of our bases to Iraq 
would constitute an acceptance of dynamic change rather than a perpetuation of the status quo. 

Two features of the current reality are particularly untenable: the presence of "unclean" infidel troops 
in the very Saudi kingdom charged with protecting the Muslim holy places, and the domination by 
Israeli overlords of three million Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza. Neither will stand 
indefinitely. President Bush's refusal to force the Israelis out of the West Bank has heartened 
neoconservatives, but it is a temporary phenomenon-merely a matter of sequencing. 

Only after we have achieved something more decisive in our war against al Qaeda, or have removed 
the Iraqi leadership, or both, can we pressure the Israelis into a staged withdrawal from the occupied 
territories. We would then be doing so from a position of newfound strength and would not appear to 
be giving in to the blackmail of those September 11-category criminals, the Palestinian suicide 
bombers. But after the Israelis have reduced the frequency of suicide bombings (through whatever 
tactics are necessary), and after, say, the right-wing Israeli leader Ariel Sharon has passed from the 
scene, Bush, ifhe achieves a second tenn and thus faces no future elections, will act. 
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But first the immediate issue: Iraq. The level of repression in Iraq equals that in Romania under the 
Communist dictator Nicolae CeausUescu or in the Soviet Union under Stalin; thus public opinion 
there is unknowable. Nevertheless, two historical cultural tendencies stand out in Iraq: urban 
secularism and a grim subservience. Whenever I visited Baghdad in the past, the office workers at 
their computer keyboards had the expressions that one imagines on slaves carrying buckets of mud 
up the steps of ancient ziggurats. These office workers labored incessantly; a cliche among Middle 
East specialists is that the Iraqis are the Gennans of the Arab world (and the Egyptians are the 
Italians). Iraq was the most fiercely modernizing of Arab societies in the mid twentieth century, and 
all coups there since the toppling of the Hashemite dynasty, in 1958, have been avowedly secular. 

Given the long climate ofrepression, the next regime change in Iraq might even resurrect the 
reputation not of any religious figure but of the brilliant, pro-Western, secular Prime Minister Nuri 
Said, who did more than any other Iraqi to build his country in the 1940s and 1950s. As in Romania, 
where the downfall of Ceaustiescu resurrected the memory of Ion Antonescu, the pro-Hitler 
nationalist executed in 1946 by the new Communist government, the downfall of Iraq's similarly 
suffocating autocracy could return the memory of the last great local politician murdered in the coup 
that set the country on the path to Saddam Hussein's tyranny. 

Iraq has a one-man thugocracy, so the removal of Saddam would threaten to disintegrate the entire 
ethnically riven country if we weren't to act fast and pragmatically install people who could actually 
govern. Therefore we should forswear any evangelical lust to implement democracy overnight in a 
country with no tradition of it. 

Our goal in Iraq should be a transitional secular dictatorship that unites the merchant classes across 
sectarian lines and may in time, after the rebuilding of institutions and the economy, lead to a 
democratic alternative. In particular, a deliberately ambiguous relationship between the new Iraqi 
regime and the Kurds must be negotiated in advance of our invasion, so that the Kurds can claim real 
autonomy while the central government in Baghdad can also claim that the Kurdish areas are under 
its control. A transitional regime, not incidentally, would grant us the right to use local bases other 
than those in the northern, Kurdish-dominated free zone. 

Keep in mind that the Middle East is a laboratory of pure power politics. For example, nothing 
impressed the Iranians so much as our accidental shooting down of an Iranian civilian airliner in 
1988, which they believed was not an accident. Iran's subsequent cease-fire with Iraq was partly the 
result of that belief. Our dismantling the Iraqi regime would concentrate the minds oflran's leaders as 
little else could. 

Iran, with its 66 million people, is the Middle East's universal joint. Its internal politics are so 
complex that at times the country appears to have three competing governments: the Supreme Leader 
Ayatollah Sayyed Ali Khamenei and the goons in the security service; President Mohammad 
Khatami and his Western-tending elected government; and the former President Ali Akbar Hashemi 
Rafsanjani, whose bazaari power base has made him a mediator between the other two. Sometimes 
Iranian policy is the result of subtle arrangements among these three forces; other times it is the result 
of competition. The regimes of Iraq and Iran are fundamentally different, and so, therefore, are our 
challenges in the two countries. 

Vastly more developed politically than Iraq, Iran has a system rather than a mere regime, however 
labyrinthine and inconvenient to our purposes that system may be. Nineteenth-century court 
diplomacy of the kind that Herny Kissinger successfully employed in China with Mao Zedong and 
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Zhou Enlai will not work in Iran, simply because it has too many important political players. Indeed, 
because so many major issues are matters of internal bargaining, the Iranian system is the very 
opposite of dynamic. Iran's foreign policy will change only when its co1lective leadership believes 
there is no other choice. 

Iranian leaders were disappointed not to see an American diplomatic initiative in 1991, after the 
United States bombed Baghdad-which, like the shooting down of the civilian jet, had greatly 
impressed them. Also likely to have been impressive to them was President George W. Bush's "axis 
of evil" speech (Iran's orchestrated denunciations notwithstanding). Overtures to the moderates in 
Iran's elected government, as the White House has already admitted, have not helped us-we will 
have to deal directly with the radicals, and that can be done only through a decisive military shock 
that affects their balance-of-power calculations. 

The Iranian population is the most pro-American in the region, owing to the disastrous economic 
consequences of the Islamic revolution. A sea change in its leadership is a matter of when, not if. But 
a soft landing in Iran-rather than a violent counter-revolution, with the besieged clergy resorting to 
terrorism abroad-might be possible only if general amnesty is promised for those officials guilty of 
even the gravest hwnan-rights violations. 

Achieving an altered Iranian foreign policy would be vindication enough for dismantling the regime 
in Iraq. This would undermine the Iranian-supported Hizbollah, in Lebanon, on Israel's northern 
border; would remove a strategic missile threat to Israel; and would prod Syria toward moderation. 
And it would allow for the creation of an informal, non-Arab alliance of the Near Eastern periphery, 
to include Iran, Israel, Turkey, and Eritrea. The Turks already have a military alliance with Israel. 
The Eritreans, whose long war with the formerly Marxist Ethiopia has inculcated in them a spirit of 
monastic isolation from their immediate neighbors, have also been developing strong ties to Israel. 
Eritrea has a secularized population and offers a strategic location with good port facilities near the 
Bab el Mandeb Strait. All of this would help to provide a supportive context for a gradual Israeli 
withdrawal from the West Banlc and Gaza. A problem with the peace plan envisioned by President 
Bill Clinton and Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak, in the summer of 2000, was that coming so soon 
after Israel's withdrawal from Lebanon, it was perceived by many Arabs as an act of weakness rather 
than of strength. That is why Israel must be seen to improve its strategic position before it can again 
offer such a pullback. 

Of course. many Palestinians will be unsatisfied until all oflsrael is conquered. But in time, when no 
Israeli soldiers are to be seen in their towns, the seething frustration, particularly among youths, wi11 
turn inward toward the Palestinians' own Westernized and Christianized elites, in Ramallah and 
similar places, and also eastward toward Amman. 

In regards to Jordan and our other a11ies, U.S. administrations, whether Republican or Democratic, 
are simply going to have to adapt to sustained turbulence in the years to come. They will get no 
sympathy from the media, or from an academic community that subscribes to the fallacy of good 
outcomes, according to which there should always be a better alternative to dictators such as Hosni 
Mubarak, in Egypt; the Saudi royal family; and Pervez Musharraf, in Pakistan. Often there isn't. 
Indeed, the weakening of the brutal regime of Islam K.arimov, in Uzbekistan, will not necessarily 
lead to a more enlightened alternative. It could just as Jikely ignite a civil war between Uzbeks and 
the ethnic Tajiks who dominate the cities of Samarkand and Bukhara. Because Uzbekistan is 
demographically and politically the fulcrum of post-Soviet Central Asia, those advocating "nation
building" in Afghanistan should realize that in the coming years there could be quite a few more 
nations to rebuild in the region. For this reason some in the Pentagon are intrigued by a basing 
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strategy that gives us options throughout Central Asia, even if some countries collapse and we have 
to deal with ethnic khanates. 

Our success in the war on terrorism wil1 be defined by our ability to keep Afghanistan and other 
places free of anti-American terrorists. And in many parts of the world that task wi11 be carried out 
more efficiently by warlords of long standing, who have made their bones in previous conflicts, than 
by feeble central governments aping Western models. Of course we need to eliminate anti-American 
radicals (Gulbuddin Hekmatyar is a case in point) who are trying to topple Hamid Karzai's pro
Western regime. But that doesn1t mean we should see Karzai's government as the only sovereign 
force in the country. Given that the apex of Afghan national cohesion, in the mid twentieth century, 
saw the Kabul-based regime of King Zahir Shah controlling little more than the major cities and 
towns and the ring road connecting them, the prospects for full-fledged nation-building in 
Afghanistan are not only dim but also peripheral to the war on terrorism. We forget that the 
December 1979 Soviet invasion of Afghanistan did not spark the mujahideen uprising. The spark 
came in April of 1978, in the form of the Kabul regime's attempt to extend the power of the central 
government to the vi11ages. However brutal and incompetent the methods were, one must keep in 
mind that Afghans have less of a tradition of a modem state than do Arabs or Persians. 

In any case, the changes that may be about to unfold in the Middle East wiU clear Afghanistan from 
the front pages. In the late nineteenth century the Ottoman Empire, despite its weakness, tottered on. 
Its collapse had to wait for the cataclysm of World War I. Likewise, the Middle East is characterized 
by many weak regimes that wi11 totter on until the next cataclysm-which the U.S. invasion oflraq 
might well constitute. The real question is not whether the American military can topple Saddam's 
regime but whether the American public has the stomach for imperial involvement of a kind we have 
not known since the United States occupied Germany and Japan. 
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This is, as I am sure everyone will agree~ enormously important. It can be well 

done or badly done. The key will be the chairman and the membership. 

I think we ought to have a discussion about this, and make certain we are on the 

same wavelength as to how we think it ought to be handled. 

Let's talk. 
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TO: President George W. Bush 

CC: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
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SUBJECT: Strategy 

From time to time, Andy Marshall sends along pieces he has read and finds 

interesting. Because I found this one particularly interesting, I am sending it along 

for your possible interest 

Very respectfully, 

Attach. 
09/20/02 Marshall memo to SecDef: "Thoughts on a Strategy for the War on Terrorism" 
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You like thinking broadly and srrategically. therefore you might find 

the attached piece by my friend Gene Durbin, who was once my deputy, of 
interest He may be a tittle too pessimistic about a few things, but his general 
picture of our situation seems right and the three alternative general strategies he 
proposes are interesting. 

He plans to dig deeper and develop these strategies and the details of their / 
implementation over the next two months. , //~ Y 
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What's the Problem? Why do we Need a Strategy? 

The United States is now the focus and target of attacks emanating from 
the Muslim world. The attack on U.S. soil on September 11th, 2001 could 
not be ignored as had been the previous attacks (WTC 1993, Khobar 
Towers 1996, U.S. embassies in Africa 1998). For two hundred years the 
U.S. could comfort itself with the belief that oceans and national strength 
would protect it. The attack on September 11, 2001 shattered that belief. 
Without a serious effort to protect ourselves now, it is highly likely that 
further attacks on the U.S. will occur. 

It's important to distinguish between hostility and danger. and also to 
identify the time scale over which portions of a strategy should act. We 
need a strategy that protects us from danger. We need it in the near term. 
Over the long term, although we're unlikely to alter Muslim hostility, we 
should clearly convey to many Muslim populations that it is not permissible 
to attack us. We should provide incentives for Muslim governments to 
control their own extremists, and we should encourage and assist countries 
that practice a more tolerant and accommodating version of Islam. 

It's also important to note the role of China in the development of the 
current danger to the United States. China is emerging as a long term 
strategic competitor. China provides technology, weapons, and training to 
states that are unfriendly to us, and through such states, to extremist 
groups. China's goal is to weaken the U.S. and to reduce U.S. influence 
and presence in the Middle East and Asia. China itself needs Middle 
Eastern oil and gas just as we do, and the Muslim world will therefore 
continue to be a theater of competition as both nations vie for influence and 
access. 

Why is the problem worse now than in the past? 

September 11, 2001 demonstrated a new type of weapon, a commercial 
airliner guided by Muslims willing to commit suicide while attacking us. 
This willingness to commit suicide, coupled with the increased likelihood 
that terrorist groups will be able to obtain nuclear and biological weapons. 
creates the specter that a very few people will be able to inflict a great deal 
of damage. 
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This wtllingness to mount a mass suicidal attack in 2001 came about partly 
because of the emergence of the militant and violent Wahhabi sect. 
Present in Arabia for hundreds of years, significant spread of the Wahhabi 
sect began only in the 197ff s after Saudi financial support increased 
markedly. This allowed the Wahhabi imams to propound their hatred of the 
U.S. and Israel, to seed their Madrassas al! over the world like a 
metastasizing cancer, and to create a pool of fanatical young males ready 
to destroy the infidel. Wahhabi schools and teachers now exist even in the 
United States. All who do not adhere to their strict beliefs are infidels, even 
moderate Sunni Muslims and Shiites, and of course, members of any other 
religion. 

The ability of a terrorist organization to carry out an attack on the scale of 
"September 11 1

h" depended on assistance from at least one government, 
that of Afghanistan. State resources are vital to terrorists. The Afghan
Soviet War produced cadres of trained and dedicated Muslim fighters 
willing to serve the Wahhabi cause. Since that war governments of various 
Muslim states have made money, weapons, bases, and cover available to 
extremist groups. Some of these states see terrorism as a relatively safe 
way to oppose the U.S., some to attack Israel or Russia. Terrorist actions 
have been safe since prior to 2001 the U.S. has not retaliated strongly 
against terrorists or their supporting states, nor did it move to curtail the 
economic resources available to such states. 

There are more general factors which are relevant in a longer term strategy 
to confront and alter the Muslim world, but they are not as important to 
focus on in dealing with the present danger as are suicidal terrorists with 
WMD and U.S. vulnerabilities. 

The Muslim wodd has seen itself as superior to the West for almost 
fourteen hundred years. Muslims are taught that their Islamic religion is a 
"petiected" version of Christianity and Judaism, that the Koran dictates how 
society is to be governed, and that Islam cannot be modified to 
accommodate Western cultural norms. From about 700 to about 1600 the 
Muslim world was in fact more powerful in almost every dimension than 
was the Western world and the Muslims viewed Western Civilization with 
contempt. The combination of religion and history has made it difficult for 
Muslims to accept the changes In relative power that have occurred over 
the past 400 years, and, given this long history, Muslim beliefs will not 
likely change soon, nor without consistent Western pressure. 
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Even when they were far more powerful than the West, Muslims 
(Turks, Arabs, Persians) had as their first priority keeping the Western 
infidels out of their lives. Muslim rulers did not want the West to infect their 
youth with alien ideas. They did not want Western intervention in their 
politics and their modes of governance. Most recently they have been 
particularly incensed by the Western emancipation of females. The first 
impulse of Muslim rulers has been to submerge differences and band 
together to oppose Western intrusion. Even the average Muslim male has 
preferred a Muslim autocrat (i.e. the Turkish Sultan) to a Christian imposed 
and influenced democracy. 

Over the past 50 years the U.S. has become the predominant 
Western power in the Muslim world. It has gradually become the 
personification of everything negative about the West, and it is held 
responsible for the continued existence of the state of Israel in the midst of 
the Muslim world. 

As petroleum emerged as the basis of the world's energy over the 
past century, so did a handful of autocratic regimes across the Muslim 
world. Iran is the only true theocracy. In the other problem countries 
autocrats (Khaddafi, Hussein, the House of Saud, Assad) govern simply 
to enrich themselves and their families. They resist Western intrusion and 
influence because they want to retain power. For a variety of reasons, 
these autocratic regimes also support or sponsor fundamentalist groups 
and terrorists. Pakistan presents a particular and special danger because 
of its hostility to India, its possession of nuclear weapons, the existence of 
fundamentalist movements with large numbers of fanatical young males, 
the support of terrorists by elements of the Pakistani government, and the 
existence of large, ungoverned areas of the country. 

Most of these factors simply describe a hostility to the United States, / 
but not a danger. It is the existence of weapons of mass destruction and 
the willingness of terrorists to die while attacking us that create the new 
dangers. These dangers are exacerbated because of the vulnerabilities of 
the U.S. society itself. 

United States Vulnerabilities: The United States values freedom, 
openness, and the perfectibility of peoples and societies. In its pursuance 
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of nationar policies guided by these principles, the United States has made 
itself vulnerable, and arguably, weaker. 

1. Entry policies: Immigration, open borders, education of foreign 
students, commercial priorities over security considerations. 

2. Economic policies: Emphasis on broad free trade policies deprives 
us of the tool of bilateral trade agreements, which we could use to motivate 
cooperation. Free trade and globalization have resulted in the loss of high 
paying jobs and industries, while U.S. corporations relocate overseas, use 
cheap labor and then ship products back into the U.S. This hollowing out 
of the American economy and diminution of our export base certainly 
makes questionable how we will be able to maintain our standard of living 
while supporting a worldwide confrontation with Islam, let alone China. 

3. Energy policies: We have made little effort to develop alternatives to 
imported oil, no real attempt to stabilize the Middle East except to humor 
the Saudis, and almost no effort to develop complete alternatives to 
hydrocarbons. 

4. Sclerotic U.S. agencies: The FBI, CIA, DoD, State, NSC policy 
apparatus all bask in the successes of WWII and the Cold War, or are 
captured by the rosy glow of idealism, or have been captured by sub
cultures unable or unwilling to adapt. 

5, Americans are by and large unconscious about our own national 
characteristics (rather than arrogant) but by this cultural hubris we make 
our security and foreign policy task much more difficult. 

We are ignorant about this large (1.2 billion Muslim people) 
swath of the globe. We have few speakers of the various languages and 
little knowledge of the separate cultures. This makes for fragile Intelligence 
capability, poor national policies, and excessive weight given to the few 
entities that purport to have expertise {State Department Arabists, CIA 
analysts, foreign born academics.) 

Most of the Muslim world would probably grant that we have a 
right not to be attacked. But they would question why we provide 
unconditional support for the state of Israel in their midst and expect them 
to abide by our decision. 
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Because we value the interplay of ideas we believe our ideas 
should have a right to penetrate the Muslim world. We don't comprehend 
how this may threaten the basis of their civilization. 

Our own culture has become more coarse, more crass, more 
amoral, even leading to criticism and reaction within this countiy. Yet our 
pervasive media assault the Muslim world with examples of our 
entertainment and our behavior. Worse, a large proportion of their 
populations, especially their youth, are attracted by our freedoms and our 
infidel ways. 

Prognosis: Without focused effort, there is little on the horizon to make 
the situation better. 

The Muslim birthrate is high, literacy is low, teaching by religious 
extremists is widespread, regimes do almost nothing to improve this. 
Hostile governments have sufficient money to buy weapons and expertise, 
to build laboratories, to create security forces to maintain their power, and 
to provide support to terrorist groups. 

The United States is struggling to reconcile its civil liberties and its 
idealistic visions with the needs of its own security. There is no evidence 
we have a strategy to shut down the Madrassas and counter the Wahhabi 
incitement, even in the United States. We are not yet undertaking large 
language programs, and we have not begun significant efforts to 
communicate with either the Muslim world or the American public. 

Why isn't anybody else in the world worried about terrorist attacks? 

China is engaged in a complex juggling act. It is worried about Muslim 
extremism, about notions of ethnic autonomy, and about the infiltration of 
Western freedoms. It has a long histoiy of adding countries to its empire 
and keeping them there by force. While China has a much more 
homogenous society than does the United States, that society is under tight 
security control. China is actively engaged in strategies to weaken the 
U.S., one of which is undoubtedly to encourage and arm Muslim states and 
through them. extremist groups. China probably believes that at this time it 
can deflect Muslim ferment away from itself and that it can adequately 
protect itself against extremism. It does not want to create a hostile U.S. 
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Just now. China is still weak compared to us, its companies are exporting 
into our markets as fast as they can, and China is becoming the world's low 
cost producer of goods, even high-end technological goods. They are 
educating large numbers of their students at our universities. As the 
Chinese economy grows they will need more Middle Eastern oil, and they 
obviously are concerned about the security and stability of those oil 
supplies. 

Russia is economically and militarily weak. It is trying quietly to regroup, to 
regenerate its strength via cooperation with the U.S. and Europe, and to 
obtain foreign currency by trade with whomever it can. Russia has always 
been concerned about Muslim activities along its southern border and has 
a serious active problem in Chechnya. Russia has a long memory, a long 
planning horizon, excellent intelligence and security services, and a history 
of no-holds-barred war against terrorists and hostile neighbors. 

Europe resents U.S. military and economic power, U.S. predominance in ( 
the Midd1e East, and U.S. cultural primacy. Europe is relatively fragile 
economically because of their extensive welfare policies and their aging 
populations. They have difficulty in agreeing on any foreign policy that 
requires resource use or sacrifice, a tradition of appeasement that goes 
back at least a century, and an long-standing anti-semitism. As long as 
Europe is not the target of Muslim attacks, their remaining energy will be 
directed at economic and diplomatic competition with the U.S. and attempts 
to limit Russian growth and influence. 

THE BROAD APPROACHES 

First, the United States could back out of confrontation with the Muslim \ 
world, limit its involvement in Muslim regions, seriously defend its 
homeland and some narrowly defined vital overseas interests, and only 
very selectively militarily confront Muslim states or groups if it were clear 
that great danger was emerging. 

a.) This approach could include negotiations to remove our irritants 
from the Muslim world1 as well as efforts to curtail the expansion of Saudi
funded Madrassas, to counter their teachings, and via media efforts to 
deter state sponsorship and support of terrorism against us. 
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b.) We could initiate a serious effort (of the scope of the Manhattan 
or Apollo projects) to develop viable alternatives to oil. 

c.) We could begin to withdraw support for an Israeli state in the 
Middle East, offering to relocate and protect the Israeli population 
elsewhere, even in the United States. If Israel rejected this, they would 
have to fend for themselves. 

d.) Graduate education is a weapon. We could encourage U.S. 
students to study science and engineering in U.S. graduate schools by 
providing U.S. government subsidies, while at the same time making it 
harder for foreigners to train here in these subjects and then return home 
where the knowledge gained might be used against us. (This probably 
affects China more than the Muslim world.) Subsidies and encouragement 
to U.S. students might make the universities more agreeable to the 
prospect of losing their foreign students and their revenue. We could also 
start significant programs in foreign languages and the various Muslim 
cultures and countries. 

Second, at the other extreme, we could accept that the present situation is 
a flare·up in a 1400 year old conflict between Islam and the West; it is not 
likely to end in the foreseeable future, and nothing we do is likely to change 
the fundamental Islamic view ("us versus the infidel".) Nevertheless, we 
would seek over time to reach a modus vivendi regarding acceptable 
behavior in the modern world. Most important, we would take steps to 
reduce the power of unfriendly states and groups to hurt us. 

Various commentators (e.g. Ralph Peters) have pointed out that the Muslim 
world is not monolithic. !ts susceptibility to change varies even by age 
group and certainly by country. Around the edges of the Muslim world 
(from Morocco in the West to Indonesia and the Philippines in the East and 
to the Turkic states in Central Asia) Islam is more plastic, more amenable 
to change then are the more rigid Arab and Persian states of the center. 
Our national policies must take account of the differences exhibited in the 
Islamic religion between countries. 

Such a broad national effort could include: 
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a.) Defense of the U.S. homeland, including notable changes in entry 
and population surveillance policies, and control of extremist Islamic 
teaching within the United States. 

b.) Development of a U.S. intelligence apparatus able to function 
without dependence on foreign countries to monitor developments in the 
Muslim world and produce high quality information, creation of security 
agreements between us and cooperative Muslim countries, and formation 
of U.S. military and counter-terrorist forces able to intervene directly, 
rapidly, and forcefully against extremist groups, or against dangerous 
developments such as the fall of a government such as Pakistan. 

c.) Modification of trade policies to place security considerations over 
commercial priorities (speed of transit, convenience, profit.) 

d.) Review of globalization and free trade philosophies with the 
objects of maintaining American economic strength rather than simply 
lifting the world's economic level, and of providing tools to deal with other 
governments. 

e.) A continuing and major communications effort using many modes 
of media to convey: 

- impermissible behavior 
- the ultimate futility of attacks against the West 
- alternatives to theocratic and autocratic governmental modes 
- examples of more moderate and flexible Islamic practices 

(Indonesia, U.S., India.) 

f .) Educational programs to develop U.S. expertise in languages and 
Muslim cultures, and to maintain native strength in science and 
engineering, while restricting such education to students from unfriendly 
nations, 

g.) Actions and programs to limit economic resources of those 
countries that house and support terrorist movements, (blockade oil tanker 
routes, freeze accounts, destroy loading facilities and pipelines.) Support 
of terrorist groups and activities is not a very expensive undertaking. 
Therefore while economic warfare sounds attractive, in itself it will not stop 
state support of terrorism. It may be able to reduce the resources available 
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h.) In the final analysis, it may become necessary to alter national 
boundaries in the Muslim world in order to create long-term stability and to 
reduce danger. (Examples would be backing Hashemite legitimacy as 
against the Saudis, Turkey against Syria, Russia over portions of Iran, 
Jordan and Turkey over portions of Iraq, India over portions of Pakistan.) 
Such efforts would most likely depend on the cooperation of large powers 
such as India and Russia. 

Third, an intermediate strategy focused on our own defense. Within such 
a strategy we would also develop the intelligence and counter-terrorist 
structures to disrupt terrorists, and we would carry out the planning needed 
to progress to a more major confrontation. 

While serious, the terrorist threat to us is not now mortal. The United 
States is reluctant even to see the current threat as enduring, or to accept 
that it could grow in scope and virulence if unchecked. Our policies will 
undoubtedly continue to provide major irritants on which Muslim extremists 
will focus. We are unlikely to withdraw support for Israel. We are too 
powerful to be pushed out of the Muslim world. Our commercial interests 
will not readily move away from cheap oil and even less readily from oil 
itself. We certainly do not see ourselves as sufficiently threatened or as 
sufficiently strong to single-handedly re-draw the map of the Muslim world. 
Repeated attacks, especially with WMD, could quickly change our 
attitudes. 

We are therefore in a position similar to that of the United States prior to 
World War Two. We probably will be attacked again, but there is not yet 
enough support for us to engage in a major activities to remake the Musli 
world. We will have to wait. 

In an intermediate strategy we would stratify the dangers apparent in the 
Muslim world and craft an appropriate set of activities for each subset. 

Terrorist groups that we know of that would attack us if they had the 
means and opportunity. 
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Dangerous and unstable states whose governments are friendly to us 
(Pakistant Egypt.) 

Rich states on which we are dependent and whose policies damage 
us (Arabia.) 

Rich, dangerous, and hostile states whose populations are divided 
(Iran) and who therefore are themselves unstable. 

States which house terrorists without even knowing the extent of their 
infestation (Yemen, Balkans, Somalia, Philippines.) 

Kleptocracies (Iraq, Libya, Syria, even some states of Central Asia.) 

The elements of this strategy would include: 

a. media efforts 
to educate the U.S. public, 
to confront the Madrassas worldwide, 
to depict for many diff erant Muslim populations the 

alternatives to theocracy and autocracy 
to show alternative forms of Islam, 
to describe what we will consider impermissible behavior, 

b. increased effort to develop alternative oil supplies and 
alternatives to oil, 

ly' 

\ 
c. increased security priorities in entry policies, educational 

policies, and surveillance policies, 
.J 

d. expansion of language and area programs, and evaluation 
of our science and engineering education policies, 

e. analysis of the balance between commercial practices and 
security needs, and evaluation of the future effect of free trade and 
globalization on the strength of the U.S. economy, 

f. construction of a worldwide intelligence structure focused on 

V 

\ 
1\/ 

the Muslim world and predominantly independent of foreign assistance V 
and separate from our existing organizations, 
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g. creation of military and counter-terrorist forces suitable for V 
use against Islamic extremists and their supporting governments, 

h. analysis of the economic vulnerabilities of each of the 
countries that support terrorism, together with planning for actions to curtail 
the economic resources available to each of those countries, and 

i. development of relationships and programs so that 
governments in the Islamic world themselves have the incentive to control 
their own extremist movements. 
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September 30, 2002 2:46 PM 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ A---jP4 
SUBJECT: Paul Wolfowitz 

Here is an interesting transcript of Pete Pace talking with a New York Times 

Magazine reporter about our mutual friend, Paul Wolfowitz. 

It struck me that you might want to read it, because he talks a bit about the 

military-civilian relationship. 

There is no question but that Paul is doing a terrific job for the Department of 

Defense and the country. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Keller, Bill. General Peter Pace Interview, 11 September 2002. 
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4 
GENERAL PETER PACE SECO 

VICE CHAIRMAN, JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF . EF HAS SEEN 
Interview with Bill Keller, Reporter SEP 30 ZfJO? 

NY Times Magazine 

11 September 2002 

th' piece 
ggested 

ty long 

Times: I'm in the home stretch of finishing up 
1 Wolfowitz for the Times Magazine and his staff 

ek you might be a good person to add to the pr 
people I talked to and I won't say no tot I won't 

full plate. a 1 t of your time because I know you•ve go 

Well he gave me 50 bucks night, so I'm 

NY Timea: That's what generals r these days? [Laughter] 
to semper fi. 

Let me start by a 
before your current ass 
Where did your careers 

whether you'd encountered Wolfowitz 
run into him? 

General Pace: have been aware of him before 
because in his pr ious incar tions here in the building, I 
heard his name Vc ry often. But 'n truth, my personal association 
with him began ast year, full t' eon 1 October when I became 
the Vice Cha' n, and before tha when he started to interview 

arious positions that w e coming open up here, so 
been the last year that I ~e known him best. 

Times; what's his operating style 
ting style when he 1 s dealing with the 

and particularly his 
iformed? 

General Pacez He 1 s really good. He listens and he absorbs 
and he asks penetrating questions, but he does it in a way that 
doesn't put anybody on the defensive. He 1 s just really good at 
getting to the heart of the matter in a way that makes folks 
comfortable to share what they're thinking and doesn't put 
anybody on the defensive. 

NY Times: One of the reasons I was interested in doing this 
piece, there's kind of a caricature of him out in the general 
public, a lot of it has to do with Iraq, of course, but the 
notion that he 1 s kind of an ideologue, and I know he 1 s a more 
complicated guy than that. 

I'm curious whether you came to the job with a sort of 
impression of him before you worked with him? 

General Pace: I heard some of the same stuff you're talking 
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about but I didn't come with any prejudgment. And I can tell you, 
all my dealings with him -- first of all, he's really humble. 
Here•s a guy who's an Ambassador, he doesn•t want to be called 
Ambassador; he's earned a doctorate, he doesn 1 t want to be called 
doctor; he 1 s a Deputy Secretary of· Defense, he d.oesn' t want to be 
called Mr. Secretary; he wants to be called Paul. He's smart, and 
he's brilliant, and he does his homework, I mean, he really does 
his homework. He works late and he d.oes .a lot of reading. 

He 1 s open to ideas. Now he's not swayed from his position 
easily, but he will change his mind when the intellectual 
argument is of the kind that he in fact should change his mind, 
and he's very open to doing that. So I find him to be anything 
other than narrowly focused as he's portrayed sometimes. 

IIY Tiae11: One thing you hear from outside, is that there's 
been some friction between the civilians in the Pentagon and the 
uniformed side, particularly on the business of Iraq. A concern 
among people in uniform that civilians are either over-optimistic 
about how easy it would be to do, or inclined to do it on the 
cheap, or not fully cognizant of just how complicated something 
like that could be. I thought it might be valuable to ask someone 
who's been pretty hands-on on the war on terrorism, whether 
there's anything to that. 

General Pace: Bill, I appreciate the opportunity to talk to 
that because I really have· had a hard time understanding where 
that particular characterization of the envirorunent here comes 
from. I can tell you at least, at least 30 minutes per day, 
normally one, two, three, four hours per day Dick Myers, Pete 
Pace, Secretary Rumsfeld and DepSecDef Wolfowitz are together 
talking about issues. If there's anything that we're thinking 
about, it's encouraged that we speak up and expected that we 
speak up. The same thing with the Joint Chiefs. 

What does happen, and I this is, as I tried to think the 
things through in my own mind, how the things get twisted in the 
reporting. It's kind of like the telephone thing where one guy 
says one thing and they keep passing it down the line and by the 
time the 20th person repeats it, it• s .something totally 
different. It is definitely true that when we sit around in these 
meetings and we sit around in the TanJc there are varying views of 
how best to accomplish s.omething. And each of the Joint Chiefs 
has his own views on how things could be done based on their own 
background and experience, and those are all put on the table 
very openly and very hone,stly and in a collegial, not a 
contentious way. Then. we are expected, and I would tell you we 
are obliged by position to speak our minds to the secretary of 
Defense and the President when we have differing opinions. So I 
am very comfortable that we have an environment inside of which 
we can speak, that we're expected to speak, and if any of us has 
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any concerns, and if we have not spoken our minds to the 
President or the Secretary of Defense it's our fault, not theirs . 

NY Times: In the early days after September 11th I 1 m aware 
of at least two generals who were uneasy that Iraq was being 
pushed forward too quickly and too eagerly. One of them is now 
Secretary of State and the other one is General Shelton. Is that 
now not a concern? Have those differences such as they were been 
ironed out? I guess the question is, are the civilians and the 
unifonns pretty much on the same wave length, without saying what 
may or may not be decided, but in terms of how to proceed? 

General Pace: Let me try to answer that for you and if I 
don't get to your point come back at it again because it's really 
an important question. 

The military guys are looking at the military options around 
the world to include Iraq and our responsibility is to bring 
forward to the President and the Secretary when they ask for it 
plans that do whatever the mission is as efficiently and as 
effectively as we possibly can with minimum loss of life on the 
U.S. slash coalition side. So I am very comfortable that we have 
the opportunity, the authority, the responsibility to do just 
that. 

On the policy side, the discussions amongst the various 
members of the President's Cabinet , that's really not for me to 
depict other than just like there are varying views inside the 
Tank about how specifically to go about obtaining a particular 
objective, I 1m sure that same thing happens with the President's 
National Security Council. 

There 1 s a difference I think between portraying varying 
people's views of honest opinions of how to do something 
differently than to cast it as Camp A versus Camp B. Because what 
I 1 ve seen, it's not like that . 

NY Times, I think that's about as close t o an answer as I 
can honestly expect. 

How has the whole transfonnation business set with the 
services -- that might be easier to answer as a Marine than it 
would be if you were Anny, because I know there has been some 
angst in the Anny, but Wolfowitz has been pretty closely 
identified with, among other things, killing the Crusader, but 
and with the general enthusiasm for transformation? 

General Pace: I think the enthusiasm for transfonnation is 
great. I think everybody understands the need to change the way 
we do business. Then within that, first of all the major thing to 
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do is a mindset change because we can do, with the current 
equipment that we have, we can do things vastly differently than 
we have in the past. Take Afghanistan as an example. So, you 
don't have to have new toys to have transformation. 

Now longer term, you do need to 9et lighter and more lethal 
and those kinds of things if you're going to be able to save the 
country money and move to battlefields more quickly, and have the 
same level of military impact with fewer troops . So that part 
very much is part of the future. 

And then, the honest dialogue is : does one particular weapon 
system get you the kind of transfonnation you're talking about or 
not. That's again, honest dialogue between the guys who have 
either started down that path and they think they ought to stay 
on it, or the others who might have a ne~ idea that they think 
should replace the old idea. So there's a lot of room in there 
for open discussion and dialogue, but I think we're very much at 
the front end of transformation. We are still, in my opinion, we 
are still very much in understanding what transformation is all 
about and how to go about setting up our processes to facilitate 
and encourage transformation. As we get that piece in our head, 
and there's been a lot of dialogue -- I've spent hours with the 
secretary and the DepSecDef and the Service Chiefs and the 
service Secretaries just sitting around in the room talking about 
what do we mean when we say transformation and how do we 
encourage it and how do we change the way we do business to get 
there. So I think there's plenty of room for honest dialogue 
about particular weapon systems, but the major point right now is 
to get people thinking alike . And I think we are . I think we 
really do understand there's tremendous opportunity out there fo 

°' military efficiency and effectiveness and also saving big bucks 
for the taxpayer. 

answer is yes . 

Do you think he could have 
more smoothly? 

in retrospect --

By virtue that 
came out, in retrospe t you say 

a_n issue when it 

NY Times: I guess tH 
little better too thoug, 
the best way to ingr ate 

have handled it a 
? Going to the Hill is not always 
rself with your bosses . 

to who did what to whom on General Pac: I wasn't pri 
that, but obv ' sly when there's 
this side o the river or the other 

st created, whether it's on 
'de of the river, that means 
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NY Times: I 1 m time. 

General Pace: 

General ace: We started out about Paul Wolfowitz and I 
would re be doing him a disservice if I didn't say this, 
becau e I truly believe it. 

One of the greate,st st.re.ngths of Paul Wolfowitz is his moral 
courage when he's sitting in a room of very senior people who are 
all discussing a particular issue one way, and his view is a 
little bit different or his approa.ch is a little bit different. 
He always has the courage· t .o voice his o:pinion, regardless of how 
far down the road the particular issue has already gotten. I 
really admire him because when you•re in a room ,of senior 
policymakers and the folks in that room are who they normally are 
when we•re sitting around like that, it takes a great deal of 
personal and moral courage to go counter-tide, so to speak. He 
does that very very effectively and very well. 

Times: Any examples come to mind? 

Gener Pace: Yeah, but I can't give them 
Only because that would be breaking trust with 
sit around wi 

NY Times: 

General Pace: 
disagree with your 

NY Times: No. 

talking about peopl 

yo {Laughter] 
olks who we 

General Pace: Either eers or above. And I think any 
time you I re in with a peer grou or 'folks senior to you that when 
the conversation is goi one way, you've got to pause and make 
sure your thoughts are ight, and t n speak them. He does each 
of those very well. 

NY Times: 
let me ask you 
any differenc 
combat? 

the matter of mo 1 courage. I guess, 
ne other quick question. Do think it makes 

to the people in uniform that hasn't seen 

Gen al Pace: No. Absolutely not. 
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NY Times: But you do sometimes hear from, not about him in 
particular, but you hear from guys who have some combat a bit of 
resentment that the people who are contemplating sending them off 
to war don't really know what it's like first-hand. 

General Pace: The reason I am so quick to say no is because 
I know the man and I know that he listens . Many many of the 
leaders in our government have no military experience at all, yet 
they continue to listen and to absorb data and to weigh their own 
experiences against that military experience that we bring to the 
table and make decisions. So you don't need to have military 
experience yourself to be a thoughtful person who listens. And as 
I mentioned up front I think, Paul does his homework. He reads, 
he listens, he gets the whole cloth before he makes a decision. 
So there's no reason for anybody who has a uniform on to be 
concerned about the fact that this gentleman did not wear a 
unifonn. 

NY Times: That moral courage you referred to earlier, that 
willingness to speak your mind even when the whole tide is going 
against you, is that unusual in the circles you travel in? 

General Pace: No, it's not. It's not unusual in the circles 
we travel in here, thank God. But i t still is a fact that when 
you're sitting in a room like that and the tide 1 s going in one 
direction, it takes courage to try to convince people that the 
tide ought to go in the other direction, and it should not be 
overlooked that we have folks like Paul Wolfowitz who are willing 
to do that on a daily basis. 

NY Times: That's great. I hope I get a chance to talk to you 
again on something else. 

General Pace: Bill, great . Thanks so much. 

(BND) 

Professional Word Processin 
(b)(6) 
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October 1, 2002 6:49 AM 

TO: Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 

FROM: Donald Rumsfelry__, 

SUBJECT: Speech 

I feel increasingly strongly that the President should do a speech to a Joint Session 

of Congress. It need not be in connection with Congress passing a resolution. It 

could wait until after the UN acts and he makes a decision. 

The more I think about it and the more I travel around, l think there are questions 

in the public's mind. There has been a lot of misinformation floated around by 

Europeans and opponents. That being the case, if we may need to call up Reserve 

and Guard members, we will need the support of the public. 

If you want to visit about it, give me a call. 

Regards, 

l>HR:dh 
093002-M . 
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TO: Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Support 

October 1, 2002 2:51 PM 

I don ' t know what the timing is on the UN resolution , and I don't know what the 

timing is on the CongTessional resolution, since they are being handled out of the 

White House and the State Department. However, it seems to me that you arc 

going to want to give some thought to getting the fonner Secretaries of Defense, 

fonner National Security Advisers, and fonner Secretaries of State (the ones who 

will do it) to sign a letter supporting the President's position, either before a vote 

in the Congre-ss or before a UN action . 

The Defense Department would be happy to help, except I don't have any 

guidance, and I don't know how to help . I wouldn't know how lo draft the letter, 

because I don't know what it is we are trying to get support for. 

r think it could be useful. You may want to get your folks thinking about it, and I 

think this is particularly true on the UN resolution. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
I 00102-53 

WOI 166-02 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Honorable ,;\ndrew H. Card, Jr. 

Honorable Mitchell Daniels 

Donald Rumsfeld ~(\._ 

October 7, 2002 11:05 AM 

SUBJECT: DoD Under Secretary for Intelligence and Assistant Secretary for 
Homeland Defense 

There is a way we can get both of these posts approved this year. lt is extremely 

important that we do. 

It currently looks like we can achieve it in the authorization process, if there is an 

authorization bill, but there may not be an authorization bill. 

We believe we can manage it up on the Hill in the appropriations or continuing 

resolution process, but I'm told we're getting push back from 0MB. I suspect 

they don't want to make their task more complex, which is understandable from 

their standpoint. 

Please let's get everyone in line. 

We have to have these two positions. They are important to the Department. I am 

requesting that everyone there get on the same wavelength. and that we all push 

and get this accomplished. If we do it in the nex.t week, we can get it done. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
100702-24 

W01167 /02 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

Honorable Steven Hadley 
Honorable Paul Wolfowitz 
Honorable D01,1g Fei_th ____ , 
#Ok'"c>.t... AIUJJ.>4' ~ 
Donald Rumsfeld )~. 

October 15, 2002 10:20 AM 

SUBJECT: Interagency Responsibilities 

I would really appreciate it if your staff would put down "DoD" instead of "OSD" 

or "Joint Staff' when they prepare materials from the NSC and the interagency 

process. They put "Department of State" and "Department of Treasury," but for 

whatever reason, your folks seem to think that it is their job to decide who in DoD 

should do what. My view is that DoD ought to decide what the responsibilities 

ought to be for the interagency process. 

Thank you. 

DHR:dh 
101502-10 

W01200-02 
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October 17, 2002 1:23 PM 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Honorable Clay Johnson 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld1 ~ 

Ambassador to World Radio Conference 

There is a position open for U.S. Ambassador to the World Radio Conference. 

The U.S. has a critical interest in sending someone who understands the technical 
details of this highly complex matter. The issues to be considered will affect 
virtually all government and private sector radio-frequency spectrum users, and 
several of the issues have profound national security implications. 

We have asked for Ms. Janice Obuchowski to be considered. I am told she is 
extremely well qualified and that Michael Powell at the FCC supports her, too. 
Her resume is attached. 

This is very important to the United States. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Resume 

DHR:dl> 
101502-21 

11-L-0559/0SD/14000 
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BIOGRAPHY FOR JANICE OBUCHOWSKI 

Janice Obuchowski was the Assistant Secretary of Corrunerce and Administrator of the 
NationaJ Telecommunications and Information Administration under President George 
H.W. Bush and is President of Freedom Technologies, Inc., a Washington-based. 
telecommunications consulting and research finn. 

Ms. Obuchowski has a range of experience that uniquely qualifies her to head this 
delegation to the WRC. She has served as a member and chair of the ITU's Telecom 
Board from 1993 to 2000, maintaining continued personal and professional relationships 
with many of the top ITIJ staff and political leadership. Over the last decade, she has 
represented primarily private sector interests as a participant at WRC 95 and WRC 92. 

As Administrator for NTIA, she oversaw all federal spectrum management and 
development of federal government positions at WRC conferences. She also led U.S. 
delegations to international bilateral communications conferences. Prior to that, from 
1987 to 1989 Ms. Obuchowski managed the NYNEX (now Verizon) worldwide 
government affairs program. Here again, she had extensive international responsibilities 
not only for interfacing with all U.S. government international telecommunications 
policymakers. but also for working on behalf of NYNEX at the ITU. 

Further, during her seven years at the FCC during the Reagan Administration, Ms. 
Obuchowski advised the FCC Chairman on all teleconunm1ications policy matters. She 
coordinated all FCC ITU activitiest including preparations for W ARC Mob-87 t W ARC 
HFBC-87, and W ARC Orb-85. Specifically, she worked closely with WARC Orb-85 
Ambassador Dean Burch in negotiating with the then-Soviet Union on satellite issues. 
She was the first female International Division Chief at the FCC, from 1982 to 1983. 

During much of her career, she has been involved with the private sector. However, both 
because she interfaced with the Department of Defense during her tenure at NTIA and 
because she has worked with DoD on some recent issues, many of which are classified, 
involving the telecommunications network aspects of military transformation, she enjoys 
the confidence both of the private sector and of DoD. 

11-L-0559/0SD/14001 3 



October 15, 2002 5:25 PM 

TO: Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

CC: Honorable Albert Gonzales 
Honorable David Addington 
Honorable William J. Haynes, Jr. 
Honorable Peter Rodman 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld;2,-----L A_----/.,,411 

SUBJECT: International Courts 

Attached is a paper on the difficulties Dr. Henry Kissinger is facing. 

The U.S. Government ought to do a better job of helping a person in that position. 

For his service to our country, he is being harassed. The U.S. Government ought 

to pay legal fees for those problems, and the departments of the government and 

the White House ought to be interested and cooperative in assisting him with what 

he needs to protect himself. 

What do you propose be done? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
August 20, 2002 paper 

PHR:dh 
101502·50 

11-L-0559/0SD/14002 
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lo the last several years, j.udiciaJ investigators in France, Chile, Spain, and Argentina 
have attempted to question Dr. Henry Kissinger about events taking place in Latin America 
while Dr. Kissinger was U.S. Secretary of State (1973-76). The questions, propounded in the 
form of "subpoenas" or "writs," principally seek informati.on relating to alleged U.S. 
involvement in "Operation Condor," a network of Latin American countries (including Chlle, 
Argentina, Uruguay, Bolivia, Paraguay, and Brazil) created in the 1970s that is suspeoted of 
conspiring to persecute and assassinate thousands ofpolitical opponents. 

The French court issued its subpoena containing twelve detailed questions relating to 
Operation Condor over a year ago. Th.e Chilean coun recently issued a 'Similar set of eighteen 
questions seeking information about Operation Condor, as well as other alleged atrocities 
commined during the Pinochet regime, including the disappearance and death of Charles 
Hom1an, a journalist and U.S. Citizen. In Apri) 2002, the Spanish Judge Garzon·· the same 
Jt1dgc who sought the extradition of Augusto Pinocher in 1998 -- asked British officials to detain 
Dr. Kissinger for a depos1tion on SJmilar issues while Kissinger was giving a speech in London. 
Fortunately, British officials rejected the request. 

These repeated and ongoing efforts by foreign magistrates to ques.tio11 Dr. Kissinger 
present foreign policy concerns of the highest order. These concerns stem not only from the 
repeated harassment, and very real threat of judicial process, that Dr. Kissinger faces when ' 
traveling abroad. By purporting to question Dr. Kissinger about his official .icts while serving as 
Secretary of State, these foreign courts axe necessarily delving into matters implicating highly 
sensitive questions of U.S . fureign polioy -- as a bTiefreview oflhe questions propounded thus 
far reveals. 

Such questions not only threaten to reveal highly sensitive, potentially classified, foreign 
policy decisions of the United States from nearly thirty years ago. They threaten to create a 
precedent under which a single foreign magistrate, without any apparent authorization from the 
government on whose behalf be claims to aot, would have the power to use the judicial process 
to subject former high·ranking U.S. officials to questioning about any matter of U.S. foreign 
policy. While these questions thus far have been propounded only as to Dr. l(jssinger, this 
precedent poses even greater mischief if applied to former sub-Cabinet rank officials who were 
more actively involved in impleme.nti.ng U.S. policies. And by permitting unimpeded 
in forrnahonaJ access to fonner Secretaries of State such as Dr. Kissinger, we risk inviting simj]ar 
attempts.to seek information from currerit U.S. officials as well. Quite obviously, no 
government could function if its Secretaries or Foreign Ministers were constantly subject to 
judicial inquiries duricg their tenns of office. Thu.s, in order lo safeguard vital national interests 
•• both past and present -- the informational demands placed upon Dr. Kissinger clearly call for a 
coorcLinated, srrategic response from the United States Government. 

To date, the State Department's approach has been to prepare responses to some of the 
informational requests. (1t is respectfully suggested that such responses, although deemed 
necessary to forestall efforts to seek extradition. should aggressively defend the propriety of U.S. 
policy and should present a self-concained, stand·aJone, affirmative, contextual description of the 
relevant actions taken to implem~t that policy.) 

-1-
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Thus for, the U.S. Government has not taken coordinated steps to discourage these 
ovenealous magistrates' direct intrusion into U.S. forcigo affairs, or even to re-examine the 
threshold question whether it ser1es the national interests for the U.S . Government to answer 
these infonnational requests at all. 

The authority of magistrates of one country to subject high-ranking foreign officials to 
judicial process directly impllcares one of the mos, contentious issues of contemporary 
international law: so-called "universal jurisdiction." Promoted vigorously by human rights 
activists, th.is doctrine has been invoked to defend the power of aDY court in the world to impose 
sanctions, including crimin.al sanctions, against perpetrators of war crimes and other similarly 
egregious atrocities - regardJess of the citizenship oft.he defendant, the citizenship of the victim, 
r.he place of the alleged criille, or well.established immunity doctrines protecting high-ranking 
governmental officials from liability for official duties. The decision by the British House of 
Lords denying Pinochet's claim of immunity from prosecution by a Spanish magisll'atc went a 
long way (at least in the minds of many human rights activists) towards establishing this 
principle as a doctrine of customary international law. A more recent decision by the 
International Cowt of Justice in Congo v. Belgium (February 2002) - recognizing a claim of 
immunity of a current Congolese minister subjected to an arrest warraIJt by the Belgian 
goverrunent for alleged war crimes occurring outside of Belgium - may well provide the 
beginning of much needed limits on th.is sweeping legal principle. 

Of course, the Administration has been appropriately concerned with the expansive 
notion of universaJ jurisdiction in other contexts - most notably) in its recent decision not to 1oi.n 
r.he Treaty establishing the International Criminal Court. A similar concern, and coordinated 
soategic response, is n~essary here to protect similar national ioteri;:sts. Foreign governments , 
let alone single magistrates pwporting to exercise the: judicial power of those governments, 
should not be pennitted to second-guess the United Stares' foreign policy judgments by means of 
exmHtiploman:c, informational requests directed at high-ranking fonner U.S. officials . 

Whether the solution comes in the way of international agreements reguJating this kind of 
international "discovery," or a firm unilateral declaration from the United States that it will not 
permit such international fishing e.xpe<tilions in the name of "universal jurisdiction," it is dear 
1hat some action is necessary. Again, such action is necessary not only to protect Dr. Kissinger's 
interests and the interests of other fomier high-ranking officials. What is at stake is the very 
ability of U.S. Government effectively to conduct the nation's foreign policy unencumbered by 
the U11l'Us.iot1 of the international subpoena. 

August 20, 2002 

DC1 ·S2H58.l 
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October 18, 2002 9:20 AM 

TO: Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·~ 

SUBJECT: Washington Airspace 

Have any decisions been made with respect to the airspace over Washington and 

how we should handle it? 

Can I be helpful in pushing it along? 

Thanks. 

DHRJh 
l01t!02-4 

11-L-0559/0SD/14005 
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Snowflake 

October 17, 2002 8:40 AM 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: DonaldRumsfeld~ A --(;,P 

SUBJECT: U.S.-PRC Mil-to-Mil 

You have expressed an interest in the U.S.-PRC military-to-military contacts. As 

you may recall. one of the aspects of the relationship is that we arranged for the 

head of the National Defense University, Vice Admiral Paul Gaffney, to visit the 

People's Republic of Chirra earlier this month. 

For your interest, prior to your meeting with Jiang Zemin, I am attaching a report 

from Admiral Gaffney's visit, which I think you will find of interest. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
l0/15/02 President NDU memo to CKS re: Mi Ho-Mil Conta,1 wJth PRC - Ocloht'r 2002 

DHR dh 
l0171JZ-J 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
NATIONAL DEFENSE UNIVERSITY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20319-5066 

SECDEF HAS SEEN 
OCT ·1 ''{ 2002 

15 October 2002 

PERSONAL FOR CHAIRMAN, JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

Subj: MIL-TO-MIL CONTACT WITH PRC OCTOBER 2002 

1. As approved, I led a small delegation to the PRC from 8-14 October; after one-day working 
stops in Tokyo and Seoul. DATT Beijing and Air Attache accompanied me. Everyone 
positively highlighted (including Chinese press) that this was the first substantive military-to
military contact since the EP-3 incident. Summary: 

a. Hospitality: 100%+. Could only be duplicated in the U.S. by POTUS. 

b. Transparency: 75%, but 110%+ of what was expected when trip started. Recommend 
my trip be considered a new baseline. Admiral Fargo's trip should "inch up" the transparency. 
I judge that the PRC is ripe for a step increase in transparency as long as they have the 
[bureaucratic] time to react. 

2. Highlights: 

a. 30-minute call with MOD (General Chi Haotien) stretched to 60 minutes, ALCON 
reported this was unusually positive, my schedule started being "beefed up" immediately 
thereafter. 

b. Several events added: Naval Research Institute (NRI), Xian [Military/Civilian] 
aircraft factory, ad hoc PLA·AF A·5 tactical ground attack aircraft demo and fly off. 
Discussions at each visit were unusually open; ample time for substantive questions and answers 
allowed at: PLA NDU, NRJ, Academy of Military Sciences, Shanghai Naval Headquarters, 281

h 

Air Division, and Fudan University's "American Institute." 

c. Requests for books and course materials - including at less-open AMS and NRI -
were honored, and then some. I returned with a trunk ful1 of publications. 

d. Everyone we spoke with-in Japan and Korea too-mentioned concerns with what 
they called ''the new doctrine" of preemption announced in the President's National Security 
Strategy. We tried to set that element of the strategy in context. We need to do more. 

3. Sociology: 

a. We had hundreds of miles of police escorted convoys. Most Chinese either ignored or 
[sometimes] challenged policy authority. At one point Police/PLA argued for 20 minutes about 
whether to pay a toll on an expressway. Transportation Police held their ground ... PLA paid out 
of their pockets! An interesting indication to me of public independence and division of 
bureaucratic labor among PRC agencies. R:; 

0 
C") .... 
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Subj; MIL-TO-MIL CONTACT WITH PRC OCTOBER 2002 

b. I was impressed by the large number of Chinese cadets at the Air Engineering College 
studying English exclusively. I would judge 40-50% were women. 

c. Most people we met socially or in business settings were very friendly and seemed to 
treat us as celebrities. Especially so, NDU students to whom l lectured, 18-20 year old English 
language students (women (one sought an autograph!)), and A-5 pilots. 

d. The PLA officers from 0-3 to 0-8 had a remarkably consistent party line: 

- We want dialogue with the U.S. military 

- We are not strong militarily and C>Ur first priority is economic develo:Rment. 
When one sees Shanghai after Beijing and Xian one sees the obvious benefit that the Chinese see 
in economic development. Shanghai even aflcr Xian and Beijing, is ''mind-boggling." 

e. PLA is not very joint. 

f. PLA-NDU is organized like us-1,rou. Yet, it was 1>bvious in Q&A 's that the 
principles of academic freedom/non-attribution, while appealing 10 many head-nodding students, 
was not typical in PLA-NDU. 

4. I invited PLA CAPSTONE to visit the U.S. (early December). They a.re very pleased with 
DoD flexibility on dates. Also jnvited PLA-NDU President 10 visit the U.S. J expect this will be 
in CY03 as the present PLA-NDU President (General Xing Shizhong) told me he would 
probably not visit and would retire before the end of CY02. Keeping in mind a strategy of 
ratcheting up transparency. I recommend the US DOD exercise bureaucratic flexibility ... because 
we should be better at this than PRC and because they tried tr;, demonstrate last minute 
flexibility. 

5. Worthwhile trip. Admiral Fargo will need to go a long. way to beat me! Detailed trip report 
to be compiled by delegation and provided by separate cover. 

Copy to: 
DJS 
J-5 
OSD (Col Hooper) 

Very respectfully, ----
,~~( 
PAUL G. GAFFNEY II 
V1ce Admiral, U.S. Navy 
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Snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

SE€REI 

Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfeld 'Jll, 
SUBJECT: Letter of Arrangement with UK 

May 22, 2002 8: 13 AM 

Attached is the agreement I have approved with the UK on their countemarcotics 

operation in Afghanistan. As I recall, you asked about it. It is done at my level; 

now they will sign it at the Peter Rodman leve1. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
US-UK Letter of Arrangement 

DHR:dh 
052202-6 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

October 24, 2002 7:37 PM 

President George W. Bush 

Honorable Condoleezza Rice 
Honorable George Tenet 

DonaldRumsfeld ,'R-.tt [_' --~ 
New York Times Story on So-CaHed Pentagon l Intelligence Unit" 

At today's press briefing, l tried to tamp down the issue raised in the New York 
Times story this morning. 

For your infom1ation, I am attaching the relevant excerpts from the transcript of 
the press briefing. 

Very respectfully, 

Attach. 
Octobi:r 24 DoD Pre:,,-; Briefing Excerpts 

W01244-02 
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Thursday, Oct. 24, 2002 1 :44 p.m. EDT 

Excerpts from DoD News Briefing - Secretary Rumsfeld and Gen. Myers 

Q: Speaking about The New York Times and their article today, they have 

this article about a Defense Department team sifting through intelHgence 

information separate from, obviously, the CIA and the DIA. Can you talk 

about that team, what it does and why it's created? 

Rumsfeld: I asked about that this morning after skimming that article, and 

I'm told that after September 11th, a small group -- I think two, to start with, 

and maybe four now, or some number close to less than a handful of 

people in the policy shop were asked to begin poring over this mountain of 

information that we were receiving on intelligence-type things, and that 

they have been doing that It is not H any suggestion that it's an 

intelligence-gathering activity or an intelligence unit of some sort, I think, 

would be a misunderstanding of it. 

Q: The suggestion in the article is that you're unhappy with the intelligence 

that you're getting about the link between al Qaeda and Iraq. 

Rumsfeld: Why would I be unhappy? The intelligence is what intelligence 

is. It says their best estimates. 

If you go back in history, I was on the -- chairman of the Ballistic Missile 

Threat Commission, and at the end of that, we had been asked by the 

Congress and by George Tenet to take a look at the intelligence 

community and make an assessment of our best judgment as to what the 

11-L-0559/0SD/14013 



strengths and weaknesses are, where the gaps were, were too many 

things stovepiped and that type of thing. We did, and we prepared, this 

group of -- with one exception, namely me -- of really very thoughtful 

people, Larry Welch and a whole host of excellent talents who were users 

of intelligence over the decades came out with an intelligence side letter, 

which we then got unclassified. And it's around someplace, and it's worth 

reading. It's very good. 

One of the things in there I can remember we put in was the importance of 

having well-informed users of intelligence in Iraq with the suppliers of 

intelligence, with the analysts. And to the extent there's no feedback 

coming from a reader, a user of a piece intelligence, then one ought not to 

expect that the level of competence and -- not competence so much as 

currency on the part of people supplying that intelligence will be as good 

as it would as if there's an effective interaction. 

And there is a very effective interaction going on. I don't get briefed today 

by anyone other than the CIA I get briefed every morning by them. And it 

is an excellent relationship between the Department of Defense and the 

intelligence community, in this sense: they're really well knitted together at 

the CENTCOM level in Afghanistan and all of that activity. George Tenet 

and I couldn't have a closer relationship. We meet together for lunch, I 

think, almost once a week. We are able to sort through issues, and we get 

them dealt with. 

There are always are going to be people who have different intelligence 

views within the agency, and there's no question but that on some of these 

important terrorism issues, you're seeing differences of opinions out of the 

intelligence community and the Central Intelligence Agency. 

2 
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There also are going to be people who will ask a lot of questions, and 

there's no question but that the people in the Department of Defense, 

General Myers or Rumsfeld and others, ask a lot of the questions of the 

intelligence community, and then they get -- they come back with 

responses. 

But 1•m not unhappy at all about intelligence. Indeed, I have found my 

briefer to be very effective and to -- responsive in terms of testing -

pinging the system to see -- to get the best answers that they can on 

subjects that I find of interest. (To the general.) Don't you? 

Myers: Absolutely. 

Rumsfeld: Yeah. It's been a good relationship. 

Q: But of course there are people at the CIA whose job it is to do just what 

you say, to go over this mountain of information and to draw up analysis. 

So why, again, is it necessary to have people here doing exactly what 

intelligence analysts at the CIA are supposed to be doing? 

Rumsfeld: People are doing that all over town. They do it at the State 

Department. They do it in my office. I do it. I take this information and read 

it and think about it and sort and ask questions and talk to other people 

about it. We discuss it in our morning meeting with General Myers and 

General Pace. It is what one ought to do. 

Q: If you think about it, what comes out of intelligence is not fixed, firm 

conclusions. What comes out are a speculation, an analysis, probabilities, 

possibilities, estimates --
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Rumsfeld: -- assessments, if you will. And then you take those -- if you 

think that -- if that comes from the intelligence side, then it goes to the 

policy people. That's what our job is. Our job is to take that information, 

look at it, think about it, and then make judgments off of it. 

You don't -- it doesn't come out saying, okay, Mr. Policymaker, turn right, 

turn left, do this, do that. It comes out, well, on the one hand this, and on 

the one hand that. And then the policymakers have to function off of -

almost always -- a great deal less than perfect knowledge -- perfect 

information. It's going to be 10 percent, or 20 percent, or 30 percent of 

what's knowable you might know. And so it's happening everywhere that 

people do that. The president does it. All of us do. And it's hard work -- and 

it's not easy; it's difficult. 

Yes? 

Q: You started by saying you read this article this morning and asked 

about it --

Rumsfeld: I think I said I skimmed it --

Q: And nonetheless, you did say that you asked about this effort this 

morning --

Rumsfeld: I did. 

Q: -- after seeing it in the newspaper. 

Rumsfeld: Yeah. 

Q: So, were you -- you did not order this organization to be established? 

You didn't know about it until you saw it in the newspaper thrs morning? 
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Rumsfeld: It's interesting. I read my name in headlines, and everything --

Q: It certainly seems Dr. Woitowitz --

Rumsfeld: -- as though -- as though I'd been some sort of a creator or 

sponsor of this. 

Q: Well it certainly seems Dr. Woitowitz knew about it -- he was --

Rumsfeld: He did, he did. And I asked him, and I asked Doug Feith, and I 

asked General Myers, and somebody else -- I can•t remember -- and it 

came back to me that -- roughly what I said; that after September 11th, a 

couple of people were asked to start going over this. After that, the group 

of the size -- the size of the group was enlarged to, I think, four, or 

something. I don't know what it is today. And that they have been looking 

at terrorist networks. al Qaeda relationships with terrorist states. and that 

type of thing. 

I was told, in answer to a question, that at one moment somebody 

recommend that I receive a briefing. And that -- that one, or possibly two of 

the people who do this for Doug Feith, did in fact brief me on something. 

And that was the sum total -- I knew they worked for Doug, I didn't happen 

to know that they were in -- what eJse they did, but I was briefed by them. 

And then I was so interested in it, I said, gee, why don't you go over and 

brief George Tenet? So they did. They went over and briefed the CIA. So 

there's no -- there's no mystery about all this. 

Q: What I'm not understanding, so -- was it Dr. Woitowitz or Doug Feith 

that ordered this up? And my other --
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Rumsfeld: I think it's Doug Feith. It's his shop. The people work for him. I 

don't know, I didn't ask them that question. 

Q: Well, I guess the other question is, when it really gets back to it, how 

satisfied are you with the intelligence you have seen on the connections 

between Iraq and al Qaeda? And have you had reason to send some of 

that intelligence back through the system and ask for harder and harder 

links to be established between Iraq and al Qaeda? Or are you satisfied 

with what you got originally? 

Rumsfeld: You don't know what you don't know. And so in comes the 

briefer and she walks through the daily brief, and I ask Questions. I couldn't 

send anything back, as such. What I could do is say, "Gee, what about 

this? Or what about that? Has somebody thought of this? Could you get 

me all your sevens or eights" -- or whatever else seems not to be there, 

what's missing -- those kinds of questions. But I do that every day. 

Everyone who gets briefed -- (to General Myers) -- You do that. 

Myers: Same thing. 

Rumsfeld: Yeah. The president. the vice president, everybody does that. 

They-- then back comes a memo saying. "In response to a question by 

Secretary Rumsfeld" -- or Secretary Powell or somebody else -- and 

there's the answer to the question. 

Q: So what is the current state of knowledge, I guess, you know, not 

hypothetically, but realistically, about the links between Iraq and al Qaeda, 

based on everything you've seen since you talked about it several weeks 

ago? Do you believe --
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Rumsfeld: I -- at least I don't think I know anything more than I did when I 

read this two or three weeks ago. 

Q: If I can be the cynical one again, the problem, I think, that this story 

raises in the minds of especially those who might be skeptical of the 

administration is that the intelligence community, professional intelligence 

analysts -- who, presumably, don't have any political loyalties -- are just 

calling it as they see it; but when you have an office that's staffed by 

political appointees, are they maybe looking for facts to support 

preconceived conclusions about what's going on? I think that's what's 

giving folks pause. 

Rumsfeld: First of all, I don't know that they're political appointees, the 

people in the office. 

Q: Well, it's headed by a political appointee. 

Rumsfeld: I don't know that, either. 

Q: Well, the office is headed by a political appointee. 

Rumsfeld: The overall office, but not this group of people. 

Q: Got it. Okay. 

Rumsfeld: Above all, precision, Pam. 

Q: (Laughs.) Yes, sir! 

Rumsfeld: We want precision. 

Q: But can we just address the appearance here? And maybe you can --
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Rumsfeld: You know, I don't know how to answer that. It is -- is it possible 

that there are people on the face of the Earth who believe something and 

they ask enough questions trying to validate something? I suppose that's 

true. 

Q: But nothing here. 

Rumsfeld: But I would think a good analyst would hypothesize that 

something might be true and then ask the same questions down that track, 

and then hypothesize that something else might be true and ask the same 

questions down that track. If I were an analyst, a professional analyst 

instead of an amateur analyst, I would do that. I would put myself in the 

shoes of people who might want to do something a different way, and end 

up down that different track, and then say, "Well, how do I feel about all 

that? .. and weigh them against each other and then make an assessment. 

Q: Is the problem 

Rumsfeld: So you're asking me is there anyone in that office who might 

have done that? Well, I guess I hope so. 

Q: Is the issue here --

Rumsfeld: Do I think that's bad or evil or wrong? No. 

Q: -- that the intelligence analysts haven't looked at all the hypotheses, and 

then this group has come up with some others that they're now seeking --

Rumsfeld: That I don't know. That I don't know. 

8 
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·. A Beautiful 
Friendship? 

W'hat France sees in Iraq 

BY MICHEL GURFINKJEL 

M
odern France's love affair with Iraq 
was fleetingly foreshadowed in the year 
803, when Harun ar-Rasbid, legendary 
Abbassid caliph of Baghdad, sent an 

embassy to the equally famous emper· 
or Charlemagne, ruler of the Franks. It seemed a promis
ing beginning: The caliph's gifts to the empc;or included 
unbreakable Damascene swords, a depsydra, and an ele
phant. Nevertheless, numy centuries would pass before the 
two countries came inro regular con-

the world between the superpowers, the United States and 
the Soviet Union-in panicular, challenging the United 

States as the paramount Western power. 
One way to advance both goals was to support Third 

World natioualism. In less than four years, de GauUe 
transformed the old colonial empire in Africa inco a loose 
constellation of diem-states, making possible new links 
with other countries, notably in the Arab world. To a Con
servative member of the National Assembly who lamented 
the transfer of the oil-rich Sahara to independent Algeria 
in 1962, de Gaulle retorted: "Don't you see we have traded 

Grandpa's empire for the much 
tact. In the meantime, the Mongol 
invaders of the 13th century would 
burn Iraq's ancient cities, ruin the 

irrigation system along the Tigris and 
Euphrates, and put 90 percent of its 
people to the sword. Even in the late 
19th and early 20th centuries, when 
the French were active in many Arab 
lands--the M.aghreb, Egypt, ,Syria, 
and Lebanon-they stayed out of 
Iraq, an Ottoman province and pre-

"Don't you see?" 
retorted de Gaulle. "Jilk 

have traded . . . the 
limited oil of the Sahara 

far the much more 
plentiful oil qf Arabia." 

bi:oader empire of the future, and rhe 
limited oil of the Sahara for the much 
more plentiful oil of Arabia?" 

There was some logic to this, 
except that the richest Arab or hlam
ic oil countries-from Libya to Saudi 
Arabia to Iran, monarchies all
remained very much under Anglo
Saxon influence. Iraq, however, 
seemed to present an opportunity. 

serve of the Germans until I 917, when it fell into the 
hands of the British as a nominally independent 
Hashemite monarchy. Only after the Iraqi republican 
revolution of 1958, the most brutal and bloody coup ever 
carried out in an Arab country, did the relationship 
change. Tbe Soviet 'Cnion replaced Britain as the most 
influential foreign power in Baghdad, and France came 
dose behind it. 

1\vo men saw to this. The first was President Charles 
de Gaulle. Leader of the Resistance during World War II, 

General de Gaulle ·had made a political comeback in 1958 
and set up the Finh Republic, dedicated to the rebirth of 

France as a great power. That entailed modernizing the 
economy at home and challenging the postwu division of 

The autlicr (!{several books on world aff(lirs, Michel Guifinkiel is the 
editer in chief f!)Valeurs Actuelles, a Paris-based journal. 
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The revolutionary regime had started 
to expropriate the assets of the former colonial oil compa
ny, the largely Anglo-American Iraq Petroleum Company. 
Could Iraq be brought into the French orbit? De Gaulle 
was confident that even the Americans would not object, 
eager as they were to prevent a Soviet takeover. But then, 
who was in charge in Baghdad? The new regime was rid
den wirh coups and intrigues. Kassem, the first republican 
leader, was overthrown and put to death in 1963. There 
was a succession of further nationalist rulers, either follow

ers of Nasser or supporters of the more dogmatic Baath 
party-hardly the strong and stable leadership that France 

would need to deal with. 

T
he man who came to de Gaulle's aid at this junc

ture was. tbe historian and military expert Jacques 
Benoist-Mechin. A most unlikely go-between, 
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Benoist-Mechin was ostensibly de Gaulle's very opposite. 
During World War II, he had not merely sided with Mar
shall Philippe Petain's Vichy regime over de Gaulle's 
Free French, but had explicitly supported Hitler's New 
Order in Europe. He would even report in his Memoir, 
that he had warned Hitler, in the course of an interview 
in Berlin in 1942, about some of his strategic decisions; 
and commented that the Fuhrer had "unfortunately" not 
heeded bis advice. De Gaulle, however, was not one to 
classify people by conventional criteria. Above all, he 
admired Benoist-Mechin's great History of the German 
Anny Since rhe Armistice, first published in 1938, which 
explained how the Reichswehr, the Weimar Republic's 
rump-army, had been turned into an elite corps paving 
the way for Hitler's Wehrmacht. In fact, de Gaulle's first 
order, upon taking over the Ministry of War as head of 
the National Liberation Government of France in 1944, 
had been to have the book reissued and distributed to the 
officers of the resurrected French army. As for its author, 
de Gaulle could not spare him some measure of punish
ment, but made sure he would survive. Benoist-Mechin 
was sentenced to death for treason by France's High 
Court of Justice in June I 947, only to be reprieved almost 
at once and sent back to his studies. 

Benoist-Mechin became as strong a supporter of de 
Gaulle's anti-Anglo-Saxon policies as he had been of 
P~tairl's. And he knew the Middle East almost as well as 
he knew Germany. He had written the first-and to this 
day, the best-biographies of Mustafa KemaJ and Ibn 
Saud ever published in French, and was a confidant of 
most Arab leaders, from King Hassan n of Morocco to 
Nasser. But his ties with Iraq were even stronger. In Sep
tember 1941, while serving as a senior assistant to the 
vice president of the Vichy government, he had engi
neered a bilateral agreement allowing Germany to trans
fer weapons through the then French•conrrolled territo
ry of Syria to Rashid Ali, the pro-Axis Iraqi leader who 
had just toppled the pro-British regent, Abdullilah, and 
his prime minister, Nud Said. The German weapons 
transfer did not materialize, as a month later, the Free 
French wrested Syria from the Vichy French, and the 
British restored the regent in Iraq. But Rashid Ali's peo
ple never forgot how helpful Benoist-Mechin had been 
prepared to be. Many of them were sacked, but those who 
managed to stay in the Iraqi armed forces were active in 
the 1958 revolufion. They soon got in touch with their 
old friend, who in turn introduced them to the appropri
ate people at the Quai d'Orsay, the French Foreign 
Office. It was then that de Gaulle summoned Benoist· 
Mfrhin himself to the Elysee Palace. "Iraq really is the 
key to your Arab policy," the former Vichy official would 
recall telling the president. "Its oil reserves are second 
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only to Saudi Arabia's. And the most reliable people in 
Iraq are the Baathists." 

De Gaulle resigned in 1969, not long after Saddam 
Hussein, the cleverest and most ruthless of aJI the 
Baathists, came to power. Saddam was to bring 

his country stability, albeit by totalitarian means. And he 
had a soft spot for France. His uncle and surrogate father, 
Khairallah Tulfuh, had been involved in the Rashid Ali 
coup. The contacts initiated by Benoist-Mechin eventual· 
ly led to full-fledged. accords negotiated wider de Gaulle's 
successor, Georges Pompidou. It fell to Jacques Chirac
one of Pompidou's most trusted assistants and ministers 
until 1974; then, under Pompidou's successor, Valery Gis
card d'Estaing, prime minister of France from 1974 to 
1976-to formalize these agreements in treaties and con
tracts. 

Of course, it would be absurd to claim that Gaullist 
France had deliberately armed Iraq, much less provided it 
with weapons of mass destruction. France was simply 
advancing its national interests. Once the Iraqis promised 
not to build nuclear weapons, it wasn't up to Paris to deter· 
mine whether or not they were secretly taking steps to 
turn the Osirak civilian nuclear reactor into a military 
facility. Earlier French governments had not been fussy 
about how the Israelis were using their French-built reac· 
tor at Dimona, in the Negev desert. And the same Gaulli!it 
or po1>t-Gaullist governments that negotiated with Sad· 
dam Hussein's Iraq were engaged in parallel talks and 
accords, even over nuclear facilities, with the shah's Iran, 
Iraq's rival for hegemony in the Persian Gulf. As for 
Chirac himself. he was not responsible for the most conse
quential step taken by France regarding Iraq in nuclear 
matters: the decision to provide Iraq enriched plutonium. 
That decision was made by his successor as prime minis• 
ter, Raymond Barre. In the end, only one of the six 
planned shipments was carried out. 

In 1981, the Israelis felt sufficiently threatened by Iraq 
to destroy the Osirak reactor in one of the most daring air
borne raids in history. By then, the shah had been replaced 
by the Ayatollah Khomeini's Islamic Republic of Iran, 
and Saddam Hussein had invaded this new neighbor. The 
French, who had just elected a Socialist president, 
Franiois Mitterrand, for the first time in 27 years, won
dered whether they should continue the relationship with 
Iraq. One reason not to was that Saddam was an unreliable 
customer. Most French companies involved with Iraq 
were actually getting paid by Coface, the French govern
ment agency that backs export contracts. Still, there was 
the prospect that Iraq might win the war with Iran and, 
with its enormous oil resources, become the dominant 
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defewe minister, Jean-Pierre Cheveue
ment, resigned from the cabinet rather 
than condone military intervention, An 
even larger share of the public was 
inclined to neutrality. Mitterrand, how
ever, joined the American-led interna
tional coalition for the liberation of 
Kuwait {not without engaging in last
minute negotiations with Baghdad), as 
well as the smaller coalition that later 
forced Iraqi air forces out of Kurdistan 
and southern Iraq. He did this out of 
sheer realpolitik. lt was obvious to him 
chat Iraq was no match for che United 
States and that che old Gaullist strategy 
made no sense DOW that the Cold War 
was over and the Soviet Union was dis
integrating. It no longer served the 
national interest of France to challenge 
America, but to be among the winners 
and so have a say in che final settlement, 
whatever it might be. 

Nonp,olftmtion, Isrtri styk: ruim of ltaq's Fmith-buill Orirak Tlllllt4r plam 

N
early a dozen years later, little 
has changed in this regard. 

l 
(I[ 

power 1n the Middle Ease. Mo~ver, solidarity with Bagh· 
dad, cemented by the high-profile cooperation and com
men:ial contracts of 1he 1970s, had become quite popular 
with the French public. Gaullists saw it as part of France's 
sacrosanct "Arab policy;" a legacy from the general, as weU 
as a personal achievement of Chirac. The Communists, 
still a significant political force in the J 980s, were support
ive of the generally pro-Soviet Iraqi regime, The anti· 
American left, a rising force within the Socialist party, saw 
Saddam as an "anti-imperialist leader" and even as a "sec· 
ularist bulwark" against Shiite fundamentalism. The 
Catholic church had contacts of its own wich Tariq Aziz, 
Saddam Hussein's Christian foreign minister. Anti-Semi
tes and anti-Zionists of all stripes, including latter-day 
Vichy loyalists, were enthusiastic, too. Mittemutd eventu· 
ally agreed to resume and even upgrade French coopera· 
tion with Iraq, both supplying weapons and entering into 
industrial partnerships. By 1989, when Saddam Hussein 
finally defeated Khomeini, about $10 billion worth of 
French arms had been delivered ro Iraq, of which less than 
$5 billion had been paid for. And Iraq-related orders 
accounted for about half of all French arms production. 

) l 
Saddam's invasion of Kuwait a year later only rekin

dled the debate. Was Iraq to be fought-or supported? A 
. significant part of French opinion, from the hard left to 

the far right, stood by Iraq. Irs champion, the Socialist 
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For all its anti-American 
rhetoric, France actively supported US. military endeav-
ors all around the globe rhroughout the I990s,,be it in 
Bosnia, in Kosovo, or in Afghanistan. The rationale i:. still 
to be seen as a peer of the one and only $Uperpower-and 
incidentally tO keep in touch with the superpower's ever• 
improving military technology and training. Regarding 
Iraq, France now confronts an ironic situation: Iraq was 
crushed in 1991, as Mitterrand foresaw it would be, but 
George Bush and then Bill Clinton allowed Saddam to 
survive. The only sensible response fur the French was ro 
keep their distance. Now that a new American president, 
George W. Bush, seems serious about getting rid of the 
Baathist dictatorship, chings may change again. France,] 
too, has a new president-the very Jacques Chirac who 
helped Pompidou and Giscard cement the Iraqi-French 
relationship in the 1970s. French public opinion is 
arguably more pro-Iraq or neutralist than ever, if onlYVV
bec:ause of France's growing Islamic population. But 
Chirac's own position is more subtle. In recent months, he 
has repeatedly expressed concern about a "preventive war" 
against Iraq not "authorized" by the Uniced Nations or the 
world community. Still, unlike rbe neutralist German 
chancellor, Gerhard Schroder, he has not ruled out war as 
such. That would be to step onto the sidelines, and France 
must be a great power at any cost. • c-________ ~ 
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You deserve a factual look at ... 

· Judea/Sam;ari~,,($J!t ~'"·~,a~> 
Can IStaei'·lllrrii,,~ut"ICf· · ·. ?· --;~-:·'.~}~:r 

Many people believe that the "conflict" between. Israel'and the l"al~ti.6iaN t:oukfbe:~Jved if Israel were'tci ~p_~t;tQ th~ cre
ation of Palestinian state in Gaza and in all or most ofJtidfo/Silraaiia {the."West Banlc") .• Evenour president has ad\located trus 
outcome, contingent on the "good behavior" of the Palestinfans. But would the creation of-such a state be a solution to the con
flict or, just as the Oslo Accord, another illusion that would exaeerbate the conflkt, rather than terminare it? 

What are Che facts? 
The Root of the conflict. The conflict between Im.el and 
the Arabs is not about borders and not about the Palestinians. 
The conflict is not about the size of Israel. It is about Israers 
very existence. Israel, of wha~r sue and ,wichlll whate~r 
boundaries, is unacceptable to the Arabs. In .suirendering 
stcategic territory, Israel is gambling with itS very life. The 
PLO still adheres to its infamow "phased plan." lt call.$ for 
firsr creating a PalesdnJan stare- on any cerrirory vacated by 
Israel and then using that stare to foment a final allied Arab 
assault against the truncated Jewish srate. 
The Importance of territory. Many bdrm that in tlus 

age of missiles, territory is of little importance an:rl !hat Israel 
should therefore not hesitate 10 relinquish '1and for peace.~ But 
chat is not the case. The 

to J?c able to peer deeply incq.,ijle enemy's territory and 
to iJef early warning r){ anf~'.f!:ac:k, thJ,,high ground 
allows Israel to d~tect mis~U11i '!¥hile,th,g, are still 
in the launch. stage and rp,4i(ttrirIJAfl'm, with 
the Arrow or other sophistic,ti<l)11riti;,iiiijfile.i;yscems. 
Unlike the lJ.S,, l&rael can,fi~t. ~iforifn ,a f.lut 
of nuclear Sl1bmarines 'f;,,r:. "s'aa-0~,1 !nr::lke" 
deterrence. But It can maintain do:i;ens of mttbile 
missile launchers safe !n up,4erground tunnels 
hewn into t~~ r.11ck of t.h!l,;' mountains. 
Would the "West Bankn 11~ . . . d? Even 

those who Wlijnt Israel to retrea:ti 67:'borders 
are agreed thilt the evacuated Jt'1f'" -in.iist'.; ~. demilita· 
rized. But that would, be usele5 : . . . ' n$e 1ii'e Palestini
ans will have thousands of trai . iefs~:ca:mouflaged 

Arab states kavea:cquired 
over $50 billion of the most 
advanced armaments since 
the end of the Gulf War. And 
those are not just uconven
tional" weapons-enor
mous quantiries of tanks, 
aireraft of all kindJ, and 

"Without Judea/Samaria (the ·west Bank') 
Israel would be totally'indefensible; therefore, nei, 

ther the purposes of Israel nor those of 

as:Jj:i 'ifpo!i.~_force. In 
ci{e. of viat,agalnst Israel, 
tl{tiie {t6~ps.·-~o uld b.e 
heii~bpteredAn 'mi~ t1 tes 
,.;- their posifi'cirt~. with 
armored fones reaching 
them within, the same 
night. In any case, it is 
highly doubtful that the 

the United States would be served by Israel's relin· 
quishing contr?l of the 'West Bank'." 

much more. The Arab state ~ large anenals of chemical 
and biological 'M!apons, and all of them work feverishly on the 
development of their nuclear potential. All of those weapons 
have only one single purpose: the destruction of the state of 
Israel. And that goal is not being cancelled for any agree
ments that Israel may make with che Palestinians. 
For both "conventionaln war and for war of mass 
destruction, territory and' topography are critical for 
self-defense and deterrence. The mot1nta,inous territory 
of Judea/Samaria (the KWest Bank") is an indispens
able line of defense, especially for a country as small illi 

Israel. It totally controls accus to Israel's heartland_ 
from the cast. Israel needs this high ground for defense, 

surrounding hostile Arab nations would' allow such a 
military vacuum to exist. And flnally, there is the matter 
of terrorism. There are over fifteen Palestinian terror 
organitations that neither Yassir Arafat nor any other 
Palestinian authority can control. Tf!ere would be a con
stant rain of KatyUsha rockets launched into the Tel Aviv 
area and into the entire coastal plain, which is only nine 
miles wide at its waist. It contains BO% of Israel's popu
lation and of its industrial and military porenrial. Ben 
Gurion airport, every incoming and outgoing flight, 
would be subject to mortar fire or shoulder-held Stinger 
attack. Doe5 anybody doubt that the Arabs 
would nor exploit that irresistible opportunity? 

Without the "West Bank" Israel would be totally indefensible. That is the professional opinion of over 100 U.S. gen• 
erals and admirals. Israel's strong defensive posture makes it most inadvisable for [srael's enemies to attack her. 
But once this defensive strength is rernoved, a coordinated war against Israel can only be a matter of time. The 
example and fate of Czechoslovakia, which preparatory to the Second World War was dismantled and shorn of its 
defensive capacity, insistendy comes to mind. What does al! this mean ro the United States? In a part of the world 
in which our country has the most far-reaching geopolitical stakes, Israel is the only democracy, the only country 
that is unquestioningly aligned with us. It is the guarantor of American interests in the area. Wich Israel in a posi· 
tion of weakness, the tole of the United States in the area would C'oliapse and radical states such as Syria, lraq and 
lran would dominate. That is why, despite the heady prospect of ~peace in our time," neither the purposes of Israel 
nor tho~e ofthe United Siates would be served by Israel's relinquishing control over the "West Bank." 
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TO: Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

CC: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ ,1 (\__ 
SUBJECT: Commission on 9/ l 1 

October 30, 2002 8:02 AM 

One thought for the chairman of a commission on 9/11 is Larry Silbennan. He has 

unimpeachable credentials and is tough-minded. 

We also need to give a lot of thought to the staff director. I understand an official 

at Justice, Patrick Muri-ay, may be a good candidate. 

UHRdh 
IOJOOZ-5 
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TO: Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 

CC: Honorable Clay Johnson 
Honorable Gordon England 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel?-

SUBJECT: Personnel 

' November 1, 2002 2:29 PM 

'', 

I I 

I am told that the Homeland Security and personnel people are looking at more DoD 

.employees, beyond Gordon England, and that several have already been contacted, 

without talking to me first 

We spent months and months selecting and recruiting people from the outside. We spent 

many more months getting their security clearances and getting them through the White 

House and Senate process. Only I have been here more than a year and a half. 

The way to staff the Homeland Security Department is not to go into the Pentagon and 

rob us of the people that we spent all that time recruiting. The Administration should be 

adding people from the outside-finding new people. We shouldn't simply keep moving 

people around from one Department to another. It causes damaging turbulence and harm 

to our national security. 

Please stop all White House and Homeland Security contacts with DoD wiless somebody 

first comes to me to discuss it. We're robbing Peter to pay Paul. DoD is facing serious 

national security problems and issues. We don't need the added distraction of further 

attrition and increased turbulence. 

Help! 

DHR:dh 
110102•7 

W01283-02 
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. 
Snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

OS'"1 
,,., '".:: • ·.·,, ··:: C::'.''\f10:,.,1 

Honorable·Condoleezza Rrce· ' 

Donald Rumsfeld ~A 
Iran 

November 13, 2002 7:15 AM 

I would like copies of the cables or messages that went out and the report that 

came back on the Iran issue that we have been discussing. I need to read them 

completely. 

Thanks. 

DHR.dh 
111202-71 

W01319-02 
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Now-19'-.DZ. 10:ZTa from- T·D07 P.DDT/007 F·OZ3 

Snowflake 

November 18, 2002 5:45 PM 

TO: Honorable Colin Powell 

CC: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable CondoJcezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfe19 ___ -I(_ IL-# 
SUBJECT: Taiwan 

I am concerned about Taiwan. It would be most unfortunate if the leadership of 
Taiwan inadvertently or intentionally s.aid or did things that we did not agree with, 
that then created an unnecessarily negative reaction by the PRC. 

Our unnatural relationship with Taiwan restricts normal contact, with an 
unintended result that our communications arc not what they are with most of our 
interlocutors. 

I have no persona] connections with Taiwan, and I am unclear what linkage you 
have. Are you comfonable that our linkages are strong enough that Taiwan won't 
make a mistake? If so. I will relax. If not, possibly we should discuss it. 

Thanks. 

DHk.:dh 
lll702.II 

W01335-02 
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

From: 

Date: 

Subject: 

The Secretary of Defense ;;z __ ~j ~ 

November 19, 2002 

Visit to Chile-Defense Ministerial of the Americas 

I have just attended the 5th Defense Ministerial of the Americas, involving all the 
countries of the hemisphere excepl Cuba. I held bilateral meetings with Chile, 
Argentina, Colombia and Brazil. 

• DEFENSE MINISTERIAL OF THE AMERICAS. In many ways, the 
issues being debated in this hemisphere are similar to those being discussed at 
NATO this week-how to take institutions built during the Cold War, adapt 
them, and make them relevant to 21st century threats and challenges. 

Some countries, like Mexico, argue that institutions of the Inter-American 
System that arose during the Cold War have outlived their usefulness . Mexico 
has withdrawn from the Rio Treaty. and wants countries of the region to focus 
more on bilateral cooperation and "soft" security issues. This is clearly a 
minority view. 

[ made the case that the need for our nalions to work together has not 
diminished; it has grown. Instead of dismanlling old inslitutions, we need to 
adapt them and forge new areas of concrete cooperation. 

In that spirit, we offered two initiatives for discussion, which were well 
received: 

• First an initiative to facilitate naval cooperation among the nations of the 
hemisphere, to help guard the Caribbean and East Pacific against arms 
trafficking and other threats; 

• Second. an initiative to strengthen peacekeeping cooperation by taking 
specialized capabilities of individual nations, and integrating them to create 
regional capabilities. 

We also discussed the problem of "ungoverned areas,'' where terrorists, 
hostage takers, and drug- and arms-traffickers operate- and need for 
democratic nations to exercise "effective sovereignty" in their territories. 

WOI345-02 1 
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• CHILE. Our host, Chile, was extremely supportive of our initiatives. Their 
views parallel ours in tenns of preserving and adapting Inter-American 
institutions. I met with President Lagos and Defense Minister Michelle 
Bachelet, and was once slated to be Socialist President Salvador Allende's 
ambassador to the Soviet Union, before Allende was overthrown in the 1973 
coup,. Like Prime Minister Blair, he seems to a man of the left who is trying to 
govern as a centrist. He is friendly and supportive-a good sign since Chile 
will rotate onto the UN Security Council in January. 

• ARGENTINA. Argentina is the only country designated as a "Major Non
NA TO Ally" in the hemisphere·. They have an impressive number of 
peacekeeping deployments around the globe, and also offered forces for 
Afghanistan, including peacekeepers and a field hospital. The financial crisis 
there is a limiting factor in their ability to do more, but they are right-thinking 
and extremely supportive. 

• COLOMBIA. I had a good meeting with the Colombian Minister of Defense. 
She said that it means a lot to the Colombian people that they have such a firm 
ally in the U.S.~ and in you personally. President Uribe has taken a courageous 
and bold approach to Colombia's predicament. The time to help him is now, 
early in his Administration, while he has momentum. lfwe wait, and he gets 
bogged down, the effort will be much more difficult. Congress has given us 
expanded autho.rity to help-by permitting counter-drug funds to be used for 
counter-terrorism-but only for a year. 

• BRAZIL. The outgoing Brazilian Defense Minister said that the leftst 
President-elect "Lu.la" seemed to have undergone a "process of maturing. 1

' It 
remains to be seen whether, like Chilean President Lagos, he will govern to the 
center, or whether he will follow the Castro/Chavez model. 

When 1 was SecDefin 1975, only 14 nations in the Western hemisphere could be 
considered democracies. Today, with the exception of Cuba, almost the entire 
hemisphere has embraced representative government. 

The democratic transformation of the Americas has opened up avenues for 
expanded cooperation, and there seems to be growing consensus on the need to 
adapt Inter-American institutions to deal with the new transnational threats. 

Respectfully, 

Cc: The Vice President 
The Secretary of State 
The National Security Advisor 

11-L-0559/0SD/14033 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

November 10, 2002 3:25 PM 

Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr. 

Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

Donald Rumsfeld :12,....__ __ 4 // ~ 
White House decision to brief Bob Woodward or others looking for 
the "inside story" 

When 1 was told about Woodward's intention to write a book, I declined to be 

interviewed. Later I was told by the White House that I should agree to be 

interviewed. I did so, for 30 minutes, against my better judgment, with the 

understanding that it would be on the record and that we would publish the 

transcript, which we did. 

Subsequently, I heard that people in the White House and the Administration spent 

many, many hours with Woodward. 

My concern was and remains that these stories inevitably create dissension and 

differences within an administration. Further, when some do it, it creates a 

requirement that other people do it, to defend themselves. How, in the middle of a 

war, people can spend that much time in such a self-serving way is beyond me. 

I hope in the future the Administration policy will be to not engage in that kind of 

an exercise. 

Respectfully, 

DHRdh 
JIJ802.l0 

W01346-02 
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S•owtlake 

Honorable Clay Johnson 

Donald Rurnsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Nancy Reynolds 

TO: 

FROM: 

December 2, 2002 7:22 AM 

Colin tells me there are some openings for ambassadors. Last year I sent over 

some information on Nancy Reynolds, as I believe others did. I continue to think 

she would make a very good ambassador in Africa. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Nancy Reynolds background sheet 

DHR:dh 
120202-2 
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October 1998 
10present 

June 1992 
to present 

/lugust 1990 
to June 1992 

Jarnwy 1983 
to August 1990 

1977to 
December 1986 

1976to 1977 

1974 to ]9?6 

1968 to 1974 

1966 u:, 1968 

1960 IO 1966 

MltHL 

VITAE 

NANCY CLARK REYNOLDS 
. \ 

Chair, Board of Trustees 
Crow Canyon Archaeologieal Center, Cortez, Colorado 

Senior Consultant 
The Wexler Group. Wa.mington, DC, and Santa Fe, New Mexico 

Vice Chair 
The Wexler Group, Washington. DC 

Vice Chair 
Wexler, Reynolds, FuUet, Harrison and SchuJ~ Washington, DC 

Vice Presid~ Go\'Cffll?Jmt Aft"airs 
The Bendix Co.rporation, Wuhington, DC 

Associate Direaor, National Affairs 
Boise Cuca.d.c Co,poratioa. Wuhington, DC 

Account Executive . 
Deawr and Hannaford. Public Relations, Los Angeles, ·califomia 

~~al Assistant IO Governor Ronald Reagan 

Assistant Press Secretary to Governor Ronald Reagan 

News Anchor and Political R.eportet: KPIX-1V (CBS San Francisco) 

BOARDS OF DIRECTORS: 

1989 to 1999 

1993-to 1997 

19U to 1997 

1986 to 
Present 

NorreU Corporaaoo, Atlama. Georgia 

AJ'lstate Co,pontion, Chica,o, IDinois 

Sears, Roebuck & Company, Chk.ago, Illinois 
Otair, Public Issues Committee 

. . 

The Wackenhut Corporation. West Palm Beach, Florida 
Chair, Equal Opportunity Employmfflt Committee· 
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Nancy Clarlc Reynolds 

· .. S1DEN11AL APPOINTMENTS: 

May to 
June 1991 

October 1988 

August/ 
September I 985 

October 1985 
to 1987 

Janumy 198 J 
to August I 985 

January 1981 
101983 

International Obsuver of Uganda's elections 

Head of U.S. Delegation' to CSCE Symposium on Cultural Heritage 
Knucow. Poland 

Head of U.S. Delegation to Nyayo Annivecsary, Nairobi. Kenya 

Vice Chair. U.S. Delegation to U.N. Conference on Women 
Nairobi. Kenya 

Member 
President's Advisory Cornmi«cc on Trade Negotiations 

t,J.S. Representative to U.N. Commission on the Status orWomen 

Member 
President's Commission on Wrote Home Fellowships 

PUBLIC SJER.VICE ORGANIZA110NS: 

1990 to present 

1991 tc> 1997 

1990 to 1997 

1986 to l 991 

1982 to 1983 

EDUCATION: 

198S . 

August 1980 

July to 
... August 1971 

1949 

Director 
National Park Foundation 

Trustee, Active Alumna 
L.S.B. Leakey Foundarion 

Trustee 
The Smithsonian National Mu.sewn of tho American Indian 

Founding Member and Vice Presidenr 
Economic Club of Washington 

President. Business-Govemment Relations Council, Wuhington, DC 

Honorary Doctor of Laws, Gonzaga Univc~ity, Spokane, Washington 

Center for Creative Leadership, Greensboro, North Carolina 

Harvard University Business School 
for Senior Manasers in Government 

. . 

~~.A. in English, Goucher College. Towson, Mmyland 
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November 1984 
to January 1985 

September 1980 
to February 1981 

Director, Congressionai Relations 
Reagan/Bush Inaugural Committee 

Reagan/Bush Campaign . 
Director, East Wing White House Transition Team 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Honorable Clay Johnson 

Donald Rumsfeld i 
SUBJECT: Pat Ryan 

December 2, 2002 7:22 AM 

Attached is a background sheet on Pat Ryan, who would make a superb 

ambassador. 

Regards. 

Attach. 
Pat Ryan background sheet 

DHR:dh 
120202·1 
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PATRICK. W. RYAN 
OBJECTNE 

To serve in a position where my broad background in foreign affairs, especially in the Middle 
East, and my extensive experience in defense and intelligence can contribute to the development 
and execution of international and national security policies and progrilms. 
EXPE.RJENCE 

1999-2000 Ryan & Associates Springfield, VA.Preside.at I Se!l.ior AssociatcEsrnblished 
infom1ation services enterprise.n Provided editorial and web based services to international 
clients.n . Managing Editor of 'Gulf\Vire' newsletter and 'AtabiaLink.com.' 

1999 National Council on U.S.-Arab Relations 'Washington, DCVice Presidenl I Chief 
Operating Officern Managed all aspects of '1 not for profit educational organization focused on 
helping Americans understand the Arab world and U.S. interests there.1998-1999 Automctdc, 
Inc. a Division of Boeing Springfield, VA?rognun Mac.agem Managed all aspects of 
sensitive programs in support of the U.S. Government involving integration and deployment of 
cutting (!dge tecruucal systems and tcchniques.1972-1998 U.S. Navy 1997-1998 U.S. 
Central Command Tampa, FLRcscarch Fellow, Director Central 
Intelligence Exceptional I.ntelhgence Analyst Programn Research, analysis and writing on 
Arabian Peninsula polilical-milit.ary developments. Fellowship in Saudi Arabia. I 996-1997 
U.S. Central Command Tampa, FLExccutive Assistant to Director or 
lntelligencen Principal assis1ant and confidant; manager of directorc1.te operations and 
requirements, ReoresentationaJ travels to Middle Bast, rb)(6) 

EXPERIENCE (CONT'D) 
1995-1996 U.S. Central Coillrn.Elnd Tampa, FlChi~f, 'Transnational' IssL1es Bnmchn 

M~naged :ln intelligence team responsible for research, analysis, writing and briefing on 
terrorism, weapons of mass destruction/advanced weapons proliferation, energy issues, 
counterdrugs and civil maritime issues. 

1993- 1995 Center for Naval Analysis Alexandria, VASenior Intelligence 
OfficerManaged intelligence support to Navy's ~h.ink.tank.1 

1991-1991 Joint Staff Intelligence Directorate The PentagonSenior Producer, Defense 
Intelligence N etworkn Managed i ntelli~ence television produ.ction team.1990-1991 Joint 
Stafflntelligence Directorate The Pent.igonAll-Source Analyst · Central American Branchn 
Research, analysis, Mit.ing and brfafmg all aspects of crisis and current intelligence concerning 
Nic.iragua, Honduras and related areas. National Military Joint Intelligence Center 
watchstander.1988-1990 USS CONSTELLATION 1be Pacific Flcctlntelligence 
OfficerDirected watch center providing 'all-source' warning and tactical intelligence supporl Lo 
forward deployed Carrier Battle Group. 
EDUCATION 

1986 Georgetown University Wasrungton, DCCourses completed in the National 
Security Studies Graduate Programl980-1981 University of South Carolina Columbia, 
SCBA, International Studies 1977-1980 Uw.versjty of Maryland, European Division. Naples, 
ItalyCourses completed toward degree 
SECURITY 

Top SccrcUSCI/ISSA/Poly active with Autometric, Inc. 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

DEC 1 J 20C: 

SUBJECT: Recommended Change-2 to Unified Command Plan 2002 

The Unified Command Plan (UCP) establishes the command structure and areas 
of responsibility (geographic and functional) for the Nation's combatant commanders. 

The most recent change to the UCP created a ••new" combatant command, 
retaining the name "U.S. Strategic Command,t' effective 1 October 2002. When General 
Myers and I recommended this change, we also stated that USSTRA TCOM would 
assume the missions and responsibilities currently assigned to USSTRA TCOM and 
USSPACECOM in the near-term, while being poised to accept evolving missions (Global 
Strike; Integrated Missile Defense; Infonnation Operations; and, Command, Control, 
Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (C41SR)) 
in the future. Our staffs have conducted an in-<lepth study of these evolving missions and 
recommend that they be assigned to USSTRA TCOM immediately. Given the complexity 
of these responsibilities, we expect USSTRA TCOM to be able to fully accomplish these 
missions no later than I January 2004. 

Pursuant to your authority as Commander in Chief and under title 10, United 
States Code, Section 161, I recommend that you approve the proposed revisiC'ns to the 
UCP by signing the attached memorandum. This memorandum directs the Commander, 
USSTRA TCOM to notify you no later than 1 January 2004, through the Challlll~. and 
me, when USSTRA TCOM reaches Full Operational Capability for its new missions. 
This memorandum also directs me to notify Congress of revisions to the UCP on your 
behalf pursuant to title I 0, United States Code, Section 161 (b )(2). 

Attachments: 

I. Proposed Presidential Memorandwn 
2. Cbange-2 to Unified Command Plan 2002 

W01408-02 
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The White House 
Washingtori 

MMM DD, 2002 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Change-2 tc Unified Command Plan 2002 

Pursuant to my authority as Commander in Chief, I hereby 
approve and direct the assignment of Global Strike, 
Integrated Missile Defense, DoD Information Operations, and 
Command, Control, Conununications, Computers, Intelligence, 
Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (C4ISR) missions to 
US Strategic Command. On or before 1 January 2004, the 
Commander, US Strategic Command, will provide me, through 
the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Secretary 
of Defense, an assessment of his command's ability to 
perform these newly assigned missions, and, if Full 
Operational Capability has not been achieved, will identify 
the additional capabilities needed to achieve Full 
Operational Capability. 

You are directed to notify the Congress on my behalf as 
required by title 10, United States Code, section 16l(b) (2), 
as a result of implementing this revision to the UCP. 

11-L-0559/0SD/14043 



CHANGE-2 to Unified Command Plan 2002 

The following changes apply to the Urufied Command Plan dated 30 April 2002, 

with Change 1 dated 30 July 2002 inserted: 

Pages 14-16. Delete paragraph 21. 

Page 17. Delete paragraph 22. 

Page 17-19. Delete paragraph 23. 

Page 14. Insert new paragraph 21 to read: 

"21. US Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM). The Commander, US Strategic 

Command (USSTRATCOM), headquartered at Offutt .Afr Force Base, Omaha, 

Nebraska (with elements at Peterson Air Force Base, Colorado Springs. 

Colorado), is the commander of a combatant command comprising all forces 

assigned for the accomplishment of the commander's missions. USSTRATCOM 

has no geographic AOR for normal operations and will not exercise those 

functions of command associated with area responsibility. When 

USSTRATCOM's forces are deployed in a geographic combatant commander's 

AOR. they will remain assigned to and under the control of USSTRATCOM. 

unless otherwise directed by the Secretary of Defense. USSTRATCOM's 

responsibilities will include: 

a. Maintaining primary responsibility among the combatant commanders 

for strategic nuclear forces to support the national objective of strategic 

deterrence. 

b. Employing assigned and attached forces, as directed. 

c. Providing integrated global strike planning and conunand and control 

support to deliver rapid. extended range, precision kinetic (nuclear and 

conventional} and non-kinetic (elements of space and information operations) 

effects in support of theater: and national objectives. 

11-L-0559/0SD/14044 



d. Providing support to other combatant commanders, as directed. 

e. Exercising command and control of selected global strike missions 1f 

dtrected to do so by the President or the Secretary of Defense. 

f. Developing desired characteristics and capabilities, advocating. planning, 

and conducting space operations (force enhancement, space control, and space 

support, including spacelift and on-orbit operations, and force application), 

including: 

(1) Prov1dlng warning and assessment of space attack. 

(2) Supporting NORAD by providing the missile warning and space 

surveillance necessary to fulfill the US conunitment to the NORAD At,oreement. 

(3) SeIVing as the single point of contact for military space operational 

matters, except as otherwise directed by the Secretary of Defense. 

{4} Providing military representation to US national agencies, 

commercial, and international agencies for matters related to militaiy space 

operations, as directed by the Secretary of Defense and in coordination With 

the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and approp:rtate combatant 

commanders. 

(5) In coordination mth appropriate geographic combatant commanders' 

security assistance activ:ities, planning and implementing securtty assistance 

relating to military space operations and providing military assessments as 

required. Unless otherwise directed by the Secretary of Defense, these 

activities shall not supersede the responsibilities of other combatant 

conunanders to coordinate security assistance matters and provide advice and 

assistance to chiefs of US diplomatic missions. 

(6) Coordinating and conducting space campaign planning. 

(7) Providing the military point of contact for countering the proliferation 

of weapons of mass destruction in space in support of nonproliferation policies, 

activities, and taskings. 

11-L-0559JOS0/14045 



(8) Serving as the DoD Manager for Manned Space Flight Support 

Operations. 

g. Planning, integrating and coordinating global missile defense operations 

and support {sea, land, air, and space·based) for missile defense; and, 

developing desired characteiistics and capabilities for global missile defense 

operations and support for missile defense, including: 

(1) Providing warrung of missile attack to other combatant commanders. 

(2) Providing assessment of missile attack should NORAD or the 

appropriate combatant commander be unable to accomplish the assessment 

mission. 

(3} Advocating desired global missile defense and missile warning 

characteristics and capabilities of all combatant commanders, including the 

battle management command. control, conununications, and intelligence 

system {BMC3I) and architecture. 

(4) Developing the missile defense. concept of operations (CONOPSJ. 

h. Planning, integrating, and coordinating intelligence, surveillance, and 

reconnaissance {ISR) in support of strategic and global operations, as directed. 

i. Tasking and coordinating command, control. communications, 

computers. intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR) capabilities 

in support of strategic force employment, to include global strike, missile 

defense, and associated planning, as directed. 

j. Integrating and coordinating DoD information operations (IO) (currently 

consfating of the core JO capabilities of computer network attack (CNA), 

computer network defense {CNDJ, electronic warlare (EW), operations security 

{OPSEC), military psychological operations (PSYOP), and military deception 

(MILDECJ) that cross geographic areas of responsibility or across the core IO 

capabilities, including: 

(1) Supporting other combatant commanders for planning. 
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(2} Planning and coordinating capabilities that have trans-regional 

effects or that directly support national objectives. 

(3) Exercising conunand and control of selected missions, if directed to 

do so by the President or Secretary of Defense. 

{4) Identifying desired characteristics and capabilities for DoD-wide 

CND, planning for DoD-Wide CND, and directing DoD-wide CND. 

(5) Identifying desired characteristics and capabilities for CNA, 

conducting CNA in support of assigned missions. and integrating CNA 

capabilities in support of other combatant commanders, as directed. 

(6) Identifying desired characteristics and capabilities for joint electronic 

warfare and planning for and conducting electronic warfare in support of 

assigned missions. 

{7) Supporting other combatant conunanders for the planning and 

integration of joint OPSEC and military deception. 

Page 17, renumber old paragraph 24 as paragraph 22. 
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CHARWI Of THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-llll19& 

ACTION MEMO 
Ctl-648-02 
7 Deceaber 20()2 

' 
FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE DepSec Action __ _ 

FROM: General Rkhard B. Myers, CJC~lz/1 

SUBJECT: Recommended Change 2 to Unified Command Plan 2002 

• Request you approve the change to the Unified Command Plan (UCP) assigning 
the following missions to USSTRA TCOM: global strike, integrated missile 
defense, information operations and command, control, communications, 
computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR) (TAB A). 

1 The new USSTRATCOM was assigned the missions of USSTRATCOM and 
USSPACECOM through Change 1 to the Unified Command Plan (UCP), effective 
1 October. When Change 1 was forwarded, I stated that we would conduct in
depth studies of other potential missions (global strike, integrated missile defense, 
information operations and C4ISR) before the end of the year. 

, My staff, along with your support, the Services and the combatant commanders 
recently completed these studies and concluded that it is feasible and desirable to 
assign these missions to USSTRATCOM. USSTRATCOM is prepared to begin 
work on these missions, and will have an initial operational capability (IOC) when 
assigned by the President. Given the complexity of these responsibilities, 
USSTRA TCOM will reach full operational capability by 1 January 2004. To that 
end our staffs, with the support of the Services and the affected combatant 
commands, are developing a tenns of reference that will serve to delineate the 
boundaries of responsibility among USSTRA TCOM, other combatant commands, 
defense agencies and the Joint Staff for their complementary responsibilities {e.g., 
USJFCOM and USSTRA TCOM for battle management command and control, 
USSOCOM and USSTRA TCOM for psychological operations (PSYOP), and 
USSTRATCOM, Missile Defense Agency, and Joint Air and Missile Defense 
Organization (JTAMDO) for global missile defense). 

• The recommended changes to the UCP have been coordinated with the Service 
Chiefs, your staff and the combatant commanders. The revised paragraphs include 
changes that accomplish the following: 
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• Defines and assigns global strike resporuibilities to USSTRA TCOM as 
either a supporting or supported commander, providing increased options to 
you and the President. 

• Assigns responsibilities of developing desired characteristics and 
capabilities, planning, integrating and coordinating missile defense to 
USSTRA TCOM. 

• Expands USSTRA TCOM's role in command, control, corrununications, 
computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance in support of 
strategic, global missions. 

• Assigns increased responsibility for strategic information operations 
( computer network defense, computer network attack, electronic warfare, 
psychological operations, operations security and military deception that 
have transregional effects or national strategic consequences) to 
USSTRA TCOM. 

RECOMMENDATION: Approve and sign the proposed memorandum to the President 
(TAB B) approving the UCP changes. 

COORDINATION: TAB C 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: L TG George Casey, USA; Director, J-5; !._(b_H6_) _ _, 

2 
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-------· 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

SUBJECT: Recommended Change-2 to Uoified Command Plan 2002 

The Unified Command Plan (UCP) establishes the command structure and areas 
of responsibility (goographk and functional) for the Nation's combatant commanders. 

The most recent change to the UCP created a .. new" combatant command, 
retaining the name "U.S. Strategic Command," effective 1 October 2002. When General 
Myers and I recommended this change, we also stated that USSTRA TCOM would 
assume the missions and responsibilities currently assigned to USSTRA TCOM and 
USSPACECOM in the near•term, while being poised to accept evolving missions (Global 
Strike; Integrated Missile Defense; lnfonnation Operations; and, Command. Control, 
Communications, Computers, Intelligence. Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (C4ISR)) 
in the future. Our staffs have conducted an in-depth study of these evolving missions and 
recommend that they be assigned to USSTRA TCOM immediately. Given the complexity 
of these responsibilities, we expect USSTRA TCOM to be able to fully accomplish these 
missions no later than l January 2004. 

Pursuant to your authority as Commander in Chief and under title 10, United 
States Code, Section 161, I recommend that you approve the proposed revisions to the 
UCP by signing the attached memorandum. This memorandum directs the Commander, 
USSTRA TCOM to notify you no later than 1 January 2004, through the Chairman and 
me, when USSTRA TCOM reaches Full Operational Capability for its new missions. 
This memorandum also directs me to notify Congress of revisions to the UCP on your 
behalf pursuant to title 10, United States Code, Section 161(b)(2). 

Attachments: 

1. Proposed Presidential Memorandum 
2. Change-2 to Unified Command Plan 2002 
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CBANGE-2 to Unified Command Plan 2002 

The following changes apply to the Unified Command Plan dated 30 April 2002, 

with Change 1 dated 30 July 2002 inserted: 

Pages 14-16. Delete paragraph 21. 

Page 17. Delete paragraph 22. 

Page 17-19. Delete paragraph 23. 

Page 14. Insert new paragraph 21 to read: 

.. 21. US Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM). Toe Commander, US Strategic 

Command (USSTRATCOM), headquartered at Offutt AJr Force Base, Omaha, 

Nebraska (with elements at Peterson Air Force Base. Colorado Springs, 

Colorado), is the commander of a combatant conunand comprising all forces 

assigned for the accomplishment of the commander's missions. USSTRATCOM 

has no geographic AOR for normal operations and will not exercise those 

functions of conunand associated with area responsibility. When 

USSTRATCOM's forces are deployed m a geographic combatant commander's 

AOR they will remain assigned to and under the control of USSTRATCOM, 

unless otherwise directed by the Secretary of Defense. Ussrn.ATCOM's 

responsibilities will include: 

a. Maintaining primary responsibility among the combatant commanders 

for strategic nuclear forces to support the national objective of strategic 

deterrence. 

b. Employing assigned and attached forces, as directed. 

c. Providing integrated global strike planning and command and control 

support to deliver rapid, extended range, precision kinetic (nuclear and 

conventional) and non-kinetic (elements of space and information operations) 

effects in support of theater~ and national objectives. 
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d. Providing support to other combatant commanders, as directed. 

e. Exercising command and control of selected global strike missions if 

directed to do so by the President or the Secretary of Defense. 

f. Developing desired characteristics and capabilities, advocating, planning, 

and conducting space operations (force enhancement. space control, and space 

support. including spacelift and on-orbit operations. and force application), 

including: 

{l) Providing warning and assessment of space attack. 

(2} Supporting NORAD by providing the missile warning and space 

suiveillance necessary to fulfill the US commitment to the NORAD Ae,oreement. 

(3) Serving as the single point of contact for millta:ry space operational 

matters, except as otherwise directed by the Secretary of Defense. 

{4} Providing military representation to US national agencies, 

conunercial, and international agencies for matters related to military space 

operations, as directed by the Secretary of Defense and in coordination with 

the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and appropriate combatant 

commanders. 

(5) In coordination \VJ.th appropriate geographic combatant commanders' 

secwity assistance activities, planning and implementing security assistance 

relating to military space operations and providing military assessments as 

required. Unless otherwise directed by the Secretary of Defense, these 

activities shall not supersede the responsibilities of other combatant 

commanders to coordinate security assistance matters and provide advice and 

assistance to chiefs of US diplomatic missions. 

{6} Coordinating and conducting space campaign planning. 

(7) Providing the military point of contact for coW1tering the proliferation 

of weapons of mass destruction in space in support of nonproliferation policies, 

activities, and taskings. 
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(8) Serving as the DoD Manager for Manned Space Flight Support 

Operations. 

g. Planning, integrating and coordinating global missile defense operations 

and support (sea, land, air, and space-based) for missile defense; and, 

developing desired characteristics and capabilities for global missile defense 

operations and support for missile defense. including: 

(I) Providing warning of missile attack to other combatant commanders. 

(2) Providing assessment of missile attack should NORAD or the 

appropriate combatant commander be unable to accomplish the assessment 

mission. 

(3) Advocating desired global missile defense and missile warning 

characteristics and capabilities of all combatant commanders, including the 

battle management command, control, communications, and intelligence 

system (BMC3I) and architecture. 

(4) Developing the missile defense. concept of operations {CONOPS). 

h. Planning, integrating, and coordinating intelligence, sunreillance. and 

reconnaissance {ISR) in support of strategic and global operations, as directed. 

i. Tasking and coordinating command, control. communications, 

computers. intelligence, swveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR} capabilities 

in support of strategic force employment. to include global strike. missile 

defense. and associated planning, as directed. 

j. Integrating and coordinating DoD information operations (IO) (currently 

consisting of the core IO capabilities of computer network attack (CNAJ, 

computer network defense (CND), electronic warlare {EW), operations securtty 

{OPSECJ, military psychological operations (PSYOP), and military deception 

{MILD EC)} that cross geographic areas of responsibility or across the core IO 

capabilities, .including: 

{1) Supporting other _:00mbatant commanders for planning. 
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(2} Planning and coordinating capabilities that have trans-regional 

effects or that directly support national objectives. 

(3) Exercising command and control of selected missions. if directed to 

do so by the President or Secretaxy of Defense. 

(4) Identifying desired characteristics and capabilities for DoD-wide 

CND, planning for DoD-wide CND, and directing DoD-wide CND. 

(5) Identifying desired characteristics and capabilities for CNA. 

conducting CNA in support of assigned missions. and integrating CNA 

capabilities in support of oilier combatant commanders, as directed. 

(6) Identifying desired characteti.stics and capabilities for joint electronic 

warfare and planning for and conducting electronic warfare in support of 

assigned missions. 

{7) Supporting other combatant commanders for the planning and 

integration of joint OPSEC and military deception. 

Page 17, renumber old paragraph 24 as paragraph 22. 
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TABC 

COORDINATION PAGE 

US Army MG Huntoon 20 August 2002 

US Navy RADM Krol 21 August 2002 

US Air Force Maj Gen Gould 22 August 2002 

US Marine Corps LtGen Bedard 26 August 2002 

US Strategic Command ADM Ellis 05 December 2002 

/ 
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December 23, 2002 9:15 AM 

TO: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld J> 1 Jl 
SUBJECT: Nature of the Struggle 

Attached is an interesting set of notes from Newt on David Trimble of Northern 

Ireland. He makes some good points. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/07/02 Gingrich e~mail to SecDef re: On the Nature of the Struggle 

DHR:dh 
!22.302-14 
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From: Thirdwave2@aol.com 

Sent: Saturday, December 07, 2002 1 :35 PM ~ Sff'l:l~,.. 
To: (b)(6) osd.pentagon .mil; Larry.DiRita@osd.pentagon.mil; "'Uc::,,- LfLln 

0 n. ra ock.@OSD.Pentagon.mil O '1~ So 
Cc: stephen.cambone@OSD .. mil: Torie.Clarke@OSD.Mil: jaymie.durnan@osd .pentagon.~C 2 3 2i tA! 
Subject: for secdef depsecdef '0oz 
for secdef.depsecdef 
from newt 12/07 /02 
on the nature of the strruggle 

The following represents my intuition which is that this is a much harder war with 
many greater difficulties than we have even begun to think about. Newt 

this memo from bill sanders, the navy fellow at AEI, has some useful points about 
David Trimble's viewpoint in Northern Ireland as it relates to fighting terror 

Yesterday's discussion at AEI with David Trimble, first minister of the Northern 
Ireland Assembly and recipient of the 1998 Nobel Peace Prize was quite interestlng 
on "Fighting Terror and Winning." 

Summarizing Trimble's points, to defeat terrorism one must: 

- Maintain firm public opinion, 
- Ensure amelioration of genuine grievances, 
• Suppress and penetrate terrorist organizations, 
- And aid the decline of the terrorist's ideology. 

He freely admitted no Middle East expertise but offered the following observations: 

- ''The Al-Qaeda and its extreme Islam views pose huge problems, not resolved 
easily." 

- "Improving the sophistication of the armed forces alone won't do it." 
• "This will be a 'long time, high cosf conflict." 
- "Our relationship with Turkey and other Muslim states will be key." 

He provided an interesting view when posed the question "Should the US adopt a 
law enforcement model similar to the British Ml-5 that would split the FBI into two 
separate agencies?" He acknowledged the common pitfall that another agency 
structure would lead to more "hoarding of info" but said there may be an advantage 
over the traditional crime-driven model in the intelligence-driven model. 
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While the "public may prefer the crime-driven. law enforcement model" of the FBI, 
"an intelligence-driven model that identifies key players and organizational ties 
provides a better model in pre-empting terrorist actions." This idea was in your Nov. 
13th agenda with VP Cheney and I believe is one of the keys to strong Homeland 
Security. 

Best regards, Bill 
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